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The "Voyager Quality Assurance Plan" details the manner in which the General Electric
Company will conduct the Voyager Program in conformance with the general requirements
specified in NASA Publication 200-2 entitled -Quality Provisions for Space Systems Con-
tractors" dated April 1, 1962. The quality elements of the program are presented and
discussed under the topics delineated in NPC 200-2. This is a preliminary presentation
of the total Quality Assurance Plan which will be further detailed and submitted to JPL for
review during Phase I]3 and implemented during Phase II.
The intent of the Quality Assurance Plan is to provide maximum assurance that the quality
of the spacecraft, flight spares, and OSE as manufactured, tested and shipped are con-
sistent with the requirements of the contract, work statement and JPL and G.E. standards.
The key elements of the Quality Assurance Plan are:
a. Integration of quality considerations during the destgn and development phase.
b. Augmentation of the vendor control plan.
c. Configuration control and traceability to the piece part level.
procurement and manufacturing cycles.
ande
eQ Closed loop system for failure analysis, reporting, corrective action, and follow
up.
f. Utilization of the computer data bank for rapid retrieval of stored data.
The quality plan is responsive to the reliability requirements and supports the reliability
plan. Some of the vital reliability elements that have been factored into the Quality
Assurance Plan are:
ao Green line/red line constraints which have activated a system for recording of
accumulated test time and such actuations as documented counting of mating and
demating of connectors.
be Failure ana_ysts data are systematically and continually processed through a
reliability review for completeness of the analysis and adequacy of corrective
action in terms of its effects upon system reliability.
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c. ReliabiLRy crabs are monitored and processed through the non-quality assurance
system.
The quality tasks to be accomplished during Phase IB are:
a. InterpremUonof contractrequirements for incorporation into the Quality Assurance
Plan.
b. Preparatiaa in depth of the Qual_ Assurance Ptan and submitted to JPL for review.
c. Determ_naUcad quamy and test requtremente and integrate _atodesign and
development.
d. Initiation of the subc_tractor/vendor control plan.
e. Receiving/inspection of breadboard materials.
f. Selection and transfer of experienced personnel to the project.
This plan is speoifioa_y oriented to the t71 Spacecraft. However. the methods, procedures
and modus operandi are also applicable to the '69 Spacecraft with no plmmed deviations
from the '71 Spacecraft Q_lity Assurance Plan.
2.0 BASIC REQUIREMENTS
2.1 GENERAL
2. io i QUALITY PROGRAM
Department Instruction No. 1.6 establishes the policy for "Product Quality." Two of the
inherent purposes of the instructionare:
a. To establish a unified approach to Product Qualityby outlining courses of action
required throughout the Department.
b. To provide and maintain a network of procedures that will enhance the quality of
design and manufactures; and further, to assure ready detection of product
discrepancies and provide for positive corrective action.
The quality system for Voyager will be documented by a procedural network of Quality
Control Operating Procedures consisting of:
ao Existing procedures deemed fully applicable to the Voyager effort°
b. Revised procedures to satisfy any specific Voyager requirements not compatible
with existing methods.
c. New procedures designed to meet unique Voyager demands
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2.1. 2 SOURCE OF REQUIREMENTS
The Quality Assurance Plan, including all supporting procedures, plans and documentation,
is based upon the requirements set fort/, in the basic customer compliance documents and
established General Electric policies. The following documents delineate the requirements:
a. NCP 200-2
b. Mission Specifications
c. Work Statement
do Contract
e. JPL Specifications
f. Contract Referenced Documents
g. General Electric Division Policies and Department Instructions
2.2 QUALITY PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
Quality documentation shall be developed by General Electric and submitted to JPL in
accordance with the requirements of NPC 200-2, Appendix B. The initial submittal time,
as well as the time to be allocated for customer approval of documentation, shall be
specified in the contract.
2.2° 1 TYPE APPROVAL HARDWARE LIST (qualification status list)
The initial issue of the Type approval Hardware List will list all articles requiring type
approval, their histories if previously qualified, and the environments to which they shall
be subjected. Subsequent issues will also include completed qualifications. The initial
issue is submitted for approval; subsequent issues will be submitted for information.
2.2.2 END ITEM TEST PLAN
The End Item Test Plan will be submitted for approval early in the program to allow ample
time for implementation° After initial approval is obtained from JPL, revisions and
changes will be submitted to the local JPL representative for review.
2.2.3 END ITEM TEST AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES
These test and inspection procedures will follow the same format described in paragraph
2.2.2.
2.2.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
This preliminary Quality Assurance Plan will be further detailed and updated during Phase
IB.
2° 2.5 TEST, INSPECTION AND PROCESS CONTROL PROCEDURES
Test, Inspection and Process Control Procedures applicable to articles other than end item
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level shall be submitted to JPL for review. The assembly level of the articles for which
procedures are to be submitted will be as mutually agreed upon between General Electric
and JPL.
2.2.6 RESULTS OF SPECIAL MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT EVALUATIONS
Results of Special Measuring and Test Equipment Evaluations shall be submitted to JPL for
review.
2o 2.7 STORJt.GE PROCEDURES FOR END ITEMS
Storage Procedures for End Items shall be submitted for JPL review.
2.2.8 SPECIAL SAMPLING PLANS
Special Sampling Plans shall be applied to articles requiring destructive tests and they will
be submitted for review. Limited use of sampling plans per MIL-STD-105D will be applied
in Receiving Inspection.
2.2.9 MONTHLY QUALITY STATUS REPORT
A Mc_hly Quality Status Report shall be submitted as a part cf the overall Voyager monthly
status report.
2.2. i0 AUDIT SUMMARIES OF QUALITY PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
Quarterly Audit Reports will be issued to indicate audits performed, deficiencies uncovered,
corrective action taken, and follow-up action taken and/or planned.
2.3 CHANGE CONTROL
A drawing and change control system based on the latest system employed on current pro-
grams shall be implemented on the Voyager Project. The system for change control and
the flow of design change docuinentatio_ is defined in the Configuration Management Plan.
Provision is made for obtaining approval u_ _uality Assurance on all changes before they
are implemented. The incorporaUon of approved changes is further verified by Quality
Assurance inspectors.
Documents that are tentatively planned for change control are:
a. Engineering Drawings and Specifications
b. Material Specifications
c. Process Specifications and Instructions
do Test and Inspection Procedures and Instructions
e. Manuf_turing Instructions
f. Approved Parts, Material and Process Lists
g. Test Equipment Drawings and Operating Instructions
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Documents such as Manufacturing Planning and Inspection Planning shall bear a notation
identifying the latest configuration of the article to which it applies. Through this notation,
obsolete planning can be readily identified and eliminated.
The Configuration Identification Index (CII) developed for the Voyager Project and described
under the "Configuration Management Plan" will provide a check and balance system for
changes. Under this system, design and design change data are transmitted into a com-
puterized "Data Bank." During the fabrication and assembly cycles, quality data on the as-
built configuration are transmitted to the "Data Bank." A computer inquiry will retrieve
the "as-built" to "as-designed" data. Differences can be readily identified and corrective
action taken.
3.0 MANAGEMENT
3.1 ORGANIZATION FUNCTIONS
3.I.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality Assurance has the responsibility of assuring the conformance to design specifications
for all flight hardware, spares and operational support equipment for the Voyager Project.
He is also responsible for providing and directing the quality programs for the project and
for the performance of the Quality Assurance Section within cost and schedule.
3. I. 2 INTEGRATION AND CONTROL
Responsible for development and implementation of the Project's audit program; for pre-
paring, integrating and measuring administrative policies and procedures for Quality
Assurance_ for the personnel training and certification program; for estimating and
establishing budgets for the operation; for negotiating funds. Responsible for Quality
Assurance manpower planning, measurement and control and for Quality Assurance over-
head budget planning, measurement and control. Responsible for providing and integration
within Quality Assurance for implementation of program plans within budget and schedule;
for cost, schedule and technical performance measurements and reports.
3.1.3 PROCEDURES AND DATA SYSTEMS
Responsible for establishing and maintaining a quality system and interpreting customer
quality control requirements; for establishing and maintaining the Quality Control Operating
Procedures which implement the system. Responsible for interfacing with the customer
on quality topics and providing requirements to the operation. Responsible for integrating
reliability requirements into the operation; for providing failure trend data; for providing
FARB Chairman; ITPB representative; and CCB representative.
3. 1.4 TEST OPERATION
Responsible to operate an environmental test laboratory, parts laboratory, and material
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laboratory; for Type Approval and Flight Acceptance tests, including sample preparation,
chemical, metallurgical, non-destructive and mechanical tests; for providing a testing
service to the project. Responsible for special test equipment design, calibration and
mainteaance; for instrument control and calibration services to the Project.
3.1.5 QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEERING
Responsible for assuring the conformance d prime components, subassemblies, parts and
materials to design and customer requirements and specifications. Responsible for new
des_-n control; vendor control, including vendor surveillance for quality requirements.
Responsible for hardware certification and MRB. Provide representation for design re-
views. Responsible for certification of vendors for special process and warehouse
certification.
3. 1. 6 IN-PROCESS CONTROL AND ANALYSIS
Responsible for receiving and inspection of incoming material; for in-process inspection
in Manufacturing Fabrication and Assembly Shops; for identifying and evaluating in-process
noncmfformance trends and performing special studies. Responsible for process control;
for tool and gage inspection and for providing workmanship standards.
3. 1. 7 SYSTEMS CONTROL AND ANALYSIS
Re sponsible for spacecraft and OSE ccvflguration verification; toll gate and in-process
inspection. Respmmibls for the test monitoring plan; for operating and maintaining a
Quality Assurance Data Bank Center; for analysis of nonconformance trends and corrective
action; for assembly of vehicle leg and calibration books.
3.2 BUDGETS AND SCHEDULES
The quality elements supporting the various levels of activities will be identified and costed
following the Standard Task Structure format for the Project. The necessary funding will
be negotiated wtth and provided by the Project Control A shop order number code and time
card system will associate the time expenditures charged against the specific quality tasks.
These expenses will be compared to the progress towards the completion of planned mile-
stones listed in the pert network. Detailed operational schedules prepared in consonance
with pert milestones will permit microscopic monitoring of progress.
3. 3 MANAGEMENT REPORTS
Various reports are planned for the Project to be used as management tools:
a. Expenditure Report - Computerized listing of individual personnel expenditures
by task; issued weekly.
b. Cumulative Report - Accrued section expenditures plotted against planned expenses.
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Co Schedule Report - An operational weekly analysis of schedule conformance,
critical items and completeness of corrective action resulting from daily schedule
meetings.
d. Audits - Frequent independent reports on the effectiveness of the functional inter-
faces within the operation.
e. Subsection Activity Reports - Submitted on a weekly basis describing the problems
and planned action for resolution.
4.0 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
4.1 GENERAL
Quality requirements, as defined by applicable contractual documents, will be implemented
beginning with the breadboard stage both at G.E. and at subcontractors and vendors with
design responsibility. The data derived from this cycle will be utilized to develop the
specific controls and appraisal criteria for the manufacture of flight articles. The means
for conveying the quality requirements during the design/development cycle include:
a. Formal design reviews
b. Preparation of (Quality Assurance Provisions) of the Engineering Specification
c. Specification reviews at ITB meetings.
d. Results of type approval testing.
4.2 BREADBOARD AND ENGINEERING MODEL TESTING
This will be performed to written engineering test plans with ETR's to follow. Participation
in the testing by Quality Assurance personnel will provide a basic understanding of circuit
or hardware parameters that will be used as a guide for specifying special test equipment.
Quality Assurance inspectors and/or technicians will witness critical testing on complex
articles to gain experience prior to the manufacture of flight hardware.
A matrix of the proposed controls versus the engineering breadboard and model hardware
is presented in Table 4-1. The level of controls will increase as the design progresses towards
flight hardware. Type Approval and Proof Test Model hardware will have the highest
level of controls commensurate with flight hardware.
4.3 DESIGN REVIEWS
Design Reviews will be conducted throughout the Design/Development Cycle, the number
depending on the "state of the art" of the design. The format and proceedings of the design
reviews have been established and can be found in the Reliability Implementation
Plan (VB110VP010). Design Review activity will include items such as evaluation of
documented quality requirements based on past experience, incorporation of process
improvements and initial make or buy feasibility evaluations. Clarity of specifications and
8 of 76
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Table 4-1.
Source Selection
and Control
Parts
Material
Processes
Tools
Manufactur 
Perscmnel
Training
In-Process
Inspection
Test Plans and
Procedures
Special Test
Equipment not
Used for Making
Measurements
Peripheral
Measuring Test
Failure Analysis
Operating Time
Accumulation
Design and Development of Quality Control Matrix
Breadboard Hardware
Dependent upon the criticality
of the procured item on the
total design.
Will have major parameter test
at Receiving Inspection.
Batch control data required.
No control required.
No control required.
No control required.
No requirements.
Will be prepared with unit
engineering management
approval required.
No control requirements.
Controlled per requirements
of Sectic_ 9, "Inspection,
Measuring and Test Equipment'"
Informal to determine cause
and corrective action -
documented in Engineering
logbook.
No requirements.
Engineering Model Hardware
Follow up of breadboard stage
and identification of further
procurement controls.
Will have major parameter test
at Receiving Inspection.
Batch control data required.
Critical or new processes will
be controlled.
Inspected to drawing and
"proven-in."
Critical processes will be
completed by trained
personnel.
Dimensimml checks as a
mtntmum,
Will be prepared with unit
engIneering management
approval required.
No control requirements
Controlled per requirements
of Section 9, "Inspection,
Measuring and Test Equipment".
Formal to determine cause and
corrective action - documented
in Engineering logbook.
Dependent upon designed tests.
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drawings identifying quality standards and characteristics will be appraised in the design
definition. In order to assure that common project quality requirements are assessed
specific to Voyager needs, a check sheet will be prepared for use at Design Review meetings.
The Voyager Quality Control De sign Review Check Sheet will include items such as:
a. Will new parts or materials requested for approval require special attention?
b. Will new process specifications and training courses have to be established?
c. Has magnetic cleanliness been adequately considered and specified?
d. Can the unit be adequately tested and inspected?
e. Has the reliability failure mode analysis activity indicated specific quality re-
quirements not documented7
This check sheet and the applicable design review minutes will identify action items and
applicable responsibility and will be used as a vehicle for foUow-up. This information
will be available for monthly quality status reports and for subsequent historical reference.
4.4 ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS
These will be prepared for all materials, parts, components, subsystems and systems.
Quality Assurance will review and sign off specifications to assure compatibility with pro-
ject quality requirements.
4.5 TYPE APPROVAL TESTS
4.5.1 PARTS AND MATERIALS
Parts and materials identification will be published in the form of parts and materials lists
from all sources with design responsibility including subcontractors and vendors. Parts
and materials that have not been qualified through other programs with compatible re-
quirements shall undergo type approval tests. The test results will be analyzed for
conformance to requirements and an acceptance determination made for use on the Voyager
Project. The Parts and Material Type Approval Programs are detailed in the Reliability
Implementation Plan. (CH-VB 110VP 010)
4.5.2 COMPONENTS, SUBSYSTEMS AND SYSTEMS
Components, subsystems and systems type approval tests are identified in the Integrated
Test Plan. The TA and PTM Testing Plan describes the overall conduct of the test program.
Quality Assurance personnel will prepare the test instructions, perform the tests and
issue a test report for type approval tests. PTM testing will be performed by the Systems
Test Operation with Quality Assurance participation. When subcontractors are performing
TA tests (e.g., propulsion hardware, squibs) their test program will be controlled by a
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specific work statement and quality plan. The ITB will review and approve the results
of the TA and PTM testing.
4.6 SECOND ARTICLE TYPE APPROVAL (REQUALIFICATION)
This will not be established on a planned basis. Tests, operational data, a major design
change, or a new procurement source may indicate that type approval test or a limited
version thereof should be repeated. In these instances the ITB and JPL shall be the
deciding agencies. The conduct of the tests will be similar to that of paragraph 4.5 above.
5.0 CONTROL OF PROCURED ARTICLES
5.1 GENERAL
The control of procured articles will be initiated early in the design and development cycle
as illustrated in Section 4.0 "Desire and Development Control." After General Electric
capabilities are assessed, facility commitments evalusted, schedule advantages identified,
and a total feasibility analysis completed, the make or buy decision will be made. The
decision to buy and the subsequent procurement source surveys are the inception uf the
procurement quality program. NPC 200-2 and NPC 200-3 in combination with the General
Electric documents:
VR-130-TC-001 - QualRy Assurance Requirements for Vendors (Appendix C)
VR-130-TC-002 - Quality Assurance Requirements for Suppliers (Appendix C)
will be used to specify the project quali W requirements for procured articles. Direct
two-tier procurement quality cognizance will be maintained by General Electric throughout
the project by requiring first-tier sources to exercise procurement control with General
Electric surveillance options. This attention to the second tier will force specific quality
requirements down to the subsequent tiers of suppliers as indicated in F_mre 5-1.
Procurement in the Voyager Project has been divided into three categories; Subcontractor,
Vendor, and Supplier. Definitions have been included in the glossary cf terms.
To insure subc_r, vendor and supplier cornpl|-nce with the contract provisions,
Source Surveillance, Quality Audits and/or Government Source Inspection will be employed
according to the overall planning for each procured article. Correlation studies will be
conducted on a cc_dnuutm basis between the source and in-house data for assurance of
consistent quality measurements. Figure 5-2 "General Procurement Cycle" represents
t he flow of software and activities for a purchased item.
5.2 INITIAL PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES
5.2.1 MAKE OR BUY DECISIONS
These are made in accordance with General Electric Department Policy No. 4.2 and will
apply to Voyager as described in the Voyager Procurement Plan. The decision to '_uy"
initiates the need of a qtmlity plan for the procurement of an article.
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5.2.2 SOURCE SELECTION
An approved list of subcontractors, vendors and suppliers will be prepared based on JPL's
and the Spacecraft Department's vendor records and used as a basis for all procurements.
5.2.3 SOURCE SURVEYS
When sources are to be selected, the determination that a survey is required will be made
before a company can be placed on the approved list. The criteria established for need of
a survey are:
a. Vintage of the existing historical records
b. Review of performance data and experience on supplying similar articles
c. Complexity of the article requiring specific skills or facilities
d. Criticality of the article relative to the mission success
e. Cost justiIication to perform the survey.
Specific procedures for the conduct of Source Surveys, incorporating Voyager requirements,
will be produced to support the current policies of the Department. (Reference: D.I. 4.6,
"Facilities Survey" and D.I. No. 4.19, "Vendor Selection")
It will be the policy of General Electric to arrange that proprietary information involving
processes, designs or techniques that will effect the quality or reliability of the article be
reviewed during a survey.
At the conclusion of a Source Survey, the company's inherent capabilities and limitations
wfllbe appraised by Engineering, Reliability, Manufacturing, Projects, Finance, and
Quality Assurance.
The company will receive a quality rating; approved, disapproved, or conditional. In the
event the contract is awarded to a Company with a conditional rating, the quality deficiencies
will be incorporated into the contract with specified corrective action within a prescribed
time period. Subsequent followup action will determine the fulfillment of contract
commitments.
5.2.4 CONTRACT NEGOTIATION AND PROPOSAL REVIEWS
Contract negotiation and proposal reviews will be conducted prior to final placement of an
order. At this time General Electric and the respective company's Quality Assurance
personnel will discuss the quality requirements for the procured article. Emphasis will
be placed on the understanding of the company's responsibility and their participation in
the overall quality plan,
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5.3 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS
5.3. 1 MATERIAL REQUEST (MR)
This form is initiated for the procurement of any material or service. Each MR is coded
for the type of inspection, test and routing to be accomplished upon-receipt in-house in
accordance with S. L No. 23761, "Applicati(m of Q_lity Requirements to Material Requests
and Travel Cards." In addition to the coding, the quality requirements based on the overall
procurement plan for the article will be included on the MR. The referenced procurement
source will be checked for inclusion on the approved or conditimmlly approved list prior to
further processing. A procurement from an unacceptable source based en a survey or
quality rating will require approval of the Manager of Component Quality and Reliability
(QC&T) in accordance with Department Policy No. 8.10.
5.3.2 THE PURCHASE ORDER (PO) OR SUBCONTRACT (S/C)
This is the final procurement document issued to the subcontractor, vendor or supplier.
The information from the MR is transcribed to the P.O. or S/C along with the applicable
oontraotual requirements and transmitted to the procurement source with advance order
copies to the Voyager Reoelving and _z'oe _.rvefllanoe Operati_s.
A procedure for the Qual_ Assuranoe review cf P.O. and S/C to critical vendors or
subcontractors prior to issuance will be established for the Project.
5.3. 3 QUALITY ASSURANCE DOCUMENTATION
a, Engineering Specification - will be referenced on the Purchase Order or Sub-
contract and will become part d the procurement package. The Specification will
delineate test requirements for the article.
be Quality Assurance Requirements - In order to engender .flexibility and define
specific requirements over and above those of NPC 200-2 and NPC 200-3, two
Voyager documents were prepared:
1. VR130TC001, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Vendors," which is
specific in the areas of:
(a) Required documentation approval
(b) Timeliness of failure analysis activity
(c) Processes requiring certification
(d) Ground rules for configuration control and submission or records
(e) Data sheet content
(f) Identification
(g) Shipping authorization.
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. VR130TC002, ,'Quality Assurance Requirements for Suppliers," is for use
with suppliers of materials, parts, and minor mechanical assemblies. It is
constructed such that requirements can be "checked-off" as deemed appropriate
and therefore remains flexible.
.
General Electric documents, NPC 200-3 and NPC 200-2, provide requirements;
source surveillance, and receiving inspection monitor compliance; and General
Electric testing provides the means for product verification.
5.4 SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR RESIDENCE PLANS
It is planned to have General Electric Quality Assurance engineers in residence at major
subcontractors. The resident Quality Assurance Engineer will be responsible for monitoring
the subcontractor's compliance to their quality plan for follow-up corrective action and for
participating in the in-line approval of acceptance testing, MRB activity, etc.
Surveillance will be utilized for subcontractors and vendors when the level of activity does
not warrant residency and will be based on the fabricator's limitations and the criticality
of the article being produced. Key manufacturing processes and specific tests will be
monitored. Drop shipments to the Field will have surveillance requirements. Detailed
source surveillance planning will be prepared identifying the points in the Manufacturing
flow that require inspection along with the applicable quality acceptance criteria.
Feedback will be in the form of a trip report with a summation of the results of the in-
spection and items requiring action. This report is identified to the particular hardware
and becomes part of the historical data stored in the data hank.
5.5 RECEIVING, RECEIVING INSPECTION
5.5.1 RECEIVING ACTIVITY
This is accomplished in an area adjacent to Receiving Inspection. Inspection for obvious
damage and checks of bills of lading for identification, packaging and count against an
advance copy of the P.O. are performed. The hardware is forwarded to the proper area
as designated by the inspection planning code on the procurement document. Figures 5-3
through 5-5 indicate the flow of hardware.
5.5.2 RECEIVING INSPECTION
Specific inspection and test planning will be generated consistent with the quality plan
established for the particular items which, for certain assemblies and subassemblies, will
require approval by the cognizant Quality Assurance Engineer. A Q. C. O. P. will be
established for the Voyager Project defining procedure for handling resubmitted articles
at Re ceiving Inspection such that a closed loop system will exist for checking the
acceptability of corrective action before the article continues processing. Disassembly
inspection will not normally be performed at Receiving Inspection, the exception being an
inspection of an exploratory nature in the event of a suspected failure mode in a particular
article.
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Prior to final acceptance, parts, materials and subassemblies will be routed to respective
test areas for performance and verification tests.
Parts are tested in the Parts Test Laboratory for conformance to specification requirements
which include various parametric measurements during thermal cycling. The test
philosophy is contained in Section 4 of the Reliability Plan and the procedures are defined
in Standing Instruction No. 236880, "Operating Procedure, Parts Test Laboratory."
Materials, or samples of, are routed to the Material Test Lab where they are tested in
accordance with quality assurance provisions of the applicable material specification.
Subassembly or assembly testing is performed in the Component Test Area. Each article
upon receipt in-house will be flight acceptance tested. The control of procedures and
test philosophies are described in Section 7.0 of this Plan.
5.5.3 BONDED STOCK
All Voyager hardware will be isolated in an area restricted to the project with limited
personnel access. These areas are collection and storage points in the manufacture flow.
Verification checks or accumulation inspections will be made for completeness and con-
figuration of parts and materials coming from the stock areas. A specific QCOP for the
quality control of the Bonded Stock Areas will be prepared for the Voyager Project.
5.5.4 VENDOR RATINGS
These are accomplished on a monthly basis in accordance with Department Policy No. 8.10
which has been recently revised to add emphasis on the recognition ot procurement source's
responsibility in delivering quality hardware. The policy provides means for evaluating
performance, instituting corrective measures, and for a stopgap in the hardware flow for
unacceptable sources.
The QCOP procedures presently followed by Receiving Inspection are:
5.1 Receiving Inspection - General
5.2 Quality Control Planning - Receiving Inspection
5.3 Re ceiving Inspection Data, Recording of
5.4 In-Process Component IBM Record Control
5.5 Lot Report
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6.0 CONTROL OF GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY (GFP)
6.1 GENERAL
The control of Government Furnished Property (GFP) shall be in accordance with General
Electric's Government Property Manual and JPL's control and recording of Government
owned tooling equipment and material in the possession of the subcontractor - Revision
No. 3, January 10, 1963. The Government Property Manual establishes responsibilities
and sets forth the procedures to be followed by the Missile and Space Division for the
acquisition, control and disposition of Government owned property.
6.2 PR_ED_E
6.2.1 INSPECTION
Upon receipt of Government Furnished Property, e.g., capsule, magnetometer and science
payload, the articles shall be inspected for completeness, shipping damage and configuration.
Articles that are acceptable shall be delivered to the assembly area or into bonded stock for
future use. Unacceptable articles shall be placed into a quarantine area until disposition
instructions are received from JPL and/or the co-contractor.
6.2.2 TESTING AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The co-contractor and/or JPL shall provide all necessary handling equipment, test equip-
ment and operating instructions/manuals. Prior to assembly to GFP into the Spacecraft,
the co-contractor and/or JPL shall conduct functional testing to determine satisfactory
operation and compatibility with the Spacecraft. All such testing will be observed by
General Electric personnel who shall document, analyze and record the results in the
logbook. The General Electric Company will also provide any required laboratory,
maintenance and calibration facilities.
6.2.3 CONFIGURATION CONTROL
Configuration Control of Government Furnished Property shall be maintained by the co-
contractor. General Electric will maintain records to indicate the configuration of all
GFP installed in the Spacecraft.
6.3 RESPONSIBILITIES
General Electric shall be responsible for:
a. Inspecting all received GFP for shipping damage, completeness and configuration.
b. Delivery of acceptable GFP to bonded stock or assembly area.
c. Notifying JPL of any damaged or unacceptable GFP and providing a quarantine
area for its storage.
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d. Handling and storage of GFP in accordance with furnished instructions or manuals.
e. Observing all GFP testing and recording the results.
f. Maintaining configuration records of GFP installed.
The anticipated responsibilities of JPL are:
a. Delivery of test equipment required for testing of GFP.
b. Delivery of handling equipment.
c. Delivery of instructions and/or manuals for operation and maintenance of test
equipment and handling equipment.
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7.0 CONTROL OF CONTRACTORS FABRICATED ARTICLES
7.1 GENERAL
The plan for the control of General Electric fabricated articles for the Voyager Project is
based on the existing proven quality system used on current programs. In addition, the
knowledge derived during the design and development cycles will be utilized in the specific
hardware quality plans. Modifications to the present system will be made in the areas of
software configuration as it applies to the Voyager Project and expansion of piece part
traceability capabilities. The system is flexible for the incorporation of changes as require-
ments are defined in the final contract, work statement and mission specification.
Key points will be established for acceptance of articles throughout the manufacturing flow.
Acceptance of an article, in general, will constitute the completion of in-process inspection
and/or test with appropriate disposition of noncouformances accomplished and the success-
ful completion of a performance test. Inspection and test planning and/or instructions
provide the direction for measuring the quality level for designated points in the manu-
facturing flow. This section defines the inspection and test planning and the fabrication
controls placed throughout the _taring process.
7.2 INSPECTION
7.2.1 IN-PROCESS INSPECTION
The inspection criteria are specified in the inspection planning or in Manufacturing Standing
Instructions for critical processes. In-process inspection in the Final Assembly and
Checkout Area will include installation and configuration inspection for each item assembled
in the vehicle. In addition, inspection will prepare "Break-of-Inspection" (BOI) cards
for each item removed, replaced or interchanged down to the part level. The BOI cards
contain configuration and identification information for feedback to the CII system.
The experienced inspection team from the Final Assembly and Checkout Area will be
transferred to the launch site with the vehicle to provide smooth transition period in the
overall cycle. Critical inspections required at the launch site will follow "in--house"
planning.
The procedures for handling nonconformances are contained in Section 8.0, "Nonconforming
Material." Rework of nonconformances and subsequent inspection will be performed in
accordance with manufacturing and inspection rework planning.
7.2.2 FINAL INSPECTION
Final Inspection is verification of compliance, to hardware/software and completion of
in-process inspections and/or tests. Items completing final inspection are released to
Bonded Stock for installation into the next higher assembly.
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7.2.3 TOLL GATE INSPECTION
This is the inspection station in the Final Assembly Area that checks all incoming articles
for damage, configuration, evidence of previous acceptance, accompanying software, etc.,
prior to installation into the vehicle.
7.2.4 INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION
a. Inspection Planning will be prepared for each article being processed by manu-
facturing. Inspections will be keyed to operations in the production planning and
must be completed prior to further processing. The inspection planning will
reference the drawing number with latest revision, and it will be a requirement
that the configuration of the planning and article be identical prior to performing
an inspection. In-process inspection operations will be "stamped-off' on the
planning. Both the planning and article will be stamped at completion of a final
inspection.
b. Manufacturing Standing Instruction (MSI's) - The General Electric drawing system
references process specification as part of the design definition. MSI's are the
manufacturing step-by-step procedures for performing a process and are sub-
sequently referenced on the manufacturing planning. Inspection and/or test
criteria are a part of the MSI. A list of applicable Voyager process specifications
versus MSI's will be developed. This list, along with the CII System, will identify
all articles effected by process specifications or procedure changes. Subsequent
changes can then be incorporated in effected planning.
Co Photos - During the manufacturing process, quality planning will specify where
photographs shall be taken. The photographs will be used for comparison in-
spections of subsequent like items. Each photograph will be marked with the
article serial number, configuration and date of manufacture.
7.3 TEST
7.3.1 FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTING (FA)
This will be performed at the Electronic Assembly or Component level. Another level of
test, the Operability Assurance Test (OA) will be defined for use for pre-acceptance and
retest in order to expediously evaluate the quality of the manufactured article. The preferred
testing profile, therefore, will employ some level of pre-acceptance testing prior to flight
acceptance tests. Environmental testing at the pre-acceptance level will be based on the
actual construction of the article. For example, temperature testing of modules will
disclose manufacturing defects to a higher degree than vibration; the reverse may be true
for hard-wired subassemblies. Experience and the design/development cycle will aid in
the final identification of those combinations of environment at the pre-acceptanee test
level.
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In order to reduce the necessity for subjecting an assembly to repetitive Flight Acceptance
Test level environments and to maintain the maximum amount of flexibility relative to
interchangeability, fixturing will be provided to perform Flight Acceptance Test at the
subassembly level. Packaging design of the assemblies permits the use of the OA level
environments for retest if necessary.
The environments for Flight Acceptance and Operability Assurance Testing will be:
a. Ambient
b. High and Low Temper_e
c. Vibration
d. Magnetic Field (for stability verification)
e. Thermal Vacunm
The levels will be established during Phase IB and will be contained in a Voyager Components
Test Requirements Specification. Performance and Operability will be demonstrated by
functionally testing each article at its specified input (power and signal) and load worst case
limits during the required environmental stresses. Optimum Run-in Times will be established
for each specific subassembly. The purpose of accumulating operating time is to further
assure the disclosure of infant mortality failures and to identify any parameters flint are
drifting prior to assembly.
7.3.2 SYSTEMS TEST
This will be performed by the System Test Operation. The specific details of system test
mode of operation is presented in the Final Assembly and Checkout Plan. Quality Assurance
will assign a team to the test operation and the procedures for the conduct of this team will
be established.
7.3.3 LAUNCH SITE
Assembly, inspection and testing will be conducted by the same team assigned to the
vehicle "in-house". The same operating procedures that were proven-in during the
factory cycle will be followed in the field. As the test sequence becomes identified, key
points will be established for a 'qmyoff" of the acceptability of a test. Details are pre-
sented in the Launch Operations Plan.
7.3.4 TEST DOCUMENTATION
ao Standing Instructions will be prepared delineating test procedures for assuring the
control of requirements common to many articles, such as area cleanliness,
magnetic inspection, X-ray inspection, etc.
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be Test Procedures (TP's) will be prepared to identify specific test instructions
relative to a particular component, subsystem or system. Similar to In-
spection Planning, the configuration of the TP and article will have to match
prior to initiating a test. The TP's will be a detailed step-by-step description
of how to perform the particular test. The variable data will be recorded on
separate Performance Data Sheets and require approval prior to further
processing of the article. Test Procedures for Flight Acceptance and all
subsequent tests will require ITP approval.
7.4 REINSPECTION, RETEST
When an article fails to meet the requirements of design definition (drawings and speci-
fication), an analysis will be initiated to determine the cause and proper corrective action.
Section 8.0, "Nonconforming Material" and Section 14.0, "Data Reporting and Corrective
Action" describes the procedures and associated software flow for nonconformances. The
hardware flow is greatly dependent on where the article failed to perform properly.
Components and electronic assemblies failing in Systems Test and in the field will be returned
to Quality Assurance Test Operation where troubleshooting will be done to determine the
cause of failure. Vendor procured hardware will be returned to the vendor for failure analysis.
The requirements and procedures for this action are specified in VR130TC001 in Appendix C.
In-house hardware will be subjected to teardown, X-ray, microscopic, etc., techniques as
required to determine actual cause of failure. If possible, units will be reworked by
Manufacturing, reinspected and retested. The levels of reinspection and retest of the
subassemblies, components, or assemblies will depend on the specific failure mode and
complexity of the rework.
Limits will be established by reliability for the number of times an article can be subjected
to the Flight Acceptance mechanical environments (vibration, acceleration, etc. ). Articles
whose testing have exceeded the limits will not be flown. The number of repairs that dis-
qualify an article for flight will be determined Dy specific instance based on the degree of
disassembly required to effect each repair.
7.5 FABRICATION CONTROLS
7.5.1 PRODUCTION TOOLING AND FABRICATION EQUIPMENT
These are designed by Manufacturing Engineering for use in the various fabrication areas.
The Procurement and Fabrication Plan describes the flow of tooling request, design,
inspection and control. Current QCOP's will be implemented in the Voyager Project which
integrate the inspection functions with the above flow. This includes inspection to drawings,
acceptance/rejection procedures, first piece inspection and subsequent control.
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7.5.2 MATERIAL HANDLING AND CONTROL
Material handling and control procedures axe presently contained in QCOP's:
6.1 Raw Material, Acceptance of
6.2 Warehouses, Quality Control Approval of For Raw Metallic Material
6.3 Vendor Fabricated Materials, Acceptance of Certification
8.2 Control of Raw Material from Storeroom to Production
8.8 Control of Shelf Life of Organic Materials
14.1 Explosive and Radioactive Material, Control of
These procedures will be implemented for the Voyager Project.
7.5.3 AREA CLEANLINESS
Depending upon contract requirements, three approaches to maintaining cleanliness axe
planned; the utilization of the existing clean room, the final assembly clean facility, and
the installation of tent like coverings for specialized activities. Each of the above listed
approaches have been used successfully by General Electric on contracts. The controls
for each of the above are documented in S.I. form. Included axe the monitoring and air
sampling cycles, maintenance cycles, personnel protective coverings, and general
conduct rules.
7.5.4 PROCESS SPECIFICATION
Process specification for items such as soldering, cross wire welding, encapsulation,
conformal coatings, conversion coatings, thermal coatings, welding and harness fab-
rication will be subject to drawing change control. The utilization of MSI's as applied
to the process specification are explained in an earlier paragraph. Present QCOP's will
also be utilized for certification of certain processes and operators. Section 13.0,
"Training and Certification of Personnel" expands on the definition of this program.
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8.0 NONCONFORMING MATERIAL
8.1 GENERAL
The Material Review System as documented herein provides for the identification, review,
control and disposition (including corrective action) of nonconforming articles as they may
occur at the General Electric Company or at a supplier's, vendor's, or subcontractor's
facility. The system is responsive to immediate investigations of the nonconformances
to ascertain the cause and responsibility. Once cause for the nonconformance is established,
corrective action by those responsible is taken to prevent recurrence of the nonconformance.
Nonconformance is reported on various forms each designed for the most expeditious use of
the reporting agency. These include:
a. The In-Process Nonconformance Report (IP/NC) - Figure 8-1.
b. Nonconformance Material Inspection Report (IR) - Figure 8-2.
c. The Unified Failure Report (UFR) - Figure 8-3.
d. Data Control Sheet/Nonconformance Report (DCS) - Figure 8-4.
Section 14.0, "Data Reporting and Corrective Action" describes the utilization and processing
of these forms for determining quality trends.
Reliability will use a "Reliability Crab Sheet" (reference the Reliability Plan) for reporting
reliability discrepancies. The Quality Assurance Section will be responsive in processing
the "crab" and hardware with the proper disposition and corrective action.
8.2 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD
Quality Assurance will assign a chairman for the Material Review Board. Quality Assurance,
Design, Reliability and Manufacturing engineers will disposition nonconformance and determine
corrective action for articles of their specific cognizance. The Quality Assurance chairman
or his designate will be responsible for obtaining an integrated decision for the above stated
dispositions. The Material Review representative is also responsible for assuring that
corrective action at all levels of the material review system is adequate, maintaining
Material Review Board case histories, maintaining control over material designated as
scrap, maintaining control over the use of standard repairs, and distributing copies of the
associated software.
MRB activities will be documented on the IR form. An IR upon completion will be signed by
the originator and his supervisor after a review for completion and accuracy. The IR
master and hardware will be forwarded to the Quarantine Area where the MRB chairman will
take the necessary action. All IR masters and supporting documentation shall be maintained
by drawing and/or part number and CII number. This information will be used for corrective
action followup and developing trend analysis for in-house areas and procurement sources.
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Figure 8-2. Sample of Nonconforming Material Inspection Report Form
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8.3 QUARANTINEAREA
All discrepant articles (size permitting) shall be removed from normal channels and placed
in a Quarantine Area until final disposition of the material is rendered. The MRB chairman
has the responsibility for maintaining the area. If the physical size of the article is too
large, the article may remain in place providing it is conspicuously identified as non-
conforming.
8.4 IN-PROCESS NONCONFORMANCES
in-process nonconformsnces are first documented on the '_In-Process Nonconformance"
sheet hereafter referred to as 'rIP/NC". (See Figure 8-1.) The suspect material is held
in abeyance while the report is forwarded to the Quality Assurance supervisor for review
and signatm-e. The report will be dispositioned by the cognizant Process Control engineer
when cause and corrective action can be immediately determined. This type of disposition
is limited to 'trework" to drawing. If an item cannot be "completed v' or 'treworked't, it will
be placed on an IR and handled accordingly.
in-process test nonconformances will be dispositioned by the assigned Quality Assurance
engineer or his delegated representative.
8.5 TEST NONCONFORMANCES
Test nonconformauces are documented on the UFR which provides a vehicle for documenting
immediate investigation and corrective action. The UFR will generally be followed by a
formal failure analysis report and requires FARB closeout.
8.6 LAUNCH SITE NONCONFORMANCES
Launch site nonconformances will be reported on the DCS. Material disposition will be
accomplished in the Field. As an example, it may be decided to interchange subassemblies
and perform a subsystem test for verification. The failed item will be returned to General
Electric, Valley Forge, for failure analysis.
8.7 SUPPLIER/VENDOR/SUBCONTRACTOR MRB AUTHORITY
A procedure will be generated for the Voyager Project specifically for the delegation of
Material Review Authority to certain subcontractors, in essence the procedure will
provide the mechanics for delegating Material Review Authority to those subcontractors
having design control of their materials, parts or assemblies. Nonconformances affecting
G.E. Voyager requirement_ (interfaces) will require G.E. disposition. Suppliers and
vendors contracted to provide a service in the form of manufacturing and testing to G. E.
Voyager engineering definition will be delegated limited Material Review Authority, as
defined in NPC 200-2. This system will be designed in such a manner that it will form
an integral part of the procurement control cycle.
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RE FERENCE DOCUMENTS
Product Quality
Nonconforming Material, Control and Disposition of
Defect Reporting Procedure
Scrap Parts, Control of
Standard Repair, Approval and Control of
Failure Analysis Reporting
Systems Test Unified Failure Report
D.I. No. 1.6
D.I. No. 8.4
QCOP No. 9.2
QCOP No. 9.1
QCOP No. 9.3
QCOP No. 9.4
QCOP No. 9.9
QCOP No. 9.7
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9.0 INSPECTION_ MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT
9.1 GENERAL
The test equipment for the Voyager Project is divided into three basic categories, equip-
ment required for testing the spacecraft at systemVs level and transferred to the field and
customer, equipment required for testing at the subassembly and component level, and
in-process test and inspection equipment. The first classification is characterized as
OSE, the remaining is termed as STE. The OSE Quality Assurance Plan is presented in
Volume C, Section 5. The STE for testing at the subassembly level will be designed by
Engineering and fabricated under the controls del_eated for OSE. The in-process test
and inspection equipment will be designed by Quality Assurance, and the plan is presented
in tiffs section. This equipment will be known as STEP - Special Test Equipment Processing.
9.2 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
9.2.1 EQUIPMENT FOR SUBASSEMBLY TESTING
Component Test Equipment will be capable of testing each (black box) component at bench
ambient and environments where a component is not a part of a bay. This test equipment
will also have diagnostic capabilities for troubleshooting and failure analysis purposes.
Assembly Test Equipment wtll be capable of providing all power and stimuli into the sub-
system (one or more bays) and will be capable of monitoring all output signals so as to
ascertain that the subsystem will meet the design specification under bench and environ-
mental conditions. Environmental testing will be done at the bay level in order to reduce
the amount of handling, thereby reducing connector pin wear and increasing reliability.
This test equipment will include fixturing to hold the bays during bench and environmental
test and cabling necessary to connect the test equipment to the bays during test.
Type Approval Test Equipment will be used to test the proof test model components and
bays during the proof test environments. This equipment will include fixtaring to hold
the components and bays in the environmental chambers, automatic cycling to simulate
mission conditions and recording equipment for continuous monitoring during the life
test cycle. Where cost considerations warrant and test requirements and schedules permit,
component and assembly test equipment will be used for type approval.
Special Test Equipment will be used to test the OSE to insure that it will meet its design
specifications.
The above listed equipment designed by Engineering will be controlled similarly as OSE.
9.2.2 EQUIPMENT FOR IN-PROCESS TESTING (STEP) (See Figure 9.1)
Receiving Inspection STEP will be used to test piece parts (capacitors, resistors, nuts
and belts) that will be used in the spacecraft and OSE to insure that each piece part will
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meet its design specification at ambient conditions and to assure that all piece parts are
magnetically clean. Also electrical parts, such as capacitors, resistors and diodes will
be aged on automatic test stations in the Parts Test Laboratory. Existing parts test
equipment will be used with modifications and additions as required.
The In-Process Test Equipment will be capable of testing modules before and after plotting,
printed circuit boards and microcircuits for all in-house built components. This equipment
will be capable of determining the values of piece parts that must be selected at test and also
capable of diagnostic testing for the purpose of failure analysis. Fixtures and sockets
will be included to hold and connect to the items under test. Also included will be the
equipment to test harnesses, equipment to determine magnetic properties of bulk material,
and adapter fixturing required to mount hardware to test stands at the subassembly level.
9.3 DESIGN OF SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT PROCESSING
9.3.1 INITIATION
The design of STEP will be initiated by a test requirement document which references the
specifications of the article to be tested and defines any special test consideration and
schedule requirements.
9.3.2 DOCUMENTATION
A test equipment specification will be written and approved for each item of STEP. This
specification will define the parameters and limits of the test equipment. Any commercial
equipment such as a power supply or voltmeter which is a part of the STEP will have its
specification included as part of the test equipment specification. The design of STEP
will culminate in a set of approved drawings. All changes to these drawings will be docu-
mented and approved by the test equipment engineer and the test equipment drafting
supervisor.
Each set of STEP will be identified with an attached card as to the article title, drawing
and revision number for which it is capable of testing. This card will list each panel, cable
and other peripheral equipment that is required to test an article.
Review - After the drawings have been completed and before fabrication has begun, a
Quality Assurance design review will be conducted to assure that the STEP will meet
its requirement of adequately testing the article against its specification. This design
review will be documented and approved.
The following consideration will be included in the design of the STEP.
ao The STEP will be interlocked so that inadvertent switching, power failure or
line transient will not harm the article under test. All test points will be
isolated with a high resistance so that a short will not reflect into the article
under test. All circuits that are connected to the article under testwill be
designed to fail-safe.
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bo The STEP will consider the magnetic requirement on flight hardware. All
cables will be magnetically shielded, and fixtures will be depermeatized
before each use as required.
Co Self-test features will be included in order to verify that the STEP is operating
correctly before it is connected to the article under test and also to establish
confidence _en there is doubt as to whether out--of-spec data is due to the
STEP or the article.
9.3.3 FABRICATION OF STEP
As drawings are released, a work authorization will be issued to Manufacturing requesting
fabrication. Depending on in-house capability and schedules a decision will be made to
fabricate the STEP either in-house or at a vendor.
In-House Fabrication - In-house fabrication will be rigidly controlled through implementation
of test equipment specifications to assure quality workmanship. Only wiremen who have
attended regular periods of instruction in NASA wiring techniques and have been certified
by qualified NASA trained instructors will be used to fabricate electrical equipment.
Vendor Fabrication will follow the normal procurement procedures and controls. Before
any fabricated electrical equipment will be used as test equipment, it will be thoroughly
checked by Quality Assurance test equipment technicians to assure that it has met the
test equipment engineer's design requirements.
Commercial Equipment - Material Requests specifying type of equipment and quality
requirements to be purchased will be issued to the Purchasing Department. All
commercial equipment upon receipt in-house will be routed through the Calibration Lab
for product verification.
Final Assembly and Checkout - All associated fabricated electrical equipment and commercial
equipment will be mounted in a rack assembly and checked out as a complete system by the
test equipment engineer and technician before any hardware is mated to the test set. Before
release of the test eqmpment, a compatibility check will be made using a simulated unit
to prove adequacy of performance.
9.3.4 CHECKOUT OF STEP
All STEP, both in--house and vendor constructed, will be subjected to a checkout procedure.
The checkout will consist of two (2) segments - evaluation and buyoff:
a. Evaluation
1. The evaluation of STEP shall be performed by Quality Assurance personnel.
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. The evaluation is performed by using the evaluation procedure generated
for the specific STEP. This document defines the proper procedure for
checkout and delineates the various test points to be checked. The readings
obtained shall be entered into the data sheet provided with the evaluation
procedure form.
. A visual inspection shall be performed by following QCOP No. 7.3, S.I.
No. 238709. Accept or reject shall be noted on this check sheet for each
of the fifteen (15) categories.
4. The evaluation will also encompass STEP appearance, good wurkmanship,
ease of operation and conformance to applicable drawings, and safety.
b. Buyoff
1. The test equipment buyoff meeting will be convened in the test equipment
checkout area.
. Participating members will include the checkout area supervisor, the test
equipment engineer, QC engineer and the supervisor of the area where the
test equipment will be used.
. A simulated article or a prime article will be used after assuring through
measurements of all critical voltages, currents and loads that the STEP
and article are compatible.
4. Upon mating the hardware to the STEP, the complete bench test shall be
performed using the appropriate test procedure.
. After completion of the buyoff test, all four (4) participating members
shall approve the test equipment acceptance form. The STEP may then
be delivered to the appropriate test area. All discrepancies will be
resolved immediately before testing of any prime article.
9.3.5 MAINTENANCE OF STEP
Test Equipment maintenance is divided into two major types, breakdown maintenance and
preventive maintenance.
Breakdown maintenance is defined as repairs made when the test equipment or any part of
the test equipment fails thereby causing cessation of testing or rendering the test equip-
ment incapable of reliable testing.
a. Breakdown maintenance on the Voyager test equipment will be performed only
by the Quality Assurance test equipment lab. Test consoles will be sealed to
prevent unauthorized persons from modifying or tampering with the test equipment.
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bQ Each test console will be assigned a maintenance and modification logbook.
Entries shall be made in this log whenever maintenance or modifications are
made to the test equipment.
Co Upon completion of a breakdown maintenance task, the applicable portion of the
test equipment shall be thoroughly checked by using an engineering component
or equivalent before the test equipment is returned to the testing operation.
Preventive maintenance is defined as a periodic examination of the test equipment, comprised
of both visual and dynamic checks.
a. _ne purpose of a preventive maintenance program is to minimize breakdown of the
test equipment in the test area.
be The periodic check will dictate when adjustments to the test equipment are required
due to "aging in" of the various parts such as capacitors, resistors, transistors,
etc.
c. Each time the preventive maintenance procedure is performed an entry to tiffs
effect will be made in the test equipment logbook.
ds A test equipment evaluation procedure will be written specifically for each test
console. This document will delineate the method for checking this test console
and the measurements to be made.
e. A preventive maintenance report will be filled out listing the information and
measurements obtained.
9.3.6 USE OF STEP
The STEP will only be used in assigned areas which are under area control. Test equipment
will only be used on specified hardware by qualified personnel. All personnel using the
equipment will follow approved operating procedures to assure attainment of reliable data.
9. 3.7 MODIFICATIONS TO STEP
Any change made to the STEP which is not breakdown maintenance or preventive maintenance
is considered a modification.
Modifications will be made solely by the Quality Assurance Test Equipment Laboratory.
a. Modifications will be performed only by direction of the cognizant test
equipment engineer.
be STEP will have a modification record attached. Whenever a modification is
made which changes the hardware testing capability of the STEP, this infor-
mation shall be entered into the modification record with the signature of the
cognizant individual.
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Co STEP, on which modifications are performed, that change capability or test
procedure, must be requalified according to the buyoff procedure (outlined
in Section 9.3.4 - Checkout of STEP).
do Modifications shall be performed under the same work standards as initial
fabrication. Temporary modifications for expedience where quality or re-
liability is sacrificed will not be made.
ea Instructions for modifications to STEP shall be accompanied by revised
drawings with reference made to instructing document and signed by the
authorizing individual.
fo It will be the responsibility of the STEP modification authorizing individual
to submit a drafting instruction for the purpose of changing the capable
drawings to agree with the modified STEP.
9.4 STANDARD GAGES AND MANUFACTURING TOOLING
Standard gages and test equipment are subjected to in-house acceptance criteria, main-
tenance and calibration controls in accordance with MIL-STD-120 "Gage Control" and
MIL-C-45662 "Calibration System Requirements". Manufacturing tooling (jig, fixtures,
etc. ) for in-house manufacturing and for tools purchased for use on flight hardware are
inspected and controlled (records, maintenance) to ensure inherent quality. Manufacturing
tooling used for flight hardware acceptance requires that the first piece from the tool
be given a complete conformity inspection to the product drawing for those character-
istics to be accepted by the tooling.
9.5 EQUIPMENT CONTROL
Prior to use all test equipment is subjected to a rigid control program that is designed to:
Identify all measuring equipment, physical by decal tagging and historically by data cards
and their associated listings. Recall of all measuring equipment is controlled by a Master
Index Schedule Sheet.
Calibrate all measuring equipment at established frequencies.
Calibration data is compiled through the use of standard calibration data record sheets
for each instrument type. The record identifies the standards to be used during the
calibration, the limits of error, and the various parameters to be calibrated. A master
index file cabinet is maintained on all standard record sheets within the Calibration
Laboratory for use by the calibration technicians.
In order to extend utilization of measuring equipment, shelf life is provided on calibrated
instruments through the use of the "controlled calibration." Those items identified as
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controlled instruments have their calibration tag marked with a slashed green line and
stored within the Instrument Pool until they are issued. The calibration span is then
based on the issue date rather than the service date.
Define the limits and degree of preventive maintenance necessary to assure measuring
equipment adequacy. The equipment is compared to primary and secondary standards
that have calibration data traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
Collect variables data and make an analysis to indicate trends of wear deterioration in
order that preventive maintenance, calibration procedures and/or schedules may be
realistically revised to assure required accuracies.
Make use of approved suppliers, vendors or subcontractors when it is established that
equipment calibration or repairs cannot be adequately completed in-house.
Follow the CH System including CCB action defined in the Configuration Management Plan.
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10.0 INSPECTION STAMPS
The Spacecraft Department has an established system for the use and control of Inspection
Stamps. This system is designed to identify articles that are in-process, partially in-
spected/tested or finally inspected/tested. Each stamp bears a number which identifies
the individual performing the inspection. When an article cannot be stamped because of
physical size, special surface characteristics, or other reasons, the stamps are applied
on the accompanying paperwork.
For the Voyager Program, QCOP No. 3.1, "Indication of Inspection/Test Status" will be
updated to include inspection stamps for magnetic and cleanliness checks. Figure 10-1
displays the use of these stamps through a typical hardware flow cycle.
11.0 PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, HANDLING, STORAGE AND SHIPPING
11.1 GENERAL
Written procedures shall be implemented in the areas of preservation, packaging, handling,
storage and shipp'mg to provide the necessary protection against damage, loss, deterioration,
degradation and substitution of all articles. These procedures shall encompass all con-
tractor activities throughout the scope of the contract as well as supplier and subcontractor
activities. An procedures will be reviewed by the Voyager Quality Assurance Organization
prior to their implementation to assure that adequate quality consideration and controls have
been incorporated.
Components, assemblies and parts that are not packaged with O. S. E. will be packaged in
accordance with the applicable JPL, NASA, Federal, Government, G.E., or commercial
specification. Methods employed by suppliers and subcontractors shall be subject to the
review and approval of the contractors Quality Assurance personnel prior to their
implementation.
Existing documentation controlling shipments includes:
a. Department Instruction No. 4. 7 - Shipment Authorization and Control.
b. Department Instruction No. 4.21 - Preparing Material for Shipment.
c. Quality Control Operating Procedure No. 10.1 - Control of Shipping and
Packaging.
d. Quality control Operating Procedure No. 10.2 - Certificate of Compliance
on Outgoing Shipments.
In addition, marking for shipment and storage is accomplished in accordance with
MIL-STD-129.
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12.0 STATISTICAL PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING
12.1 GENERAL
Statistical plans or techniques developed for Voyager articles will be in accordance with
current government specifications for sampling plans. Sampling plans will be applied to
bulk material, e.g., nuts, bolts, etc., and in special cases for T/A articles.
12.2 STATISTICAL PLANNING
Multiple sampling by attributes according to MIL-STD-105-D is currently used at Receiving
Inspection for bulk materials. Acceptance Quality Level (AQL) is specified on a Receiving
Inspection Planning Card for each bulk type article. QCOP No. 12.2, "Multiple Sampling
Inspection by Attributes" describes the procedure. If a shipment of bolts is received, the
AQL for the measurement of magnetic property will specify zero meaning 100 percent inspection
for that attribute. The length of the bolt may be considered minor, in which case, another
AQL would be specified. Special sampling plan for T/A articles and acceptance screening
will be prepared for batteries, pyrotechnics and mechanical activation devices. Prior to
use, these plans will be submitted to the customer for review.
12.3 STATISTICAL REPORTING
A modification of the present SPOTS report (Systematic Procedure of Trouble Spotting
Report) will be used in the fabrication assembly areas to determine trouble spots and initiate
corrective action.
13.0 TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL
13.1 GENERAL
A continuous and comprehensive training program has been established by the General
Electric Company and is consistent with current contract requirements. Facilities are in
place with experienced instructors who have developed meaningful course material and unique
techniques for inculcating only pertinent information for which there is a practical use.
Instructors are certified by NASA to teach Reliability Soldering.
The courses currently programmed are:
a. Adhesive Bonding
b. Painting
c. Alodine 1200
d. Penetrant Inspection
e. Potting
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f. Cross Wire Resistance Welding
g. Fusion Welding (Certification Only, No Training)
h. Dow and Alodine Touch-Ups
i. Particle Size Determination
j. Harness Processes
k. Surface Conditioning
1. Reliability Soldering (NPC 200-4)
Personnel who have successfully completed the course receive certification cards and are
placed on an IBM listing. This listing provides ready reference for required skills when
needed and offers control for recertification purposes. The certification card must be
carried by the person while at work, and must be produced upon request. The Manufacturing
planning specifies the processes to be performed by certified operators. The Quality
Assurance planning for the article specifies that only certified inspection personnel shall
perform the inspection of such processes. In the event that either of the above are not
complied with, the article is classified as nonconforming and corrective action is taken.
R is planned to continue these courses in the Voyager Project and Institute new courses as
required. The criteria of Department Instruction 8.2 certification of Test Conductors shall
be followed in order to maintain proficiency in the conduct of the tests.
13.2 RECERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL
The General Electric Company has developed a statistical approach to assure "skill reten-
tion" by the operator or inspector. A period of six months is used as the basis for re-
certification and is dependent upon:
a. The number of persons that either pass or fail the recertffication test.
b. The number of nonconformances that occur at a specific process.
13.3 CERTIFICATION RECALL
Certified personnel for the Voyager Project shall maintain their certification status until:
a. The quality performance of the operator or inspector becomes suspect.
b. The operator or inspector fails the recertification test.
c. The operator or inspector is transferred to another area.
d. The certification time period has elapsed.
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Process Control Engineering will bring to the attention of the area supervisor those processes
that have a high nonconformance rating. If the cause is traceable to the operator, the
certification card will be recalled from that operator. When the operator card is expired
or he is transferred to another work area not requiring certification status the cognizant
manager will return the certification card to the area Process Control engineer. A pro-
cedure is in place for notification of personnel for recertification.
13.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGEMENT COURSES
A formal Quality Assurance Management indoctrination and training program will be estab-
lished for personnel having a direct bearing on product quality. The program will center
on the explanation and understanding of management controls that need to be implemented to
ensure product quality. The course material will follow the traditional business cycle of
a product:
a. Customer Requirements and Integration
b. Design and Development
c. Procurement Control
d. Manufacturing and Related Process Controls
e. Testing Array and Equipment Calibration
f. A ssembly Manufacture and Checkout
g. Systems Acceptance and Field Interface
h. Field Control and Information Feedback
i. Nonconforming Materials, Control of
j. Data Evaluation and Cost Analysis
The above mentioned courses will be first directed to those personnel within the Quality
Assurance Operation having an immediate need. The course will then permeate throughout
the Quality Assurance Operation and allied operations, e.g., Engineering and Manufacturing.
New personnel hired to satisfy manufacturing needs will participate in a course designed to
familiarize him with GE drawing and specification interpretation.
13.5 NEW COURSES
For the Voyager Project additional hardware orientated courses will be incorporated.
This information will not be scheduled until design requirements become firm. Some
anticipated courses will be:
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a. Storage and handling of:
1. Thermal coated hardware
2. Temperature control louvers
b. Magnetics, its effect on in-process hardware, testing methods.
c. Voyager training films.
14.0 DATA REPORT_'G A_¢D CORRECT_v_E ACTION
14.1 GENERAL
The system of data reporting and corrective action in effect at General Electric on Military
and NASA programs will generally meet most of the presently known requirements for the
Voyager Project. However, some modifications and changes are planned for Voyager.
Some of these result from specific requirements unique to Voyager, whereas others derive
from a continuing General Electric objective to enhance, strengthen and improve upon the
existing system. The reporting system will provide quality and discrepancy information
from parts level through field operations.
The following docmnents are used to accumulate and report quality data and information:
a. Inspection Record
b. Nonconformance Report (NCR)
c. Inspection Report OR)
d. Performance Data Card (Parts)
e. Performance Data Sheet (Articles)
f. Unified Failure Report (UFR)
g. Data Control Sheet/Nonconformance Report (DCS/NCR)
h. Subcontractor/Supplier Performance Data Sheets
i. Subcontractor/Supplier Failure Reports
J. Materials Lab Analysis Reports
Rem a is used by all in-house inspection operations. Items b , c , and d are used
primarily at Receiving Inspection, Parts Laboratory Inspection/Test, and In-Process
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Inspection levels. Items e. and f. apply for component, subsystem and system test levels
while item g. is used in field operations. Items h. and i. are required from subcontractors
and suppliers by contractual commitment as part of the overall control of purchased articles,
(reference Section 5.0). Item j. is used when physical or chemical analyses on samples of
material, finishes, coatings, etc., are required for Receiving or In-Process Inspection
acceptance.
A Failure Summary Log is compiled and maintained current tD aid distribution of concise
failure information to all operations. This log groups failure data for each article in
summarized chronological form, providing a useful, quick reference tool for checking
failure histories and corrective actions taken. Formal failure analyses performed are
referenced by number in the log.
Corrective action is determined by review and analysis of reported discrepancies and the
results of special investigations, evaluation, and testing, conducted to substantiate the
action. Formal failure analysis is required for all performance discrepancies reported
on components, subsystems and systems. All resources of General Electric are utilized
as needed to determine and accomplish required action. Corrective actions taken are
documented on the formal analyses, or by notation on discrepancy and failure report docu-
ments when action is obvious or formal analysis is unnecessary. Quality aspects of article
specifications and drawings are periodically reviewed, based on all pertinent data reported,
to identify changes necessary to assure a quality level consistent with project requirements.
Copies of all discrepancy information are transmitted to the Reliability Operation to support
evaluation for trends, performance variability, compilation of the Failure Summary Log,
etc..
14.2 DATA REPORTING
14.2.1 DOCUMENTATION
The Inspection Record, Nonconformance Report, and Inspection Report provide direct
indication of design and fabrication deficiencies at the in-process level. Quality Assurance
reviews and analyzes this information to evaluate process control adequacy, quality trend
and producibility. This activity also provides indication of where and when specific quality
training and certification or recertification of personnel is needed. The analysis results
determine required corrective actions and are preliminary indications of quality levels.
Performance Data Cards, Performance Data Sheets, and Unified Failure Reports supply
performance history and records for all articles including type approval test results.
Review and analysis of this information and Inspection Reports reveal possible design
improvements and indicate articles with limited or critical life characteristics. Unified
Failure Report and Inspection Report data is also analyzed to identify problem areas and
determine the need for special investigations or analyses necessary for solution. The Data
Control Sheet/Nonconformance Report provides interface with field experience and supplies
feedback to aid analysis and initiation of corrective actions required in-house.
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Subcontractor/Supplier/Vendor Failure Reports, Analyses, and Performance Data supply
quality data on purchased articles and provide indicators for establishing Subcontractor/
Supplier/Vendor quality ratings. When this data shows deterioration from the acceptable
performance level, detailed review is performed to determine the cause and the results
submitted to the Subcontractor/Supplier/Vendor for corrective action.
14.2.2 ORGANIZATIONS
Quality and discrepancy data is generated by Subcontractors/Suppliers/Vendors as well
as the following organization elements:
a. Receiving Inspection
b. Parts Laboratory (parts screening, special tests, etc. )
c. In-Process Inspection
d. Component Test
e. System Accumulation Inspection
f. Subsystem and System Test
g. Field Inspection and Test
h. Materials and Processes Laboratory
14.2.3 ACCUMULATION AND RETRIEVAL
To efficiently handle the volume of quality data necessary for the Voyager Project and
provide rapid data retrieval, a Quality Assurance Data Center (QADC) will be established
as part of the Configuration Identification Index (CH) System. This operation will receive
inputs by means of the reporting documents referenced in paragraph 14.1 and transfer it to
punched card form. These data cards will be accumulated and retained by the QADC to
provide rapid processing and retrieval services for all other operations. Article perform-
ance profiles can be obtained through this retrieval capability. One valuable feature wlll
be inclusion of a discrepancy/failure cause code number on all discrepancy or failure data
cards. This code will provide means for retrieval by various breakdowns such as location,
type, test level, supplier, manufacturing error, etc.. The services of this operation will:
a. Support preparation of quality status reports.
b. Provide data for historical reviews.
c° Aid in evaluatIng the effectiveness of corrective actions.
d. Support failure investigations required for preparation of failure analyses.
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The flow diagrams in Figures 14-1 through 14-6 are examples of data flows from some of
the organization elements. These diagrams indicate the major flows and feedback loops but
omit a number of the minor feedback loops and perturbations for clarity.
14.2.4 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
To provide records necessary for traceability in solution of problems, performance char-
acteristics history and trade-off decisions, all quality data associated with design and
development will be recorded in engineering logbooks. This data will include details of
experimental tests investigations, failure analyses, description of tests, numerical results
and conclusions. The development data will not be entered in the QADC but will be retained
by Design Engineering for reference as required. As indicated in Section 4.0, some of this
data will be accumulated in accordance with a formal test plan and results issued as
Engineering Test Reports.
14.2.5 QUALITY STATUS REPORTS
The QADC will supply basic information required for preparation of periodic quality status
reports by Quality Control. These reports will include current profiles of article per-
formance, quality goals achieved, results of analyses, and corrective actions taken. In-
terpretation, recommendations, conclusions and projected action based on this information
will augment the basic data reported. Copies of the report will be supplied to project
management and JPL.
14.2.6 END ITEM REPORTS
The QADC will also provide inputs for the quality data required in end item reports.
Narrative interpretation and conclusions will accompany this data. The QADC system will
enhance the timeliness and accuracy of the information submitted in both quality status
and end item reports. In addition to the documents referenced in Paragraph 14.1 the
following data and information documents are generated for configuration control and log
history:
a. Break of Inspection Card - Records changes made in articles at in-process level.
b. List of Material (L/M) - Defines final configuration.
Co Break of Inspection Record (B,I) - Identifies and logs system changes in configura-
tion chronologically and shows serial and part numbers of articles removed and
replacements installed.
d. System Failure Analyses - Identifies causes of system performance discrepancies
and the corrective action taken.
System status concerning the number and type of retests and incomplete tests is obtained
by review of system test data records. These documents provide additional information
required for preparation of the end item report.
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14.2.7 RECORDS
Inspection results are recorded in numerical form where possible and practical on Inspec-
tion Record Forms. These are filed by each Inspection Operation to provide traceability
and reference information if needed for subsequent failure analysis. Evidence of completed
inspection is accomplished by the use of inspection stamps, (Reference Section 10.0).
Discrepancies are documented by use of the Nonconformance Report, Inspection Report,
Unified Failure Report, or Data Control Sheet depending on the point of detection. Functional
performance characteristics data for complete articles are recorded on Performance Data
Sheets which also provide for recording operating time and identify each characteristic as
critical, major, or minor. Performance data for critical and major characteristics is
recorded as actual variable measurements where possible and practical. Minor character-
istic data is recorded by attribute or actual variable measurement. Copies of these data
sheets are maintained on file. The original will be transmitted to the QADC. Discrepancies
and failures are documented on the Unified Failure Report, Data Control Sheet and/or In-
spection Report Forms. In addition to these detailed records the basic information will be
maintained in punched card form by the QADC.
14.3 CORRECTIVE ACTION
The discrepancy and failure reporting system using the Nonconformance Report, inspection
Report, Unified Failure Report, and Data Control Sheet/Nonconformance Report provides
for defining immediate corrective action directly on the document. Failure analysis is
performed when the cause or corrective action is not obvious with cross-reference to the
failure reporting document. Corrective actions are directed toward elimination of the
initial cause factor(s) to the maximum extent, consistent with schedule, cost, ease of
implementation and degree of cause isolation achieved. Periodic audit and followup is
used to verify that corrective actions have been implemented and are maintained.
14.3.1 TRENDS
All data generated at any point requires review and approval prior to resumption of material
flow. Review includes notation of major changes in characteristics and permits early
recognition and initiation of corrective action. Where quantity of articles is large enough
to provide sufficient data for meaningful control charts, these are prepared and maintained
by Process Control for parts and subassemblies. Periodic reviews by Reliability of
accumulated data are performed to identify less obvious trends for components, subsystems,
and systems. Trend results are transmitted to Quality Assurance for determining corrective
action. Problems or potential problems disclosed by data reviews, which require action
by operations other than where the discrepancy was detected, are interfaced to provide a
coordinated action effort.
14.3.2 FAILURE ANALYSIS
Failure analyses are performed to determine specific causes of discrepancies and the
required corrective actions. Where applicable, special investigations, tests, teardown
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evaluation, etc., are conducted to support the analysis. Services of Design Engineering,
Materials and Processes, Parts Laboratory and Subcontractors/Suppliers are used to
ascertain the best and most eccslomical solution. The failure analysis report includes
identification of the discrepant material and the applicable failure reporting document.
Also included is a brief description of the failure, summary of analysis, material disposition,
and the corrective acticm taken or planned. When analysis shows that a potential problem
may be present in existing parts stock or in completed articles, corrective action includes
a "hold" on the suspect parts stock and recall of completed articles. Sui_ble investigation,
inspection and test are then employed to determine disposition of the suspect material.
Where corrective action requires rework of articles which have previously completed
fabrication and test all affected operation *-re notified of the req,,_ements in writing
(Reference QCOP No. 13.4).
When required action has impact on delivery schedules or field use, Project Control is also
notified so that a satisfactory plan for accomplishment of the action can be formulated con-
sistent with project requirements.
14.3.3 FAILURE ANALYSIS/CORRECTIVE ACTION REVIEW
A Failure Analysis Review Board (FARB) will be established in the Quality Assurance to
review and evaluate all failure analyses and corrective actions. The purpose of this is to
assure adequacy of analysis and identify deficiencies or incomplete actions. When analysis
is required, the Board assigns and issues an identifying log number. The log number is
referenced on all documents pertaining to the failure, to provide correlation. Periodic
status reports of analyses are issued, which list all current analyses in progress and
those which have been completed and reviewed but held open for additional analysis or
corrective action. The review board normally consists of one representative from each of
the following operations:
a. Quality Assurance (Chairman)
b. Reliability
c. Design Engineering
d. Manufacturing
e. Standards
f. Materials and Processes
The board meets periodically to review new and supplemental analyses issued and the status
of action items generated at previous meetings. FARB representatives receive copies of
all analyses issued for individual review prior to board meetings. This provides time for
detailed review by the representatives so that review, conclusions, recommendations and
action items at board meetings can be efficiently completed.
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When the analysis and corrective actions are adjudged adequate and complete, the board
accepts the report and designates it closed. Satisfactory evidence that corrective actions
have been implemented or initiated is required to close the report. Examples of such
evidence are change documents for design, process, procedure or test equipment; written
notifications to personnel and initiation of orientation/training actions. Where the report
is found deficient or incomplete, it is held "open" pending receipt of supplemental informa-
tion to complete the "open" items. Board representatives are assigned action items to
expedite foUowup of "open" items requiring action in their respective operations. A summary
report of the minutes and results of board meetings is issued for information purposes to
all affected operations and personnel. The board also compiles and maintains current the
Failure Summary Log. This log includes brief information on results of formal analysis,
informal analysis and corrective actions for all discrepancies. Flow diagram, Figure 14-7,
shows the basic inter-relationships involved in the operation of the Failure Analysis Review
Board.
14.3.4 SUBCONTRACTORS/SUPPLIERS
Failure data reporting is established as a contractual requirement for all articles purchased
from subcontractors and suppliers. Immediate notification of failures is required to permit
earliest possible assessment of any impact on articles previously received. It is also re-
quired that the subsequent analysis report contain an adequate detailed description of the
failure. Detailed failure analyses including information on the corrective action taken or
proposed are required. Minimum requirements, specifying the type of data and informa-
tion to be submitted, are defined in the procurement documents, and include maximum
time limits for submitting this information. The data and information received are reviewed
and evaluated for completeness of analysis and adequacy of corrective actions. The sub-
contractor supplier/vendor is notified of any deficiencies and requested to submit supplement
reports clarifying or correcting the deficiencies noted. For failures which occur on pur-
chased articles previously received, a Unified Failure Report and Inspection Report are
prepared and the article returned to the vendor for analysis and corrective action. When
necessary, the subcontractor or supplier is requested to initiate specific corrective action
measures which have been identified by review and evaluation of performance and failure
data accumulated after recept of the purchased article.
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15.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDITS
15.1 GENERAL
The audit function is geared to provide management with current factual data regarding
project compliance and the effectiveness of quality management systems on product quality.
The audit group for Voyager will be comprised of personnel who have general knowledge in
contract requirements, management systems, contractor/subcontractor/vendor auditing,
manufacturing processes and controls, product verification, field operations, and quality
control/reliability specifications.
15.2 AUDIT PLAN
The auditing program will be designed toward and implemented to provide positive assurance
that: (See Exhibit I - Auditing Program _unmary. )
a. Voyager contracted requirements are being complied with.
b. The established Quality/Reliability system is complied with and changed if needed to
satisfy Voyager contract requirements.
c. Processes (soldering, welding, potting) are rigidly controlled to prevent defects.
d. Completed articles are manufactured _d/or tested to the specified engineering
definitions.
e. The contractor/subcontractor/vendor are complying to contract requirements.
f. Field Operations are compliant with the accepted Launch Operations Plan.
The auditing program shall, for example, be focused to the prevention of:
a. Any misunderstanding of contract requirements that could prove costly to the program
and impare schedule commitments, e.g., magnetic requirements, type approval and
proof test model requirements, supplier/subcontractor control requirements, and
material review requirements.
b. implementing existing quality/reliability procedures which are in any way contrary
to contract requirements including NASA Specifications NPC 200-2 and NPC 200-3.
c. The degradation of in-process articles that may be caused by manufacturing processes
(paint, soldering, bonding, wiring, etc.)and methods.
d. Installing into the end items any articles which do not agree with the specified
engineering definition.
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e. Correlation omissions by the Customer (JPL), Supplier, Subcontractor regarding
type approval and proof test model testing.
fo Conducting confidence test prior to the review of the end-item logbook and its
verification to the latest engineering definition.
15.3 AUDIT PLAN, ACCOMPLISHMENT OF
To accomplish the outlined task and their associated examples, schedules shall be established
and submitted to Quality Assurance management on a quarterly basis for review and approval.
(See Exhibit II. ) Check sheets for each major task will be developed in sufficient detail to
provide a qualitative measurement for management action. Management reports will be based
on a synthetical analysis of the data collected for each major task. The report will accentuate
critical areas that require action. Corrective Action Report will be forwarded to the manager
responsible for nonconformance that occurs within the particular work scope. This formalized
system will state the nonconformance, provide recommendations for correction and specify
that corrective measures must be in place within a specified period of time. Quality Assurance
will participate as a member of a Management Audit and Review Team which will appraise
the vendor's and subcontractor's progress. (See Procurement Management Plan. )
EXHIBITS
Exhibit I
Exhibit II
Exhibit III
Sum mar y
.Auditing Program Flow
Proposed Auditing Sub-Plan for Vendors and
Subcontractors
REFERENCE DOCUMENT
Audit of Quality Operation Performance. QCOP No. 3.3
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WHERE IN THE ORGANIZATION
INDEPENDENT I
GROUP
QUALITY
ASSURANCE
1
MAJOR
TASK
REVIEW CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS
GENERATE AN AUDITING PROGRAM PLAN
GE_N_--L_RATEAUDITING SUB-PLANS FOR:
@ CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS
• SUBCONTRACTOR, VENDOR, SUPPLIER (See Exhibit HI)
• MANUFACTURING PROCESSES AND CONTROLS
• PRODUCT VERIFICATION
• FIELD OPERATIONS
PROVIDE QUARTERLY SCHEDULE FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT
ANALYZE RESULTS FOR QUALITATIVE MEASUREMENT
MANAGEMENT REPORTING
CORRECTIVE MEASURES
Exhibit I. Quality Assurance Auditing Program Summary
PROGRAM
REQL_REMENT
PRODUCT
VERIFICATION
SUppLIER'S
VENDOR'S
_ffBCONTRACT
MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES AND
CONTROLS
FIELD
OPERATIONS
CORRECTIVE
AUDIT ACTION REQ.
CHECKLIST AUDIT FEEDBACK
AND CONDUCTED ANALYSIS
SCHEDULE FOLLOWUP
MANAGEMENT
Exhibit II. Information Flow Plan, Voyager Quality Auditing Program
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EXHIBIT NO. Ill
SUBCONTRACTOR - VENDOR
AUDITING PROGRAM
PROPOSED PLAN
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1.0 PURPOSE OF THE PLAN
To evaluate the subcontractor's, vendor's compliance to contract requirements as they
pertain to quality and reliability of the product. Under the definitions established for pro-
curement sources, as a rule, only subcontractors and critical vendors will be audited.
2.0 SCOPE OF THE PLAN
This plan has a two-prong approach to achieve the necessary quality level for the Voyager
Project of vendors and subcontractors. The first, is a survey of the company's facility and
its related resources. Upon completion of the survey's statement regarding the vendor's/
subcontractor's ability to perform to the contract, requirements will be included in the summary
report. If the vendor/subcontractor can demonstrate the basic capability to fulfill the require-
ments of the contract and is awarded the contract, he shall be subjected to an auditing program
which is designed to insure compliance to contract requirements.
3.0 SUBSYSTEMS AUDITING
Listed below are some of the key subsystems that will be audited:
a. Receiving, in-Process, Final Inspection
b. Drawing and Change Control
c. Nonconforming Material
d. Test Procedures and Documentation
e. Quality Assurance Planning
f. Control of Test Instruments
g. Vendor Control
h. Education and Training
On the initial survey all subsystems applicable to a procurement source must be audited. On
subsequent audits all applicable systems or only systems that previously have been identified
as weak and corrective action promised must be audited.
This approach allows flexibility in auditing quality systems depending on the size of the
company and the problems involved.
4.0 CORRECTIVE ACTION
The discrepancies found in the audit will be itemized and discussed for corrective action
with the Quality Assurance manager of the audited company. Personnel responsible for
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taking corrective action in the particular discrepant area will be identified in conjunction
with the planned corrective action and the associated date.
5.0 REPORT OF RESULTS
A formal report will be issued and will state each discrepancy found, present evidence of the
discrepancy, identify the person responsible for corrective action, and name the manager
responsible for the operation. A final copy of the audit performed will be sent to the subcon-
tractor/vendor by the GE cognizant procurement operation.
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APPENDIX I
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The following definitions apply to terms used in the Quality Program Plan.
Acceptance. The act of an authorized representative of the Government by which the Govern-
ment assents to ownership by it of existing and identified articles, or approves specific
services rendered as partial or complete performance of the contract.
.A_tic!e. A u_At of. b,ardware or any portion thereof required by the contract.
Assembly. A number of parts or subassemblies defined by a single top drawing. May
contain one or more subsystem or portions of subsystems. Is removable from the structure
as a single item. May or may not be testable by itself; when performing a single function is
normally considered a component. Example: Electronic Assembly which contains portions of
the Telecommunications and Command Subsystems.
Characteristic. Any dimensional, visual, functional, mechanical, electrical, chemical,
physical, or material feature or property, and any process-control element which describes
and establishes the design, fabrication, and operating requirements of an article.
Components. An assembly or any combination of parts, subassemblies, or assemblies mounted
together which performs a distinctive function in the overall equipment. Example: PN gen-
erators in the Data Encoder subsystem of the telecommunications subsystem.
Contract. The prime contract executed by the Government and the prime contractor which,
in addition to the terms and conditions thereof, includes by reference or otherwise, specifi-
cations, drawings, exhibits, and other data necessary to its proper performance.
Contract Schedule. That portion of a Government prime contract which describes the articles
or services desired for that particular contract. Not to be confused with contract time-
schedule or delivery schedule.
Contractor. The individual(s) or concern(s) who enter into a prime contract with the
Government.
Deviation. A specific authorization, granted before the fact, to depart from a particular
requirement of specifications or related documents.
End Item. A space system or any of its principal system or subsystem elements, e.g.,
launch vehicle, spacecraft, ground support system, propulsion engine, or guidance system.
Also, articles covered by major subcontracts where NPC 200-2 is invoked by the NASA
installation or by a system prime contractor. Also, articles which will be delivered to a
Government installation or provided as GFP to a contractor.
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Inspection. The examination, including test, of contract work, articles, and services to
determine conformance to contract requirements.
Inspection Agency. A Government agency, or an agency acting on behalf of the Government,
to determine that contracted articles and services conform to technical requirements.
Interface. The junction points or the points within or between systems or subsystems where
matching or accommodation must be properly achieved in order to make their operation
compatible with the successful operation of all other functional entities in the space vehicle
and its ground support.
NASA' s Designated Representative. A representative of the NASA installation stationed at the
supplier's plant or a representative of the inspection agency to whom quality assurance functions
have been delegated.
NASA Installation. A major organizational unit of the NASA, includes headquarters and field
installations. Field installations are assigned specific missions in the NASA space program.
Part. One piece, or two or more pieces joined together which are not normally subjected to
disassembly without destruction of designed use. Example: Transistor, capacitor, bracket,
value.
Procuring Inspection Agency. Inspection agency at the plant of the supplier placing a sub-
contract.
Quality Assurance. A planned and systematic pattern of all actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that the end items will perform satisfactorily in actual operations.
Quality Control. A management function to control the quality of articles to conform to
quality standards.
Reliability. The probability that a system, subsystem, component, or part will perform its
required functions under defined conditions at a designated time and for a specified operating
period.
Source Inspection Al_ency. Inspection agency at the plant of the actual producer of the
purchased article s.
Space System. A system consisting of launch vehicle(s), spacecraft, ground support equipment,
and test hardware, used in launching, operating, and maIntaining vehicles or craft in space.
Space Vehicle. A launch vehicle and its associated spacecraft.
Subassembly. Two or more parts which form a portion of a component or an assembly, or a
functional, testable and removable unit of any assembly and having a part or parts which are
individually replaceable. Example: Printed circuit board, sub-chassis.
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Subcontract. A contract or purchase order entered into under a Government prime contract
by a supplier. May include orders issued to activities or subdivisions within the supplierVs
organization.
Subcontractor. One who provides the overall design, development and fabrication of an end
item, subsystem or component.
Supplier. One who provides parts (to an existing design) or basic raw materials.
,System. First level major subdivisions of project work comprising functional entities,
consisting of subsystems, assemblies and parts capable of performing operational function or
functions. The spacecraft and all assembled equipment is considered a system by JPL.
Subsystem. First or second level major subdivisions of a system comprising a functional
entity, consisting of assemblies and parts capable of performing a specific function. May or
may not be packaged in one assembly package. Will be defined by its own Functional Speci-
fication (description in Phase IA) and subject to functional tests. Example: Telecommunica-
tions Subsystem and Radio Subsystem.
Systems Integration. The management process by which the systems of a project (for example,
the launch vehicle, the spacecraft, and its supporting ground equipment and operational pro-
cedures) are made compatible, in order to achieve the purpose of the project or the given
flight mission.
Test Time
Green Line Time - Minimum test time required on a piece part, component, assembly
or system necessary to qualify the item to be used in the next level of assembly or for
 l ht.
Red Line Time - Maximum test time permitted on a piece part, component, assembly
or system which if exceeded disqualifies the hardware for flight.
Vendor. One who provides an end item or component to an existing design.
Waiver. Granted use or acceptance of an article which does not meet specified requirements.
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D. I.
ETR
FARB
GF P
IR
ITB
MRB
MSI
OSE
PTM
QADC
QCOP
S.I.
STE
STEP
T/A
TP
UFR
APPENDIX ]7
ABBREVIATIONS
Department Instruction
Engineering Test Report
Failure Analysis Review Board
Government Furnished Property
Inspection Report
Integrated Test Board
Material Review Board
ManufacturIng Standing Instruction
Operational Support Equipment
Proof Test Model
Quality Assurance Data Center
Quality Control Operating Procedure
Standing Instruction
Special Test Equipment
Special Test Equipment Processing
Type Approval
Test Procedure
Unified Failure Report
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APPENDIX IH
PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS
For Subcontractors/Vendors
For Suppliers
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i. 0 INTRODUCTION
The "Voyager Quality Assurance Plan" details the manner in which the General Electric
Company will conduct the Voyager Program in conformance with the general requirements
specified in NASA Publication 200-2 entitled "Quality Provisions for Space Systems Con-
tractors" dated April 1, 1962. The quality elements of the program are presented and
discussed under the topics delineated in NPC 200-2. This is a preliminary presentation
of the total Quality Assurance Plan which will be further detailed and submitted to JPL for
review during Phase IB and implemented during Phase II.
The intent of the Quality _%ssurance Plan is to provide maximum assurance that the quality
of the spacecraft, flight spares, and OSE as manufactured, tested and shipped are con-
sistent with the requirements of the contract, work statement and JPL and G.E. standards.
The key elements of the Quality Assurance Plan are:
a. Integration of quality considerations during the design and development phase.
b. Augmentation of the vendor control plan.
c. Configuration control and traceability to the piece part level.
d. Provision for frequent In-line quality measurements and evaluations during the
procurement and manufacturing cycles.
e. Closed loop system for failure analysis, reporting, corrective action, and follow
up.
f. Utilization of the computer data bank for rapid retrieval of stored data.
The quality plan is responsive to the reliability requirements and supports the reliability
plan. Some of the vital reliability elements that have been factored into the Quality
Assurance Plan are:
Re Green line/red line constraints which have activated a system for recording of
accumulated test time and such actuations as documented counting of mating and
dematiug of connectors.
be Failure analysis data are systematically and continually processed through a
reliability review for completeness of the analysis and adequacy of corrective
action in terms of its effects upon system reliability.
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VR 130TC001
VOYAGER QUALITY ASSURANCE
REQUi REMENTS FOR
S UBCON .'tRACTOR ,ALE_NDOR
• n SCOPEioIM
THiS DOCUMENT (VR|30TC001) SPECIFIES THE MINIMUM QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
SuBCONTRACTORS/VENDORS SUPPLYING HARDWARE TO GENERAL ELECTRIC FOR USE IN THE VOYAGER
SPACE VEHICLE.
2. 0 APPL! CABLE DOCUMENTS
NASA QUALITY PUBLICATION- NPC 200-2
NASA QUALITY PUBLICATION --NPC 200-3
3.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
3.1 GENERAL
THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL MAINTAIN AN EFFECTIVE QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM tN ACCORD-
ANCE WITH NPC 200-2 OR NPC 200-3 AS REFERENCED ON THE PURCHASE ORDER OR SUBCONTRACT
AND THIS DOCUMENT. CERTAIN ELEMENTS OF THE QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE
FORMULATED INTO IMPLEMENTATION PLANS SPECIFIC TO THE ARtTICLES(S) BEING MANUFACTURED
FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC AND SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL PRIOR TO INITIATING
FABRICATION OF DELIVERABLE HARDWARE. THESE PLANS SHALL PROVIDE FOR ADHERENCE TO
THE SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS OF NPC 200-2 OR NPC 200-3 Am THOSE STATED HEREIN.
SPECIFIC DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS (IN--LIEU OF THOSE OF NPC 200-2, APPENDIX B)
ARE SUMMARIZED IN APPENDIX A oF THIS DOCUMENT.
3.2 QUALITY CONTROL PLANS
THE GENERALFOLLOWING PLANS SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO ELECTRIC \_--} AT LEAST THIRTY _30)
bAYS PRIOR TO INITIATION. THESE PLANS CAN TAKE THE FORM OF FLOW DIAGRAf_S INDICATING
ACTIVITIES_ ACTION AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION WITH A SHORT NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF
THE OPERATION.
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A. REVIEW.
PLANS •
,UDING PLANNING •
AREAJ.
3.2.2 MANUFACTURING INSP£CTIOH IN.-PROCESS TEST
THIs PL.&N:SHALL DELINEATE THE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, THE INSPECTION POINTS, AND THE TEST
POIN._'I/__ ,,:_-gE:_E,J_"!LIIED IN THE: FAIMlCATION AHO PROCESSING _ THE UNITS. LN_ffECTION ,AND TEST
IhOINTS S _ BE IDENTIFIED AND THE APPROPRIATE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA SHAI.I. BE REFERENCED.
THIS-FLOW PLAN LSHAI-_. I:'N_MPA_S ALL FABRICATION INSPECTION TEST APPLICASI.E TO THE CONTRACT
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF S'I'ANDARD HARDWARE AND MINOR PIECE PARTS.
3.2.3 ACCEPTANCE TEST
|. (_[ DRAWINS NUMSER WITH MOST RECENT REVISION AND THE Cli NUMmER.
C, VENDOR SERIAL. NUMBER ,
D. SUBCONTRACTOR VENDORtS NAME (NOT TRADEMARK)
El .... SUBCONTRACTOR 'VENDOR'S TEST PROCEDURES NUMBER AND REVIB ION
THE NAME_ MAKE, MODEl.. NUMIIERt BUSCONTRACTOR VENDORIS IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
AND CALISRATION DUE DATE OF THE "I"_ST EOUIPMENTo GA_E_ OR TOOLS USED
PROVISIONS FOR SIGNATURES OF THE SUBCONTRACTOR VENDOR'S AND GE RESPONSIBLE
REPMIESEHTATIVE (S)
J. NOT PER-CENT (E.G.
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Ko ACTUAL READINGS TAKEN DURING TESTS Do NOT RECORD AS PASS OR FAIL UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
L. DATE OF TESTS
M, OPERATING TIME MATRIX -- INCLUDES HARDWARE OPERATING AND NON--OPERATING TIME
IN THE TESTING ENVIRONMENTS
N° IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENT ASSOCIATED WITH EACH SET OF TEST READINGS
O. THE NUMBER OF ANY FAILURE REPORTING DOCUMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TEST.
3.3 QUALITY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
3.3. I MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
RAW MATERIALS AND OR PARTS MUST BE ADEQUATELY TESTED TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH
APPLICABLE MATERIAL AND PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS. OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE OF SUCH TESTING
SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW BY GE UPON REQUEST. OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE SHALL BE ACTUAL
TEST RESULTS0 OR SUITABLE CERTIFICATIONS OF COMPLIANCE IF THE TESTING IS PERFORMED AT
FACILITIES OTHER THAN THE SUPPLERWS FACILITY.
OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE OF PROSESS CONTROL SHALL ALSO BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW BY GE UPON
REQUEST. SUCH EVIDENCE SHALL CONSIST OF TEMPERATURE CHARTSt SAMPLE PULL TEST RESULTS I
ETCo0 AS APPLICABLE TO THE SPECIFIC PROCESSES EMPLOYED.
CERTAIN PROCESSES SUCH AS WELDING t HEAT TREATING I PLATING t ETC.t REQUIRE GE CERTIFICATION
PRIOR TO APPLICATION TO PRO_DUCTS DELIEVERABLE TO GE. REFER TO APPENDIX B FOR SPECIFIC
PROCESSES WHICH REQUIRE GE CERTIFICATION.
THE QUALITY SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE FOR OPERATOR CERTIFICATION AND RECERTIFICATION PROGRAMSe
PROCESS CERTIFICATION AND RECERTIFICATION PROGRAMSs MATERIALS ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA,
PROCESS CONTROL CRITERIA_ SHELF LIFE AND AGE CONTROL PROGRAMS AND SHALL ENCOMPASS NOT
ONLY THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDORWS ACTIVITIES BUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE CONTROLS AT
SUB--VENDORS.
3.3.2 CONFIGURATION AND CHANGE CONTROL
THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL IMPLEMENT A SYSTEM COMPATIBLE WITH THE GE SYSTEM OF
CONFIGURATION CONTROL SUCH THAT TRACEABILITYe BY COMPLETE PART NUMBER AND SERIAL
NUMBER, IS MAINTAINED TO THE PIECE pART LEVEL. A CONFIGURATION INDEX OF EACH UNIT OF HARD-
WARE BEING SHIPPED SHALL BE INCLUDED AS PART OF THE LOGBOOK (REFERENCE PARAGRAPH 3.3.6)
UPON SHIPMENT.
THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL NOT MAKE ANY CLASS | CHANGES WITHOUT WRITTEN AUTHORI-
ZATION OF GE PROCUREMENT. CLASS | CHANGES ARE ANY CHANGES TO THE DESIGN, MATERIAL,
PROCESSES OR TESTING WHICH AFFECT pERFORMANCEt RELIABILITY, WEIGHT1 SAFETYt OR INTER--
CHANGEABILITY° AUTHORIZATION OF A CHANGE DOES NOT RELIEVE THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENCOR THE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROPER PERFORMANCE. GE MUST NOTIFIED PRIOR TO INCORPORATING ANY
CLASS !! CHANGES (ALL CHANGES OTHER THAN CLASS |). GE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DISAPPROVE
THE CLASSIFICATION OF ANY CLASS I! CHANGE. REQUESTS FOR DESIGN CHANGES SHALL BE SUBMITTED
AS AN ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (ECP) AND REQUESTS FOR ALL OTHER CHANGES SHALL BE
SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO GE.
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3.3.3 CALIBRATION
ALL MEASUREMENTS SHALL BE TAKEN WITH INSTRUMENTS HAVING VERIFIED ACCURACIES THROUGH
PERIODIC CALIBRATION. THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL INSURE THAT THE REQUIRED TESTING
ACCURACIES ARE MAINTAINED BY USE OF THE PROPER PROCEDURES AND SUPERVISION. CALIBRATION
STANDARDS EMPLOYED BY THE SUBCONTRACTOR VENDOR SHALL EXHIBIT NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS CERTIFICATION OR NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS TRACEABILITY.
3.3.4 TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN REVIEW
THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL PROVIDE ALL DESIGN INFORMATION ALONG WITH ANY ASSOCIATED
CONSIDERATIONS . IN ORDER TO SUCCESSFULLY PERFORM TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN REVIEWS TWO (2)
WEEKS IN ADVANCE OF A SCHEDULED REVIEW.
A DESIGN REVIEW WILL BE HELD DURING THE LIFE OF THE CONTRACT ON EACH DIFFERENT SET OF
TEST EQUIPMENT• THE DESIGN REVIEW SHALL BE HELD DURING THE FINAL STAGES OF THE DESIGN,
I.E., AFTER COMPLETION OF DRAWING BUT PRIOR TO PLACING ORDERS FOR TEST EQUIPMENT HARD--
WARE. INFORMATION OF ANY PURCHASE OF HARDWARE BECAUSE OF A LONG LEAD TIME NATURE PRIOR
TO THE DESIGN REVIEW SHALL BE FORWARDED TO GE.
THE DESIGN REVIEW SHALL BE HELD AT THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDORWS PLANT AND CONVENED BY THEIR
RESPONSIBLE PERSONNEL.
ALL TRANSACTION DURING THE DESIGN REVIEW SHALL SE RECORDED AND MINUTES ISSUED TO EACH
ATTENDEE WITHIN ONE WEEK AFTER THE DESIGN REVIEW.
3.3.5 ACCEPTANCE TESTING
As A MINIMUM. THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL PERFORM THOSE ACCEPTANCE TESTS SPECIFIED IN
SECTION 4.0 OF THE APPLICABLE COMPONENT SPECIFICATION.
ALL HARDWARE RECEIVED BY GE MAY BE SUBJECTED TO INSPECTION AND OR TESTING TO ALL OF THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS REFERENCED IN THE PURCHASE ORDER OR
SUBCONTRACT. UNITS SUBJECTED TO INSPECTION AND/OR TESTS PER THESE REQUIREMENTS (E•G.,
OPERABILITY ASSURANCE TESTS, QUALIFICATION TESTS, RECEIVING INSPECTION, ETC.) WHICH DO
NOT MEET THE STANDARDS OF THE APPLICABLE DRAWINGS AND/OR SPECIFICATIONS WILL BE TREATED
AS FAILURES AND RETURNED TO THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR.
THE TESTS SHALL BE PERFORMED TO THE TEST PROCEDURES SUBMITTED PER PARAGRAPH 3,2.3 WITH
ALL APPLICABLE DATA RECORDED ON THE APPROVED DATA SHEET FORMAT.
3.3.6 LOGBOOK
A LOGBOOK SHALL BE PREPARED FOR EACH UNIT AND INCLUDED WiTH THE SHIPMENT OF HARDWARE TO
GE. THE LOGBOOK SHALL CONTAIN AS A MINIMUM :
A. CONFIGURATION INDEX INCLUDING :
1 THE SERIAL NUMBER OF ALL SERIALIZED COMPONENTS AND SERIALIZED PARTS BY
DRAWING NUMBER AND LOCATION IN THE ASSEMBLY
2 THE LOT IDENTIFICATION OF ALL IWLOTII PRODUCED ITEMS IN THE ASSEMBLY
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B. WEIGHT
c. TEST DATA pER PARAGRAPH 3.2.3
D. SIGNIFICANT EVENT SHEET WHICH INDICATES ANY SPECIAL TESTS, REWORK OR DISCREPANCIES
ENCOUNTERED DURING INSPECTION AND TEST
E. TEMPORARY SPECIFICATIONS OR TEST PROCEDURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE PLANNED OR
NORMAL PROCESSING
F. COPIES OF ALL DEFECT REPORTS AND FAILURE REPORTS AND ANALYSES APPLICABLE TO
THE UN!T
G. LIST OF SHORTAGES
H. INSPECTION RECORDS ON ALL INSPECTIONS PERFORMED ABOVE THE DETAIL PART LEVEL
!. AGE CONTROL SHELF LIFE SHEET WHICH GIVES PERTINENT INFORMATION ON AGE CONTROL
OR SHELF LIFE SUCH AS CURE DATES, EXPIRATION DATES, OPERATING LIFE LIMITS, ETC.
J. WIRE DRESS PHOTOS PER PARAGRAPH 3.3.8 WHEN APPLICABLE.
3.3.7 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD (MRB)
WHEN SPECIFICALLY DELEGATED BY GE. THE SUBGONTRACTO#VENDOR SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE
REVIEW, CONTROL AND DISPOSITION OF NONCONFORMING MATERIAL. EACH NONCONFORMANCE SHALL
BE REVIEWED, A DISPOSITION MADE BY PERSONNEL VESTED WITH THIS RESPONSIBILITY, AND POSITIVE
CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE OF SIMILAR DISCREPANCIES. EACH MRB
SHALL BE COMPOSED OF ONE SUBCONTRACTOF_VENDOR REPRESENTATIVE WHOSE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY
IS PRODUCE DES IGN, ONE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR REPRESENTATIVE WHOSE PR I MARY RESPONSIB ILITY
IS PRODUCT QUALITY, ONE GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE ACTING ON BEHALF OF THE COGNIZANT
NASA INSTALLATION, AND THE GE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SURVEILLANCE SPECIALIST OR QUALITY
ASSURANCE ENGINEER IF APPLICABLE. THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MRB AND ITS ASSOCIATED
PROCEDURES REQUIRE APPROVAL BY GE AND THE COGNIZANT NASA REPRESENTATIVE.
THE AUTHORITY OF THE MRB is LIMITED TO DISPOSITIONING NONCONFORMANCES OF A MINOR OR
INCIDENTAL NATURE NOT AFFECTING SAFETY ! FUNCTION, RELIABILITY_ OR INTERCHANGEABILITY.
Two copies OF EACH MRB ACTION SHALL BE PROVIDED TO GE WITHIN THREE (3) WEEKS OF THE
ACTION. MRB AUTHORITY SHALL NOT BE DELEGATED TO SUB--VENDORS WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL OF
GE AND NASA.
3.3.8 WIRE DRESS PHOTOS
IN ADDITION TO THE INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPHS 7.3 AND 7.4 OF NPC 200-2 ,
THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL ESTABLISH VISUAL INSPECTION POINTS ON ELECTRONIC ASSEM-
BLIES SUCH THAT PERMANENT RECORDS (COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS) ARE MAINTAINED. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE ESTABLISHED WiTH THE APPROVAL OF GE FROM THE PHOTOGRAPHS USED
FOR WIRE DRESS SAMPLES. EACH PRODUCTION UNIT SHALL BE PHOTOGRAPHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE APPROVED FORMAT ANE: THE PHOTOGRAPHS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND MAINTAINED AS PART OF THE
INSPECTION RECORDS AND FOR INCLUSION IN THE LOGBOOK.
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3.3.9 IDENTIFICATION AND MARKING
THE IDENTIFICATION ITEMS SPECIFIED IN THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS SHALL BE APPLIED TO EACH
UNIT PER CLASS SPECIFIED ON APPLICABLE DRAWING
A. DRAWING NUMBER
THE COMPLETE GE DRAWING NUMBER SHALL BE APPLIED TO EACH UNIT. THIS SHALL
INCLUDE THE BASIC DRAWING NUMBER, THE PART OR GROUP NUMBER, THE REVISION
LETTER OF THE DRAWING, AND ANY AN (ALTERATION NOTICE) NUMBERS WHICH WERE
INCORPORATED INTO THE UNIT. (EXAMPLE: "103C3251G1, REV. B, AN-3")
e. SERIAL NUMBER
THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL APPLY SERIAL NUMBERS TO ALL UNITS IN ASCENDING ORDER
AND IN NO CASE SHALL THE SERIAL NUMBERS BE DUPLICATED FOR A PARTICULAR DRAWING
NUMBER,
NOTE: IN SPECIFIC CASES GE MAY FURNISH SERIAL NUMBERS IN LIEU OF THE ABOVE.
THESE NUMBERS SHALL BE USED IN CONSECUTIVE ORDER AS SPECIFIED ON THE
PURCHASE ORDER OR SUBCONTRACT,
C. CONTRACT NUMBER
THE CONTRACT NUMBER AS REFERENCED ON THE APPLICABLE GE PURCHASE ORDER OR
SUBCONTRACT SHALL BE APPLIED TO EACH UNIT.
D. MANUFACTURERVS LOT IDENTIFICATION
ALL HARDWARE THAT IS MANUFACTURED IN LOTS OR BATCHES ON WHICH CRITICAL PARA-
METERS ARE SUBJECT TO PROCESS CONTROL AND INSPECTION BY BATCH TECHNIQUES SHALL
BE IDENTIFIED WITH LOT IDENTIFICATION.
E, CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION INDEX NUMBER (CII)
THE Cll NUMBER AS REFERENCED ON THE APPLICABLE GE PURCHASE ORDER OR SUB--
CONTRACT SHALL BE APPLIED TO EACH UNIT.
F. AGE CONTROL/SHELF LIFE DATES
SIGNIFICANT DATES SUCH AS CURE DATES OF ORGANIC MATERIALS AND EXPIRATION DATES
OF SHELF LIFE LIMITED ITEMS SHALL BE APPLIED TO EACH UNIT,
3.3.10 FAILURE REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
A SYSTEM SHALL BE IMPLEMENTED PROVIDING FOR THE TIMELY REPORTING AND ANALYSIS OF ANY
OUT OF SPECIFICATION PERFORMANCE OR MECHANICAL FAILURE AT THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDORVS
SUB--VENDOR IS FACILITY.
THE FOLLOWING REPORTING REQUIREMENTS ARE APPLICABLE TO FAILURES OCCURRING AFTER THE
INITIATION OF ACCEPTANCE TESTING. A RECORD OF ALL IN--PROCESS FAILURES, ANALYSIS, AND
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS <I.E., UP TO AND INCLUDING INITIAL BENCH TESTING) SHALL BE MAINTAINED
BY THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR AND SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW BY GE UPON REQUEST.
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A. FAILURE REPORTS
ON OCCURRENCE OF ANY OUT--OF--SPECIFICATION PERFORMANCE OR MECHANICAL FAILURE
AFTER THE INITIATION OF ACCEPTANCE TESTING, THE GE QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINE!
SHALL BE NOTIFIED WITHIN ONE WORKING DAY OF THE TIME OF FAILURE. SUBSEQUENT
TO THE VERBAL NOTIFICATIONt A WRITTEN FAILURE REPORT SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO GE
WITHIN ONE (1) WEEK OF THE FAILURE.
B. FAILURE ANALYSIS
IN THE EVENT OF A FAILURE, THE VENDOR WILL TAKE ALL MEASURES TO DETERMINE THE
SPECIFIC CAUSE OF THE FAILURE. THESE MEASURES MAY INCLUDE TEARDOWN ANALYSISt
X--RAY I MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION, ETCo THIS ANALYSIS SHALL INCLUDE AN INVESTIGATION
TO DETERMINE AN EXISTENCE OF ANY DEGRADATION TO OTHER PORTIONS OF THE COMPONENT
EITHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY ASSOCIATED WiTH THE AREA OF FAILURE.
C. CORRECTIVE ACTION
AT BTHE CONCLUSION OF THE ANALYSIS THE SUBCONTRACTOR/ VENDOR SHALL INSTITUTE
CORRECTIVE MEASURES TO PREVENT RECURRENCE OF THE FAILURE, (E.G., A DESIGN CHANGE,
TEST PROCEDURAL CHANGE, ADDED INSPECTION pOINTS, ETC,, IN KEEPING WITH THE
REQUIREMENTS OF PARAGRAPH 3.3.2).
Do FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT
/
IT IS REQUIRED THAT THE SUBCONTRACTED/VENDOR FORWORD A DETAILED REPORT ON THE
FINDINGS AS DESCRIBED ABOVE WITHIN TWO "--(2_ WEEKS OF THE FAILURE OR TWO (2) WEEKS
AFTER THE RECEIPT OF THE FAILED COMPONENT. IN DESCRIBING THE ANALYSIS PORTION OF
THE WORK, PHOTOGRAPHS, X--RAYS, SKETCHES, ETC., SHALL BE INCLUDED AS REQUIRED TO
ADEQUATELY DESCRIBE IN DETAIL THE ANALYSIS. INCLUDED WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE
CORRECTIVE ACTION SHALL BE DATES AND VENDOR SERIAL NUMBER EFFECTIVITY AND THE
DOCUMENT NUMBER THAT ACCOMPLISHES THIS. IF THE SERIAL NUMBER EFFECTIVITY IS
OTHER THAN w ALL UNITS,n A STATEMENT SHALL BE INCLUDED BY THE VENDOR SPECIFYING
THE REASONS WHY PREVIOUSLY BUILT UNITS ARE NOT AFFECTED BY THE PARTICULAR FAILURE
MODE.
4.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
4.1 QUALITY AUDITS
GE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO VISIT THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDORWS FACILITIES AT ANY TIME
SUBSEQUENT TO THE PLACEMENT OF AN ORDER, INCLUDING PARTICIPATION IN SUBCONTRACTOR/
VENDORWS AUDITS OF SUB--VENDORS, TO AUDIT THE SUBCONTRACTOR/ VENDOR WS COMPLIANCE TO
HIS APPROVED QUALITY PLAN, GE ALSO RESERVES THE RIGHT TO PERFORM AN IN--PROCESS! IN--LINE
ARTIFACT INSPECTION. THIS WILL BE A VERIFICATION TO DRAWING AND OR SPECIFICATION OF
ITEMS SUCH AS
A° PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD E° CONNECTOR
B. WIRE SAMPLE F. SAMPLE OF AN ENCAPSULENT MATERIAL
C, PART Go . O n RING °
Do GEAR
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4.2 SURVEILLANCE INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
THE APPLICABLE GE PURCHASE ORDER OR SUBCONTRACT WILL SPECIFY ANY REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE
INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS. IN THE EVENT THAT SURVEILLANCE INSPECTION IS REQUIRED, THE
SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR SHALL SUPPLY ALL NECESSARY TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT AND SHALL NOTIFY
GE PURCHASING OR SUBCONTRACTING NOT LESS THAN TWO <2) DAYS PRIOR TO THE DATE THAT THE
PRODUCT WILL BE READY FOR INSPECTION AND TEST. THE SURVEILLANCE SPECIALIST WILL MONITOR
AT HIS DISCRETION THE SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDORIS COMPLIANCE WITH THE CiUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
PARAGRAPH 3.0)AND WILL APPLY THE PROPER INSPECTION STAMPS TO THE PRODUCT AND ASSOCIATED
DATA SHEETS.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
WRITTEN SHIPPING AUTHORIZATION MUST BE RECEIVED FROM GE PROCUREMENT PRIOR TO SHIPMENT
TO GE OF EACH UNIT. QUALITY CRITERIA FOR SHIPMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL REQUIREMENTS
OF THIS DOCUMENT IN ADDITION TO THE SATISFACTORY RESOLUTION OF ALL FAILURES WHICH MAY
HAVE AN EFFECT ON THE UNITS TO BE SHIPPED.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 VENDOR RATINGS
VENDOR RATING IS THEIR PERFORMANCE IN THE QUALITY CONTROL AREA. THESE QUALITY RATINGS
CONSIST PRINCIPALLY OF A MEASUREMENT OF ADHERENCE TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT
IN ADDITION TO OTHER FACTORS SUCH AS REJECT FAILURE RATE AT GE.
THESE RATINGS ARE CONSIDERED WHEN SELECTING VENDORS FOR FOLLOW--ON PROCUREMENT OR NEW
BUSINESS. IT IS THEREFORE VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE VENDOR UNDERSTAND AND ADHERE TO THE
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED IN THIS DOCUMENT,
6. 2 DEVIATIONS
DEVIATIONS FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THIS DOCUMENT OR OTHER REQUIREMENTS OF THE PURCHASE
ORDER OR SUBCONTRACT MAY BE CAUSE FOR REJECTION OF ANY OR ALL UNITS. ANY QUESTIONS
REGARDING THE INTENT OR INTERPRETATION OF THIS E;OCUMENT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE APPLI-
CABLE GE QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEER PRIOR TO THE FIRST SHIPMENT. GE PROCUREMENT SHALL
ALSO BE NOTIFIED OF ANY QUESTIONS.
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APPENDIX A
DOCUMENTATION SUMMARY
OF VR 130TC001
G.E. APPROVAL REQUIRED
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.3.2
3.3.7
PROCUREMENT PLAN
MANUFACTURIN6 INSPECTION IN--PROCESS TEST PLAN
ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
REQUEST FOR CHANGES
MRB DELEGATION
DOCUMENTATION TO BE SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW
3.3.1
3.3.4
3.3.7
TEST RESULTS OF MATERIALS AND PROCESS
TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN INFORMATION
MRB ACTIONS
A. FAILURE REPORTS
S. FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT
DOCUMENTATION TO BE INCLUDED IN SHIPMENT
3.3.6 LOGBOOK
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APPEND IX B
SPECIAL PROCESSES FOR CERTIFICATION
OF VR 130TC001
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL PROCESSES (AS DISTINGUISHED FROM STANDARD PROCESSES SUCH AS
DRILLING, BURNING, SHEARING, SPINNINGI ETC.) AND SIMILAR ONES DESCRIBED BY TERMS SUCH AS
WELD, BOND, PLATE, COAT, HEAT TREAT, STRESS RELIEF, IMPREGNATE, OR FILL, ETC.) REQUIRE
CERTIFICATION OF VENDOR AS TO HIS APPARENT CAPABILITY TO SATISFACTORILY PERFORM THE RE-
QUIRED PROCESS. CERTIFICATION CAN BE PERFORMED ONLY ON THE BASIS OF A DEFINITE
SPECIFICATION. LABORATORIES AND PROCESSES CAN AND WILL EVALUATE A VENDOR ON A GENERAL
ELECTRIC SPECIFICATION OR ON HIS OWN WRITTEN PROCEDURE, IF REQUESTED.
PROCESS NAME
(NoT NECESSARILY FULL TITLE OF SPECIFICATION)
METAL JOIN ING
RESISTANCE WELDING, SPOT AND SEAM
ALUMINUM, MAGNESIUM, STEEL AND
ALLOYS NICKEL AND TITANIUM ALLOYS, ETC,
FUSION WELDING OF MAGNESIUM
FusIoN WELDING OF ALUMINUM
Fusion WELDING OF STEEL
FLASH WELDING
BRAZ ING
SOLDER ING
HEAT TREATING
HEAT TREATMENT OF ALUMINUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT OF MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT OF COPPER--BERYLLIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT OF STEEL
INSPECTION METHODS
DYE PENETRANT INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION OF DYE PENETRANT INSPECTORS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION
APPLICABLE SPECIFICATION
(LATEST REVISIONS APPLY)
MIL_-W--6858
MIL--W-- 18326
MIL--W--8604
MIL--W--8611
MIL--W--6873
MIL--B--7883
NPC 200-4
MIL--H--6088
MIL--H--6857
MIL--H--7199
MIL--H-6875
MIL--l--6860
MIL--STD--410
MIL--I--6868
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X-RAY INSPECTION (RADIOGRAPHIC)
PLATING
NICKEL ELECTROPLATING
NICKEL ELECTROLESS (CHEM IC_-) PLATI_
CAD M IUM ELECTROPLATING
Z INC ELECTROPLATING
TIN ELECTROPLAT ING
SILVER ELECTROPLAT ING
COPPER ELECTROPLAT ING
GOLD ELECTROPLATI NG
GOLD ELECTROPLAT,NG (ON STA,NLESS STEEL)
VAR IOUS
CHEMICAL TREATMENTS AI_ COATINGS
CORRISiON PROTECTION OF MAGNESIUM
SURFACE TREATMENT OF STEEL
CHEMICAL FILMS FOR ALUMINUM
FINISHES AND COATING
ANODIZE ALUMINUM
PHOSPHATE COATING ON MAGNESIUM
ANODIZE MAGNESIUM
VAR IOUS
OTHER PROCESSES
BOND I NG
METAL HONEYCOMB FABR ICATION
PLASTIC HONEYCOMB FASR ICATION
POTT i NG
MIL--l--6865
QQ-N--290
MIL--N-26074
QQ--C--416
QQ--E--325
M! L--T-- 10727
QQ--S--365
MI L--C-- 14550
MIL--C--45204
147A 1209
118A1600
MI L--M--3171
MIL--S--5002
MIL--A--5541
MIL--F--7179
MIL--A--8625
MIL--P-- 16232
MIL--M-45202
118A1600
MIL--A--9067
MIL--A--9400
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CROSS WIRE WELDING
CLEAN ROOM OPERATION
CLEAN BENCH OPERATION
CLEANING PARTS
MIL--W--8939
FED. STD. 209
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GENERAL
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FOR
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VOYAGE R QUALITY ASSURANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUPPLIERS
• 'r .... . ............... r_OCU_E;_T "_ ,'_ COMPL'A,%'CE ".':'-_= NA.qA 0 ,=, ITv PuBLICATION NPC 200--3 IT DESIGNATES
THE MINIMUM QUALITY REQUIREMENTS (AS INDICATED BELOW) THAT THE SUPPLIER WILL COMPLY TO
AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE PROCUREMENT CONTRACT. ALL COMMUNICATION REGARDING THE CON-
TRACTED ITEM BETWEEN THE SUPPLIER AND GENERAL ELECTRIC SHALL BE CONDUCTED THROUGH THE
COGNIZANT GE BUYER OR SUB--CONTRACT REPRESENTATIVE,
o CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS- THE SUPPLIER SHALL COMPLY WITH THE REQU_REP]ENTS
SPECIFIED IN THE GE PURCHASE ORDER OR WORK STATEW_ENT. THIS DOCUMENT _-_AXIMIZES THE
QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AS THEY APPLY TO THIS ORDER. ANY QUALITY ASSURANCE
CHANGE WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY AN AMENDMENT TO THE GE PURCHASE ORDER OR WORK
STATEMENT.
o MONITORING OF THE SUPPLIER - THE SUPPLIER,S INSPECTION SYSTEM IS SUBJECT TO
CONTINUOUS OHIGHT EVALUATION BY JPL AND/OR GE COMPANY PRIOR TO OR AFTER ISSUANCE
OF THE CONTRACT.
3. SUPPLIER'S INSPECTION/TEST PLAN -- THE SUPPLIER SHALL GENERATE AND MAINTAIN
AN !NSPECTION AND TEST PLAN PERTINENT TO THE CONTRACTED END ITEM WHICH SHALL DESCRABE
iN _ETAIL THE WORK ELEMENTS USEE_ TO CONTROL THE END ITEM. THE PLAN SHALL INCLUEE A
PRODUCT FLOW CHART SHOWING FUNCTIONAL INTERFACES ANE ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
TO WHICH THE SUPPLIER WILL WORK TO. THE PLAN SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE COGNIZANT
GE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL TWO VVEEKS PRIOR TO ITS IEENDED
USE.
¢
4. CONFIGURATION CONTROL-- THE SUPPLIER SHALL PROVIDE GE COMPANY WITH ONE SET
OF DRAWINGS WHICH ARE TO BE MAINTAINED AND AN IDENTICAL PARTS LIST COMPRISED OF THE
ITEM DRAWING NUMBER I APPLICABLE REVISION ! AND INCORPORATED CHANGES TO THE I_RAWING
OR SPECIFICATION. DRAWING AND/OR SPECIFICATION CHANGES SHALL BE REFLECTED IN THE
APPLICABLE INSPECTION AND TEST DOCUMENTATION, CHANGES AFFECTING GE REQUIREMENTS
WILL BE SUBMITTED TO GEE FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO ISSUANCE.
So PROCUREMENT_ SUPPLIER CONTROL OF -- THE SUPPLIER SHALL MAINTAIN CONTROL OF
HIS PROCUREMENT SOURCES TO INSURE MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING OF GE REQUIREMENTS. THE
SUPPLIER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR REQUESTING THAT HIS PROCUREMENT SOURCES KEEP
ADEQUATE INSPECTION AND TEST DATA SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY JPL AND/OR GE REPRESENTATIVES.
6. GOVERNMENT SOURCE INSPECTION (GSI_-- THE SUPPLIER IS SUBJECT TO GOVERNMENT
SOURCE INSPECTION TO THE FOLLOVVING DEGREE:
Ii "ALL WORK ON THIS ORDER IS SUBJECT TO INSPECTION AND TEST BY THE GOVERNMENT
AT ALL TIMES (INCLUDING THE PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE) AND PLACES; AND t IN ANY
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EVENT, PRIOR TO SHipMENT. THE GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE WHO NORMALLY
SERVICES YOUR PLANT SHOULD BE NOTIFIED FORTY--EIGHT (48) HOURS tN ADVANCE OF
THE TIME ARTICLES OR PROCESSES ARE READY FOR iNSPECTION OR TEST.
II "THE GOVERNMENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO INSPECT ANY OR ALL OF THE MATERIALS
INCLUDED IN THiS ORDER AT THE SUPPLIERTS PLANT. T_
PURCHAS ING/SuB--CONTRACTS SHALL INCORPORATE iNTO THE APPLICABLE PURCHASE ORDER/WORK
STATEMENT THE ABOVE DESIGNATED GSI REQUIREMENT VERBATUM.
,
8_
GOVER NMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY (GFP) -- THE SUPPLIER SHALL INSPECT FOR
DAMAGE PRIOR TO USE ALL GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY PROVIDED FOR THE CONTRACT
ITEM. RESPONSIBILITY FOR COMPLETE MAINTENANCE OF GFP ]BELONGS TO THE SUPPLIER.
DEFECTIVE "_'_" _ ll_l ...... _ _-_TAT .VE.li l" ! _ SHALL BE REPORTED TU COGNIZANT ,._f 1.. _=_=_=
IDENTIFICATION. HANDLING, AND STORAGE- THE SUPPLIER SHALL iNITIATE AND/OR
MAINTAIN _ETHODS AND P_OCEDURES FOR THE IDENTIF|CATIDN_ HANDLING, AND STORAGE OF MATE.-
RIALS_ pARTS, AND ASSEMBLIES FROM RECEIPT TO DELIVERY. GE COMPANY RESERVES THE
RIGHT TO REVtE%_/ THESE PRESCRIBED k_ETHODS AND PROCEDURES AND DISAPPROVE 1F THEY ARE
NOT COMPLIANT TO GE REQUIREMENTS.
.
RAW MATERIAL CONTROL- THE SUPPLIER SHALL VERIFY ALL RAW MATERIALS TO THE
SPECIFIED DRAWINGS AND/OR SPECIFICATIONS. REPORTS OF SAID VERIFICATIONS SHALL BE
KEPT ON FILE AND SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY GE COMPANY. MATERIALS HAVING LIMITED LIFE
SHALL BE SO DESIGNATED BY DELINEATING THE EXPIRATION DATE.
10. PRODUCT AUDIT-- THE SUPPLIER SHALL CONTROL THE CONTRACTED iTEM IN ACCORDANCE WITH
i-ilS iNSPECTIO.N AD,'D TEST PLAN INCLUDING APPROVED CHANGES TO THE PLAN. JPL AND GE MAY
REQUEST THE SUPPLIER TO PROVIDE A GIVEN ARTICLE FOR REVIEW AND CO_.PL!ANCE TO GE RE--_=
QUIREMENTS REGARDLESS OF "vVHERE THE ARTICLE MAY BE IN THE PROCUREMENT, MANUFACTURING,
OR TEST PHASE. THE SUPPLIER SHALL PROVIDE ALL THE _ECESSARY RESOURCES TO FULFILL
THIS REQU ]REh_IENT.
11. MATERIAL REVIEW- THE SUPPLIER SHALL RECORD AND IDENTIFY NONCOMFORMANCES THAT
MAY OCCUR ON MATERIALS, PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES TO BE USED IN THE SUPPORT OF GE coN-
TRACTS. NONCONFORMING MATERIAL MUST BE QUARANTINED UNTIL A FINAL DISPOSITION IS
RENDERED REGARDING THE STATUS OF THE NONCONFORMANCE. THE SUPPLIER SHALL REPORT ALL
NONCDNFORMANCES TO GE COMPANY FOR REVIEW AND DISPOSITION UNLESS OTHERWISE DELE-
GATED. THE SUPPLIER MAY PERFORM REWORK AS LONG AS THE REWORK lS PERFORMED IN COM-
PLIANCE WITH THE CONTRACTED DRAWING AND/OR SPECIFICATION. POSITIVE CORRECTIVE ACTION
SHALL BE DOCUMENTED FOR EACH NONCONFORMANCE. THE DOCUMENTATION SHALL SHOW CAUSE
AND ACTION TAKEN INCLUDING FOLLOWUP ACTION TO BE TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE.
12. EQUIPMENT CONTROL-- THE SUPPLIER SHALL PROVIDE FOR AND MAINTAIN MEASURING
EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO ASSURE PRODUCT COMPLIANCE TO GE REQUIREMENTS° THE EQUIP-
MENT SHALL BE CALIBRATED PRIOR TO USE FOR ASSURED ACCURACY. STANDARDS USED MUST
BE TRACEABLE TO THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS. INFORMATION REGARDING CALIBRA-
TION h._ETHODS OR DATA THERETO SHALL BE PROVIDED UPON REQUEST,
13. SAMPLING_-- THE SUPPLIER SHALL USE ONLY THOSE SAMPLING PLANS VVHICH ARE IN ACCORD-
ANCE WiTH APPROVED GOV_RNMENTDOCUMENTS (E.G., MIL--STD--105, MIL--STD--414, ETC.)
UNLESS OTHERWI SE SPECIFIED IN THE SUPPLIERIS CONTRACT
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14. DATA CONTROL -- THE SUPPLIER SHALL MAINTAIN ALL INSPECTION AND TEST INFORMATION
PERTINENT TO THE CONTRACTED ITEM FOR A PERIOD OF THREE _3) YEARS.
15. SHIPPING -- THE SUPPLIER SHALL PACKAGE, PRESERVE AND IDENTIFY THE SHIPPING CONTAINER
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS SPECIFIED IN THE CONTRACTED SPECIFICATION AND AP--
pL. ICABL.E PURCHASE ORDER. PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS WILL BE SUBMITTED TO GE FOR
APPROVAL WHEN IPECIFICALLY REQUESTED,
T.E A,,OVE REQUIREMENTS APPL.Y TO:
NOME.C,.ATURE -
DWG./PART No. -
SPECIFICATION NO. --
PURCHASE ORDER/CONTRACT No.
INSPECTION CODE --
QC&T ENGINEER/PLANNER -- DATE:
BUYER SIGNATURE -- DATE:
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i.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this plan is to identify responsibilities, potential hazards, design criteria,
applicable procedures, policies, and standards, and controls to be used to prevent not
only injury to personnel, but inadvertent damage to Voyager hardware, OSE, and facilities
which can have a non-recoverable effect on schedule and cost. This Safety Plan is another
tool which Project Control will use as an aid to meet the requirements for reliable hard-
ware, on time, within cost.
I. 1 SUMMARY
The control of safety is prescribed as beginning in the design phase, and continuing through
manufacturing, assembly, test, and launch. A development diagram, Figure 1-1, shows
the elements that were considered in development of the plan and of the specific controls
that evolved. Hazards of various natures and sources are identified and methods of elimin-
ating or minimizing and controlling their effects are described.
A safety office is described with responsibilities, activities, procedures, administration
and training.
2.0 VOYAGER MAJOR HAZARDS
Certain materials and systems, although required by best design, are inherently problem-
producing areas. Such areas appear in propellant, high-pressure gas and ordnance
systems in particular. Radiation hazards may be present where RTG's are located. These
problems deserve special attention by designers and safety personnel.
2.1 PROPELLANT HAZARDS
All rockets and rocket engine propellants, whether liquid or solid, are potentially hazard-
ous. Solid propellants are quite stable. They are more susceptible to damage and sub-
sequent malfunction than to inadvertent firing due to damage. Two retropropulsion systems
for Voyager are being considered, one using solid propellant, the other, nitrogen tetro_de
(N20.) and Aerozine 50 (50 percent N_H-50 percent UDMH). If the liquid system is
chosen, certain inherent characteristics present potential hazards, and a system using
them should be given special attention because:
a. They are hypergolic.
b. Their vapors are toxic even in small quantifies. 0.5 ppm of Aerozine (fuel) and
5.0 ppm of N204_ {oxidizer) are the MAC's for human 8 hours/day assimilation.
c. They are corromve in varying degrees to almost all substances except stainless
steel and glass, and are particularly corrosive to copper and natural rubber.
d. The fuel, because of its low viscosity and surface tension, tends to leak at places
frequently not discovered during a hydrostatic test.
e. They are both hygroscopic. The results of the introduction of moisture to the
oxidizer are very undesirable -- opaque vapors are generated, and nitrous and
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nitric acids are formed.
f. The fuel burns almost invisibly. Spilled fuel may be on fire and undetected until
further damage is incurred.
g. Propellant systems components, particularly injector heads, restricting orifices,
venturis, etc., must be scrupulously clean and free from particulate contamin-
ation. This is construed to be a safety hazard because if the system or the
propellant becomes contaminated, the system must be unloaded, purged, and re-
loaded. These extra operations expose personnel to additional hazards.
h. All systems within the Spacecraft are physically inaccessible from the time the
Spacecraft leaves the ESF for the launch site. Therefore, systems and items
such as propellants, must be properly installed, have high reliability and must
not be susceptible to damage or deterioration during transportation, launch,
flight and comparatively long-term (6 months) storage.
2.1.1 APPROACHES TO ELIMINATE/MINIMIZE HAZARDS
Every effort must be made to prevent leaks, both in the airborne system and OSE. To
minimize the probability of personnel exposure to the vapors of oxidizer or fuel, the
following factors must be incorporated:
a. Careful design and thorough testing of hardware, both airborne and OSE.
b. Technically accurate and sequentially correct step-by-step prodecures,
complete with art work if necessary, including emergency procedures.
c. Thorough personnel training.
d. Adequate protective equipment for personnel.
e. Adequate vapor detection devices and systems.
Emergency procedures will be available for immediate protection of personnel and hard-
ware in the event of liquid propellant spills. The personnel involved in propellant loading
will be thoroughly familiar with these procedures prior to loading or off-loading operations.
Spills will be contained by a curb around the hardstand where propellants are loaded. A
water deluge system, drains, and materials for neutralizing spills will be available at
the hardstand and checked prior to operations. Personnel will be protected by propellant-
compatible suits with self-contained atmosphere.
2.2 ORDNANCE HAZARDS
The most common and the most dangerous accident involving ordnance is inadvertent firing.
Of the several functions in the Voyager Spacecraft which are performed by pyrotechnic devices,
the most potentially hazardous to shop personnel is the initiation of either of the two pro-
pulsion systems. Inadvertent firing of any of the devices that release the biological
barrier, or separate the Spacecraft from the Launch Vehicle Adapter, or unlatch for
deployment such units as solar array, antennae, magnetometer boom or planet scan
platform present no safety hazard to personnel.
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2.2. i APPROACHES TO ELIMINATE/MINIMIZE HAZARDS
All possible means by which ordnance items may fire inadvertently will be analyzed and
the probability of each method occurring will be evaluated. These probabilities will be
reduced to a risk level mutually acceptable to Safety and Design engineers. Procedures
for assembly, checkout and test personnel will be explicit and will contain sufficient details
and artwork as necessary, to preclude as far as possible, any malfunction.
Thorough indoctrination of personnel to assure their compliance with requirements of the
Voyager Safety Manual will be mandatory. In addition, personnel and operations will be
monitored by supervisors and the Safety Office.
2.3 HIGH PRESSURE GAS SYSTEM HAZARDS
The most common hazards associated with a high pressure gas system are:
a. Rupture of a vessel or other component while pressurized or being pressurized.
b. Leakage at an improperly connected joint.
c. Whipping of a pressurized hose or line.
d. Unauthorized presence of lubrication on certain fittings.
In the Voyager program these potential hazards have been anticipated with respect to the
propulsion systems and the attitude control system. In the former, there are four tanks
containing a total of approximately 1400 scf of helium pressurized to 3500 psi. The A/C
system contains Freon 14 (a liquid) in six tanks pressurized to 2500 psi, which at ambient
conditions occupies less than 1000 cubic feet.
2.3.1 APPROACHES TO EIXMINATE/MINIMIZE HAZARDS
Design of high pressure gas systems will be guided by the following criteria:
a. Pressure vessels shall have a safety factor of 2.2 (i. e., burst pressure/operat-
ing pressure). This will more than meet the AFETR requirement of 1. 995.
b. Pressure vessels shall be hydrostatically tested to 1.5 times operating pressure.
c. Pressure vessels shall have a wall thickness to diameter ratio of not less than
1:1000.
d. Special attention shall be given to mounting pressure vessels to avoid undue re-
straint which could induce high stress concentrations during pressurization.
e. High pressure system components such as tubing and fittings shall incorporate
a safety factor of 4 (i. e., burst pressure/operating pressure), and also be able
to satisfyMIL-P-5518C.
f. Preferred design includes integral port and mounting bosses rather than welded
one s.
g. Safety wires shall be provided at each non-permanent connection, such as at
pressurization connections and between sections of pressurization lines. Proced-
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ho
ures governing the pressurizing of high pressure systems shall require that these
safety wires be installed prior to pressurization of the system.
Procedures governing the pressurization of high pressure gas systems shall re-
quire that flexible hoses and lines be secured by weights or some other means
before being pressurized. Procedures shall also require that personnel working
on high pressure systems which contain any pressurant wear shatter-proof
face shields and heavy gloves.
2.4 CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Personnel working with ethylene oxide in the Sterilization Laboratory shall be indoctrinated
in the special precautions necessary in this area. They shall be required to use detection
equipment to monitor the vapor concentration, ambient temperature and other important
factors relative to handling ethylene oxide. Refer to JPL Spec. No. 30201E.
Personnel working with batteries containing potassium hydroxide shall be required to wear
splash clothing, consisting of face shield, apron, gloves and boots. They will be indoc-
trinated in safety precautions relative to KOH and emergency treatment for splash burns.
2.5 OTHER POTENTIAL HAZARDS
Hazards to personnel, hardware and/or software may be associated with the following
subjects:
a. Handling
b. Spring-actuated devices
c. Moving parts
d. Electrical power
e. Mechanical hazards - sharp edges, corners, etc.
f. Technically incorrect or insufficiently detailed instructions.
3.0 APPROACH
3.1 SAFETY IN DESIGN
Design criteria based on those set forth in the JPL Mission Specification will be incorpor-
ated. Other criteria will be based on the identificationof safety hazards. Tradeoffs will
be made in hardware design which will result in an acceptable balance between reliable
performance and a sometimes unavoidable degree of safety risk.
Some of the methods to be used to establish safety in design are as follows:
a. Establish safety parameters and criteria which will influence design. This will
include design prerequisites for processing a spacecraft at AFETR for flight.
b. Participate in Design Reviews on specifications requirements, specifications and
drawings for items whose manufacture, assembly or test may involve hazardous
6 of 20
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e.
operations, and signing them off for the Safety Office. Review includes making
Safety Hazard Modes and Effects Analyses on the selected drawings (and all sub-
sequent changes thereto) and their next higher assemblies. Results of these
analyses will be reported to the responsible design engineer and anomalies will
be resolved before sign off by the Safety Office.
Participating on the Failure Analysis Board, the Design Review Board, and a
Board of Inquiry.
Assuring compliance of Voyager hardware and procedures with the intent of:
Voyager Safety Manual requirements, program policies, departmental instruct-
ions, and other applicable contractual requirements.
Parti'eipating in Failure Analysis on failed parts, subsystems, etc., and _resolving
safety problem areas with designers.
3.2 SAFEGUARDING VOYAGER HARDWARE
Delicate units such as deployable parts of the S/C shall have suitable barricades and warning
signs provided around them when they are extended, as during assembly and checkout.
Luminescent tape may be used profitably on the barricades or on extremities of the space-
craft. Personnel shall be indoctrinated in exercising the utmost care not to bump into euch
units or let anything fall on them. Similar precautions shall be taken with respect to even
more delicate units such as the thermal louvers on the torus.
Packaging, including containers, moisture-proof wrappings, shipping skids, packages of
dessicant, etc., will be designed and used for maximum protection of Voyager components.
Operators of mechanical handling equipment such as fork lifts, prime movers, cranes,
slings, etc., will be instructed and checked out in the use of such equipment using the En-
gineering Model as the subject. This phase will be known as Procedures Tests, and will
serve to checkout both personnel and the handling equipment before it becomes necessary to
move or handle a flight Spacecraft.
OSE will be designed to minimize contact with the Spacecraft and to maximize the ease of
safe handling, transportation and storage.
Procedures will be devised and written to require the minimum of personnel in the vicinity
of the Spacecraft after final assembly has begun. This phase may conceivably extend to
special badging of personnel and/or logging personnel in and out of the final assembly and
checkout area.
Suitable protection consisting of wire or fabric mesh will be installed above the Spacecraft
to prevent objects from striking the S/C from above.
Personnel working on mud in the vicinity of the S/C will wear only non static-producing
clothing. This precludes, for example, nylon coveralls.
Complete grounding protection will be afforded the Spacecraft in all modes of handling,
transportation and storage.
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Test equipment will be designedso it will be current-limited and also have the capability
for verifying this feature. It will also have the capability of being checked for stray voltage
prior to mating connectorsbetween the test equipment and the component to be tested.
Test equipment will be designed so that at no place or time electrical connectors may be
wrongfully mated. This will be accomplishedby:
a. Not having two connectors of the same size or appearancein the vicinity of each
other with enoughslack in the cabling to reach the other's mating connector.
b. If the aboveis impossible or impractical have different size and/or different
numbers of keyways designedinto the connectors.
c. Labels andprocedures will also expedite the proper mating of connectors.
3.3 SAFETY IN FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
All areas of the facilities andequipment at General Electric and sub-contractors will be
inspected for safe conditions such as explosion-proof power connections, adequateventi-
lation, availability of emergency equipment, etc., prior to the commencementof operations.
Unsafe areas, conditions andequipment will be corrected prior to any activity.
Plans for proposed changesto the facilities andequipment will be reviewed andsigned off
by the Safety Office before they are implemented.
Facilities and equipmentwill be frequently inspected by Safety Office personnel. Correct-
ive action will be taken on unsafe conditions andprocedures as soon as they are detected.
3.4 SAFETY IN OPERATIONS
The Safety Office will approve test plans andprocedures which include potentially hazard-
ous operations, such as ordnance installation and connection, propellant loading, tank
pressurization. Reviewof procedures will begin at their inception and continue through
all subsequentchanges.
The Safety Office will monitor tests andhazardous operations as defined above. The de-
tection of unsafe acts or the use of unsafe equipment will result in the halting of an
operation. The situation will be investigated, corrective action will be prescribed by the
Safety Inspector, and compliance will be effected by the appropriate agencybefore the
operation is permitted to continue.
Requirements of the Voyager SafetyManual and Safety Office Directives will be continuous-
ly enforced by supervisors at all levels. This effort will include all men/machine activities
from manufacturing through launch.
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In accordance with the Launch Operations Plan, the STC must be self-tested prior to any
other test requiring the use of the STC. In addition, the STC shall be connected to and
checked out with the S/C Simulator prior to being connected to a flight S/C
Human factors studies will be considered in the design and operational planning in order
to minimize the probability of human error.
Test Plans will be reviewed for technical adequacy and compliance with Voyager Safety
Manual requirements, program policies and contractual requirements and signed off.
3.5 SAFETY TRAINING
Personnel will be indoctrinated both as individuals and as crews in safe practices,
applicable equally to routine and emergency operations and procedures.
Training programs will complement the requirements of the Voyager Safety Manual. They
will be presented to personnel frequently to assure continuous reinforcement of safety in
design and operations.
Before a new and potentially hazardous operation is to be performed for the first time,
the crew or individual who is to perform it will be briefed and insofar as practicable, will
make a dry run under the instruction of the supervisor and a Safety Office representative.
Safety awareness will be made a part of training by a continuous and vigorous safety
awareness campaign used to indoctrinate all Voyager personnel to think and act with safety
as a major consideration.
The buddy system will be used in all potentially hazardous operations.
Two or more personnel who perform a hazardous operation as a team will be cross-
trained to the maximum extent practicable.
4.0 SAFETY CONTROL
4.1 A Safety Office will be established in Project Control responsible for the adminis-
tration and control of the safety program throughout the Voyager project. This will include
safety to personnel, equipment, facilities, the Spacecraft and activities to be coordinated
with the Range. Special emphasis will be applied to the following as they affect safety.
a. S_fety Engineering
b. Safety Education
c. Explosives
d. Propellants
e. Fire Prevention and Protection
f. High-Pressure Systems
g. RFI and EMI
9 of 20
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h. Hazardous/Toxic Materials
i. Nuclear Radiation
j. Health Physics
k. Test & Test Equipment, Design & Checkout
The Safety Office's primary source of policy will be the Voyager SafetyManual, which will
be promulgated at the outset of the program, andthereafter continuously maintained.
The safety principles stated in the Safety Manual will be continuously applied to all phases
of developmentandoperation by the G.E. Safety Office including sub-contractor activities.
The Safety Manualwill be continuously reviewed andupdated.
Similarity of principles in problem-solving will be maintained through liaison with such
organizations as the EOD Office, NOL, the regional AEC Office, sub-contractors' safety
offices and J-PL.
Participation in all Design Reviews, Failure Analysis, CCB and ITB actions as a partici-
pating member will provide many points of safety control through dissenting vote and/or
right of appeal.
The matrix of SafetyPlan Activities has beenillustrated in Figure 2.
Coordination of all activities by the Safety Office will be obtained through the use of the
following:
a. Participation in interface discussions
b. Participation on the Integrated Test Board, Failure Analysis Board, CCB, etc.
c. Prompt dissemination of pertinent information and instructions to all applicable
personnel
d. Continuousor frequent monitoring observations of hazardous operations and
practices.
4.2 SAFETY OFFICE ORGANIZATION
Figure 4-2 shows a proposed Safety Office in terms of the tasks required to implement the
safety program.
Those aspectsof Industrial Safety which already exist in the shop and field, and which will
appear in Voyager areas, such as fire protection and radiation protection, will be handled
by the existing GESafety Office.
The Safety Office will be the coordinating agencyfor all safety matters affecting the Project
from design through launch, in G.E. andthe sub-contractors' facilities.
The manager responsible for safety will establish and operate the Safety Office as well as
implementing the policies of Project Control, the G.E. Department Instructions and re-
10of 20
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ELEMENTS OF THE CONTRACT
Write safety manual
Est_lish safety para-
meters and requirements
Part[cip. -Integr. Safety
Bd. - select dwgs.
Make safety hazard modes
and effects analysis
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Review drawings
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Review operational
procedures
Setup training courses
Personnel training and
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Particip. Failure
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Inspect facilities and
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plans
X
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Figure 4-1. Schedule of Safety Plan Activities
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quirements of the Voyager Safety Manual. He will report directly to the Project Control
Manager for maximum effectiveness.
The assistance and advice of the Safety Office will be made available to their counterparts
at sub-contractors' facilities and JPL.
4.3 ADMINISTRATION AND TRAINING
Administration and training will include such functions as:
a. Editing new technical orders and manuals and changes thereto, and causing them
to be published and distributed.
b. Planning cost estimates for Safety Office activities and obtaining funding.
c. Maintaining the Safety Office library and files.
d. Indoctrination and training of personnel to work safely and wear required safety
clothing such as hard hats, goggles, gloves, respirators, etc., must become
second nature to personnel working in hazardous areas or on operations where
such equipment is required.
e. Training of personnel who work as a team to function together safety.
f. Writing the Voyager Safety Manual, handbooks for safe operation of equipment,
and other procedures involving safety, conforming to program policies and con-
tractual requirements.
4.4 FACILITY SAFETY ENGINEERING
Facility Safety Engineering includes such functions as:
a. Ascertaining, initially and continuously, that facilities and equipment are designed,
provided and maintained free from unsafe conditions and areas.
b. Assuring by frequent monitoring that shop and field personnel observe safety
precautions, use safety equipment and devices properly, and follow authorized
procedures.
c. Participating on various board activities on safety matters as directed.
d. Designating areas where particular items of safety clothing or devices must be
worn or used, what items there are for a given area, and for posting such areas
and equipment.
e. Designating and posting No Smoking areas.
f. Designating hazardous materials storage areas.
g. Planning evacuation routes for all facilities areas and instructions for personnel.
h. Establishing good housekeeping requirements and monitoring their observance.
4.5 DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING
All activities of the Safety Office and its personnel will be fully documented for reference,
study and evidence. Sample safety subjects considered necessary to be documented include:
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a. The Voyager S,fety Manual
b. SafetyStudies
c. Qualification curricula for certification of personnel to work in hazardous areas,
including names, dates, and subjects in which certificates are issued
d. Safety lectures and records of to whom presented, etc.
e. Accident reports and resulting action taken
f. Safety Office Directives
g. Location of hazardous areas/operations, status of equipment, safety devices and
systems, etc.
h. Unsafe condition reports and action taken
i. Minutes of meetings of Board of Inquiry, Failure Analysis Board, Integrated
Safety Board, etc.
j. Emergency procedures, evacuation plans
k. Drawings, specifications, manuals, procedures, etc., on which Safety Office
sign off is required.
4.6 INSPECTIONS AND MONITORING
Hazardous areas will be inspected and operations will be monitored frequently to assure
compliance with the requirements of the Voyager Safety Manual.
Inspections of facilities will be made during working hours as well as during periods of
operation to detect and correct unsafe conditions.
Safety Office personnel will have the responsibility and the authority to take prompt action
at any place or time they detect an unsafe practice or condition. This may include halting
an operation until the situation is corrected.
4.7 G.E. DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Voyager Safety Manual requirements, which including existing G.E. Department Instruct-
ions, are to be observed by all personnel in all areas as applicable. Noncompliance may
be the subject of disciplinary action.
The Safety Manager and his staff will be constantly on the alert for situations and conditions
not adequately covered by current instructions.
5.0 REFERENCES
The following publications were used as source material for the Voyager Safety Plan:
JPL Safety Manual
JPL Project Document No. 45; Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission Specification
JPL Project Document No. 46; Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines
AFM 127-100 - Explosives Safety Manual
AFMTCP 80-2, Vols. 1 and 2 - General Range Safety Plan
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MIL-STC-803 - Human Engineering Criteria
MIL-S-31380 - General Requirements for Safety Engineering
AFBSD 62-41 - General Specification for System Safety Engineering
BSDR 58-1 - Missile Accident Prevention Program
AFSBD 64-9 - Detail Requirements for System Safety Engr'g.
AFM 32-3 - Accident Prevention Handbook
AFM 160-39 - Handling and Storage of Liquid Propellants
T.O. 11C-1-6 - General Safety Procedures for Chemical Guided Missile Propellants
Industrial Accident Prevention by H. W. Heinrich
Safety Management by Simonds and Grimaldi
Industrial Safety by R. P. Blake
G. E. Policies
10.2 - Fire Prevention and Protection
10.5 - Handling Explosive Material and Devices
10.9 - Radiation Protection
10.11 - Beryllium Exposure and Control
6.0 OUTLINE FOR VOYAGER SAFETY MANUAL
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Cognizance of Latest Regulations
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Equipment, Supply and Maintenance of (Continued)
Protective
Clothing, Devices, Etc.
First Aid Kits
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Fire-Fighting
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co2
Test
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(Viz. Gas, Liquid, esp. High Pressure and Cryogenic Containers)
Inspection During and Outside of Regular Shift Periods.
Lighting and Ventilation
Inspections - During and After Regular Shifts
Housekeeping
Rules and Their Posting, Monitoring
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Machinery
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Condition, Location, Precautions, Safety Devices, Proper Clothing
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Etc.
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Ordnance
Packagingand Shipping
Handlingand Transportation
Storage, Temperature Limits, Etc. (SeeMagazines)
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Testing (Current Limiters, Blast Protection, Safety Precautions)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The role of Manufacturing is to procure, fabricate, assemble and deliver all equipment
required on the Voyager project. To provide the basis for these manufacturing activi-
ties, a total Manufacturing Plan has been generated encompassing the work effort from
the start of the project through the launch operational phase. This Procurement and
Fabrication Plan details manufacturing methods and proceedures that will be followed.
Specific implementation appears in those implementation plans which present, chrono-
logically, overall Project sequence of events.
i.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAN
The objectives of this plan are to preserve inherent reliability of the design in the
equipment fabricated and procured, to fulfill schedule committments required to meet
launch windows, and to minimize cost consistent with schedule and quality require-
ments.
1.2 HARDWARE CONTROL FLOW
The Hardware Control Flow Chart (Figure 1-1) is a blueprint of activities and int_r-
relationships of all functions in a cycle of equipment procurement, fabrication, and
assembly. During phase IB as the design becomes more detailed, a flow chart will be
developed for each component manufactured in house and for the assembly for all manu-
factured and procured components through completion of the spacecraft. These flow
charts will form the broad basis for Manufacturing to plan its activities since it establishes
and identifies shop operational sequences, points of inspection control, requirements for
_turing processes and tooling, handling needs, and test points. Figure 1-2 illustrates
a typical sequence of Manufacturing, Quality Assurance and Test Activities involved
in producing an electronic assembly. This figure displays graphically where inter-
actions occur in the manufacturing cycle, and the functions which are involved.
Figure 1-3 illustrates the sequence of machining and fabrication operations involved
in building the Spacecraft Equipment Module Structure, employing coordinated tooling
to assure interface alignment with the electronic assemblies within the bays.
2.0 PROCUREMENT PLAN
Since a major portion of Voyager Project activity is reflected in vended hardware,
supplies and services, the Procurement Plan is of prime importance in terms of
successfully meeting all Voyager Project objectives. This section describes the
Procurement Plan and how it will be implemented in terms of:
a. Procurement Management Organization
b. Make/Buy Decisions
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c. Source Selection
d. Contract Negotiation
e. Management and Control of Procurement Sources
2.1 PROCUREMENT ORGANIZATION
To be fully responsive to all project needs, the Voyager Procurement Operation has
been organized as a totally vertical operation reporting directly to the Manager of
Voyager Manufacturing. However, when substantial price or other advantages can
be obtained without jeopardy to quality, reliability or schedule, certain material,
such as standard off-the-shelf hardware items, will be combined with other identical
Division needs and procured through the existing MSD Procurement Operations.
Key Voyager Procurement Personnel, i.e. the Manager of Voyager Procurement
and his staff, are experienced in and will generally utilize Spacecraft Department's
Procurement procedures, policies and operating instructions.
2.2 PROJECT SUBCONTRACT MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
As described in the Project Engineering Plan CIIVBll20VP001, Project Control will maintain
general surveillance over all hardware procurement and manufacture. Because of
the complexity, value and/or importance of selected vended subsystems or components,
the Project Control Organization additionally contains a Major Subcontracts Project
Management function to provide the prime management attention to maj or subcontracts
obligatory to meeting program objectives. Subcontract Managers, selected for their
demonstrated technical and business competency, are totally responsible for the
assigned major subcontract in terms of technical performance, quality, reliability,
schedule and cost. Each Subcontract Manager is the Voyager Project's technical
interface with the subcontractor in terms of design status, design reviews, technical
direction meetings, engineering/breadboard development, prototype hardware and
prime hardware. Any technical changes required of the subcontractor's equipment
during the total Program Life are directed by the Subcontract Manager and implemented
through the Procurement Operation. Through continued integration meetings and,
where necessary, residency at the subcontractor's facility, the Subcontract Manager
and his staff gain first-hand personal knowledge, allowing him to detect and/or anti-
cipate problem or potential problem areas, and immediately institute recovery pro-
grams. Because the Subcontract Manager has broad knowledge of both the subcon-
tractor's and GE's equipment, facilities, technical competence and other resources,
he is able to pass on to the subcontractor or back to the overall Project, recommenda-
tions or direction beneficial to overall Project integration and efficiency.
The Telecommunications Subsystem and the Propulsion Subsystem are defined as
major subcontracts; individual Subcontract Managers for Texas Instruments, Motorola
and the Propulsion Subsystem subcontractor (yet to be determined) have been
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established to date. As additional vended Subsystems and/or components are defined
as major, Subcontract Managers will be assigned.
2.3 PROCUREMENT/SUBCONTRACT MGMT. INTER-ACTION
A very definite and close interface between the Subcontract Managers and the Pro-
curement Operation will be maintained. This is mandatory in that any action that
contractually affects the subcontractor in terms of work scope change, target cost,
target fee (cost type contracts), unit cost (fixed price contracts), tooling and/or
schedule must be implemented through the Voyager Procurement Operation.
2.4 MAKE OR BUY
All Make or Buy decisions will be based on three (3) unalterable primary factors:
a. Reliability of the total Voyager Vehicle to accomplish the stated life and
environmental requirements is a paramount constraint.
Do Availability of material on a schedule consistent with Project overall sched-
ules and launch window requirements is a constraint of equal importance to
reliability.
Co GE will give full recognition to and will utilize JPL experienced and proven
interplanetary hardware producers and will further be guided by JPL sug-
gestions and/or requirements; GE will submit the Make or Buy Program,
together with full documentation, to JPL for final approval.
In addition to these three unalterable requisites, other areas of investigation and
evaluation will include, but not be limited to, the following:
a. Is the item mission critical?
b. Is the schedule press such that it must be Make ? Buy ?
c. Is the design firm?
d. Is the design sensitive to change ? If so, where can the fastest turn around
time be effected? In hours ? Procured?
e. Is flight proven equipment available ? Where ?
f. Is the item proprietary? Is the process proprietary?
g. What are the facilities requirements ? Do they exist? Where ?
h. What manpower skills are required ? Do they exist ? Where ?
VBl10VP014
i. Is there experienced manpower available ? Where ?
j. Are special processes required? Where does related experience exist?
k. What is the shop load ?
1. Is this a vendor specialty item?
m. Has a vendor demonstrated his capability on identical or similar items ?
n. Are test factors available ? Where ?
o. What is the cost trade-off Make vs. Buy ?
The Spacecraft DepartmentWs Make or Buy Policy No. 4.2 {See Appendix I) will be
followed and provides for the participation of all operating functions of the Voyager
Project in the decision making process of Make or Buy, for the documentation of
these decisions, and for customer final approval.
Selected representatives from Project Control, Reliability, Manufacturing, Quality
Assurance, Engineering and Procurement will review in detail each hardware item
requirement in preparation of the Make/Buy Decision. Prime responsibility for the
creation, integration, implementation and monitoring of the Make or BUY Plan rests
with Manufacturing Engineering.
A tentative Make or Buy Program for the Major Subsystems was initiated during the
Phase IA study and is recorded in Table 2-1. This matrix will be updated at regular
intervals as the design progresses and will ultimately include all items which have a
unit cost of $2,500 or more.
2.5 SOURCE SELECTION
A Source Selection Board, headed by Procurement, and consisting of Project Control,
Manufacturing, Reliability,Quality Control, Engineering and Business Management
personnel will be established to consider each buy item on the Make/Buy Program.
The Board will make their recommendations to the Voyager Project Manager based
upon the following:
a. Subcontractor performance ratings
b. Financial system reviews
c. Facilities Surveys
d. Management Capability and Responsiveness
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Table 2-1. Voyager Spacecraft Preliminary Make or Buy Program Summary
SUBSYSTEM _ Fabrication
Make _ Make
Telecommunications:
Data Handling & Storage x
Command Subsystem x
Relay Subsystem x
Radio Subsystem x
Power Subsystem:
Solar Array (To Solar x
Array Structure)
Charge Regulators x
Buck Regulator x
Batteries
Inverters
Power Switching and x
Logic Unit
Zener Regulators x
Power Harness x
Engineering Mech,'mics:
Spacecraft Support x
Solar Array Structure
Equipment Module Structure x
Lander Support Structure x
Thermal Control Shutters x
Planet Scan Package Gimbals
,'Ii-Gain Antenna Gimbals
Vehicle Harness ×
Thermal Insulation x
Pyrotechnic Subsystem x
PSP Structure x
Propulsion Subsystem:
Retro Propulsion x
Mideourse Propulsion x
LATER
LATER
Guidance & Control Subsystem:
Spacecraft Attitude Control x x
Autopilot x x
Articulation Control x x
Guidance x x
Attitude Control Propulsion x x
Controller and Sequencer: x x
Science Subsystem:
Science Payload to be G. F. E.
x x
x x
x x
x x
x
x
x
x
x x
x
x
x
o
NOTE: The Make or Buy list for '69 at this level of detail is the same as for '71
with the exception of the Lander Support Structure, which for '69 is replaced
by an Upper Insulation Structure. There will be differences in configuration
between many of the items listed between '69 and '71; however, the make or buy
program rationale is the sarm.
o
co t_ o
<
o
-o
o
N
N
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e. Technical Proposal Content
f. Adherence to performance, reliability and acceptance criteria
g. Ability to meet schedule
h. Validity of proposal cost
Final source selection approval will be the responsibility of the Voyager Project
Manager and of JPL for large or critical procurements. JPL will be asked to parti-
cipate as a member of the Source Selection Board.
2.5.1 RATINGS
The Voyager Project will make full use of the Division's vast file of aerospace equip-
ment sources. In addition, a Subcontractor Performance Rating System of these
suppliers is available and will be used in the identification of potential sources. This
system provides a rating of the subcontractor's overall performance and also details
his performance in the specific areas of quality, delivery, cost and service. Other
Divisions of the Company will also supply information and applicable performance
ratings on equipment producers with whom the Spacecraft Department has had no
previous experience. Sources of equipment produced for the Mariner and Ranger
Programs and their ratings will also be requested of JPL.
2.5.2 FINANCIAL SYSTEMS REVIEWS
In addition, and as standard operating procedure, financial systems reviews of poten-
tial sources will be conducted to determine the adequacy of their systems to meet
Voyager requirements. This review will include audit of financial status and methods
employed to report commitments, expenditures and estimated costs-to-completion
as well as the controls exercised to meet the contractual funding limitations.
2.5.3 FACILITIES SURVEYS
Where necessary, detailed facilities surveys will be conducted to determine cap-
ability in the areas of certified special processes, inspection and test facilities,
quality of test equipment, adequacy of shop equipment, materials control routines,
defect analysis and corrective action, MRB experience, adherence to Government
relations, availability of cognizant contracting officer, inventory control procedures,
configuration control routines, and actual performance results on other contracts in
the areas of cost control and ability to meet schedules.
The Voyager Facilities Survey format is shown in Appendix II.
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2.5.4 MANAGEMENT RESPONSIVENESS
Equally important is the concern for Management Responsiveness of any potential
source. Through personal visitation confidence levels of the potential source's
desire and willingness to become a Voyager supplier will be established. Particular
attention will be paid to key management capability, background, and related experi-
ence.
2.6 CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
A successful negotiation is dependent upon many important factors; this discussion
depicts the role that Procurement has in assuring that these factors are developed on
a timely basis to meet Program Objectives.
The first and most important step is to completely detail and define the requirement
in a Work Statement. Complete Work Statements provide better understanding of the re-
quirement resulting in a more adequate proposal. Work Statements will be written on
a task structured format basis where individual pieces of the total work scope will be
described. Procurement and other functions will review the Work Statement to
determine its adequacy for Request for Proposal purposes.
The RFP will be transmitted to potential sources and will require that costs, sched-
ules and milestones be proposed per the task structured Work Statement.
After the Source Selection Board recommendation is approved, Procurement will
draw upon personnel of the Voyager Project in establishing a negotiation team. The
team may consist of representatives from Engineering, Producibility Engineering,
Reliability, Quality Control, Business Management, Project Control and Procure-
ment. This group will review and evaluate in detail the selected source's proposal.
The Procurement representative, acting as the team leader, will generate a Negotiation
Plan which includes the following major categories:
a. Work Statement and Applicable Specifications
b. Request for Proposal
c. Proposal
d. Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing Data
e. Assist Audit Report
f. Summary of Analysis
g. Details of Analysis
h. Price/Cost Analysis
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1. Manufacturing Labor Evaluation
2. Material Evaluation
3. Quality Control and Test Evaluation
4. Reliability Evaluation
5. Engineering Evaluation
6. Rate ReNew
7. Schedule Evaluation and Time Cycle Chart
i. Terms and Conditions
j. Incentive Plan
k. Cost Reporting
The Negotiation Plan, after its review and approval by proper levels of Voyager Pro-
ject management, serves as the basic tool from which the negotiation is conducted.
The Procurement representative, using any or all of the team members, conducts
the negotiation. Upon successful completion, the negotiation results are fully docu-
mented and become a permanent part of the Procurement package.
Any equipment produced within the General Electric Company is a Make Item. For
those GE Make items appearing on the Make or Buy Matrix and produced in another
Department of GE, the identical negotiation process described above is followed.
This negotiation approach will allow negotiation with subcontractors prior to negotia-
tion with JPL, where necessary.
2.7 SUBCONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
The single most important element of the Procurement Plan is the Management and
Control of the Subcontractor. No matter how completely detailed and successfully
implemented the other elements of the Plan, they may rapidly become meaningless
without strong Subcontractor Management and Control. A subcontractor, regardless
of his geographical location, is expected to become an extension of our in-house
capability and to provide the same management responsiveness, meticulous attention to
details and overall control.
When a source begins work, he is fully cognizant of his total contractual requirements
as stated in detail in the Contract and Work Statement, and further amplified through
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the Financial System Review, Facility Survey, and Negotiation. These requirements
will include, but not necessarily be limited to:
a. Schedule and Reliability Criteria
b. Performance Criteria
c. Acceptance Criteria
d. Project Management Criteria
e. Configuration Identification Index System and other Reporting Requirements
f* Subcontractor Reliability Requirements - Design Assurance; Product Assur-
ance; Test Measurement; Figure Of Merit; Configuration Control
g. Vendor Quality Assurance Requirements - Procured Parts and Materials
and Processes; Acceptance Tests and Test Procedures; Test Equipment
Design Review; Design Review; Data Requirements; Failure Analysis
Activity; Corrective Action; Quality Audit; Surveillance Inspection;
Government Source Inspection; Identification and Marking; Material
Review Board; Configuration Control; Subcontractor Performance
Rating System; Deviations; Shipping Authorization
h. Lower Tier Subcontracting Requirements
i. Major Milestone Reporting
j. Cost and Progress Reporting
To assure proper adherence to such requirements, various techniques/controls will
be applied. The choice and implementation of these controls is generally a function
of the individual contractor characteristics, project interactions, responsiveness and
other variables, including the time phase of the procurement. Some of the subcon-
tractor control procedures which will be utilized as applicable are given below:
2.7.1 SUBCONTRACT MANAGEMENT
The Subcontract Manager (or Project Engineer for lesser procurements) is totally
responsible for the assigned subcontract in terms of Reliability, Schedule and Cost.
Therefore, he has a dual role: (1) he is the leader in integrating the in-house effort
as it relates to the subcontractor, and (2) he is the leader in the Subcontracted effort
in that he is the technical interface with the Subcontractor.
For the in-house effort, the Subcontract Manager assures that (1) Engineering issues
well defined task structured Work Statements; (2) the Subcontractor Reliability Require-
ments document is up to date; (3) the Vendor Quality Assurance document is up to
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date; (4) all Work Statement referenced specifications and other document call-outs
are available; (5} Quality Control establishes inspection points and provides for
in-process surveillance inspection, surveillance of operational assurance testing
and final surveillance inspection; (6) Quality Control has the necessary test facilities
and test factors to perform component and/or subsystem testing of subcontractor
equipment; (7} Manufacturing establishes the necessary schedule for subcontracted
equipment by developing Procurement Lead Times, a Timer Cycle Chart and a Final
Assembly and Systems Test Plan.
For the Subcontracted effort, the Subcontract Manager monitors the subcontractor to
assu__e that (!) the design effort is pr_c_ressing on schedule and within costs; (2)
milestones are accomplished and reported accurately on schedule; (3) the subcontractor
is successfully meeting his contractual requirements in terms of reliability and cost;
(4) the necessary skills and manpower are being applied to the effort; (5) the subcon-
tractor's organization structure adequately meets the job requirement; (6) the de-
signated subcontractor key personnel have continuity with the task; (7) where necessary,
the Voyager Project subcontracts for back-up designs in critical areas; (8)where
necessary, the Voyager Project uses redundant supply sources in critical areas; (9)
design review and technical direction meetings are held on schedule; {10) where un-
satisfactory performance is evident, subcontractor top management is fully appraised
and taking action to rectify the situation.
2.7.2 INCENTIVE CONTRACTS
Where permissible under the prime contract, intermixes of cost, schedule and per-
formance incentives, single or in combinations, will be used where it is to the ad-
vantage of the Voyager Project. Performance incentives, structrued on the basis of
actual flight mission success, will be considered as incentive for procurement
sources to maintain their equipment configurations in absolute compliance with those
configurations successfully meeting T/A and PTM requirements.
2.7.3 SUBCONTRACTOR ASSISTANCE
During every phase of the program, GE will monitor the subcontractor's performance
in sufficient detail to recognize areas where direct help to the subcontractor may be
advantageous in overcoming actual or anticipated problems. Examples of such assist-
ance which has proven effective under certain conditions are as follows:
a. Design - Provide in-residency engineering personnel or other special service
b. Materials - Supply from in-house stock or assist in the procurement of
material that is difficult to obtain
Co Manufacturing - (1) Supply process development and applications engineering
assistance in the areas of thermal paints, thermal blankets, harness fabri-
cation, module manufacture, potting compounds, procedures, etc., (2) Provide
in residency producibility engineers, and (3) Manufacture parts for subcontractor
use.
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do " Education and Training - Supply training films, conduct training programs
on NASA standards, provide consulting help in almost any area, and supply
course material
e. Expediting - Provide assistance at subcontractor's suppliers/vendors by
using expediting personnel from Valley Forge, Pasadena, or other Field
Office locations
f. Parts Burn-in - Perform parts burn-in at MSD to relieve a bottle-neck
g. Facilities - Locate and/or provide special facilities such as computers and
ther mal-vacuum chambers
h. Laboratories- Provide materials and processes evaluation, development,
of other services, and failure verification and failure analysis
2.7.4 SUBCONTRACTOR RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS
The Subcontractor Reliability Requirements, Appendix III, is included as part of the
Work Statement requirement and is a contractual requirement.
2.7.5 VENDOR QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
This document, Vol. A CIIVBll0VP011 Section 5.2.10, is also included as part of the
Work Statement and covers the broad spectrum of quality procedures and requirements
from second and lower tier subcontractor requirements for procured materials and pro-
cesses, maintenance and calibration of test equipment, failure verification, failure analysis
and corrective action to surveillance inspection, MRB and shipping authorization. It
passes down to the subcontractor specific requirements included in the prime contract
such as NPC 200-3. Quality Assurance Requirements are contractually required of our
suppliers and is a condition of becoming a Voyager source of supply.
2.7.6 SPAR
A contractual requirement for major subcontractors will be that of SPAR, Subcon-
tractor Program Appraisal and Review. SPAR requires that on a monthly basis, the
Subcontractor's Management, (Program, Engineering, Reliability, Quality and Manu-
facturing managers), present to Voyager Project Management an in-depth detailed
analysis of the program status in terms of schedule, milestones, costs, problems and/
or anticipated problems and action plans. SPAR provides for the proper management
interfaces as well as continuing and current knowledge of the subcontractor's program
status.
In addition to attending the SPAR meetings, Missile and Space Division general
management will continually be interfacing with their counterparts at major subcon-
tractors such as Texas Instruments, Motorola, the propulsion source and others.
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2.7.7 RESIDENT TEAMS
Certain Voyager Project personnel will establish on-site residency at selected sub-
contractor's facilities because of the complexity and/or importance of the equipment
being produced.
In addition to the Subcontract Manager and Quality Control Surveillance Inspector
previously discussed, there will be occasions when any of the following personnel
may be required to establish residency at the subcontractors: Producibility Engineers,
Reliability Engineers, Design Engineers, Quality Control Engineers, Procurement
Specialists. These personnel will contribute to problem definition, failure verifica-
tion, failure analysis and corrective action.
2.7.8 INCREMENTAL FUNDING PLAN
Agreement will be reached at negotiation with the subcontractor as to the level of
spending required commensurate with manpower loading and design, development,
breadboard, prototype, prime hardware cycles. Incremental Funding on a regular
basis will be authorized. The purpose in implementing this type funding plan is two-
fold: (1) to finitely measure the progress of each work task in relation to the mile-
stone, schedule and cost for that work task, and (2) to limit the GE/JPL liability.
Selected high cost fixed price contracts will also be incrementally funded.
2.7.9 TRAINING FILMS
Various Voyager Training Films are presently in production and will be shown to
major subcontractor management and direct labor personnel. The purpose of these
films is to pictorially depict the rigid requirements of the Voyager Overall Program
Plan. The theme of each film will be that no compromise can be made regarding re-
liability and quality of hardward produced; meticulous detail to planning is mandatory
to achieve this required reliability and quality.
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3.0 ENGINEERING FOR MANUFACTURE
3.1 PRODUCIBILITY ENGINEERING
Producibility Engineering activity for Voyager was implemented during Phase IA by the
assignment of Producibility Engineers to the various subsystems. Starting with the
current conceptual design and continuing throughout the successive design stages, the
Producibility Engineers will influence design tradeoffs to achieve the following:
a. Maximum access for fabrication, assembly, and repair.
b. Selection of alternate design approaches yielding minimum cost.
c. Subassembly breakdowns into elements which minimize the complexity of
physical interfaces.
d. Configuration and assembly groupings which permit the use of proven tooling
concepts.
e. Tolerances_compatable with reliable, state-of-the-art processes.
f. Incorporation of design features evolved from previous experience.
As the designs progress toward final flight configuration, the Producibility Engineers
will participate in the formal design reviews conducted in accordance with the pro-
cedure defined in the Reliability Implementation Plan. They will approve the designs
by signing the drawings, certifying concurrence with the manufacturability of the design.
These engineering oriented activities of the Producibility Engineers, started during
Phase IA, constitute the technical interface between Engineering, and Manufacturing.
These configuration and requirement data acquired by the Producibility Engineers are
fed back to the affected areas of Manufacturing, and used for the development of the
following plans:
a. Manufacturing Facilities - Requirements and Arrangement.
b. Manufacturing Processes - New requirements.
c. Make or Buy Program.
d. Tooling Concepts.
e. Manpower - Types of skills required.
f. Training requirements.
g. Environmental Controls - Magnetic and Particle Cleanliness.
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Starting with Phase IB, Producibility Engineers provide support to Procurement in
the analysis and evaluation of subcontractor manufacturing plans, tooling and prices,
as well as technical support in the solution of vendor manufacturing problems.
Throughout Phase H, the Producibility Engineer is the focal point for manufacturing
technical interfaces.
3.2 SHOP OPERATIONS PLANNING
Shop Operations Planning provides detailed instructions to the shops for the fabrica-
tion and assembly of hardware. The planning documents supply the following informa-
tion:
a. Job Identification
b. Operation sequence and content
c. Planned time per operation
d. Work station to be used
e. Special tooling to be used
f. Wire dress photographs (as applicable)
g. Applicable Manufacturing Standing Instructions.
To insure continuity, planning for the Voyager hardware will be performed under the
direction of the Producibility Engineers.
Planners are also located within the shops to provide on the job interpretation of the
planning, and to give instruction in the use of special tooling and resolution of problems
encountered in the application of the specified processes and methods. They may
implement planning changes as required to resolve manufacturing problems or to in-
corporate engineering changes, or they may obtain rapid resolution of problems not
capable of solution on the spot by recourse to the Producibility Engineers.
The planning will be under configuration control through the data bank to assure that
the hardware built in the shop is in accordance with current configurations.
3.3 MANUFACTLrRING STANDING INSTRUCTIONS
Manufacturing Standing Instructions are the detailed instructions for performing Manu-
facturing Operations. An MSI consists of two main sections:
a. Process Instructions
b. Inspection Requirements.
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The process instruction section is prepared by Manufacturing Process and Methods
Engineering and the inspection section by Quality Assurance Engineering.
The MSI collects, combines, and interprets the restraints and requirements of all
applicable specifications and procedures such as:
a. Approved materials
b. Approved process specifications
c. Safety procedures
d. Approved process equipment
e. Inspection criteria
The applicable documents covering these restraints as well as supplementary MSI's
are referenced in the MSI. The two sections of the MSI describe in "cook book" form
the procedures and methods to be followed in performing the operation and inspecting
the work. They are issued under change control, subsequent to approval by Quality
Assurance, Manufacturing and Reliability Engineering.
During Phase IB the Voyager Approved Material, Process and Parts Lists will be
established, and will constitute restraints on the Manufacturing Operations. To insure
that the Manufacturing Operations employed conform to these constraints, Manufac-
turing Process and Methods Engineering will provide Manufacturing Standing Instruc-
tions for Voyager Manufacturing processes. All existing Spacecraft MSI's will be re-
viewed for conformance with the Voyager approved lists. Those which conform will
be re-issued on a Voyager format under Change Control so that changes introduced
on other programs do not affect Voyager. New MSI's for Voyager will be prepared
as requested by the Shop Operations Planners, Producibility Engineers, and Manufac-
turing Reliability. Voyager requirements for magnetic cleanliness will be factored
into the MSI's before issuance.
3.4 MANUFACTURING RELIABILITY
An important activity in Manufacturing Engineering for Voyager is to assure that the
reliability of the product, as established by design, is not degraded during the fabrica-
tion and assembly sequence. Manufacturing Reliability Engineers will provide this
assurance by:
a. Determining the critical processes or operations where degradation may
occur; then, establish the training necessary to develop the skills required
to meet the equipment requirements. They will conduct training classes to
indoctrinate all personnel who will handle Voyager hardware, in the tech-
niques required in their specific area of activity to preserve the reliability
of the hardware. Also, the necessary proficiency in operators will be
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developedto enable them to be certified for performing critical operations.
Certification of operators is required whenever the results of their work are
not fully determinable by inspection or non-destructive testing, or whenever
the contributions of their skill is large enough to determine the quality and
reliability of the product.
b. Conducting continuous surveillance and audit of the total Manufacturing
activity to assure that the techniques, methods, and processes employed are
not sources of potential reliability degradation.
C° Working jointly with Quality. Assurance: to perform an analysis of defects,
to determine the causes of defects, and to initiate corrective action. The
work of this group will be coordinated with, and guided by the Voyager Reli-
ability Engineering group. This is described in the Voyager Reliability
Implementation Plan under CIIVB100VP010.
3.5 TOOLING
3.5.1 SPECIAL TOOLING
Special tooling used only in the fabrication and assembly of Voyager hardware will be
designed by Tool Engineering. The designs are ordered by Shop Operations Planning
in order to assure compatibility with the planned operation sequence, however, Tool
Engineering is responsible for the tooling concepts and design features that will meet
the Voyager requirements for safety, magnetic cleanliness, contamination control,
and long life reliability.
3.5.2 AHSE COMPATIBILITY
Some portion of the AHSE will be used in the assembly and checkout of Voyager in
house. These items, which are the responsibility of the Project Engineer, will be
coordinated with the Manufacturing tooling to prevent conflict and redundancy, and
may be designed by Tool Engineering as ordered by the Project Engineer.
3.5.3 INTERFACE TOOLING
Mechanical interface-coordinated type tooling will be designed by Tool Engineering
in accordance with the interface agreements arrived at with subcontractors and launch
vehicle and lander contractors. These tools will be supplied in duplicate to the inter-
facing contractors, and the masters will be retained in house. When changes are re-
quired, they will be made under CCB. The coordinated tools will be called in and
checked against the altered master. The coordinated tool, in the hands of the con-
tractor may be employed as either a working tool or as a submaster for his working
tools.
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3.5.4 STANDARD TOOLS
Standard tools used must be compatible with the magnetic cleanliness requirements
of the project. In order to insure that acceptable types of tooling will be procured,
all requisitions for tooling will be reviewed and approved by Tool Engineering.
3.5.5 TOOL CONTROL
Voyager tool control procedures will be set up as defined by Manufacturing Procedure
163.0.5 (see Appendix IV) covering Durable and Special Non-Durable Tools.
Configuration control of all tooling designed for Voyager will be effected through
CCB. Tooling used exclusively by Manufacturing and Quality Assurance in the fabri-
cation and assembly of Voyager hardware will require change approval only by Re-
liability and Quality Assurance. The coordinated interface tools and the OSE items
used in fabrication and assembly will be under the same type of change control as
applied to drawings, and will require CCB approval.
3.5.6 TOOL INSPECTION
All special Voyager tooling will be routed to Tool Inspection upon completion. De-
velopment tooling will be inspected to the tool drawings and applicable specifications
and accepted for use on development hardware. Tooling for use on PTM, TA, and
flight hardware will be conditionally accepted, pending tool tryout. The conditional
acceptance will certify that the tooling meets design configuration.
3.5.7 TOOL TRYOUT
This will be performed after tool inspection and will be carried out on development
hardware under the direction of Tool Engineering by a Tool Maker. The tool tryout
verifies the adequacy of the tool as designed to perform its intended function without
safety risk to personnel or hardware, and demonstrates its use to shop personnel.
Any changes required to assure satisfactory operation of the tooling are reviewed by
the responsible Shop Operations Planner. A change notice will be issued, the tool
will be modified, and upon satisfactory operation of the tool, it will be accepted and
stamped for use on flight hardware. Notice of the tool acceptance is forwarded to the
Project Data Bank, so that tool readiness data will be available. In the case of tooling
which is a part of OSE or coordinated interface tooling, the Project Engineer, rather
than the Planner will be responsible for concurrence with any changes required and
change will be subject to CCB control.
3.5.8 TOOL CRIB OPERATION
In order to maintain the non-magnetic integrity of the Voyager equipment, a separate
Voyager tool crib will be established for both non-durable and special tooling. The
special tooling for Voyager will be designed to meet magnetic requirements, and the
non-durable tools whenever required, will be of non-magnetic materials. These
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tools will be clearly identified as non-magnetic Voyage tooling and will only be used
for Voyager work. They will be magnetically checked in the crib before being issued
and de-permed if necessary. They will also be checked prior to being returned to the
crib after use.
3.6 MATERIAL AND SCHEDULE CONTROL
3.6.1 ROLE OF PRODUCTION
To effectively control all activities concerned with equipment fabrication and procure-
ment and assembly, Production will initiate and follow all project material require-
ments. Through this centralized direction, control of material and hence the equip-
ment schedules will be maintained.
Production will use the Approved Make or Buy Program and the release of Design In-
formation to initiate hardware activities. During the development stages of the pro-
ject they will assist engineering in obtaining material and shop personnel in fabrica-
tion of breadboards and early stage engineering models. When drawings are released
for flight quality equipment, they will initiate action to apply controls on procurement
and shop operations to insure that the quality provisions are met.
3.6.2 MANUFACTURING SCHEDULE CONTROL
A schedule control system used by Spacecraft Manufacturing will be applied on the
Voyager Project. It is a complete system for providing material and labor to produce
program equipment consistent with the latest engineering definition and schedule re-
quirements. This is accomplished through the continuous appraisal of project equip-
ment and the immediate recognition and response to potential problems that might
affect the equipment delivery. Three levels of control are used to affect this program
appraisal - the Master Production Schedule, Detail Production Schedules, and Status
Sheets.
a. Master Production Schedule - This schedule will be constructed by extracting
the key dates for procurement, fabrication, assembly, test, and shipping
events already established through integrated Pert planning, and arranging
them in a manner that can readily be used for Manufacturing reporting and
analysis. This document will provide the main interface with the Program
Schedule for reporting on status of Pert monitored, major production activi-
ties, and the lower level sub-activities of the Detailed Schedules. Status is
reported bi-weekly and events are reported upon completion.
be Detail Schedules - The Detail Schedules, based on the Assembly and Test
Cycles, will be generated to specify rates of production and material deliv-
eries by major component and its sub-assemblies consistent with the Master
Production Schedule. From the Detail Schedules, individual working schedules
will be issued for control of shop loading, shop schedules, material ordering
and delivery, procurement schedules, and testing cycles. Detail Schedules
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3.6.3
a.
Do
will be used to report on specific control points of in-process material move-
ment and inventory to provide a quick assessment of potential problem areas
for comparison to the Master Production Schedule.
The Procurement Schedule will provide a composite listing of all items which
must be purchased from vendors along with delivery requirements. To estab-
lish the schedule, an analysis of procurement lead time for each line item will
be made to ascertain when the orders should be committed, and to determine
the quantities that should be committed. For the optimum plan, consideration
is given to such elements as price breaks, proper lot size, firmness of the de-
sign, dollar cost of the item, and manufacturing and test losses. Require-
ments for receiving inspection and components acceptance cycles will be in-
cluded in procurement schedules. Monitoring of vendors in meeting schedule
commitments will be done by Procurement and expeditors will be sent to the
vendor, if required, to follow-up in getting hardware delivered.
Shop Schedules are detail schedules by shop area and contain information per-
taining to quantities needed, lot sizes, material availability and completion
dates for each part and assembly. These schedules will be issued to each
shop function for review and allocation of personnel to meet the shop load.
Requirements for inspection and testing of units will be integrated with the
test function and factored into the shop completion dates. These detail sched-
ules will serve as the foundation for the basic control document - the Hard-
ware Status Sheet.
Hardware Status Sheet - The Hardware Status Sheet will be a reproduction of
the drawing list of material, mechanically generated to provide a specific
format for daily posting of events for detailed parts control. The information
posted will be obtained through the Receiving Reports, internal expediting
process, the Stock Inventory Report, and the Purchased Part Status Report.
These status sheets will signal when complete material is available for re-
lease of jobs into the shop to manufacture the next higher assembly.
MATERIAL CONTROL
Control of Material Expenditures - A Material Commitment Plan will be
generated by Production on the basis of the schedule requirements listing the
materials and quantities to be procured, the dollars required, and the month
of commitment. These expenditures will be authorized by the Project Control
through the Voyager funding system. Material requests will be written against
this material commitment plan by Production. A monitoring of expenditure
rate versus planned commitment will give a measure of progress in material
ordering against the schedule requirement.
Material Requests - All material will be ordered from released Engineering
Approved Parts lists. These releases will reflect the type equipment which
is to be built, i.e., engineering models, PTM, T/A, etc. These material
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requests will be coded by Production for the type material and by Quality
Assurance Planning to reflectthe quality requirements imposed on the mate-
rialwhich must be adhered to by the vendor. Itwill further specify the re-
ceiving inspection and/or vendor surveillance needs. Where required, mate-
rial specifications,drawings, and work statements will form a part of the
'WIR" package and will be used by Quality Assurance in determining the extent
of the quality requirements.
C. Consolidation of Material Ordering - Material needs of the project will be con-
solidated whenever possible, depending upon quality and reliability require-
merits. Ordering stages will be set up based on these requirements to obtain
price breaks, where possible, and to have adequate quantities on hand to suit
project demands.
Quantities of parts will be determined from the mechanically generated parts
lists which will consolidate all like parts, particularly electronic parts, into
a composite listing. Manufacturing and test losses, and logistics needs will
be added to the total equipment requirement to give maximum quantity ordering
at one time. The present electronic parts reliability plan will require a min-
imum of two orders - one for parts for development engineering and bread-
board hardware and 'WI" quality for all other equipment.
3.6.4 LABOR CONTROL
The shop operations planning will determine labor type and time needed to perform the
work required. These inputs on each fabricated part and subassembly coupled with the
quantity and schedule requirements will form the basis for the inhouse manpower plan-
ning. This manpower, forecasted in concert with the schedule, will be negotiated with
Project Control for expenditure authorization.
Shop schedules and the planned time requirements for fabrication and assembly of
various parts are used by Production to determine shop manpower. These manpower
needs are placed on Shop Operations to have personnel available to meet schedule re-
quirements. The actual shop labor hours used by each work order is summarized
weekly and compared to that week's forecasted effort. The report published from this
data is utilized by Production and Dispatch to adjust the forecasted shop load to meet
the schedule requirements.
Engineering changes are evaluated by Manufacturing Engineering and the estimated
influence on Manufacturing Labor is accumulated, reported, and factored into the shop
labor forecast.
3.6.5 COMPUTERIZED STATUS REPORTING
It is planned to utilize the Project Data Bank for reporting the status on the project
and plotting progress against plan. These requirements for reporting will be
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developed during the IB Project phase for application in Phase II. Present planning
is for status reporting of:
a. Material availability versus plan
b. Schedule progress versus plan
c. Vendor delivery versus promises
Imminent events will be red flagged in the weekly report and monitored closely for
occurrence. Missed events will receive immediate corrective action. These items
will be continually reported until resolution has been obtained and the schedule require-
ment satisfied.
3.6.6 RECEIVING OF MATERIAL
Material received will be verified against the purchase order and checked for quantity.
The material will then be transported to Receiving Inspection for acceptance. Receiving
information will be put into the computer reporting system. Electronic parts of '_M"
quality level will be sent to the Parts Testing Area rather than Receiving Inspection
for acceptance. Raw stock will be delivered to a quarantine area and held until mate-
rial verification and acceptance by Laboratory and Processes. Accepted material
will be marked and moved into raw material stores.
3.6.7 STOCK ROOM FUNCTIONS
A stock area will be established for all engineering or non-flight type hardware. All
material so coded will be verified and inventoried by punched card upon entrance.
Withdrawal will be limited to only authorized personnel. A weekly tabulated run to the
Project Data Bank will provide information as to stock balances for Production Control
usage.
3.6.8 FLIGHT QUALITY MATERIAL STOCKING
A bonded stock area will be established for all flight quality material. This area will
be completly isolated from all other stock areas and maintained under lock and key.
In order to maintain the cleanliness of the hardware while it is in bonded stock, it will
be bagged and sealed in polyethelene film at the time it is cleaned, prior to delivery to
stock. Those items requiring special handling, tooling or protective packaging, will be
bagged either prior to placing in the protective packaging, or the part and package will
be cleaned and bagged together. A manufacturing procedure (162-0-8) for packaging,
presently used on existing programs, will be applied to the Voyager Project. See
Appendix VI.
The contamination control procedures to be followed during vehicle assembly are de-
scribed in the Assembly and Checkout Plan. No material will be allowed into Bonded
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Stock unless it bears the stamp of acceptance and enclosed in proper storage pack-
aging. All material will be stored in clearly marked bins for ease of identification and
in accordance with Manufacturing Reliability practices. In addition, electronics parts
will be stored in separate stock bins in accordance with test quality designation - 'rM"
stock and "S" stock. Transactions into and out of the stockroom will be made by means
of punched cards, coded for flight quality hardware, to provide an inventory for Pro-
duction Control. Only a limited number of personnel will be authorized to withdraw
flight material from this area.
3.6.9 CONTROLLED STANDARD STOCK
Items which are generally considered standard stock such as bolts, rivets, solder, ad-
hesives etc. will be kept in the Voyager bonded stock or development material stock
room, depending upon quality assurance acceptance, because of the requirement for
magnetic cleanliness. Thus, the "standard stock" items are not standard to the degree
that they are specially screened and controlled for Voyager use.
3.6.10 RAW STOCK
Only magnetically-inspected-certified raw stock material will be maintained in the
raw stock area. All material withdrawn from this area will have certification records
referenced on the material and will be checked by inspection to verify acceptance be-
fore use in the shops.
3.6.11 INVENTORY REPORTING ON VOYAGER MATERIAL
All material received into or moved out of the Voyager Project stock rooms will be
transacted on punched cards and processed by the data bank to give accurate, weekly
inventory reports.
3.7 FABRICATION OF HARDWARE
3.7.1 SHOP AREAS
The fabrication areas to be used at the General Electric Space Technology Center for
the fabrication and assembly of Voyager hardware are defined in the Facilities Imple-
mentation Plan.
3.7.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
Control of airborne contamination will be exercised throughout the fabrication cycle.
The average airborne contamination level at the Space Technology Center is approxi-
mately Federal Clean Room Class 150,000. This level of cleanliness is adequate for
those fabrication operations below the assembly level, such as machining and sheet
metal fabrication. Prior to any assembly operations, however, parts cleaning will be
conducted in controlled environment facilities. Spacecraft Department experience
with both permanently installed, filtered air clean room facilities, and laminar flow
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benches has demonstrated the advantages of the laminar flow types of equipment.
These equipments will be widely utilized for such operations as cleaning, test, assem-
bly, inspection; levels of cleanliness down to Federal Clean Room Class 100 may be
obtained.
The level of contamination control to be exercised over any given item of hardware is
determined by Engineering Specification. Manufacturing operations performed on
hardware not subject to subsequent cleaning prior to packaging for delivery to bonded
stock will be performed in an environment of Class 50,000 or cleaner.
3.7.3 BREADBOARD HARDWARE
Engineering breadboard hardware will be built in the Engineering laboratories by lab-
oratory technicians under the direction of the Design Engineers.
Mechanical models and mockups will be built in the Spacecraft Sheet Metal, Machine
and Model Shops. These will be fabricated Without formal operation planning from
definition and direction supplied by Design Engineering. Producibility Engineering
and Shop Operation Planners will work closely with Engineering and the shops during
the fabrication of the models to determine what, if any, manufacturing problems are
inherent in the designs.
3.7.4 ENGINEERING MODEL HARDWARE
The engineering hardware built during Stage III will be fabricated entirely within Man-
ufacturing. Early Stage III models, such as the thermal and structural test models,
will be built with temporary tooling and a minimum level of formal planning. Surveil-
lance will be continued by Design and Producibility Engineering in order to capture
information for the subsequent design releases. An engineering clearance and inter-
face mockup will yield data for the design of interface tooling and for updating the
assembly planning. Inprocess inspection will only be applied as requested by Engi-
neering. During the fabrication and assembly of the Engineering Model Spacecraft,
Manufacturing will simulate as nearly as possible all the procedures and controls to
be used on Stage IV hardware.
The engineering mockup will be employed at this time for use in development of final
harness routing and wire dress. Harnesses will be completely developed on the
mockup structure and fully documented by photographs. The photograph identification
and revision status will be retained as a data element in the Project Data Bank.
Prints of these photographs will be a part of the planning instructions furnished to the
shops by Planning for the fabrication of all subsequent harnesses. Certification of
shop personnel will be implemented and tool tryout will be carried out. Full facility
readiness will be achieved, and manufacturing plans and resources will be brought to
a state of readiness for the manufacture of PTM, TA, and flight hardware.
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3.7.5 PTM, TA AND FLIGHT HARDWARE
All Stage IV hardware will be manufactured under full project control. Any changes
in methods, processes, tools, and hardware will be under Project Control, Reliability
and Quality Assurance auditing and monitoring.
3.7.5.1 SHOP RELEASE TO FABRICATE
As soon as the material, tooling, shop operations planning and drawings are available,
jobs are released to the shops by Dispatch in accordance with shop schedules. Accu-
mulation of material will be made and stamped off by inspection in the stock room.
3.7.5.2 SHOP DISPATCHING
All work will be released to the shops through a Dispatch function which coordinates
the shop activity from Production Control shop schedules and issues work orders to
the shops on pre-punched vouchers. All shop labor activity will be opened and closed
and monitored by Dispatch to provide immediate status on all shop work.
3.7.5.3 SHOP OPERATIONS
Shop operators will draw their jobs from Dispatch, review the shop planning, obtain
the necessary tools from the tool crib, and get the material accumulation verified by
inspection. Inspection will interrogate the CII by means of a remote station to verify
that the job package conforms to current configuration. The operators will then pro -
ceed to fabricate the item in accordance with instructions. As the specific operations
are completed, they are stamped off by inspection before proceeding to the next. The
inspection planning for each operation, as required, will be part of the shop operations
planning.
The responsibility of the shop operators is to provide the best possible workmanship
in applying his skill to the fabrication process. Floor planners will be located in each
shop to offer immediate assistance in resolving problems as they occur. Any job
which can not proceed according to the planning will be pulled and held for resolution
by the Producibility Engineer.
3.7 • 5.4 IN PROCESS TESTING
Wherever feasible the in process testing will be performed in the area where the fabri-
cation is done to minimize handling.
3.7.5.5 COMPONENT CERTIFICATION
After completion of all fabrication and test requirements, the component and related
documentation will be reviewed and acceptance stamped by the Quality Assurance Engi-
neer. The component will then be delivered to bonded stock to be held until required
for the next higher assembly operation.
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3.7.6 ENGINEERING CHANGES
In order to insure timely and effective response to engineering changes, all AN's will
be reviewed by Produeibility Engineers to determine the effect of the change on:
a. Producibility of effected hardware
b. Shop operation planning
c. Requirements for Rework
d. Tooling and MSI's
Also, AN's will be received by Production Control to determine change effect on:
a. Completed hardware
b. Work in process
c. Schedule
d. Cost
This assessment will yield data relative to feasible effectivity and effect on cost and
schedule for use in AN Board action on the change. It will also define the action to be
taken within Manufacturing to implement the change when it becomes effective, thus
minimizing the time required for the change to be reflected in the hardware.
After the AN is issued, the Shop Operations Planner will revise the planning package
to incorporate the engineering changes and will originate the AN's for any effected
MSI's and tooling. The MSI and tooling AN's do not require AN Board action, but will
be approved by Quality Assurance and Reliability and will be recorded in the Data Bank.
3.7.7 SHOP REWORK
Special planning will be written for all shop rework and repair, whether necessitated
by Engineering Changes, part failures, or any other cause. MSrs for rework pro-
cedures will be provided where required, and operator training and certification re-
quirements will be specified therein. Rework operations will be documented in accord-
ance with original fabrication practices.
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A_PPENDIX I
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT DEPARTMENT POLICY
MAKE OR BUY
Index
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Purpose
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Policy
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Procedure
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GENERAL 0 ELECTRIC
SPACECRAFT DEPARTMENT
SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION ISSUED
MAKE OR BUY MANUFACTURING DECEMBER, 1964
DEPARTMENT POLICY
NUMBER
4.2
1.0 PbT.POSE
To define the policy, criteria, responsibilities and procedure for
establishing a "Make or Buy' Program and effectlng "Make or Buy'
Decisions.
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2:0 DEFINITIONS
2.1 "Make or Buy" Program
A "Make or Buy' Program is that part of a Department's manufacturing
plan specifying the major parts, components, subsystems, and systems
to be manufactured in the General Electric Company (Make), and those
which will be obtained elsewhere by subcontract or vendor purchases
(Buy).
2.2 "Make or Buy" Decision
A decision formulated with regard to making a major part or
component of prime hardware within the General Electric Company,
or purchasing the item from a vendor or subcontractor.
2.3 "Make or Buy" Decision Record
Form (7-8617) used for recording pertinent data and approval
signatures in support of the M/B decision.
2.4
"Make or Buy" Program Change
Form (attached) used to inform Marketing of a M/B program_change
requiring Contracting Officer approval.
2.5 Make Item
Any part, component, subsystem, or system, made by the General
Electric Company, its subsidiary, or affiliates.
2.6
_uy Item
Any part, component, subsystem, or system, purchased from a vendor
or subcontractor.
INTERPRETED BY
MANAGER-MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERING
REVIEW BEFORE
SEPTEMBER 1966
SUPERSEDES
MSVD 4.2 dated December, 1960
MSVI) 4.3 dated January, 1960
_ A _ d_eed December. 196_
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3.0 POLICY
3.1 When preparing a M/B Program in support of a specific proposal
or study, every effort will be made to maintain an optimum
balance of pertinent long and short range interests of the
General Electric Company and the customer.
3.2 Awarding of the subsequent contract shall constitute approval
of the M/B Program as submitted in the proposal.
3.3 In establishing the "Make or Buy' Program, the effect of the
following factors will be considered:
3.3 .i Facilities and resources available within the General
Electric Company.
3.3.2 Proprietary nature of the items or related components
3.3.3 Security classifications
3.3.4 Work type experience, engineering status, availability
of personnel, nmterial, and shop load capacity
3.3.5 The effect of M/B on price, quality, delivery, and
performance
3.3.6 The potential impact of part or component on the program
or schedule
3.4 M/B decision will be documanted on all items listed in the M/B
Program and for all items in excess of $2,500. (Via the M/B
Decision Record).
3.5 M/B decisions will be reviewed when changes in conditions occur
that affect the original decision. Should a M/B change be re-
quired, a M/B Decision Record will be initiated by Production
Engineering.
3.6 Program Office (Contracts) shall be notified of the following
changes to the M/B Program, (via M/B Program Change Form
attached), for submission to the Contracting Officer for
approval.
3.6.1 A change from Make to Buy or vice versa
3.6.2 Place of work performance on Make items
3.6.3 New items of more than $2,500 in value
3.6.4 Item deletion
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4.0
3.7 All affected Sections will approve the M/B decision with the
Manager-Manufacturing Engineering having final decision making
authority to resolve cases where unanimous concurrence cannot
be obtained.
RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1 Manufacturi_n 5
4.1.1 Manufacturin$ E_E!ng will:
4.1 .i .i Integrate activity between Manufacturing,
Engineering, Quality Control and Test, and
Program Office to assure establishment of a M/B
Program and approval of M/B Decisions.
4.1 .i .2 Review and integrate pertinent data as required
and formulate all M/B Decisions. For those
items listed in the M/B Program, and those
items $2,500 or more in value, obtain the
approval of the other Section representatives.
4 .i .i .3 Initiate and make certain that a M/B Decision
Record has been completed and issued for all
M/B Decisions.
4.1.1.4 Maintain all M/B inputs to substantiate the
decision.
4 .i.i .5 Notify Program Office (Contracts) of M/B
changes per Paragraph 3.6.
4.1.2 Production Control will:
4.1.2 .i Provide the required data e.g. schedules,
required quantity, etc., to Manufacturing
Engineering to support a M/B Program estab-
lishment and/or in support of M/B Decisions.
4.1.2.2 Signify their concurrence to M/B Decision by
initialling Section "D" of the M/B Decision
Record.
4 .I.3 Purchasin_ will:
4.1.3 .I Provide the required data to Manufacturing and
Engineering to support a M/B Program establishment
and/or in support of M/B Decisions.
4.1.3.2 Review and approve all M/B Decisions.
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4.2
4.3
4.4
En&ineerin_ will:
4.2.1 Supply the required engineering definition to facilitate
establishing a M/B program and a M/B Decision.
4.2.2 Review and approve all M/B Decisions.
4.2.3 Advise Production Engineering to review the M/B Decision
when pending design changes alter conditions that affect
the original M/B Decision.
Program Office will:
4.3.1 Maintain customer liaison with respect to M/B Program
requirements.
4.3.2 Procure Contracting Officer approval on all M/B Program
changes.
4.3.3 Provide data to support a M/B Program.
4.3.4 Review and approve all M/B Decisions.
quality Control and Test will:
4.4.1 Provide data to support a M/B Program.
4.4.2 Review and approve all M/B Decisions.
PROCEDURE
5. i M/B___Program___Implementation
5 .I .i During the early proposal or study contract stage,
Manufacturing Engineering will draft a M/B Program.
Certain items may be deferred from this list due to
a lack of information during the initial negotiating
phase, however, they m_st be included in the program
at a later date.
5 .I.2 When finalized and approved by the Section representatives,
the M/B Program will be submitted a part of the Manufacturing
Plan for inclusion in the proposal or study package.
5.2 M/B Decision
5.2.1 Production En$ineerin$ will:
5.2 .I .I Review and integrate pertinent data with
concerned operations and establish a M/B
Decision.
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5.2.1.2
5.2 .i .3
5.2.1.4
5.2.1.5
5.2 .I .6
Initiate the M/B Decision Record by completing
Section "B" and the Manufacturing Review
Analysis. Obtain the approval signature of
the Manager-Manufacturing Engineering (Initiated
by the Manager-Production Engineering).
Submit the record to Engineering for review,
analysis inputs, and approval signature.
If the M/B Decision is a !hange to the initial
M/B Program, upon completion of the Manufacturing
and Engineering Sections, prepare a M/B Program
Change (Form attached) in duplicate as follows:
a) For addition, complete all items.
b) For deletion, complete items I, 2, 3, 4, 5
and i0.
c) For change from "Buy to Make," complete
all items.
d) For changes from "Make to Buy," complete
all items except Ii and 13.
Forward both copies of the "Make or Buy" Program
change to Program Office (Contracts), for Con-
tracting Officer's approval. When C.O.'s approval
has been obtained, Program Office (Contracts),
will sign one copy of the M/B Program change
and return to Production Engineering. If C. O.
approval is not received after a lapsed time
of one (I) week, the change shall be considered
approved.
Submit the M/B Decision Record to the remaining
representatives and procure approval signatures.
NOTE: When the Production Engineer feels that
a particular M/B Decision requires a
review, he will arrange a meeting of
the Section representatives for analysis
and approval.
Forward M/B Decision Record to Print Control and
Reproduction who will reproduce and distribute
copies to approving representatives and parti-
cipating operations and maintain the M/B
Decision Record master.
DEPARTMENT GENERAL MANAGER
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MAKE OR BUY PROGRAM CHANGE
Date
2. Addition Deletion Change
Drawing #
Sources Contacted and/or Considered:
5. Qty. Required __ 6. Make Buy __
8. Recommended Source:
IO. 7:cason for Decision:
9. Est. Unit Cost:
51. Are ADDITIONAL Facilities Required to Make this Item? YES_ NO ___w
If YES List Facilities Required:
To be Furnished by: Contractor
52. Will Existing Government Facilities be Utilized on this Item? YES mw NO ....
Are these Facilities Available on a NON-INTERFERENCE Basis? _S ____ NO
List other Programs for which these Facilities are presently being used:
Govt.
13. On MAKE Items - List DIVISION, DEPARTMENT and LOCATION:
14. Is this an ITEM that would NORMALLY be MADE in house? YES NOm
Give an Example of Similar Items:
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APPENDIX H
INDUSTRIAL SURVEY AND SOURCE SELECTION FORMS
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
Industrial Appraisal
Reliability Survey
Financial
Qc Capab_y Survey
M_n_if_ctilri_ - Plant Facilities
Engineering Vendor Survey
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPACECRAFT DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 8555
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101
INDUSTRIAL APPRAISAL
This form is intended to serve as a guide for use by Industrial
Survey Teams and Source Selection Boards in developln E information which
shall lead to selection of qualified bidders and ultimate source selection
in accordance with "Reliability" requirements for Voyager and any subsequent
projects on which "Reliability" is the prime factor.
Company Surveyed
Plant Address
Items considered in Survey
Critical_--_
Survey Date
General
Please return this form to:
Procurement Section,
General Electric Company
Spacecraft Department
P.O. Box8555
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101 Attn:
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ORGAI_L_ATION
I@ Describe your organization structure, functional relationships, lines
of authority and responsibility between functions using names and
titles on organization chart.
{3--Z2--61 -- 100) (6--6--61 -- ZOOV)
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Type of Company
Major Corporation
Subsidiary
Partnership
Family owned
Individually owned
Other (describe)
VBl10VI)014
Parent Company Name and Address
Security Clearance
Security Clearing Agency
Clasalfieatien of Clearance for Plant or Plants
Classification of Clearance for Personnel
Describe Plant Protection System
Date organi zed
State in which organized
History.
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Major officers and background (Degrees & Management Experience)
(a)
Cb)
(c),
(d)
(e)
(_')
Other Key Personnel
Ca)
Cb)
Cc)
(3-zz-e, - ,oo) (e-e-e, - zoov) 5 of 60
Total Employees
Direct Workers
ist shift
Indirect Workers
ist shift
Employees by Department (Direct)
(a),
(b)
VBII0VP014
2rid shift
2rid _hift
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Number of Financial Personnel
Number of Engineering Personnel
(a) Engineers
(b) Technicians (No Degree)
(c) Other
(d) Other
(e) Other
Labor Relations
3rd 'shift
3rd shift
(a) Union Strike History
(b) Current Union Affiliation
(c) Present Contract Termination Date
General Management Philosophy
Are you eager for military work?
Have you performed military work?
Within last five (5) years?
NOTES :
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Will you promise to guard General Electric proprietory information released in
inquiries, orders and drawings?
Do you have specific plans for expansion of facilities for production of item (s)
to which this survey pertains
How are problem areas predicted to provide time for efficient remedial actions?
Describe
Industry position in product line for which surveyed
What is your competitive reputation
PRODUCT ANALYSIS
Product Line_..__s Commercial $ Sales Military $ Sales (Annual)
(a),
(b)
(c),
(d)
(e)
(f).
(E--6--61 -- _OOV)
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Current Military Contracts
Customer
(a)
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(b)
of Contract (Prime - Sub-R&D)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Past Performance
(a) Has your experience on previous military contracts been satisfactory to
you and customers? Note Comments.
(b) Has your experience on contracts with MSVD been satisfactory to you?
NOTES:
8 of 60
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PB'R{_ASD_
Do you buy in accordance with
ASPR and AFPI?
Is there an available cognizant Armed Forces
Contracting Officer? Air Force, Ar_, Navy?
To what extent is the cognizant government
contracting officer required to approve
expenditures and settlement of termination
claims?
Are there established procedures controlling [
security clearance of vendors handliag class- Iified work informatim2
What is the total annual dollar purchases for
materials related to this survey? $
Percentage dollar purchases to gross sales.
For materials related to this survey?
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Do you have governaent audited procurement?
List several of your principal current subcontractors.
Type of Work Vendor Location
b
yes or no
c
i
d
In any priced bill of material you get
from suppliers do you have purchased
labor separated from purchased material
Are all purchases made on prenumbered
purchase orders?
Are all numbers accountea for?
How are purchase orders filed?
How are your vendor quote_ filed?
Do buyers counsel vendors whose quality is inferior?
Are new vendors evaluated before placement of orders?
a. Who leads evaluation team? Name and title
b. Where is information kept?
Is there an approved vendor list?
Are rework costs, due to vendor quality, recovered?
yes or no
Yes or no
yes or no
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POLICIES AND PHACTICE5
What is management ls attitude toward_
and the relationship of purchasing with
the other functions?
Wi_at are the policies and instructions
with respect to "Small Business"?
Are records maintained with respect
to dollar amount and number of orders
placed with small business vendors? [
Are there established policies concerning
placing of subcontracts in the following
situations?
a. Businesses in labor surplus areas.
b. Small business concerns in labor surplus areas.
c. Small business cuncerns not in labor surplus
areas.
Are Materials practices established in published
instructions or a procedures manual?
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MATERIALS
Are receiving tickets prenumbered and
accounted for by the accounting depart-
ment?
Is a permanent record maintained in the
receiving department? For how long?
Are invoices in the accounting depart-
ment checked against receiving report,
inspection report or purchase orders?
Are invoices effectively marked to avoid
duplicate payments?
Are purchasing operations reviewed period-
ically by audit personnel?
Is subcontractor familiar with purchasing
in accordance with Mil and Jan specifications?
Are purchase orders checked for completeness?
Certification and test data, G.S.I., specifi-
cations and drawing number, etc.
Are current qualified product lists available?
Are they used?
Is there information available to buyers
regarding quality history of vendors?
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PROI_ O_LON COltTROL
Is the production control responsibility
divided principally by product lines or
areas of Manufacturing?
Is there a procedure for aecemplishiag long-
range improvements in production control
methods?
What is the basic production mch..-_ulepl_n?
Are results reflected weekly, monthly, ere?
How is feedback information repcrti_ ae-
ccmplishedT
What means are used for remedying bottle-
neck conditions?
Is Engineering scheduling synchronized
with Manufacturing requireaents.
i
,I
l
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What procedure is established for
implementing Engineering changes?
Hew is performance (schedule vs. actual)
reported? How frequently, by whom,
and to whom?
INVEM_Y (D_TROL
Are perpetual inventory records main-
tained with respect to, raw material,
purchased and finished parts, and work
in process? i
How frequently are records checked and
adjusted to physical counts?
What is considered a satisfactory
invent cry balance?
Are materials charged directly to a
contract at the time of receipt or
when issued to processing?
$ Weeks
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Are you familiar with Lilestone
aeasur_ planning?
Who is your day to day contact (s)?
What is your policT en issuing progress
reports to customers?
Do you require your subcontractors
to issue periodic progress repots?
EAMso
l
J
What is your daily capacity to pro-
duce items considered in this survey?
(6--6--61 -- ZOOV)
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Would you be willing to furnish the following data to General Electric Company
in a proposal to enable General Electric to monitor for assurance of receiving
exactly what is needed for our satellite programs. This information is to be
used only for developing reliability design analysis, development of qualifica-
tion tests for imposition on you as a supplier and for requalification test
requirements which your equipment will be subjected to by MSD, and finally
General Electric acceptance tests which will be used by General Electric final
acceptance.
le Past data accumulation including
failure rate data to enable MSD
to perform a reliability design
analys is ?
6 Operating data accumulation, failure
reporting and failure analysis during
the course of a contract.
3. Complete information on design to
enable MSD to conduct a design review?
A complete manufacturing plan including
detailed processes for MSD review and
approval.
6 Complete specifications and drawings to
enable MSD to have sufficient knowledge
of your product so that changes can be
properly evaluated for their effects on
qualification?
6 A positive guarantee that no design or
manufacturing process changes will be
made without the written approval of
MSD.
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SUEV]_ TEAM M_IB_3
Unit
1. Manufacturing Engineering
2. Purchasing
3. Production
h. F:Lnanoo
5. R_._b_i.ty Sn_i.rner:L_
6. Quality Control and Test
7. Engineering
8. Other:
9.
10.
Name
Does firm appear to have respect
for General Electric Cca_a_ and
its personnel?
Does firm appear to have the
desire to perform for General
Electric?
Does management indicate overall
planning capability?
Does it appear that management
plans are developed in adw_nce
and in sufficient detail?
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RELIABILITy SURVEY Si_CTION
Vendors Product Lines
1. Does the vendor have a reliability
program? If so, details.
0
e
Where is the reliability organi-
zation located inthe organizational
structure of the firm? (Secure
organization chart)
that are the responsibilities of the
reliability organization?
o What authority does the reliability
organization have?
5. Is there one person specifically re-
sponsible for reliability?
6. ]#hat is his title and management
level?
7. To whom does he report?
0 How many people are in the reliability
group? (Break down into number of
engineers, technicians, clerical, other).
ii
Dates
i
Remarks
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@ Is the reliability committee
concept employed? How?
iO. How is quality control and re-
liability coordinated?
11. Does the design engineering
group participate in reliability
activities? (Explain)
12. Does the purchasing group
participate in reliability
activities? (Explain)
13. Does the quality control group
participate in reliability
activities? (Explain).
14. Does.the testing group participate
in reliability activities?
(Explain)
15. What enforcement authority is
delegated to reliability
(Explain).
16. Uhat affect does the reliability
group have on poltcies,procedures_
requirements, etc.
17. Does the vendor have written
reliability procedures? (Explain)
18. Is there a drawing and specifi-
cation control system? Explain
Remark_
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19. How does the vendor control drawing
and specification changes?
20. Is there a failure analysis system.
Explain in detail.
21. Are failures categorized? Explain
22. How are failures related to
engineering, manufacturing, testing,
etc.?
23. Is there a data feedback system?
Explain in detail.
24. Are field failures reported? How?
25. Is there a tear down laboratory?
How does it operate?
26. Who is responsible for failure
analysis? Explain.
27. Who is responsible for failure
reporting? Explain.
28. Is there a systematic failure
recurrence control system?
_x_lain
Remarks
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29. How is corrective action enforced?
30. Is there a blake or Buy Structure?
How does it operate?
31. How does the vendor assure his use of
adequately reliable parts?
32. Does the vendor debug his product?
HoW?
33. Is there a qualification test program?
Explain.
34. How does the vendor assess reliability
capability during the design stage?
35. How is re]lability evaluated during
the manufacturing phase?
36. _ere and when do reliability activities
begin. Explain in detail.
37. What does reliability have to do with
drawings and specifications?
38. l_at are the procedures used to record
reliability data?
R_arkS _
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39. Are there standardized forms? Are
they adequate? (Obtain copies)
40. Where and by Whom is the reliability
data maintained? How long?
41. What statistical techniques are
used for reliability analysis? How
are they used?
42. Do_s the vendor have environmental
test facilities? Supply a complete
list of environmental equipment and
their capabilities.
43. How does the vendor assure reliability
consciousness among his hourly personnel?
44. Among his supervisors?
45. Among his engineers?
46. Among his management?
47. Is there a reliability training
program? Explain in detail.
48. Does he have data processing equip-
ment? Explain in detail.
49. What type of facilities are used
in rigid control areas?
L
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Vendor
Location
Trip Date
Prepared bY
FIKLqCIAL
CONTRACTS
Do you assign a Project Coordinator.
Contractor Adm/nletrator or Correspondence
Addressee for the receipt and transmittal
of all correspondence applicable to 'a
single project?
| |
Name:
Title:
Telephone No.
Does the person assigned as Contract
Administrator or Coordinator have the
authority to negotiate price, terms or
conditions of a subcontractY If No, name and title of
person who has authority
Name:
Tit le:
Products or Services - by Product Line and Sales Volume
Product Sales Volume
Frevious
Years
Current
Year Est.
Total
6--26"-61 -- l OOV 9,--28--6! mOO'l"
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ACCOUNT ING
What type of accounting system?
Actual job costs
Standard costs
Other, Explain
Are costs accumulated by lot releases?
If not, how are your costs accumulated? Explain
Yes
No
How are initial estimated production hours determined?
Standard Data
Other, Describe
24 of 60
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Are inbound freight charges handled as direct or overhead charges?
Are shipping and packing costs considered direct or indirect?
Are plant rearrangement or other make ready costs charged directly to contract or.
included in overhead?
How is depreciation of machinery and equipment allocated?
Are blueprint, template, reproduction multillth, photographic etc. charges direct
or indirect? If dlrect, how are they accumulated?
Are utilities charged organizationally?
Or by project? (consider also wind tunnels, altitude chambers,
test labs, etc.)
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What basis is used for projecting production labor for additlonal quantltles?
Learning curve or other means? Describe:
Learning curve experience to date.
How is overtime premium handled in estimates?
Direct Charge Yes
Indirect Charge Yes
If Direct, is it included in the
Direct Labor Base Yes
How are material costs estimated? Describe.
NO
No
No
A
How are Overhead and G & A expenses estimated? Describe.
Will subcontractor furnish price breakdown of air fixed prices by cost element
if required by Prime Contractor? Yes No
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Are supplies and perishable tools in inventory.
and charged to projects , or, inch at overhead are they
included?
If yours is a leased facility, how are leasehold improvements amortized?
Are they charged to functions using?
Does subcontractor have a publlshed accounting manual? Yes No
Is it government approved? Yes No
FINANCIAL RATES
Current average direct labor rate for production?
Current average direct labor rate for tooling?
Current factory overhead rate to direct labor dollars?
Forecasted factory overhead rate through current year?
Current general and administrative rate?
Forecasted general and administrative rate through current year?
Are departmental or total plant burden rates used?
If departmental burden rates are used please furnish current departmental rates
by department.
Department Rate
_-=-6, mOT 27 of 60
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Are burden ratu approved bY cognizant goverr_ent contracting officer? Yes No
Vould you permit GE personnel to contact your cognizant government
contracting officer? Yes No
CURRENT FINANCIAL RECORDS
Will you make available the following Corporate Records for background materialT
(1) Minutes of stockholders meeting and con_tttee meetings that may
affect contract performance and costs.
(2) Current Federal Income Tax returns, noting any differences bet_en
returns and contractors records. This should be made only for possible
effect on cost statement.
(3) Published and Internal Statemant8, especially with respect to financial
ability of the contractor to carry out his obligation under the contract.
(4) Copies of Annual Report for last five years.
(5) Accounting Manual.
10--12--69 200V
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Nhat percentage of present business Is straight fixed price?
What percentage of present business is C.P.F.F.?
ghat percentage of present business is fi_ed price redeterminable?
Redeterminabie incentive?
Z
z
Bank Name
Address
Civilian Audit Agency (C_F) Name
Address
Department of Defense Auditors
(Navy Audit, Army Audit, etc.)
Name
Address
Current Financial Position
As of
Honth Day
I. Cash
2. Current Assets
3. Current Liabilities
4. Working Capital
5. Net North
6. Total Liabilities
7. Backlog as of
Year
$
9--28--61 ZOOT
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Current Military Contracts
Prime Contracts
Customer
VB110VP014
Type
(CPFF_ F.P. I F.P.(R)) Amount
Sub Contracts
Total
Percentage Government to total contracts
Total
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What types of contracts have you
experienced as a prime contractor
to Government?
CPFF
FPI
FP
FP(R)
T&M
Other Explain
What types of contracts have you
experienced as subcontractor to
prime contractor?
CPFF
FPI
FP
FP(R)
T&M
Other
-- Explain
T_ave you had any previous experience
with contracts with General Electric Co.?
Yes
No
If you had previous experience with
General Electric, please furnish
GE purchase order number and
department of General Electric
involved.
Date Type (FP, CPFF i etc.) P.O. No. Amount
Total
10--9--61 (100 V) 31 of 60
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QUALITY CONTROL CAPABILITY SURVEY
Company:
Addre s s:
Date of Survey:
G.E. Representatives:
Type of Business:
Summary of Capability of Vendor:
Is Vendor capable of consistently controlling
(P/N:
General Electric Quality Requirements? Yes __ No
to meet
Spec No.)
What are Vendor's limitations in controlling product?
Signature of Surveyor Date
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PART1: CAPABIL'rT'f OF V_DOR' '_ MAIlqTAIliA QI_'rROL OF qUALITN@le_.
A.. Or£anization Evaluation
Determine the capability of
the vendorIs quality control
organization to identify qual-
ity characteristics and to
affect their control to assure
the product quality.
Remarks,
A,-I. Authority and Renponsi-
bility o__ Qv_lity Control
Or,qanization. Obtain a
Company and Quality Control
Organization Chart and
identify key personnel
with their responsibility
and authority.
A-2. Quali_._itI Control Personnel
Eval uat i on. _pe rien ce
and length of service
of key personnel in
Quality Control Organi-
zation.
A-3. Re] iab_l_t.y Conform_mce
Control Policy.. Has v,_-
dor ever participated in
a defined reliability con-
tract? What is the
vendor's policy with re-
gard to defined reliabil-
ity contracts?
A-_. General
i. Space allotments and
ratio to m_nufacturing.
2. Quality Costs--knc_-
ledge and concern about
actual costs.
3. Quality Control man-
pcwer ratios.
5--23--6| -- I@@W
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B@ Prqccdural Control Car.xbility
Determine the capability of th_
vo_dor to p_oepare and enforce
p_mcoduros to con,,re1 the prod-
ucb: quality.
B-I. Detailed Pz'occduros _,Val-
uation.
1. Tool and Ga_ Cp.ul!roq_l
(Rcfcronco i'LU_Q-985'd--
paragraph 3,4)
Any discrcpancios notGd
in plant tear?
Con%.vo.l.cvd Cal:Lbro:hion
Q-9853---paragraph 5._)
Any discrcp_ncies noted
in planh to'ca-?
3. Dr.x,zLn_,_nd Ch_;_-o
Co_._t,rol(2cvez-cnce IEL_q-
9850--paragraph 3.3)
;my discrepancies noted
in plant tour?
l_. Ouellt4 P.!"uui_ ih'o-
c.-°c_--',T:,_!?:U! _C,_',);'_o3._(P_of-
orenc:; i_iT,-Q-935_--p_ragraph
3.1)
Is plc.:__ing uscd on the
floor? ..,_ :i*arocoi_n_
inspo ctic-l?._.._.,i_ accept.-
anco "testing?., _chcc:i _
_nd shipping?_._..... •A:_,"
discrepancies nol;cd cn the
plant to_:._.?
5- Sm_.olln X .'i._,ooct:l.on
eron_ o IKL-Q-9_.So--paracraph
3.9)
tion _......,_ ' .t,. qb_., T;."6bC:.]S _ 'r',d. 6011--
tro_!&(l;:cfcrcrcekD_--Q-9o_---
paragraph 3.10)
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]3-2.
]3-3.
B-5.
_O
S-?.
(_uality Control Nanual
Appraisal (Reference
_.L-Q-9858---l_U'a_'a_
3.2)
14ZL-_9858 Conformnee
(Reference ](IL4_0858
--paraKraph 1.1 and 1.2)
Are (have there ever
been)other customer or
government representa-
tives in plant?
Quality Audlti_ Techni-
u_ Evaluation.
Evaluate the use of
existin_ acceptance test-
in_ procedures.
Is there a preventive
maintenance procedure for
control of _achinery that
may affect the product
quality?
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I,
3_ Ca<_lit Z information S_.-_tcm
.;_i,:4"_:inecapability of the
vendor 5o identify, acc_,.u-
l::t<_ :_n,:[report defectives
anal !'uilures: also, determine
the vci-_dor's capability to
ana].y_e t':e infon_lation and
7f.:,ct corrective action.
C-l, information Collection
System Evaluation
J '--_ <; c
<:czference _.IL-Q-gc'5b--
paragraph _.16)
_--tL • Failure or Defect i_eport-
3ystem Evaluation
ference MIL-Q-9858--
paragraph 3.17) Also,
evaluate the control of
the defective material
(Reference _IL-Q-9858--
paragraph 3.11)
C-_. Field Failure Reporting
System Evaluation
Does vendor supplement
the abovc system-:,with
field use information?
Failure Analysis Capability
Uetermine the extent to which
failures, control charts,
defects, etc. are analyzed and
the ability of the vendor to
conduct detailed statistical
and/or failure mechanism
analysis.
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D@ Vendor Supplier Policy
and Control
Determine the capability of
the vendor to control the
quality characteristics which
arc _enerated by his suppliers.
D-I. Haw Material C_rol
D-2. Fabricated Material
Control
D-3. Outside Process Control
(Reference Part II)
D-_. Ratings, Records and
Corrective Action
D-5. Receivin_ inspection area,
storage, cleanliness, etc.
E. Stock Control
Evaluate vendors capability to
control accepted material to assure
that the material quality is not de-
graded in storage.
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PART II STANDARD AND SPECIAL Pt{O0],/_SI£S CONTROL
oee Cuide for detailed :aothods of evaluating vendor's process controls.)
1.0 Oii-ISVD Certified Processes
Questions:
a@ Has the vcndor previously been
certified by MSVD (M&P) for
processes which he must perform
on this item? When?
Do What is his NSVD reeertification
status (if the answer to "a" is
"YES" )?
c. Are his process controls still
adequate?
do If he uses a sub-contractor, does
his sub-contractor conform to
questions "a, b, and c"?
e. What sub-contractor does he use?
f. How does he exercise controls over
his sub-contractor on processes?
2°0 Air Force Certified Processes
Questions:
ao Does the vendor have Air Force
certification on the above
processes? (Obtain photostat
for Receiving Inspection files)
b. When was he last recertified by
the Air Force?
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c. Are his controls still
satisfactory?
d. Does he use sub-contractors
for these processes?
ee Who are his process sub-
contractors? (This must be
a firm answer).
f. Does his sub-contractor have
Air Farce certifications?
g. _'_at proof does he have to
satisfy "f"?
h. What controls does he exercise
over his sub-contractor?
3.0 Other Processes
Questions:
a. If the vendor is required to
perform these processes, are
his controls satisfactory?
be If the vendor uses a sub-contractor
to perform these processes, what
type of control does he exercise
over his sub-contractor?
c. _at is the name of his sub-
contractor(s)?
de Does the vendor have the necessary
technical capability to use and
control the process(es)?
(3--22-61 - IOO)
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PAHT III SU_MI{Y OF VENDOR'S BASIC OR EQblPF_NT CAPABILITY
A. Te___s_ttEquipment
A-I. Electrical (Electronic)
A-2. Mechanical
A-3. Environmental
B. Tolerance Capabilit,y Estimate
B-I. Mechanical
Linear
Diaucter
Angular
Flatness
Others
Elech:ic_l
Volta r-e ('ial:c/range)
Cu r'rent (;..:;'k c/r_,n!; c )
Frequcncil/ (!k'J=e/i-ar_,,gc)
" • I Il_es:L sba.;ir- c (},...'.-::xc/Z'c:_]ge)
High Potcntial (!-take/range)
Insu!. ;._csi.st(l_akc/range)
Otl_ers :
C. Physical Plant (Total Floor Space and
Percent Utilization)
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PART IV GENERAL RATING INFORMATION
A. Qua]ity history o__fvendor o_.r.r
similar vendors
A-I. Vendor history at G.E.
A-2. Vendor Rating at G.E.
A-3. Problem IR's associated with
this type product
B. General Company history
C. Product Achievements
PART V DISCUSSION WITH VENDOR
A. Recommendations made to vendor
B. Vendor's reaction and intended
action to comply with recommenda-
tions.
C. Vendor reaction to discussion of
quality Assurance Provision and
SPecification
!
(5--1"_,--61 -- lO01m)
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PART VI SU_E4ARY OF VENDOR'S CAPABILITY TO CONTROL VARIABLES OF P_
The purpose of this part of the survey form is to record the capability of the
vendor to determine and control the variability of the quality of the specific
product under consideration. Tlle use of process flow charts showing the mater-
ials, processes and flow in the manufacturing cycle is mandatory.
A process flow chart of a similar product may be used for discussion if the G.E.
requirements are not defined or the specification item is not in production.
The factors which affect the w_riability of the product quality will then be
evaluated in the following six (6) areas.
i. Vendor's suppliers control
2. Heceivin_ Inspection control
3. Stock control
4. In-Process ManufacturSng control
5. Final acceptance control
6. Presentation, Packagi_ and Shipping control
The vendor shall be asked to show in detail how he determines, measures and
controls product variability in each of the above areas. Specifically,
I. How does vendor dete_nine and
evaluate product variability
(considering the effect of
material, process, In,man,
environmental variability, etc.)
Statistical process studies,
machine capability studies,
affect of contaminants are the
type of determinations needed.
e How does vendor measure and
control the variability of
specific material, processes,
human factors, environment, etc.
determined under number 1 above?
Established tolerance limits,
control charts, machine setting
charts, type and accuracy of
inspection/test medium, type and
frequency of inspection/test are
required for this determination.
e Describe specific limitations of
vendor's evaluation or control
techniques for the product in
each of the six areas mentioned
above.
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PLANT FaCILITI_
r_ati_ of _ (,)
Size of _ (s)(em_ s_._.)
Sjlmee
L1.].ocitiml (8_:I.Ft.) I
m,m_a_mrJL,_l
Offices
Warehouse
Other
_anufacturing floor
space devoted to
item (s) to which
this _ pertains
(sq.F%.)
Buildings o_med?
Or leased?
Any special environ-
ment or other special
treatment of aannfacturi_
areas?
How would you esq_md your
manufacturing areas if it
were necessary to do so?
(li--I--.6l--IO0)
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Utilities
What utility services
do you purchase?
What utility services
do you generate?
How would you expand
your utility services
if it were necessary
to do so?
L ii
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
(Note: These questions under "Manufacturing Facilities" apply to the facil-
ities that would be used in the manufacture of the item (s) to which
this survey pertains.)
Equipment and Processes
What equipment do you
have that you would use?
What processes can you
perform?
For which of the above
processes do you have
current government certi-
fication?
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Do you do your own mainten_ce
work on your equipment?
Do you have an established pre-
ventative maintenance program?
Materials HandlJa_
What types of materials
equipunt do you use? To what
extent is it mechanized? To
what extent does it protect the
material in transit?
Do you have perso_el wham you
identify as manufacturing
engineers? How many?
What is their organizational re-
lationship to Engineering and to
Manufacturing?
Do you have a formal manufacturing
methods and planning gr.oup?
Do you use planning sheets to call
out every manufacturing operation
and process for each ccmp_nent that
you manufacture?
h _
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Do you utilize time standards?
To what extent?
How do you establish the time
standards?
Do you have an established
"MAKE OR B_f" policy? Who
makes the "Make or B_"
decision?
To what extent do you use tools
and fixtures? Who establishes
your tooling policies?
Do you do your own tool design?
In a formal tool design group?
Do you fabricate your own tools
and fixtures? In a separate
tool room? What percentage of
your tool work do you subcontract?
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mlm, 
Do yc_ have a form_ _eation m?
Do you havo • fcen81 Cost Roduet_m
eystem?
Do you **so Vsluo Znal_ts to_niquee
to rednco eoets?
Do you have a fornal Safety" Progrsn?
Wha% program8 do you have for tralz_
Do you have an Apln-ent:l.ce Prosrm?
Do you have a group :i.ncent2ve ]:_',qq_ran?
quirenmts (education, mq_zriemce)
for new _.oyems?
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What equipment and processes
do you consider to be special
or in some way outstanding?
Do you have any numerical program
controlled equipment? (Tape
controlled.)
What do you care to say about
the capabilities or precision
of your equi_ent?
What percentage of the capacity
of your equipment are you
utilizing at present?
What percentage of the equipment
is government owned?
How old is the equipment?
What are your plans for replacing
equipment ?
Would you be able to increase your
manufacturing capacity by sub-
contracting work to outside
firms? Do you do so at present?
What supporting facilities (Labor-
atories, environmental test, man-
ufacturing consultation, etc.)
are available to you, within or
outside your plant? De you utilize
their services at present?
General housekeeping rating - Poor _ Fair _____]Good _ Excellent [__
What is the general condition of
buildings and equipment? Do
they show any outward appearance
of needed repairs, rehabilitation,
etc. ?
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_GINEERING V_DOR SURVEY SECTION
At En_ineerin_ Organization
I. m_gineering Organization chart in detail showing nmaber of engineers
in each functional group and the degree held by each engineer.
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_GINEERING VENDOR SURVEY SECTION
Ae Engine_ering Organization
2. Diagram of organizational relationship between Engineering and other
Department s.
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mqGIN_G V_IDOR SURVEY SECTION
A. Eu_ineering Organization
e A statement of the authority of the
chief engineer especially with respect
to activities outside of gngi_eerlng.
6. For the work G. E. propoees, rill a
Progra-Manager be assigned? If so
who does he report to and Nhat is his
authority?
e For the work G. _. proposes, will a
Project Engineer be assigned? If
so, who does he report to and what is
his authority?
(6--s-61 - 2oov)
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_iG_G V_DOR SURVEI" SECTION
A. Engineering Organization
e If the answer to _ and 5 is no,
what individual will be speci-
fically responsible for the
design work placed by G. E.?
B. Design Control
le Are formal procedures followed in
the development of a design (such
as G. E. stage releases, AN pro-
cedure, design reviews)?
2. If the answer to (i) is yes, briefly
describe.
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_IG_ V_'DOR S_tV_ 5ZCTIO_
B. Design Control
e If the design review is held, who
participates and what sort of action
results?
_. How are final design releases
accomplished?
e What records of design data and
design procedures are maintained
and by whom?
(6--6--6! -- ZOOV)
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]_GINEEEING VF_R SU_ SECTION
B. DesiKn Control
J Is there a Product Improvement
Group in Engineering? How do
they participate in the design
of products?
7. What influence does Engineering
have on the selection of supplies?
e What is the relationship between
design engineers and the individuals
who inspect and accept or reject
incoming hardware?
VB110VP014
ENO_NG YENIX)R5URY_ 8SCTIOII
B, Design Control
e What engineering la_oratorie_
are available to gngineeri_
(describe only those _nicb
be useful on the project in
question)?
10. What standard laboratory facilities
are available to Engineering?
_e Outline the procedures followed to
maintain calibration of Engineering
Laboratory and standard measuring
equipRent.
($--Z,_--I1 -- 90) (6--6-61 -- 2c_v_
i
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ENGINEERING V]_OR SURVEY SECTION
B. DesiKn Control
12. What is the responsibility
of Engineering in respect to
reliability of parts and
assemblies?
13. What other organizational
groups (outside of Engineering)
have responsibility in respect
to reliability?
What individuals are responsible
for coordinating the activity of
Engineering and other groups in
respect to reliability and how is
this done?
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_!3_G VENDOR SURVET SECTI_I
B. Design Control
15. Under the procedures used in
Engineering, what is the degree
of assurance that the cmmponent
desi_.er will use sufficiemtly
reliable parts.
C. Miscellaneous
le List five recent Jobs completed or
in progress that most closely
resemble the work to be placed by
G.E.
2. Identify the most difficult problem
in each of the above Jobs?
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]_GINEERING VENDOR SURVEY SECTION
Ce Miscellaneous
3. Rate the performance of each of
the above Jobs and explain basis
for rating?
_e Will Engineering models be built?
If yes, by what organizational
group and under whose authority?
e Where Engineering models are built,
to what extent does Engineering
participate and what authority does
the Engineering representative have?
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E_INI_R.ING V_MDOR SURVEY SECTION
C. Miscellaneous
e What procedures are established
for transmitting to Production
all the detailed design require-
ments necessary for Production
to produce faithfully the equip-
ment as it has been designed.
e To what degree are detailed manu-
facturing and assembly procedures
documented? Provide samples.
e Describe the manner in which Engineer-
ing guides and assists Manufacturing
in building hardware that will meet
design requirement s.
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JGINEERING V_DOR SURVEY SECTION
C. Miscellaneous
@ What organizational group is
responsible for testing Engin-
eering models?
i0. What is the responsibility of the
designer (from Engineering) in
connection with tests of Engineering
models?
ii. How should the Management and Engineer-
ing personnel be rated --- alert,
progressive, clever, mediocre, indiffer-
ent? - (Based on observation during
visits.)
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1.0 SCOPE
This specification covers the Reliability Program Requirements for GE Subcontractors of
Voyagdr Program "items" of equipment.
The basic requirements as specified herein shall apply to the Subcontractors except as modi-
fied by the Statement of Work. The requirements of this specification shall not be superceded,
deleted or modified by equipment specifications or other references documents.
Design requirements or constraints, test programs and procedures, or other operating pro-
cedures considered necessary or desirable to achieve 'long life" reliability of any subcon-
tracted item and increase the probability of Voyager Mission success shall be as specified in
appropriate specifications or documents as specified in the Statement of Work.
Detected or suspected inconsistencies between the requirements of this specification and other
specified Voyager Program requirements shall be brought to the attention of GE for interpre-
tation and revision, if required.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following specifications, standards, and publications, form a part of this specification to
the extent specified herein.
NO_: Only documents referenced-in this specification shall be listed.
Engineering Design Review Instruction (available upon request).
......... to be provided during Phase lB.
VRI80PR002
Complete list
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 RELIABILITY PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
The Subcontractor shall establish a single source of responsibility for the implementation of
a reliability program consistent with the requirements of this specification. This single
source of responsibility shall act as the principle reliability contract representative of the
Subcontractor, and shall have the delegated authority to enforce reliability policies and en-
sure necessary actions.
3.1.1 CONTRACT CHANGE NOTICES
As specified in the Statement of Work, the Subcontractor shall not recognize or implement
any direction to extend the scope of this specification except as authorized by the GE-Voyager
Subcontractors Representative.
3.2 PROGRAM REVIEW
GE-SD shall monitor the Subcontractor's Reliability Program status through the media of
Technical Direction (T/D) Meetings, Reliability Audits and Reviews, and Reliability Engineer
Residents.
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3.2.1 TECHNICAL DIRECTION (T/D) MEETINGS
The Subcontractor shall participate in joint GE/Subcontracter Technical Directic_ Meetings
to be conducted to review rel'mbility documentation and design progress, to coordinate tech-
nical subject matter, to evaluate test data, and to discuss ,_veak-link" or problem areas and
solutions. T/D Meetings may result in action items which will remain as "open" actiens
until the basis for "closing" is adequately defined by the responsible party. T/D Meetings
will normally be held bi-menthly on an alternating basis at the GE-Subcentractor's facility.
Prior to each T/D Meeting, a mutually agreed to agenda shall be prepared to be distributed by
GE. GE shall also be responsible for the T/D Meeting Reports.
3.2.2 AUDIT REVIEWS
The Subcontractor's Reliability Program shall be subject to periodic GE Reliability Audit
reviews. The audit team reserves the right to visit Subcontractors on a 48 hour notice to
review in detail all aspects of the Subcentractor's activities and facilities as related to
reliability of his Voyager equipment. The audit team's evaluation of the Subcontractor shall
be reported to GE Voyager Project Management for consideration and action as necessary.
3.2.3 RELIABILITY RESIDENTS
GE reserves the right to establish residency at the Subcontractor's facility for reliability
surveillance purposes. The resident Reliability Engineer shall:
a. Functionin all matters relative to the overall reliability requirement.
b. Monitor and evaluate Subcontractor's reliability activities.
c. Resolve questions or problems.
The resident Reliability Engineer may operate on a full or part time basis depending upon
the specific needs of the program. The Subcontractor shall provide office space and authorize
necessary access to the Subcontractor's facility to permit carrying out the resident surveillance
functions.
3.3 PROGRAM REPORTS
3.3.1 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORTS
The Subcontractor shall submit to GE formal Reliability Progress Reports by the 15th day of
March, June, September, and December. The quarterly Reliability Progress Reports shall
be of an engineering level including at least the following inform ation:
a. A narrative statement of progress and descriptien of all reliability program
activities, including status of scheduled tasks and milestones.
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b. Reliability Design Analysis Inputs to update the Reliability Design Analysis Report.
c. A summary report of all open ,_¢eak-links", detected or suspected, in the design
of the equipment.
d. A summary report of approval status of parts, materials and processes, including
information on recommended modifications to Approved Lists.
e. A Corrective Action Follow-up Summary documenting the status of corrective actions
or action items stemming from the design reviews, technical direction meetings,
reliability audits, and failure reporting.
fo Engineering Change Analysis Summary Report documenting the accumulative effect
of all engineering changes to the equipment on the final predicted inherent
reliability of the equipment.
g. A summary report of all engineering test activity being performed on the equipment.
h. A summary report of all Failure Reporting Activity to a format specified by GE.
3.3.2 ENGINEERING REPORTS
The Subcontractor shall submit to GE Reliability Engineering Reports on the following
subjects:
a. Reliability Design Analysis per the requirement of Section 3.7.1 of this Specification.
b. Parts, Materials and Processes Approval and Qaulification Data on all recommended
modifications or additions to Approved Lists provided by GE.
c. Failure Reports (see Paragraph 3.8.2) Operating Time Logs and Failure Analysis
Reports.
These shall be submitted per the overall schedule requirements established on the Voyager
Project by GE.
3.4 DESIGN REQIIIREMENTS
3.4.1 "FIGURE-OF-MERIT" OBJECTIVE
A numerical reliability "figure-of-merit,, design objective shall be specified for the Sub-
contractor's equipment by GE in the applicable equipment specification. The Subcontractor
shall consider this requirement as a major design parameter and shall implement all
necessary steps, as specified herein, to attain this objective.
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3.4. I.1 RELIABILITY APPORTIONMENT
Based on the overall '_tre-of-merit', objective for the equipment, the Subcontractor shall
apportion numerical '_igure-of-merit', design objectives to the component level dements
within the equipment.
3.4.2 PARTS, MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
3.4.2.1 APPROVED PARTS, MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
The Subcontractor shall select for use in his design parts, materials and processes as
specified in the joint JPL/GE approved lists. During the design and development phase of
the program, the Subcontractor may submit for approval request to use additic_lal parts,
materials and processes of "equal to,, or 'better than', quality than those on the approved lists
(see paragraph 3.4.2.3). All parts, materials and processes specified for use in the equip-
ment shall have been "approved for use,, and included on the approved lists prior to release
of the design to manufacture the T/A, PTM and Flight equipment. Unless specified otherwise,
Subcontractor's parts, materials and processes, as specified on the approved lists, shall be
considered applicable to other equipments within the Voyager System. Parts, materials and
processes used in existing designed porti0ns of the Subcontractor's equipment shall be sub-
ject to the approved parts, materials and processes requirements as specified herein.
Approved Parts, Materials and Processes shall be identified on the Subcontractor ,s drawings,
parts lists, and related documents by the approved lists identification number.
3.4.2.2 PARTS, MATERIALS AND PROCESSES SELECTION PROGRAM
The Subcontractor shall establish and maintain a Parts, Materials and Processes Selection
Program to ensure the proper use of high reliability parts, materials and processes as
specified in the approved lists or as required when prior approval does not exist. This
program shall apply to all engineering and support groups who are involved in the selection,
procurement, testing application and control of parts, materials and processes used in the
Subcontractor 's equipment. The program shall be directed toward maximizing the use of
proven "standardized,, parts, materials and processes and minimizing the risk of using items
with inadequately verified life capabilities.
3.4.2.3 REQUEST OF APPROVAL OF PARTS, MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
The Subcontractor shall submit requests for approval of parts, materials and processes to
GE for each variation in Application of the part, material or process. The request for
approval shall include the approval request form, justification for using the new part,
material or process, and qualificatien test data to support the approval request. When
substantiating qualification test data is not available, the Subcontractor shall include a pro-
posal for qualification testing. Approval of the proposal by GE is required prior to conducting
the test program. '_tequest for Approval" shall require written approval by GE prior to use
of the parts, materials and processes in T/A, PTM and Flight equipment.
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3.5 DESIGN STANDARDS
The Subcontractor shall use the Voyager Design Standards in the design of his equipment.
Inadequacies of the design standards shall be brought to the attention of the applicable Design
Standards Team via the Subcontractor's Design Standards Representative. The design
standards shall be used as support information during Design Reviews of the Subcontractor's
equipment.
3.5.1 DESIGN STANDARDS TEAM REPRESENTATIVE
The Subcontractor shall provide engineering representation and the necessary support activity
to Voyager Design Standards Teams for the development and implementation of: Mechanical/
Electro-mechanical, Electronic Circuit, Radiation Hazard and Magnetic Design Standards.
The design standards shall be developed into mutually agreed upon documents and distributed
by GE. The Design Standards Teams shall meet on a periodic basis during the design and
development phase of the Program.
3.6 DESIGN REVIEW
Review of the Subcontractor's design shall be conducted by GE in general accordance with the
requirements of GE Engineering Design Review Instruction No. VR 180 PR 002. Unless specified
otherwise, design reviews shall be held at the level of equipment to be supplied by the Subcontractor
prior to the release of the Engineering Model and T/A, PTM and Flight equipment designs to fabri-
cation. Design reviews shall be conducted at the GE or Subcontractorfs facilityin general accord-
ance with a pre-planned agenda for the specific review meeting. GE shall formally document and
distribute the re sults of each review as to findings, recommended action items, and responsibility
for action items. In the event of action item disputes, the matter shall be processed through
the GE Voyager Project Office for resolution.
In support of Design Reviews conducted at GE, the Subcontractor shall provide engineering
liaison personnel (average 3 per meeting) and engineering documents necessary to adequately
document the pertinent design criteria. The Subcontractor shall be notified at least 14
calendar days prior to each design review meeting.
3.7 RELIABILITY DESIGNA NALYSIS
3.7.1 RELAIBILITY "FIGURE-OF-MERIT,, ANALYSIS
The Subcontractor shall systematically predict the inherent reliability '_igure-of-merit" of
his equipment. These analyses shall be conducted at the Component level. The elements of
the Reliability Figure of Merit Analysis are:
a. The Reliability Block Diagram.
b. The Mathematical Model including all back-up modes, redundancy, and alternative
operating procedures.
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c. Parts Usage and ApplicaUon Data.
d. Failure Rate Data.
e. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis.
f. Computing the Reliability Figure of Merit.
g. Reliability Improvement Requirements and Recommendations.
This analysis shall be used by the Subcontractor to: provide a basis for selection when
comparing two or more designs with respect to reliability; disclose critical areas of
reliability where improvement efforts may best be applied; provide inputs directed toward
maturing a design; provide a basis for reliability trade-c_f studies; and establish a quanti-
tative measure of the inherent reliability of a design against which later reliability optimi-
zation efforts may be measured.
The initial reliability prediction shall be performed in conjunctien with an engineering review
of: feasibility of existing designs, proposed design concept, adequacy of approved parts,
materials and processes lists, minimization of failure modes, operaticmal flexibility, main-
tainability, dormancy, etc. The Subcontractor shall periodically update the reliability
predictions as pertinent data becomes available. Updating information shall be included in
the quarterly Reliability Progress Reports. A final reliability prediction shall be submitted
to GE prior to release of the design to fabricate T/A, PTM and Flight equipment. The final
reliability prediction shall clearly indicate that the inherent reliability of the equipment
meets or exceeds the specified reliability '_igure of merit" objective for the equipment.
3.7.2 ENGINEERING CHANGE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
The Subcontractor shall analyze all proposed or required engineering changes to released
designs to determine the effect of the engineering changes inherent reliability characteristics
of the equipment. The methods used in making computations and all pertinent support data
(e. g., design philosophy, circuit diagrams, parts application data, parts count, packaging
concepts, environmental stress data, etc.) shall be provided to GE to permit a detailed
evaluation of the engineering change reliability analysis. The Subcontractor shall not pro-
ceed with the engineering change prior to written approval by GE.
3.7.2.1 ENGINEERING CHANGE ANALYSIS SUMMARY REPORT
The Subcontractor shall prepare and submit to GE, as part of the Quarterly Reliability
Progress Report, Engineering Change Analysis Summary Report. The report shall include
an identification of the equipment, a brief description of all engineering changes and the
effects of each change(s) on the inherent reliability of the equipment expresses quantitatively.
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3.7.3 LONG LIFE DESIGNS
The Subcontractor shall establish for each deliverable equipment the useful design life and
life limiting criteria, as applicable to his equipment, to support a high degree of confidence
that the '%year-out" risk of his equipment is low and shall not affect the Voyager Mission
Flight Profile. The Subcontractor shall make available to GE for review, all performance
histories, test and design data and other pertinent information used to establish the long life
design.
3.8 FAILURE REPORTING
The Subcontractor shall implement a closed-loop "in-plant" Failure Reporting Activity
whioh shall make provision for the oollection, reporting, feedback, and analysis of all
failure data.
3.8.1 REQUIREMENT
Failure reporting is required for all failures or anomalies that may be considered detrimental
to the proper and reliable long life operation of the equipment. Failure reporting shall
commence with the engineering model equipment after completion of assembly, or start of
test or adjustment, whichever is earlier. Included in this category are failures which occur
during testing or operating periods as well as manifestations which are noticed during non-
operating periods, such as may be caused by handling or accident. Part malfunctions,
damaged or broken parts or assemblies, erratic or improper operation of equipment, undue
readjustments, and out of tolerance or rating are examples of conditions that shall be
reported. Reportable conditions which occur prior to this period shall be documented and
controlled as specified by Quality Assurance.
3.8.2 FAILURE REPORTS
The Failure Report (FR} shall be initiated by the Subcontractor at the time the failure or
anomaly condition is detected. The initiator of the FR shall complete: all equipment and
activity identifying information; operation time and control information; brief but adequate
narrative description of the failure event, the apparent cause, symptoms, surrounding
circumstances, and initial corrective action or disposition. Appropriate maintainability
data (e. g., t i - time required to isolate failure measured from the time the failure was
detected, ta - _xne required to disassemble and reassemble the failed component, tf - time
required to make the corrective fix (repair or replace}, tc - time required for checkout or
test to show restoration of function, and tr - active recovery time (sum ti + t a + tf + tc} ) shall
also be included in the report.
The initiator shall date and sign the FR. It shall be reviewed for accuracy and completeness
by GE or Subcontractor authorized representative and countersigned by him. The FR shall
be forwarded to GE within 24 hours following detection of the failure.
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3.8.3 FAILURE REPORT FORMS
All failures or anomaly conditions, as generally defined by paragraph 3.8.1, shall be
reported on the Failure Report Form as supplied by GE or the Subcontractorts equivalent.
Subcontractor equivalent forms shall be forwarded to GE for approval prior to use on the
Voyager Program. All forms shall have provisions for recording the minimum information
necessary for input into a bi-weekly Failure Summary Report to be prepared by GE. As
necessary, Subcontractor forms shall be revised or amended to include the basic requirements.
3.8.4 FAILURE INVESTIGATION OR ANALYSIS
The extent of failure investigation or analysis to be conducted by Subcontractor personnel is
determined by the nature of the failure, its frequency of occurrence and resultant trend, the
model or "stage" of the equipment, and the relevancy of the condition on reliability and
performance. Subcontractor failure investigation and analysis activity shall be directed as
follows:
Failures which are relevant to performance or intended function and which require corrective
action as a result of failure investigation and analysis to the specified repair or replace
(i.e., component module, piece part, etc.) level shall be investigated and analyzed to the
repair or replace level, but not within the unit, to:
a. Isolate the failure to the required level.
b. Determine conditions leading up to the failure, and auxiliary circumstance bearing
on the discrepancy.
c. Establish the true failure mode, cause, and consequences to the equipment.
d. Determine functional responsibility for the failure, and classify the failure as
attributable to design non-conformance to design, or externally induced.
e. Determine andprescribe necessary corrective or preventive action.
All corrective actions shall be implemented into the equipment in accordance with the Manu-
facturing Rework Review requirements of Paragraph 3.9.3.
Failure investigation and analysis below the specified repair or replace level (i. e., that
requiring tear-down laboratory micro-analysis of the failed unit) shall not be conducted by
the Subcontractor without prior approval by GE. As directed, the Subcontractor shall conduct
tear-down laboratory micro-analysis of the failed unit.
3.8.5 FAILURE INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS REPORTS
The Subccmtractor shall prepare and submit to GE Failure Investigation and Analysis Reports
upon the completion of analysis as required by paragraphs 3.8.4.1 and 3.8.4.2. Results of
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the analysis and recommended corrective actions, if any, shall be approved by GE prior to
"closing out" the action item to perform the analysis. Unless specified otherwise, Failure
Investigation and Analysis Reports shall be submitted to GE within ten (10) working days.
3.8.6 DISPOSITION OF FAILED ITEMS
Failed items removed from the equipment shall be returned to a bonded quarantive area
pending analysis, repair or scrap action. The item shall be identified with the applicable
FR. The bonded quarantive area shall not accept any failed items unless properly documented,
nor shall the failed items be released to another activity without properly authorized
disposition.
3.8.7 CLASSIFICATION OF FAILURES
All failures reported on the Subcontractor's equipment shall be classified "relevant,, or
'_on-relevant" to reliability performance depending upon their cause and effects. GE shall
classify all failures in accordance with an agreed GE Subcontractor Failure Classification
Code to be established for each equipment.
3.8.8 OPERATION TIME LOGS
An equipment Operating Time Log (OTL) shall be maintained for each equipment supplied by
the Subcontractor. OTLfs shall be on a format having complete information necessary for
input into the Reliability Assessment Report to be developed by GE. A record of operating
time during each day, work-shift, or shorter period of operation, as applicable, shall be
maintained. One line on the form shall be used for each such period of operation. When an
equipment is operated in more than one mode, or more than one test activity during any day,
separate lines shall be used to record the operating time in each mode or test activity. The
OTL's shall originate simultaneously with the Failure Reporting Program, Paragraph 3.8.1,
and shall remain with the equipment throughout the period prior to launch. Two (2) reproduced
copies of the current period OTL record shall be forwarded to GE on a bi-weekly basis.
3.8.8.1 ELAPSED TIME INDICATORS
Elapsed time indicators which indicate equipment cumulative operating time shall be integrated
with the OSE/STE units (component level) in tests. Unless specified otherwise, the indicators
shall be of a synchronous motor driven, digital readout type providing readings in increments
of no greater than one (1) hour. The serial number of the ETI as well as the operating time
for the report period shall be recorded on the OTL. Operational Failures of an ETI will not
be classified as relevant in determining equipment reliability or performance.
3.9 MANUFACTURING RELIABILITY
The Subcontractor shall assure that the inherent reliability designed into the equipment during
the design and development phase is not degraded during the manufacturing phase of the pro-
gram. The following basic manufacturing reliability controls shall be implemented by the
Subcontractor.
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3.9.1 MANUFACTURING PLANNING REVIEW
The Subcontractor shall maintain reliability surveillance over all manufacturing planning
sheets (i. e., special purpose documents used to specify the step-by-step operations or flow
of an item through its fabricaticm cycle) to assure completeness and adequacy from a
Reliability product assurance viewpoint. Subcontractors will uH]ize manufacturing planning
sheets to document manufacturing and assembly operations commencing with the Engineering
Model Equipment.
3.9.2 MANUFACTURING PROCESS CONTROL
The Subcontractor shall monitor the in-process use of manufacturing processes used to pro-
duce Voyager equipment to ferret out latent defect causes (i.e., undetected flaws '_uilt-in"
during fabrication). Non-destructive testing of in-process items shall be carried out to
measure whether or not given characteristics or parameters are within specified tolerance
limits prior to the next operation. Detected or suspect latent defect modes (weak links) shall
be properly documented and remain as "open items" until satisfactory corrective action has
been implemented.
3.9.3 MANUFACTURING REWORK REVIEW
The Subcontractor shall control the incorporatien of design changes, failed item repair or
replacement, and rework of function affecting workmanship type defects into fabricated T/A,
PTM and Flight hardware. The rework shall not be accomplished without prior reliability
technical review to determine the feasibility of the process used to incorporate the engineering
change or rework without endangering the designed or previously built-in reliability.
3.9.4 CLEANUNESS
The Subcontractor shall establish and maintain the level of contamination control specified
in the equipment specification for the manufacture, assembly and test of Voyager equipment.
The Subcontractor shall monitor the various facilities to assure conformance to the established
standard.
3.9.5 MATERIAL HANDLING AND STORAGE
The Subcontractor shall monitor the material handling and storage activities for control of
possible weak-links in the system which may lead to traceability, serialization to the piece
part level, or equipment reliability problems. Special consideration shall be given to
packing and shipping of items critical to file long life reliability of the System.
3.9.6 MANUFACTURING ASSURANCE MEASUREMENT
The Subccmtractor shall utilize a systematic procedure to measure the effectiveness of the
manufacturing reliability controls as specified herein. These controls shall be reviewed and
approved by GE prior to incorporation. Out of control conditions will be recorded and re-
ported for proper '%veak-link" corrective action and follow-up.
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3.10 WEAK-LINKS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
The Subcontractor shall maintain a list of detected or suspected weak-links or problem areas,
of significant effect on the reliability characteristics of the equipment, and the recommended
corrective action to be implemented for specific items. The list shall include the following
information:
a. Definition of "weak-links,, for problem areas
b. Description of corrective action to be taken
c. Responsibility for the corrective action (engineering design, components
engineering, quality control, etc. )
d. Expected completion dates
e. Estimated quantitative effects of each corrective action on the inherent
reliability of the involved equipment.
Weak-links shall be entered on the list as a result of reliability prediction analysis, design
reviews, failure data analysis, test results, etc. Items included on the list shall remain
as "open" problems until the basis for "closing" each problem is adequately defined to GE.
The "weak-links,, list shall be reported in the quarterly Reliability Progress Report.
3.11 RELIABILITY TRAINING AND AWARENESS
The Subcontractor shall maintain a Reliability Training and Awareness Program for all
levels of personnel involved with the administration, design and development, fabrication,
test and handling of Voyager equipment. GE shall monitor the Subcontractor ,s reliability
training and awareness activities. As required, the Subcontractor may propose that training
and awareness courses for key personnel use GE training material and be taught by GE per-
sonnel. Course of instruction provided to fabrication and test personnel shall be directed
toward achieving a single standard of workmanship on all Subcontractor procured Voyager
equipment.
3.12 CONTROL OF SECOND AND LOWER TIER PROCUREMENT SOURCES
The Subcontractor shall invoke applicable portions of this specification upon seccmd and lower
tier procurement sources. GE shall closely monitor all Subcontractor procurement activities
and, as required, shall assist the Subcontractor in enforcing these requirements.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
The Subcontractor is responsible for an acceptable level of performance in the establishment
and implementation of a reliability program complying with the Voyager Program Reliability
Requirements as specified herein.
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5.0 PREPARATION OF DEI/VERY
The Subccmtractor shall supply to GE all deliverable documents, reports, data, etc. as
required herein in accordance with the format and quautdty requirements as specified in the
Subcontractors Statement of Work or Delivery Items Lists.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 INTENDED USE
The Reliability Program Requirements specified herein are intended as those basic program
elements necessary to assure meeting the Voyager System Reliability Requirements.
6.2 SOURCE OF DOCUMENTS
The Subcentractor may procure copies of the documents referenced herein from:
General Electric
Spacecraft Department
P.O. Box 8661
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101
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APPENDIX IV
MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE
DURABLE AND SPECIAL NON-DURABIE TOOLS
Index
Purpose
Definitions
Reb-_onsibilities and Procedure
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GENERAL
ELECTRIC
e
S PACECRAFT
DEPARTMENT
MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:
DURABLE AND SPECIAL NON-DURABLE TOOLS
I I .
NUMBER
163.0.5
DATE
July 1965
1.0 Purpose
To define the procedures for outside procurement or in-house fabrication,
identification, and control of Manufacturing tooling.
2.0 Definitions
2.1 Manufacturing Tooling - Tools that are relied upon to directly or
indirectly create a dimension and thereby perform a function or
operation of repetitive accuracy and uniformity.
2.2 Durable Tools - Tools which have a relatively long service life and
a total cost exceeding $200.00.
2.3 Special Non-Durable Tools - Non-standard tools costing less than
$200.00 with short service life, the cost of which is applied to
a specific project.
2.4 Coordinated Type Tools - Two or more tools which must be designed in
a manner that specific relationships between parts produced will be
maintained.
2.5 Tool Request - (Form 10693 - Rev. 12-64) used to order new tools, rework
existing tools and cancel tool orders.
3.0 Responsibilities and Procedure
3.1 Advanced Planning, Time Standards and Methods
3.1.i Supervising Planner_ Equipment Planner, Mfg. Planners and
Tool Planners are the only persons authorized to issue Tool Requests.
Responsible for keeping tools modified to the latest drawing revisions.
Maintain liaison with Tool Equipment Design and lofting in regard to
specific requirements of the tool.
3.1.4 Supply rough planning sheets and/or rough sketches if specific
problem areas can be highlighted in this manner.
!
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MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:
DURABLE AND SPECIAL NON=DL]_ABLE TOOLS
NUMBER
163.0.5
DATE
July 1965
3.1.5 Initiate the Tool R_quest in quadrt,plicate including:
3.1.5.1 Write specific instructinns concerning type of tool
required and condition of parts as used at this time.
3.1.5.2 Specify, _n the body of the request, the type of
machine or work _rea (by work station r.umber) in
which the tool will be used.
3.1.5.3 Indicate when the tool is s coordinated type
3.1.5.4 Indicate when special matvri_l i_ r_quir, d for tool tryout
3.1.5.5 Specify shop order number to which tool is to b_ applied
3.1.5.6 Specify d_,t_ required *- the letter_ A°S_A_P, are not
acceptable
3,1.5.7 Indicate, in the body of the request, the namber of tools
required when the request is for duplicate (reproductions)
tools.
3.1.5.8 Forward all copies of Tool Kequest to Tool Control,
3.1.6 Review the tool designs and tool revisions prior to release by Tool
Equipment Design to Tool Control. Sign tool design drawings and
revisions to indicate acceptance of tool functions only.
3.1.7 File Planning copy (Green) of Tool Request when returned by Tool
Control
3.1.8 Witness tool tryouts (Major _ixtures) along with Tool Designer when
required to explain function of the tool to the Shop Foreman and Shop
personnel.
3.2 Tool Engineering
3.2.1 Establish tooling concepts and create designs for ultimate tooling
at minimum cost making deliveries as promised.
3.2.2 Responsible to be present at the tryout of all major tooling.
ISSUED AND INTERPRETED BY
FORM 1047-0 la (9-62)
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®
S PACECRAFT
DEPARTMENT
MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:
_HRABLE AND SPECIAL NON=D_BLE TOOLS
NUMBER
163.0.5
DATE
July 1965
3°2.3 New Too!ing:
3o2.3.1 Assign _col number which must include the end item reference
3°2.3.3 E_tablish design promis_ date and transcribe prelimieary
fabrication cost from or[ginal proposal estimate on to
Tool Request. Forward Planning copy (Green) and Tool Control
copy to appropriate individual within 48 hours after
original receipt.
3.2.3°4 File remainder of Tool Request until the design has been
completed
3.2.4 Integrate Manufact_ri:eg_ Quality Control and AGE Master tooling°
3o2.4ol When design is complete_ contact th_ Planner and Shop
Foreman for review approval
3.2.4°2 Record actual desigm hours on Tool Request
3.2.4.3 Revise estimated cost to man_Eacture (material and
]abor_ in detail) for u_e by Toe] Control. indicate
this revi_ed estimate on the Tool Design a:d Tool
Inspectior_ (pink) copi=_ of the Tool Request° Forward
Inspection copy to Tocl Control.
3.2.4.4 Deliver tracings to Pring Control and Reproduction.
The following automatic distribution will be made by
Print Control and Reprcduc_io_
Tool Control ............. 2 copies
Tool inspection .......... 2 copies
Main Print Crib ........... 2 copies
Advo Planning ............ i Microfilm Card
3.3 Rework
3,3.1 Obtain tracing from Print Control and Reproduction
FORM 10420B (9--6Z)
SUPERSEDES
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MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:
DURABLE AND SPECL_L NON-DURABLE TOOLS
NUMBER
163o0.5
DATE
July 1965
3.3.2 Note new revision letter on all copies of the Tool Request
3.3.3
3.3.4
Establish schedule of design and cost of rework using same
procedure as described above for new tooling
Forward copies of Tool Request to Planning and Tool Control
3.5 Inspection Reports for Manufacturing Tooling
3_5.1 Review I.R. and make disposition
3.5.2 Contact cognizant Planner_ when necessary_ for Joint decision.
3.6 Tool Loft
Responsibilities and procedures are the same as described for Tool and
Equipment Design except that:
3.6.1 Forward approved layouts of templates with Uool Request to
Tool Control for release to the Shop.
3.6.2 When a mylar tool layout for the Masterline Tracer has been
completed, deliver the mylar to Print Control and Reproduction
for storage and distribution. Print Control and Reproduction
will reproduce one (I) stable mylar copy and mark it ___aster - Not
For Manufacturing Use". This copy will not be issued for use on
the Masterline Tracer.
6
3.6.3 Send the Inspection copy of the Tool Request (Pink) to Tool Control
as notification that the mylar is available for use.
3.7 Tool Control
3.7.1 Log each Tool Request and forward to Tool Design. Expedite
to assure receipt of Tool Control copy of request with design
promise date
3.7.2 Establish and publish a schedule of _'Design Due" dates. Expedite
Tool Design. Record and report schedule slips.
ISSUED AND INTERPRETED BY
M-fg'g. Engineering
FORM 104ZOS (9--6Z)
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MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:
DURABLE AND SPECIAL NON=DLrRABLE TOOLS
NUMBER
163,0.5
DATE
July 1965
3°7.3
3.7.4
3°7 o5
3°7°6
3.7,7
Upon receipt of approved tool drawings:
3.7.3ol Determine "Make or Buy" based on shop work load and
required date
3.7.3.2 If Make, obtain firm completion promise from
appropriate shop dispatcher
3.7°3.3 If Buy, prepare Request for Material, obtain Tool
Engineering approval, forward to Purchasing°
3.7.3.4 In either case, establish and publish a schedule of
tool completion dates° Record and report schedule
slip_o Expedite as required°
Accumulate and record tool costs and pertinent records
Maintain a Tool Inventory based on Government Property Regulations
Expedite QoC= Inspection of tools
Notify appropriate Planner of tool availability
Shop Operations
3.8ol
3.8o2
31.8o3
Responsible to manufacture quality tooling within the accepted
schedules and estimated cost°
Responsible to explain variations from committed schedules and costs
Will make available a T_ol Maker at Tool Tryout so that minor
defects can be immediately corrected.
ISSUED AND INTERPRETED BY
M_fgQgo Engimeering
FORM ,04ZO'_ (9--6Z)
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APPENDIX V
MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE/INSTRUCTION
PIECE PART PACKAGING
. Index
1
2
3
4
l=_pose
Responsibility for Packaging
Procedure
Labeling Procedure for Electronics Part
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i. PURPOSE
To establish packaging specifications for the protection of parts during in-house handling and
storage.
2. RESPONSIBILITY FOR PACKAGING
2.1 PRIME MATERIAL:
Hi-reliability electronic piece parts and electro-mechanical parts received in-house will be
kept in the Vendor's package and sent directly to the Parts Lab for testing and verification.
Upen completion of the required testing, only the personnel of the Parts Test Lab will package
the parts in containers provided by Production Support. The inspector's stamp (or paint
mark) will be applied to the label on the outside of the package. Pneumatics are not to be
cleaned in-house.
2.2 NON-PRIME MATERIAL:
On non-prime electronic piece parts not sent to the Parts Test Lab, the Receiving Inspection
unit of Quality Control will package the material in suitable containers supplied by Production
Support per Manufacturing Engineering approval or instructions.
3. PROCEDURE
3.1 ELECTRONIC PIECE PARTS - SMALL
3.1.1 p_e e_h part individuaUy in plastic ,,PAK,,, part number 895D_4 (See Attached
Sketch) of a minimum size as to provide physical protection to the part without bending or
distorting the leads.
3.1.2 Insert the part into the ,,PAK,, exercising care as to pass the lead (s) through the
center of the cushion located in the "PAK." (See Figure 1 Attached Sketch)
3.1.3 Seal the "PAK,, and identify with adhesive labels, part number NP206501 (See Attached
Sketch). Labels must carry the part number before they are affixed to the "PAK."
3.1.4 Package no more than ten "PAKS,, in suitable size container for transportation to the
stockroom. Protect the sides of the "PAK" in container with polyurethene foam or equivalent.
3.1.5 Identify each container with label number NP206505-P5 (See Attached Sketch) giving
part number, date and quantity. Seal with tape or adhesive seals.
3.2 ELECTRONIC PIECE PART - LARGE
3.2.1 Package each part in a transparent plastic tube having removable caps on both ends or
in a transparent plastic vial having a removable cap at one end. The contmtner shall be of
minimum size and strength as to provide physical protection to the part without bonding or
distorting the leads.
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3.2.2 Before insertion into the container, insert the component lead (s) through a low
density plug, made of polyurethene foam, to prevent the movement of the part in the container.
The body of the part must be in close proximity to the foam. (See Figure 2)
3.2.3 Close the container and seal the caps with seals, part number NP206504-P1 (See
Attached Sketch) and identify with adhesive label, part number NP206503-P1. Labels must
carry the part number and other pertinent information before they are affixed to the container.
3.2.4 Package containers in multiples of five in a suitable box. Identify each box with label
NP206505-P3 (See Attached Sheet) carrying part number, quantity and date. Seal with tape or
adhesive seal.
3.3 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL PARTS
(Relays, Potentiometers, Pheostats, Rotary Switches, Transformers, Chokes)
3.3. 1 Package each part in a transparent polyethylene bag, . 0015" -. 002" thick. Before
closing bag, package loose component hardware in a poyyethylene bag, seal and insert into
part bag.
3.3.2 Close part bag by heat sealing or by folding and sealing across entire fold with adhesive
seal Part Number NP206504-P1 (See Attached Sheet). Identify each bag with adhesive label,
part number NP206503-P1 (See Attached Sketch). Labels must be completed with the following
information before they are affixed to the bag_.
1. Part Number
2. Serial Number (where applicable)
3. Lot Numbers (where applicable)
4. Shop Order Number
5. Date
6. inspection Stamp
3.3.3 Package one bagged component into suitable box, using potyurethene cushioning or Xan
Pak as required to give adequate protection to the part. Identify each box with adhesive label
as per preceeding paragraph (3.3.2). Seal each box with adhesive seals, NP206504-P1 (see
Attached Sketch).
3.3.4 Package boxes in multiples of ten in a carton for transportation to the stock room.
Polyurethene foam shall be used as dunnage when insufficient quantities are packaged in a
carton to prevent the random movement of the material.
3.3.5 Identify each carton giving part number, quantity and date using label NP206505-P5/P3
(See Attached Sketch) and seal with adhesive seals NP206504-P1 (See Attached Sketch).
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3.4 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL PARTS
(Connectors, Receptacles, Plugs, Jacks, Toggle Switches, Micro Switches, Pilot Light
Assemblies, Tube Sockets, Rubber Grommets).
3.4.1 Package each part in a transparent polyethylene bag, . 003" - . 005" thick. Before
closing the bag, protect connectors and receptables with plastic caps, package loose com-
ponent hardware in a polyethylene bag, seal and insert into part bag.
3.4.2 Close part bag by heat seal or by folding and sealing across entire fold with adhesive
seal NP206504-P1 (See Attached Sketch). Label must be completed with the following infor-
mation before affixing to the bag:
1. Part Number
2. Serial Number (When applicable)
3. Lot Number (When applicable)
4. Shop Order Number
5. Date
3.4.3 Package bagged components, in multiples of five, in a suitable box. Protect bagged
parts with polyurethane foam or equivalent.
3.4.4 Identify each box giving part number, quantity and date using label 206505-P5 (See
Attached Sketch).
3.4.5 Due to the effects of sulphur on silver, all parts having, or suspected of having silver
in their make-up must be packaged with 2" square pieces of "Silver-Saver,, treated paper or
its equivalent in addition to having an air tight heat seal in the bag.
3.5 PNEUMATIC PARTS
3.5.1 After cleaning per MSI 238647, package each part in a clean transparent polyethylene
bag . 003" - . 005" thick. Before closing bag, package loose component hardware in a clean
polyethylene bag, seal and insert into part bag.
3.5.2 Close part bag by heat sealing. (See Attached Sketch). Identify each bag with adhesive
label NP206503-P2. (See Attached Sketch). Label must be complete with the following infor-
mation before affixing to the bag:
1. Part number
2. Serial Number (When applicable)
3. Lot Number (When applicable)
4. Shop Order Number
5° Date
6. inspection Stamp
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3.5.3 Packageonebaggedcomponentinto a clean transparent polyethylene bag. 003" -. 005"
thick. Close bag by heat sealing. (SeeAttachedSketch)
3.5.4 Packageonebaggedcomponentin a suitable box using polyurethene cushioning or Xan
Pak as required to give adequate protectien to the part. Identify each box with adhesive pro-
tection to the part. Identify each box with adhesive label NP206505-P4. (See Attached
Sketch). Seal each box with adhesive seals NP206504-P2 (See Attached Sketch).
3.5.5 Package boxes in multiples of ten in a carton for transportation to the stockroom.
Polyurethene foam or Zan-Pak is to be used as dunnage where required to prevent random
movement of the material in the carton.
3.5.6 On vendor manufactured items, Vendor's shipping containers should always be used
for storage or in-house transportation of material, unless directed otherwise by Manufacturing
Engineering.
3.6 ELECTRONIC SUB-ASSEMBLY
3.6.1 Package each part in a transparent polyethylene bag, . 0015" -. 002" thick. Before
closing bag, package loose hardware, that cannot be firmly mounted on the component, in a
polyethylene bag, seal and insert into part bag.
3.6.2 External threads or openings are to be protected with plastic caps or plugs. Pins shall
be protected with a layer of polyurethene foam, or a pre-formed plastic blister. Lead wires
shall be coiled to a minimum diameter in order to eliminate kinking or damage.
3.6.3 Close bag by heat sealing or by folding and sealing across the entire fold with adhesive
seal NP206504-P1. (See Attached Sketch) Identify each bag with adhesive label 206502-P1.
(See Attached Sketch) Labels must be completed with the following information before they
are affixed to the bag:
1. Part number
2. Serial number (When applicable)
3. Lot number (When applicable)
4. Shop Order Number
5. Date
6. Inspector's Stamp
3.6.4 Package one bagged component in a suitable box, using polyurethene cushioning of
Xan-pak as required to give adequate protectien to the part. Identify each box with adhesive
label, 206502-pl (See Attached Sketch). Labels must be completed as per preceeding
paragraph (3.6.3). Seal each box with adhesive label NP206504-P1. (See Attached Sketch).
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1. PURPOSE
1.1 To establish a labeling procedure to maintain identification of prime electronics parts.
2. SCOPE
2.1 All prime and "Hi-Rel." resistors, capacitors, transistors and diodes.
3. PROCEDURE
3.1 Parts Test Lab Planning will code all Purchase Orders for parts requiring labels, using
the letter "L" preceding the inspection code.
3.2 Business Systems will print labels for all "L" coded Purchase Orders, printing part
number and P.O. No. on label strips. (Dwg. No. NP206501) Printing of labels will be
spaced to match 5/8" pack spacing.
3.3 Printed labels will be sent to Parts Test Lab with a computer card for each part number.
3.4 Parts Test Lab will file labels until required, and apply them to packs as specified in
Piece Part Packaging Procedure No. 162.0.8.
3.5 If duplicate labels are required, P.T.L. will return the appropriate computer card to
Business Systems operation, who will produce the required labels and send them to P. T. L.
3.6 Business Systems will stock label material, and reorder as required.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The greater physical size of Voyager will require specific management support to insure
that the planning and control efforts are fully implemented in order to achieve lower magnetic
fields than on previous NASA spacecraft. This plan outlines the technological and manage-
ment approach to magnetic cleanliness to be used on the Voyager project. Technologically,
the reduction and stabilization of the Voyager magnetic fields will be accomplished through
the utilization of previous low magnetic field spacecraft information, (Mariner II, Mariner IV,
, Pioneer) implemented at all levels of hardware development, fabrication and test
(piece parts to complete spacecraft), thus assuring the desired environment for the conduc-
tion of planetary and interplanetary magnetometer experiments. Management control of
magnetic cleanliness will be exercised through a Magnetic Standards Function reporting to
the Manager - Voyager Reliability Assurance.
1.1 BACKGROUND
With the Venus flyby of Mariner H, space scientists first succeeded in measuring the inter-
planetary magnetic fields at large distances from Earth. The requirement now is 10 extend
the catalog of magnetic data to include other areas of the solar system and to acquire data
of a greater resolution and quality. Further distance has been in part accomplished by
Mariner IV and IMP and will be further satisfied by the Voyager mission flights. The need
for greater resolution can be accomplished by providing Voyager with stable magnetic
fields on which the magnetometer experiments may be carried. The Mariner projects have
shown that magnetic field stability may be achieved only through magnetic field strength
reduction at the magnetometer sensor location. A completely acceptable spacecraft as seen
the Race scientist is then one which contributes less than one half of minimum magneto-
meter resolution field strength at the magnetometer sensor under any and all spacecraft
conditions. It is obvious that practical considerations prohibit at present such a magneto-
meter sensor magnetic field environment. However, a reasonably low magnetic field
environment may be achieved within the present state of the art such that a meaningful
magnetometer experiment may be carried out. The low magnetic field environment may be
practically achieved by reduction of the spacecraft bus magnetic dipole moment, by position-
ing the magnetometer sensor a long distance from the spacecraft bus which produces the
magnetic dipole moment, or a combination of these as with Mariner IV.
1.1.1 APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENT
The use of long appendages to support a magnetometer sensor at a great distance from the
spacecraft bus produces attitude stabilization problems with not entirely satisfactoTy solu-
tions. Long deployable booms are also historically uncertain when viewed with regard 10
reliability. Conversely, the elimination of all magnetic materials from the spacecraft bus
or other flight spacecraft hardware presently is impossible due to the relays, torque motors,
weldable piece part leads, induc10rs, etc. required for spacecraft functions. Therefore a
"middle ground' approach is proposed for the provision of the low magnetic field magneto-
meter sensor environment on the Voyager mission spacecraft.
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Nonmagnetic materials will be used to the maximum extent practical. Magnetic materials
will be minimized through emphasis of magnetic restraints during hardware design stages,
through direct material substitution where possible without reliability compromise, through
selection of reliable nonmagnetic or low field electronic components and through shortening
of component magnetic leads.
Weakly magnetic components that must be used will be positioned to the greatest possible
extent in a paired or back to back configuration. These component parts might include
chokes, traveling wave tubes, solenoids and certain relays. Some relays and solenoidal
valves cannot be so positioned but may require shielding or improved design.
Hard magnetic components will be properly shielded. These may include motor driven
switches, certain relays, circulator switches, gyros and stepping motor or rotational
position devices. Certain gyros and certain motor driven switches are, of course, available
from the manufacturer in a satisfactorily magnetically shielded configuration.
Hard magnetic components which, due to configuration or size, preclude magnetic shielding
may be compensated by one or more Alnico type permanent magnets; however, the necessity
of using this technique on the Voyager spacecraft is not presently anticipated.
Deperming of spacecraft hardware for the purpose of magnetic field reduction is not pro-
posed as a practice, except as it applies to hardware magnetic stability evaluation.
2.0 TESTING PHILOSOPHY
The success achieved in an attempt to produce a low magnetic field spacecraft is determined
by the results of a compatible magnetic evaluation program. Such a magnetic evaluation
program includes tests at the piece parts, assembly and complete spacecraft levels. The
Voyager Integrated Test Program which includes magnetic testing is found in detail in
Section VB 110VP002.
Magnetic field evaluation at the above hardware configuration levels may be performed in a
variety of methods. Those methods used on Mariner IV are proposed for Voyager with
variations to accommodate the larger spacecraft. The magnetic mapping of piece parts and
assemblies will be performed in a low ambient magnetic environment ( < 100 gamma) while
the complete spacecraft (less capsule which will be magnetically mapped separately) will be
magnetically evaluated by the basic Stallkamp spacecraft mapping technique.
3.0 ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 ORGANIZATION
The implementation of the magnetic cleanliness plan starts with the systems design restraints
and specification documents. (CH VB22OSR101&102). These documents provided by systems
engineering, define the overall magnetic cleanliness requirements and set the allowable levels
by subsystem and vehicle subassembly. These requirements will in turn be reflected in sub-
system and component specifications and requirements.
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As these specifications and requirements will generate the need for engineering standards,
selected parts lists, materials lists, approved processes, special test procedures, etc., in
a manner similar to reliability requirements, a Magnetic Design Standards function will
report to the Manager - Voyager Reliability Assurance and will function in a manner similar
to the other four Standards functions as described in the Voyager Reliability Implementation
Plan. Paul J. Coleman, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of
California, and J. Robert Christy, Texas Instruments, have been retained as consultants
to support this team.
As a part of the Reliability organization, this team will use the same review and check points
to assist Engineering, Manufacturing, and Quality Control and Test in their efforts to achieve
the required level of magnetic cleanliness and will provide an audit function for the Voyager
Program Manager.
3.2 BUY-OFF CONTROL
Magnetic Design Standards personnel will use the same buy-off control used by Reliability.
Buy-off control is best achieved through the selection of a minimum number of key events in
the Program at which a thorough and critical review of the technical activity to that point is
made. A formal approval and buy-off of the satisfactory achievement of given criteria is
then provided to the Project Manager, the Systems Engineer and JPL. At these key events,
failure to obtain buy-off results in the ability for management to exercise particular attention
to the corrective action required for a satisfactory resolution to the problem at hand. The
coordination of the buy-off activity for magnetic cleanliness will be implemented by the
Manager, Reliability Control. The buy-off points are as follows:
ao Release of T/A, PTM and/or Prime Hardware Assembly Drawings (Stage 4 Re-
lease) - this buy-off will constitute a review and approval of such items as the
proper use of approved parts and materials, adherence to appropriate design
standards, engineering development test results, and qualification and test criteria
definition.
Do In-house T/A and PTM Test Results - this buy-off will constitute a review and
approval of the satisfactory completion of the respective tests as defined by the
Test Specification Criteria that will have been written for each test.
Co Flight Acceptance Test Results - as above, this buy-off will constitute a review and
approval of the magnetic aspects of the test results that are obtained from the
Flight Acceptance Test Specification.
dl Prime Hardware Shipment to JPL or Cape Kennedy - this buy-off will constitute a
review and approval of the System Flight Acceptance Test results, resolution of all
discrepant vehicle log book entries, and adherence of the "as built" configuration
to the "as designec_' records contained in the Voyager data book (CI1).
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3.3 DESIGN CHANGE CONTROL
In addition to the buy--off control, continued control action will be exercised through design
change control. The Reliability Assurance Operation will provide a permanent member to
the Configuration Change Board (CCB) in the Project Control Operation for purpose of render-
ing reliability randmagnetic c!eapliness inputs to all decisions affecting configuration or
design change status on previously approved specifications and/or drawings. While the
chairman of the CCB will have the ultimate Board authority for approval or denial of a change
request, a minority dissenting vote on the decision by the Reliability representative will
reqvire the submission of a letter report on his action, with reasons for the action, to the
Manager, Reliability Control and the Manager of the responsible area affected by the action.
All change actions on prime assembly drawings that have passed the first buy-off control
point will likewise be keyed for further review, ff necessary, at a later buy -off point. A
monthly summary report of all changes relevant to magnetic cleanliness, the recommended
action, and the actual decision taken will also be reported to the Manager, Reliability Control.
3.4 DESIGN REVIEWS AND TEST EVALUATION
In addition to direct controls, an audit function will be provided through the use of Design
Reviews and Test Evaluation.
a. DESIGN REVIEWS
The Design Review Board ORB) constituted and chaired by Reliability Assurance
will provide a complete review of the equipment design prior to the Stage 2 and
Stage 3 design releases. These reviews are intended to serve as a mechanism to
assist the Design Engineer in establishing pertinent interfaces and in bringing to the
surface various pieces of data and information that will guide the optimization of the
spacecraft equipment. There will be no sign off action, per se, resulting from
these Design Reviews, but they may result in action items regarding magnetic
cleanliness which will require response from the Design Engineer as to alternate
courses of action considered or to further validate a particular approach being
employed. These Design Reviews will be conducted on all critical components as
well as at the subsystem level.
b. TEST EVALUATION
The Integrated Test Program Board (ITPB) constituted and chaired by Reliability
Assurance will provide a complete review and approval of equipment specification
and qualification T/A PTM status. The ITPB will thus provide the overall GE
evaluation of these items in terms of initial magnetic conformance of the equipment
specifications to the J-PL Mission Specification, the acceptance of the T/A and PTM
test criteria for hardware qualification and the eventual buy-off of satisfactory
T/A PTM test results. Since the ITPB action represents an all encompassing re-
view of the specification and qualification status and a buy-off on overall performance
characteristics, its function is classified as a magnetic audit control activity.
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3.5 STA_A_S
The generation, control, and verification of approved parts lists, design standards, approved
manufacturing processes and test procedures will be identical to and part of the reliability
oriented systems. The Reliability Implementation Plan gives a detailed treatment of this
subject.
3.6 MANUFACTURING CONTROLS
In addition to the Manufacturing Standing Instructions mentioned above, additional magnetic
cleanliness control will be exercised by Tool Engineering who will review all standard and
special tooling to ensure that the Voyager tooling will meet requirements for magnetic clean-
liness control. Tool crib operation will include special marking of tools, magnetic checking
and deperming as necessary prior to issuing tools, and special inventory controls.
Process and shop operations will require steps such as grinding wheel dressing to eliminate
possible surface inclusion of magnetic materials due to previous work done on the machines.
Cleaning operations will be used where contamination control cannot be relied upon. Educa-
tion and training of shop personnel will be required to provide understanding and familiarity
with the precautions that must be taken and with the special procedures that must be followed.
Refer to the Fabrication and Subsystem Assembly Implementation Plan for more detail on
manufacturing approach.
3.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE CONTROLS
The Quality Assurance Plan and Assembly and Checkout Plan detail the Q. C. and T. con-
trols from incoming material inspection and in-process inspection through final delivery of
the spacecraft to the test site.
In essence, inspection of magnetic properties of all incoming materials will be required.
Inspection methods will be approved by the Magnetic Standards Team and will include verifi-
cation of non-magnetic materials, magnetic signature level for bulk materials of a magnetic
nature generally in earth ambient, component mapping and small subassembly mapping in
reduced ambient using coils or open ended shields, whichever is deemed most convenient,
large assembly mapping in a reduced and controlled ambient, and finally spacecraft mapping
in earth ambient. A more detailed description of facilities and test methods will be found in
the Facilities Plan and Integrated Test Plan.
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i. 0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
This EMI Implementation Plan is actually an Interference Control Plan which outlines the
Electromagnetic Compatibility Control Phase of the Voyager Project. This plan estab-
lishes the basic design and development ground rules of interference control, contains
engineering and technical guidelines, and is written with the control and instructional aspects
necessary to inform the design engineers of their interference control responsibilities.
Design criteria and engineering practices to be observed are outlined and specific grounding
and shielding philosophies to be followed are stated. Anticipated problem areas and methods
for overcoming them are also outlined.
2.0 OBJECTIVES
The objective of this plan is to indicate how interference control will be established on
Voyager. It describes interference control measures to be taken in the following areas:
al Engineering design procedures applied to the Spacecraft at the system level, sub-
system level, and to the sub-assemblies
b. The specification requirements to be met during the testing phase
c. Shielding, grounding and bonding techniques
d. Cable routing.
3.0 PHILOSOPHY
Electromagnetic compatibility shall be engineered in by the before-the-fact design of the
composite system sub-assemblies so as to preclude the existence of any undesired inter-
ference in or between the OSE hardware and subsystems of the spacecraft, capsule, launch
vehicle, and the launch area environment. The requirements outlined herein will be imposed
on all sub-contractors and vendors. Advantage has been taken of the known JPL experience
and techniques, especially the criteria established in the following documents:
a. JPL Project Document No. 45
b. JPL Project Document No. 46
c. JPL Specification MC-3-120-A
d. JPL Specification MC-4-560.
The conditions of MIL-STD-826 will be used as a guide in establishing the requirements for
subsystem and sub-assemblies EMI testing as will MIL-E-6051C be used for testing the
complete system for compatibility.
4.0 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE RESTRAINTS
The overall Voyager Electrical Interface Restraint Program involves enforcing design tech-
niques which were effective on past Aerospace Projects having similar electrical/electronic
complexity.
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The aims of the interface restraint program are:
a. Successful signal and power transmission between system equipments
b. Total system electromagnetic compatibility, i.e., elimination of electromagnetic
interference (EMI) problems during the design phase
c. Magnetic field control.
The total restraint program shall be acted upon in three phases:
a. Phase One - Definition of Restraints
b. Phase Two -Enforcement of Restraints
c. Phase Three - Proof of Electrical/Electromagnetic Compatibility.
The Interference Control Program shall follow this pattern:
a. Phase One - Sub-assemblies,subsystems and systems shall be designed per EMI
Standard Design Practices
b. Phase Two - Sub-assemblies shall receive EMI tests to ascertain whether further
EMI Control is necessary
c. Phase Three - Sub-assembly design shall be modified as necessary to satisfy EMI
acceptance criteria
d. Phase Four - Subsystems shall be tested to provide evidence of Electromagnetic
Compatibility
e. Phase Five - Subsystem design shall be modified, as necessary, to satisfy EMI
acceptance criteria
f. Phase Six - Systems shall be tested to provide evidence of Electromagnetic Com-
paUbility
g. Phase Seven - Systems shall be redesigned, as necessary, to satisfy EMI acceptance
criteria.
4.1 OVERALL RESTRAINTS
4.1.1 GENERAL - ELECTRICAL
Restraints shall be defined which provide for successful electrical interfacing, i.e. design
controls shall be incorporated and associated with the transmission of signals and power
between equipments, which prevent attenuation and distortion of the transmitted signals
and power.
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4.1.2 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE (EMI) CONTROL
Restraints, associated with EMI Control Measures, shall be established for enforcement at
all levels of design - sub-assembly, subsystem and system. The overall EMI restraints
effort is to direct the various designs so that the electromagnetic compatibility does not
become a major hindrance during the system test and flight phases of the program.
4.2 RESTRAINT MANAGEMENT
The system engineering organization shall be responsible for monitoring and enforcing the
electrical interface restraint program.
4.2.1 EMI MANAGEMENT
Prime responsibility for the EMI restraint and electrical interface program shall lie with the
System Electrical/EMI Engineer.
The System Electrical/EMI Engineer shall generate a detailed EMI Control Plan related to
Program Phase, e.g., early in Phase I]3. This plan shall inform the customer, co-con-
tractors and equipment designer (including subcontractors and vendors) of the following:
a. EMI Control Objectives
b. Preliminary EMI Signatures
c. Specific EMI Suppression Requirements
d. EMI Control "Standard Practices"
e. EMI Environment in which System will Operate
f. EMI Management Details
g. EMI Test Program Outline
h. Available EMI Facilities
i. Resume of EMI Team Members.
4.3 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
The criteria of acceptability shall be proof of electrical and electromagnetic compatibility.
Evidence shall be provided via analysis and/or equipment test reports.
To be acceptable, equipments shall perform within the system as follows:
al With respect to associated equipments, the characteristics of the signal generated
by Device A shah be compatible with the transmission link and the reception re-
quirements of Device B
b. Electromagnetic radiation shah be kept considerably below the level which pro-
duces an undesirable response within the system
c. Induced and otherwise coupled interference shall be kept considerably below the
level which produces an undesirable response within the system.
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By definition, the system shall consist of:
a. Flight Spacecraft and all Subsystems including Science
b. Flight Capsule (Lander)
c. **OSE (In-House)
d. *OSE (Field)
e. *Booster.
5.0 ANALYSIS ASSOCIATED WITH INTERFACE RESTRAINTS
In order to simplify the analytical and policing tasks associated with electrical and electro-
magnetic interface restraints, various aids have been originated:
a. Electrical Interface Data Matrix
b. EMI Wiring Code
c. Wire Bundling Restraints Chart
d. EMI Signature Definition Format
e. Computation of EMI Safety Margins.
5.1 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE DATA MATRIX
A library of data matrices (see Table 5-1) shall be established in the following groupings:
a. Group A
b. Group A-1
c. Group A-2
d. Group A-3
e. Group B
f. Group C
g. Group D
m
m
D
Flight Spacecraft
Each Flight Spacecraft Subsystem
Each Flight Spacecraft Sub-assembly
Special Interfaces
Spacecraft/Capsule
Spacecraft/OSE Interfaces
Spacecraft/Booster Interfaces.
Equipment designers shaU provide the Systems Electrical Engineer with information necessary
for completion of these matrices.
5.2 DERIVATION OF EMI WIRING CODE
An EMI Wiring Code will be utilized:
a. For analysis of potential EMI coupling problems
b. For determination of the type of wire to use at each individual electrical interface
c. As an aid to wire bundling.
*Sub-assembly of in-field system
**Sub-assembly of in-house system
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WIRE BUNDLING COMPATIBILITY CHART
The following wire groups are EMI - Compatible within themselves.
Bundling Group *Signature Classifications
A 1 2 3 11
B 1 4 5 12
C 1 2 5
D ! 2 7
E 1 2 8
F 1 3 4
G 1 3 6
H 1 3 9
I 1 4 7
J 1 4 9
K 1 5 6
L 1 5 8
M 1 6 7
N 1 10
*Refer to Section 5.4 for meaning of signature classification numbers.
5.3 ESTABLISHING SUB-ASSEMBLY EMI SIGNATURES
The EMI signature of a device describes, in detail, the noise generation and susceptibility
properties of the device. These properties are measured with special purpose EMI
monitoring instruments, while the test specimen is operated in each of its static and
dynamic modes (See Figure 5-1).
The noise generation properties are a measure of the conducted and radiated EMI
emanating from the test specimen. The noise susceptibility properties are determined
by the following:
a. Radiating EMI signals at the test specimen
b. Conducting EMI into the tes_ specimen
c. Applying EMI potentials across sub-assembly terminals.
Preliminary EMI data may be obtained by analysis as follows:
a. Type of circuitry used in the subject equipment
b. The operating frequencies of the circuits
c. Bandwidth of input and output lines
d. Sensitivity threshold of input lines
e. Response speed of circuitry
f. Power regulation requirements
g. Extent of suppression utilized.
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5.3.1 DEFINING THE SUB-ASSEMBLY'S SIGNATURE
In order to accurately define the noise characteristics of a device, it must be subjected
to a complete series of tests (see MIL-STD-826 or GE 171A7800B) in which measurements
are made of:
a. Conducted and radiated noise emanating from the device
b: The extent to which the device responds to noise radiated at and conducted
into it.
5.3.2 EMI SIGNATURE DEFINITION FORMAT
In order to define the possible system EMI incompatibilities, via equipment EMI
signature, sub-assembly and subsystem, engineers will be required to provide detailed
information concerning the EMI properties of their equipment:
a. Equipment Description
1. Name of Device
2. When Switched On/Off
3. Operating Modes
4. Equipment Spec Number
5. EMI Test Plan Number
6. EMI Test Report Number
b. EMI Sources Within Equipment
i. CWSources
a. Type of Circuit
b. Frequency Range
c. When Operating
d. Conducted EMI
e. Radiated EMI
f. Voltage Transients
g. Circuit Impedance
2. Broadband Sources
a. Type of Circuit
b. Frequency Range
c. When Operating
d. Conducted EMI
e. Radiated EMI
f. Voltage Transients
g. Impedance of Circuit
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c. Susceptibility
1. Threshold Voltages
2. Threshold Currents
3. Frequencies
4. Pulse Characteristics
d. Suppression
1. Incorporated
2. Planned
.Audio( ) RF ( )
/
SOURCE
OF
RADIATION
T
VOLTAGE
TRANSIENTS
ON WIRING
! \
BROAD NARROW
BAND BAND
\
PULSE CW RF
NON-CW TRANSIENTS
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BROAD NARROW
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AUDIO AUDIO
RF
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EMI
NB CW RF
BB CW RF
NON-CW TRANSIENTS
PULSED CW
VOLTAGE
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ON WIRING
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TO
CONDUCTED
EMI
AUDIO
RF
CURRENTS
Figure 5-1. EMI Signature
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5.4 ESTABLISHINGWIRINGEMI SIGNATURES
A wiring signature is a composite signature which describes the EMI characteristics of
the inter-connected sub-assemblies as altered by the EMI properties of the subject cable.
It takes into accountthe following:
a. Signatureof the associated devices to which it is attached
b. Type of groundcircuit
c. Cable impedance
d. Location of wiring with respect to ground plane
e. Wire length andwire type
f. Type of signals passing through wire
g. Termination method for spare wires
h. Type of connectors attached.
5.4.1 SIGNATURE#1: NOT NOISY: NOT SENSITIVE
Whenthe devices being interconnected are "EMI Neutral" (anunusual situation in complex
system), the only further consideration is that the wiring might act as an agent for
coupling EMI within the total harness that is, the wire might receive noise from a nearby
noisy wire and couplea portion of this inducednoise into another segment of the harness.
This factor must beconsidered for all signatures which follow, and therefore, will not
be discussed elsewhere in Section 5.4.
If, after other corrective steps have beentaken, the wire still appears as a coupling
path, specify twisted, shielded pair for this type of wire circuit.
5.4.2 SIGNATURE#2: AUDIO SOURCE:NOT SENSITIVE
Route the wire awayfrom the audio-susceptible lines or use twisted, shielded wire.
Ground wire shield at the noise source end of the line.
5.4.3 SIGNATURE #3: RF SOURCE: NOT SENSITIVE
If this wire remains an RF source after sub-assembly suppression in which coaxial cables
are incorporated, isolate from RF sensitive wires. If it is a strong RF source, routed
near RF sensitive lines, use double-shielded or solid-shield coaxial line. Ground shield
at both source and load ends.
5.4.4 SIGNATURE #4: NOT NOISY: AUDIO-SENSITIVE
Use a twisted wire pair. If still sensitive, isolate from other audio lines. It may be
necessary to use balanced, floating circuitry where extreme sensitivity exists.
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5.4.5 SIGNATURE #5: NOT NOISY: RF SENSITIVE
Use shielded wire and the degree of isolation dependent on threshold of susceptibility.
Ground wire shield at both ends.
If isolation is not possible, use double shielded line. The outer shield shall be grounded
at both source and load ends.
5.4.6 SIGNATURE #6: AUDIO SOURCE: AUDIO SENSITIVE
Use twisted pair for conduction of audio-signals for a low impedance circuit. Shielded
pair for a high impedance circuit. Use isolation for the low impedance circuit.
5.4.7 SIGNATURE #7: RF SOURCE: RF SENSITIVE
If this circuit is used for conduction of relatively low level of signals, it will require
coaxial line, preferably double shielded or solid shielded. The outer shield will be
grounded at source and load ends. If it is a low frequency, use twisted shielded line.
5.4.8 SIGNATURE #8: AUDIO NOISE: RF SENSITIVE
For the line that is used to conduct audio signals, use twisted pair shielded cable.
Ground shield at both source and load ends.
5.4.9 SIGNATURE #9: RF NOISY: AUDIO SENSITIVE
Comments of Signature #8 apply. Isolation from RF sensitive lines and, for the RF
circuit, use double shielded coaxial cable may be necessary.
5.4. i0 SIGNATURE #10 GENERALLY NOISY AND SENSITIVE
For this extreme case use maximmn isolation from other wires. If possible, use broad
spectrum protection (twisted or shielded pair, grounded at both ends of line).
For an RF line, use double shielded or solid shield coaxial cable. For a long cable,
ground the shield at an intermediate point and at both ends of the line.
5.4.11 SIGNATURE #11: AUDIO/RF SOURCE: NOT SENSITIVE
See comments of Signatures #2 and #3.
5.4.12 SIGNATURE #12: NOT NOISY: AUDIO/RF SENSITIVE
For audio cable, use twisted or shield pair, ground the shield at the noise source end.
If a coaxial cable is required, route away from audio lines since magnetic shielding is
not provided by the coaxial line.
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5.4.13 SIGNATURE #13: AUDIO SOURCE: AUDIO/RF SENSITIVE
For a low frequency line, use twisted shielded pair with the shield grounded at the noise-
source end (at each 0.15 X) along the line ifthis does not affectaudio performance).
Ifcoaxial line is required, ground shield at both ends and, at 0.15)_ along the cable.
Isolatefrom audio cables.
Ifa low-level RF circuit is involved, use solid shielded or double shielded coaxial cable.
5.4.14 SIGNATURE #14: AUDIO/RF SOIRCE: AUDIO SENSITIVE
The low frequency transmission line shall be twisted, shielded pair.
The RF coaxial lineshall be double shielded ifthe RF source intensityis high, and
shall be isolated from the low frequency lines.
5.4.15 SIGNATURE #15 RF SOURCE: AUDIO/RF SENSITIVE
The low frequency transmission line shall be twisted shielded and shall be isolated from
all high level audio/RF lines.
The coaxial lines may be double shielded or solid shield and again isolated from high-level
audio and RF lines.
5.4.16 SIGNATURE #16 AUDIO/RF SOURCE: RF SENSITIVE
The low frequency transmission line shall be twisted shielded and isolated from other lines.
The coaxial linemay be double shield or solid shield and again isolated from other lines.
5.5 TOTAL SYSTEM EMI SIGNATURE
The EMI signature ofthe overall system is a combination of estimates and measurements.
Itis based on the composite subsystem signatures and sub-assembly signatures, taking
intoaccount cabling, component location, simultaneous operations of equipment and
local shielding.
5o5.1 SYSTEM TEST TO ILLUSTRATE SYSTEM EMI COMPATIBILITY AND SIGNATURE
Test requirements concerning system EMI compatibility are outlined in MIL-E-6051C.
In such a test, the Spacecraft system shall be operated in each of itsnormal modes, while
the noise levels (and actual responses), are measured with sensitive devices.
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These tests are to be performed at a test site that adequately simulates the EMI environ-
ment to which the vehicle is exposed during its life time.
In order to insure that the vehicle will operate satisfactorily under both test and flight
conditions, a '_worst case" test is necessary. The factory test site noise conditions
shall be such that they simulate maxim-_m noise levels sensed by the vehicle during
launch site testing and during the mission.
Operating conditions shall be realistic. Subsystems t operating modes shall be only those
normally encountered p!_ cer_in failure modes "n_ normally enc__,ntered, but highly
possible" - e.g., equipments operating simultaneously as a result of a failure.
5.5.2 UTILIZATION OF SIGNATURES
Signatures are summed up in composite fashion: sub-assembly signatures, subsystem
signatures, system signature. This is completed so that a paper estimate may be com-
piled, prior to construction of system hardware and to identify the EMI compatibility
difficulties which may arise.
By comparing the noise source properties of all devices with overall sensitivity proper-
ties, potential EMI incompatibilities may be identified.
Signature comparison early in the design phase will allow greater flexibility in resolving
EMI problems - i.e., they may be handled by redesign, improved cabling, careful sub-
assembly placement, or scheduling which restricts mission operating sequences.
5.6 COMPUTATION OF SAFETY MARGINS
A portion of each sub-assembly and subsystem EMI test is related to determining noise
levels at which the test specimen operation becomes altered. These levels are termed
susceptibility levels.
During systems testing, actual system noise is measured, that is, the actual noise
levels seen by sub-assemblies during system operation.
By comparison of these two levels, a margin of safety is established.
Safety margin (Decibels) = Malfunction Level (db) - System Level (db).
Units of interest depend upon the individual sub-assembly, since various classes of
susceptibility exist:
a. Voltage transients at definite pulse width
b. Current transients at definite pulse width
c. Power pulses
d. Variations in continuous ambient and audio EMI voltage
e. Variation in continuous ambient RF EMI voltage.
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6.0 SYSTEM DESIGN RESTRAINTS ON EMI SOURCES
Associated with the design of space equipments, many of which may be classified as
potential EMI sources, are a series of restraints pertinent to good engineering practice.
The overall aim is to provide a large group of components which operate as an electro-
magnetically compatible system.
6.1 VOYAGER EMI SOURCES
EMI Sources which may be expected to appear at the Voyager system interface are:
a. Current and voltage transients associated with:
1. Electrical load switching
2. OSE control switching
3. Mode switching events
4. Power source variations
5. Impedance variations
6. Equipment harmonics.
b. RF Radiation:
1. EMI emanating from system power cables
2. Radio equipment operation (T/M, S-band)
3. Switching pulses (solid state and mechanical)
4. Rotary, commutator machines (drive motors, etc. )
5. Cosmic noise (1Mc-20Gc)
6. Lightning (5Kc-30Mc)
7. Galactic noise (20Mc-500Mc)
8. Solar noise (15Mc-20Gc).
6.2 DEFINITION OF RESTRAINTS
Restraints, associated with the design, fabrication, and system location of sub-assemblies
that tend to act as EMI sources, shall be enforced.
6.2.1 BANDWIDTH REDUCTION
By minimizing bandwidth, undesirable frequencies will not emanate from sub-assembly.
6.2.2 SWITCHING SPEED REDUCTION
Operating at low switching speeds and using a slow rise time circuits will reduce the
high frequency sub-assemblies generated by switching circuits.
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6.2.3 MAINTAIN LINEAR OPERATION
Whenever possible, only the linear portion of the operating curve shall be utilized in order
to reduce excessive harmonics and intermodulation outputs.
6.2.4 USE MODERATE SIGNAL AMPLITUDES
Operating signal levels shall not be extremely low nor high, and shall be such that they
are not readily, simulated by noise.
6.2.5 MAGNETIC FIELDS SHALL BE MINIMUM
Nonmagnetic materials shah be used wherever possible. ALl materials used on the
spacecraft, including bulk and raw materials, shah be magnetically evaluated. Magnetic
fields shah be stable to the extent that the measured field of an item does not change by
more than a factor of 10 after having been exposed to a magnetizing field of 25 gauss in
the case of the complete spacecraft, and 100 gauss in the case of assemblies and sub-
assemblies.
Magnetic evaluation of basic materials and components shah be in an ambient magnetic
field of less than 100 gamma, with the mapping being performed for 360 degree rotation
about three arbitrary orthogonal coordinates referenced only to the sub-assembby itself.
Assemblies shall be mapped in three orthogonal coordinate axis parallel to the spacecraft
coordinates.
All spacecraft assemblies shall have total field magnitudes of less than one gamma at three
times their average dimension measured along natural recilinear axis. Diameter and
stray current loop fields shall cause a change of less than one gamma at 2 feet.
6.2.6 LOW PRESSURE DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
All equipment which must operate during the boost phase of the mission shall be capable
of operating normally through the pressure range from atmospheric to 10 -4 mm Hg,
without corona or arcing. All equipments operating at voltages =>250 volts peak shall
incorporate the appropriate protection to prevent corona and electrical arcing.
6.2.7 ELECTRICAL GROUND REFERENCE
All circuitry shall be ground referenced to the spacecraft unipoint ground.
6.2.8 SCHEDULING OF NOISE SOURCES
Noisy devices shall be turned off whenever their function is not required.
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6.2.9 ROTATINGMACHINES
Drive motors, etc. shall incorporate electrically conductive bearing grease to prevent
electrostatic chargebuild up.
6.2.10 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SWITCHES
All mechanical switches shall utilize suppressors across the coil (for magnetically-
actuated units) and across the switching contacts.
6.2.11 AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
Audio amplifiers shall use suppression (L, R, or ferrite bead} to prevent parasitic
oscillations.
6.2.12 PERMING AND DE-PERMING
See Magnetic Cleanliness (VBI10VP015).
6.2.13 RADIO LINKS
System radio operating frequencies shall be carefully selected in order that radio link
receiver susceptibility does not become a system problem.
Radio equipments shall be located adjacent to the spacecraft uni-point ground in order
to limit induced RF.
6.2.14 SCIENCE SUB-SYSTEMS
Until information is provided which indicates otherwise, the science packages shall be
considered EMI-compatible. Therefore, no special EMI control effort shall be applied
at the science interface.
6.2.15 OSE SUB-SYSTEM
In-house and field OSE shall be filtered, shielded and de-sensitized so that it operates
compatibly with the spacecraft. Switches on the OSE shall contain integral or local
suppression. Input and output power lines of OSE shall be filtered.
7.0 RESTRAINTS ON EMI SUSCEPTIBLES
Every device which is operationally dependent on an electrical current and/or voltage,
or whose performance may be affected by the presence of an electro-magnetic field, is,
to some degree an EMI-sensitive device.
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To a considerable degree, the threshold of EMI sensitivity is associated with the utiliza-
tion of good engineering practices in designing the devices.
Equipments found to be sensitive to EMI entering their power lines shall incorporate in-
tegral power line filtering or, if that is not practical, an external filter shall be
included within the system interface design.
Equipment found to be sensitive to radiated EMI shall be further shielded and/or isolated
t o reduce such susceptibility to a tolerable level.
7.1 SCIENCE SUBSYSTEMS
Until information is supplied which indicates otherwise, the science packages shall be
considered not EMI suceptible. The exception being the magnetometer sensor.
The only EMI control planned for the science interface is restriction of magnetic fields
so that they do not affect magnetometer perform_ce.
7.20SE
The complexity of OSE requires that considerable effort be taken to prevent EMI
suceptibility. Therefore, designs shall include power line filtering, shielding, RF gasket-
ing, high-threshold monitor detectors and circuit bandwidth restriction.
8.0 RESTRAINTS - EMI COUPLING REDUCTION
In the situations whereby it is not practical for a device to be fully suppressed or adequate-
ly desensitized, another EMI control approach is available, that of coupling reduction.
This technique is a "systems tool" used to minimize the EMI coupling between noise
sources and noise sensitive devices.
8.1 ISOLATION BETWEEN EQUIPMENTS
The system techniques of equipment isolation, careful cable routing, selective wire
grouping and circuit disconnects shah be used where advantageous and practical.
8.2 EQUIPMENT SHIELDING
Equipment, which requires case or compartment shielding at frequencies _ 10 Kc, shall
make use of the shielding properties of non-magnetic materials.
Below 10 Kc, magnetic shielding materials shall be used only in situations where non-
magnetic material is not sufficiently effective.
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All sensitive and noisy equipments (including OSE) shall be contained within RF-tight
boxes. Openings in these boxes shall be "RF compensated" to impede the passage of RF
energy.
The quantity of sub-assembly case discontinuities (access covers, adjustment holes, etc. )
shall be minimized. To provide electrical continuity across such breaks, EMI control
material (mesh, honeycomb, combination gaskets, etc. ) shall be incorporated.
RF sources and susceptibles shall not be located near discontinuities in the spacecraft
outer structure.
RF gaskets shall be utilized whenever an RF seal is required across the interface of
removable panels, covers, etc.
Equipment cases being used for shielding shall be bonded directly, or by a short ground
strap, to the vehicle structure.
All shield bonds shall be protected against corrosion.
8.3 GROUNDING/BONDING
Vehicle structural sections, brackets and supports shall be electrically bonded together
except at selected points which will be insulated to break up magnetic circuits.
A continuous, low impedance bond shall be provided between the equipment case of RF
generating and/or RF susceptible devices and vehicle structure.
RF radio equipment shall be located at the system uni-point ground.
Bonding surfaces shall be free of insulating finishes.
Antenna hardware shall be permanently bonded to vehicle structure so that even during
vibration and shock, a low impedance bond is retained.
Braided straps shall be used only for low frequency grounding. For high frequency
grounding, the braid strap shall be considered as a last resort only.
The Capsule shall provide its own uni-point ground. The Capsule and Spacecraft uni-
point grounds shall be connected together until Capsule separation.
Anti-corrosion measures shall be taken in order to insure satisfactory electrical bonding
and grounding.
A direct element to element bond shall be preferred over the use of an intermediate bond
strap o
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RF gaskets shall be used, as required, to improve surface to surface bonding contact.
For general grounding, a 2 inch wide strap shall be used. The strap shall be __5 inches
long.
Optionally, for grounding below 10 Mc, a 1 inch wide strap may be used. The strap shall
be _ 3 inches long.
Ground/bond connections shall not be made via shock mounts, hinges, nor self-tapping
screws.
8.4 FILTERS/SUPPRESSORS
Suppression circuitry shall be incorporated into the design of all switching devices, in-
cluding OSE.
For the me chanically actuated switch, contacts shall be suppressed. For the electrically
actuated switch, both the actuator and the contacts shall be suppressed. Suppression
shall maintain 5 _ sec pulses below 20 volts peak, 50/_ sec pulses below 10 volts peak,
and _> 0. 1 m sec pulses below 5 volts peak.
Filtered lines shall be isolated from unfiltered lines.
Filter connections shah be non-corrosive.
8.5 CABLING
8.5.1 WIRE BUNDLING RESTRAINTS
Wires shall each be coded for EMI characteristics of signal being conducted, in accor-
dance with Wire Cede, section 5.4.
Wires shall be bundled per EMI compatible wiring, thereby automatically separating
noisy wiring from EMI sensitive wiring. (See Compatible Bundle Code, section 5.2).
Wire bundles shah have flexibility to allow for the degree of twisting and bending
associated with installation, use and removal.
Grommets or bushings shall be used to protect wiring which passes through holes in
metal surfaces.
DC and AC power lines shall be separated from each other and isolated from sensitive
lines.
Wire bundles shall be jacketed in zones where mechanical abuse is possible.
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8.5.2 CABLE ROUTING RESTRAINTS
Incompatible (noisy/sensitive)cables passing through a common restriction shall be sep-
arated immediately upon passing through such a restriction. Cables shall not be routed
so that they interferewith insertion or removal of equipment modules.
Cabling shall not interferewith sensor performance and shall not alter antenna radiation
patterns.
Cables shall not be routed adjacent to rough, sharp or abrasive surfaces or edges.
Strain reliefshall be provided at each solder jointof electrical connections.
The perimeter (wire circuit loop size) of noise producing and EMI susceptible circuits shall
be minimized. This effortshall be supported by careful component placement, wire routing
m_d use of twisted high and return wires.
Twisted wiring, in passing through a connector shall be routed to adjacent connector pins.
Circuits shall be connected via adjacent wire pairs (primary and return lines)to aid in
magnetic fieldcancellation.
OSE chassis and circuitreturn lines shall be isolated from spacecraft return lines.
Filtered lines shall be routed away from noisy wiring.
All umbilical wiring shall be routed to the booster-mounted umbilical connector, via the
S/C-Booster In-Flight Disconnect.
Wiring shall not be routed near the engine nozzle exhaust zone.
8.5.3 RESTRAINTS-WIRE TERMINATIONS/JUNCTIONS
At least one pin in each sub-assembly connector shall be internally attached to component
case ground (vehicle structure ground).
Coaxial cables, inclusive of single conductor shielded wires, shall be terminated in coaxial
connectors.
Non-coaxial, inter-unit wiring shall be terminated in indexed connectors.
Intra-subsystem wiring shall be terminated in Cannon Golden D connectors wherever
possible.
System wiring shall be terminated in Bendix pygmy connectors wherever possible.
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Connectors supplying power shall be female. Connectors receiving power shall be male.
Direct access female test connectors shall be provided.
Test connectors shall not be located near delicate devices.
The umbilical ccanector shall have a capacity of 100 single conductors and six coaxial
cables to accommodate spacecraft needs.
An IFD (In-Flight Disconnect) connector shall be located at the Spacecraft/Booster Electrical
Interface.
A second IFD ccanector shall be located at the Spacecraft/Capsule electrical interface.
Wiring shall be clamped within connectors such that wire flexibility in the area of the
electrical connection is nil.
Splices shall be kept to a minimum and shall not be installed along flexible sections of a
harness.
8.5.4 RESTRAINTS ON TWISTED WIRING
All AC power shall be conducted by twisted multiple wiring.
All DC power wiring, external of the sub-assemblies, shall be twisted multiples.
Components shown to be susceptible to low impedance (magnetic) fields shall be wired by
twisted multiples.
Components shown to be sources of low impedance (magnetic) fields shall be wired by
twisted multiples.
Where twisted wires are used, the twist shall be maintained uniform up to the point of
attachment to the connector pins or terminal board tie points.
8.5.5 RESTRAINTS ON SHIELDED WIRING
The shield shall not carry current, except at radio frequencies.
The shield shall not be used as the return side of a circuit in other than RF transmission
circuits.
The coaxial cable shield shall be terminated directly into a coaxial connector.
The non-coaxial cable shield shah be continuous to within 1 inch of the rear of the connector
pin.
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Shields shall be covered with an insulating sheath and shall not make electrical contact with
each other except at deliberate tie points.
Shields shall be structure grounded, by a short (=<2 inches at frequencies > 40 Me) ground
wire every 0.15 X along the length of the transmission lines. ( k refers to the wave length
of the highest frequency being considered for this particular circuit. ) The ground wire
shall be < 6 inches where the highest frequency of interest is _<40 Me.
In low frequency circuits, the shield shall be continuous in that it passes through an inter-
face connector by a connector pin. This pin shall be adjacent to pins which connect to the
wires being shielded.
RF gaskets shall be used with bulkhead mounted and case mounted connectors.
In low frequency circuits, the shield shall be grounded at the noise source end of the line
only.
Whenever a shield must be grounded at the end of the cable, groundpath shall be by way of
a pin in the connector.
Shield ground wires shah be AWG 20 or larger.
Power cables feeding pyrotechnics shall be twisted, shielded wires. The shield shall be
attached to the metal case of the pyrotechnic via an interface connector pin.
8.5.6 WIRE GROUNDING PRACTICES/RESTRAINTS
The Voyager Spacecraft shall utilize a hybrid grounding system so that the advantages of
both uni-point and multi-point grounding techniques are incorporated.
The Spacecraft uni-point ground shall be established between bays #3 and #4 in which the
radio equipment is located. This same point shall bring the DC power returns, the equip-
ment chassis, and the signal return lines into a single junction.
All subsystem signal return buses shall be tied together at the data eneoder tie point. A
single line shall be run from the data encoder signal return tie bus back to the spacecraft
uni-point ground near the radio equipment. The Capsule uni-point shall be attached to the
Spacecraft uni-point via the common IFD connector until Capsule/Spacecraft separation
occurs.
9.0 ADDITIONAL ELECTRICAL INTERFACE RESTRAINTS
9.1 PROTECTIVE CIRCUITRY
Protective circuits and devices shall be incorporated into the Voyager system only in
situations whereby such inclusion does not reduce the system's overall reliability.
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Power supplies shall contain integral circuits which are intended to prevent damage from
transient and long term overload.
Equipments which are not mission critical, but whose malfunction, in the form of overload,
might deteriorate mission success, shall utilize isolation type protection devices (e. g.,
circuit breakers, fuses, latching relays). These isolators shah disconnect the malfunctioning
equipment from the system.
Where practical, redundant or alternate equipments shah contain "automatic switchover"
circuits which would become active when one device fails to perform effectively.
In some instances a ground initiated command shall be required to cause such "switchover".
All isolation devices and circuits shall be of the "long life, high reliability" variety.
Redundant wiring shah be considered for mission-critical circuits wherein an open wire
would seriously degrade mission value. Circuits which will be made redundant are to be
determined after a reliability study of the initial design of system wiring.
9.2 COMMAND INTERFACES
The command decoder and C & S shah interface with each equipment via OR logic gating.
The gate inputs shah accept the command decoder and C & S commands. The gate output
shall initiate an event in the driven equipment.
In addition to being a coupling medium, the gate shall provide isolation between the
command decoder and C & S circuits.
Upon receipt of an ON signal, circuitry within the d riven component shall prepare the sub-
assembly for receipt of an OFF signal, and vice-versa. The INITIATE (on) and CONCLUDE
(off) signals shall be identical, as seen by the driven sub-assembly.
10.0 TOTAL EMI TEST PROGRAM
The overall EMI test program incorporates the following tasks:
a. Definition of test requirements
b. Test planning
c. Test performance
d. Test reporting
e. Monitor of test program.
NOTE: These tasks shall be performed at the sub-assembly, equipment group and system
levels.
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i0.1 EMI TEST PHILOSOPHY
EMI testing will be performed to the extent necessary to provide evidence that:
a. The EMI characteristics of system sub-assemblies will not result in system EMI
incompatibilities
b. The EMI characteristics of highly critical sub-assembly groups will not deteriorate
intra-group performance, and will not result in system EMI incompatibilities
c. The EMI safety margins within each system are satisfactory and the system com-
plies with the acceptance criteria of EMI compatibility.
10. 1.1 SUB-ASSEMBLY EMI TEST PHILOSOPHY
The degree of testing required of sub-assemblies in each phase shall depend upon the EMI
history of the sub-assembly. Sub-assemblies tested and operated on other programs shall
receive only partial tests, possibly at the subsystem level. New sub-assemblies shall be
fully tested.
Tests shall be initiated as soon as sub-assembly hardware is available. That is, there
shall be several stages of testing:
a. Development model sub-assembly
b. Final sub-assembly design
c. TA (Type Approval}
d. FA (Flight Acceptance).
Refer to Volume A CII VB110VP004 for detailed T/A and PTM EMI test description and to
Volume A CII VBl10VP011 for further information on flight acceptance EMI testing.
It is assumed that sub-assemblies provided by NASA/JPL will not require EMI testing by
General Electric Spacecraft. It will be necessary for the customer to furnish General
Electric Spacecraft with detailed EMI test reports on these sub-assemblies.
10.1.1.1 SUB-ASSEMBLY ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Nominally, compliance to the limits on interference generation and EMI susceptibility
limits defined in MIL-STD-826.
10.1.2 SUB-ASSEMBLY GROUP/SUBSYSTEM EMI TEST PHILOSOPHY
Equipments which are more effectively EMI tested as a group, shall be tested at the
subsystem level. Subsystem tests, shall be performed in the foUowin_ stages:
*Does not apply to sub-assemblies tested and utilized on other programs.
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a. Development model subsystem
b. Final subsystem design
c. TA (Type Approval).
In addition, an inter-subsystem EMI compatibility test shah be performed with subsystems
mounted in the PTM (Proof Test Model) vehicle.
OSE shall be tested as a subsystem. Each C6E equipment shah be fully tested in the manner
described in MIL-STD-826.
Science equipment groups to be provided by NASA/JPL will not require GE Spacecraft EMI
testing. It will be necessary for the customer to provide GE Spacecraft with detailed sub-
system EMI test results on the science subsystems.
10. 1.2.1 SUBSYSTEM ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Measurements at the subsystem interface shall indicate, nominally, compliance with the
interference-generation and EMI susceptibility limits defined in MIL-STD-826.
10.1. 3 SYSTEM EMI COMPATIBILITY TESTS
Sufficient EMI compatibility testing shall be performed to provide evidence of compliance
of both PTM and prime systems with the acceptance criteria.
System EMI compatibility tests shall be performed in the following sequence:
a. Partial System: PTM Spacecraft; In-House OSE
b. Partial System: PTM Capsule; In-House OSE
c. Initial In-House System: PTM Spacecraft; PTM Capsule; In-House OSE
d. Initial Field Test: PTM Spacecraft, PTM Capsule; Field OSE; DSN; DSIF; MOS;
Launch Vehicle
e. Flight Qua1 In-House System #1: Prime Spacecraft; Prime Lander; Prime In-House
OSE
f. Flight Qual Field System #1: Prime Spacecraft; Prime Capsule Lander; LV; MOS;
DSN; Field OSE.
10. 1.3.1 SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
The maximum noise reaching a device shall be considerably less than the level which re-
sults in a malfunction of the device. The actual safety margin shall be specified later for
each sub-assembly in the system.
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10.1.4 TEST PLANS
A detailed test plan shall be issued for each EMI test to be performed.
incorporate the following information:
Sub-assembly/Subsystem Test Plans
a. Description of test specimen
b. Test objectives
c. Tests to be performed
1. Frequency ranges to cover
2. Test equipment to be used
3. Lines to monitor
4. Test specimen operating modes
d. Test facility description
e. Sketch and details of test setup
f. Test procedures
g. Calibration procedures
h. Type of report to be issued
System Test Plan
a. Test Schedule
1. Vehicle preparation
2. Instrumentation
3. System operation
4. Data analysis
5. Teardown
b. System/Lab Preparation
1. Gas for nozzle loading
2. Equipment cooling air
3. Handling equipment
4. RF radiation barriers
5. Instrumentation details
6. Provision of simulators
7. Power source
8. Temperature cycling for thermal devices
9. Vehicle command software
10. Mating requirements
11. Inter-communication equipment
12. Incorporation of natural EMI environment simulators
The test plan shall
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c. Selection of Monitor Points
1. Sensitivity to EMI
2. Accessibility
3. Malfunction data
d. Selection of Instrumentation
1. Relation to malfunction data
2. Recording means available
e. System Performance Data
f. Test Personnel Requirements
1. Quantity of monitor personnel
2. Quantity of data personnel.
10. 1.5 TEST REPORTS
A detailed test report shall be issued as soon as possible after each test is completed.
The test report shah incorporate the following information:
Sub-Assembly/Subsystem Test Report
a. Description of test specimen
b. Applicable test plan
c. Complete details on equipment used during test, including serial numbers and cali-
bration dates
d. Details of test setup (include sketch)
e. Details of each test performed
f. Summary of results, including ambient noise levels
g. Discussion of equipment performance during test
h. Samples of each calculation performed
i. Conclusions and recommendations
j. Test data sheets
k. Plotted curves of test data.
System Test Report
The system test report shall include:
a. Description of test specimen
b. Date of test
c. Description of test site
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d. Details of test setup
e. List of test plans or specifications
f. Description of test performed
g. Detailed discussion of results, per each test point
1. Test point
2. Test point location
3. Malfunction level
4. Ambient noise level
5. System noise level
6. Event creating noise
7. Acceptable safety margin
8. Computed safety margin
h. Summary of system performance.
10.2 EMI TEST MANAGEMENT
All EMI tests involving PTM development hardware shall be managed by the system test and
field operations function. Such management shall include detailed test planning, test super-
vision and test reporting.
The focal point for EMI test program communications between the customer, Quality
Assurance and Engineering shall be Project Control/Test Integration and Control.
11.0 OVERALL TEST REQUIREMENTS
11.1 MIL-STD-826 TESTING OF SUB-ASSEMBLIES
11.1.1 SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS
The following tests shall be performed to measure equipment susceptibility to noise currents
and noise voltages.
11.1.1.1 TRANSIENT CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY
Susceptibility to positive and negative transients, injected into the test specimen along
representative power, signal, control, and return lines, shall be measured.
Rise time, pulse width and pulse amplitude shall be varied over a wide enough range to
fully define the susceptibility characteristics of the device that is, the threshold of response
and type of response for each set of EMI conditions.
11.1.1.2 RF CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY
Susceptibility to 15 Kc - 10 Gc EMI signals, conducted into the test specimen along repre-
sentative power, signal, control and return lines, shah be measured.
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The threshold of response and type of response for each set of EMI conditions shall be de-
fined.
Tests shall be performed utilizing a CW EMI source, 30 percent modulated with 400 cps or 1 Kc,
or a pulse, in the case where the test specimen is a pulse modulated device.
11.1. 1.3 AUDIO CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY
Susceptibility to 30 cps - 15Kc audio EMI, conducted into the test specimen via representative
_vower, signal, control and return lines, shall be measured.
The threshold of response and type of response for each set of EMI conditions shall be
defined.
Tests shall be performed utilizing a CW EMI source.
11. 1.1.4 RADIATED SUSCEPTIBILITY
Susceptibility to 14 Kc - 20 Gc radiation shall be measured. The threshold of response and
type of response for each set of EMI conditions shah be defined.
Tests shall be performed utiliziDg CW EMI sources.
11. 1. 1.5 RECEIVER FRONT END REJECTION
The threshold of response of radio receivers, to signals appearing at the receiver input
terminals, shall be measured. The test spectrum shall be 30 cps - 20 Gc.
11.1.1.6 INTERMODULATION TEST
This test shall be performed on radio receivers and antenna couplers operating in the fre-
quency range 14 Kc - 20 Gc.
The two sine wave test signals shall be applied to the input terminals of the test specimen
simultaneously -- fA being modulated with 400 cps, fB being modulated with 1 Kc.
fA shall be located at fo + Af. Above fo' fB shall be varied between fA + A f, and 10 fo-
Below fo' fB shall be varied between fA - _ f and 0.1 f .O
11.1.2 INTERFERENCE TESTS
11.1.2.1 CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE TESTS
Measurements shall be made of EMI current conducted out of the test specimen along
representative power, signal, control and return lines. Both broadband and narrowbands
measurements shall be made across the 30 cps - 100 Mc spectrum. A measurement shall
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also be made of current "spikes" generated by the test specimen and conducted along these
same lines. If possible, the event associated with each EMI "spike" shall be specified.
11.1.2.2 RADIATED INTERFERENCE TESTS
Measurements shall be made of RF radiation emanating from the test specimen. The
monitoring spectra shall be 30 cps - 10 Gc (CW and pulsed CW), and 15 Kc - 400 Mc
(broadband, impulsive).
If possible, the place at which the RF energy leaves the test specimen shall be located and
identified.
11.1.2.3 ANTENNA-CONDUCTED TEST
11.1.2.3.1 "KEY-UP" TEST
Transmitters ("key-up" mode) and radio receivers shall be tested for energy emanating
from the associated antennae in the 14 Kc - 10 Gc spectrum.
The requirements of IRIG-105-60 shall apply to telemetry transmitters.
11.1.2.3.2 "KEY-DOWN" TEST
Transmitters shall be tested in this mode. The same spectrum and the same IRIG document
shall apply as for the "key-up" test.
The transmitter antenna circuit shall be carefully simulated for this test.
11.1.2.4 TRANSIENT INTERFERENCE VOLTAGES
Voltage "spikes" generated by the test specimen shall be measured at the interface
connectors of associated power, signal, control and return wires. "Spike" waveshapes
shall be fully identified, including overall shape, polarity, peak amplitude, rise time,
pulse width and frequency spectrum.
The spike-generating circuit and equipment operating mode shall be identified.
11.2 MIL-STD-826 TESTS OF SUB-ASSEMBLY/GROUPS AND SUBSYSTEMS
Testing specified inSection 10. i for sub-assemblies also applies for sub-assembly groups
and subsystems, except that it shall be performed at the subsystem interfaces.
Tests performed on a group of sub-assemblies shall not have been performed on each
individual sub-assembly in the group, and vice versa. Subsystems tests shall be performed
only when they will provide additional EMI signature information.
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11.3 SYSTEMS TESTS
Systems tests shall be performed to provide evidence of electromagnetic compatibility be-
tween system equipments and compliance with acceptance criteria.
The EM, FATMO, PTM's and the first Flight Spacecraft shall receive an EMI compliance
test. The remaining prime systems shall be tested, as necessary, to provide evidence that
electromagnetic compatibility has not been altered by design modifications.
Field tests shall be run primarily to indicate EMI compatibility between the aerospace
vehicle and its pad environment, i.e., booster, Field OSE, other pad equipments whose
compatibility cannot be verified in-house.
In the system EMI test, system "noise sources" are operated, while simultaneously and
sensitive equipments are monitored for
a. Amplitude of noise signal received from each source and
b. Type of malfunction or degraded system performance, as a result of the encountered
EMI signals.
12.0 DETAILED TEST REQUIREMENTS
12.1 SUB-ASSEMBLY TEST REQUIREMENTS
The following equipment shall be fully tested to MIL-STD-826 unless historical EMI data
indicates that a partial test of certain sub-assemblies is satisfactory. Tests are described
in Sections 11.1. 1 and 11.1.2 of this document.
a. PSK sub-carrier modulator
b. Data gate
c. Data encoder
d. 200-bit core buffer
e. RT buffer
f. Tape recorder
g. Relay receiver and power supply
h. Command detector
i. Command decoder
j. Radio exciter.
k. Radio power supply
1. Radio receiver
m. Radio exciter logic
n. Power amplifier
o. Transfer switch
p. Antenna selector
q. High-voltage power supply
r. Primary buck regulator
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s. Discharge boost regulator
t. Battery charge regulator
u. Power switching logic
v. Power synchronizer
w. 3-_ 400 cps inverter
x. 2400 cps inverter
y. Attitude control electronics
z. Autopilot electronics
aa Guidance sensing electronics
bb Integrating gyro and electronics
cc Antenna control electronics
dd Scan platform electronics
ee Controller and Sequencer
ff Pyro arm devices
gg Pyro power switches
hh Pyro inhibit relays
ii Pyrotechnic power supply
jj Instrument gimbal drive
kk Propulsion solenoid valve
11 Receiver selector
Science sub-assemblies **
Environmental controller
Thermoswitches (with/without filters)
Engine gimbal actuators.
12.2 SUBSYSTEM/SUB-ASSEMBLY GROUP TEST REQUIREMENTS
The following equipment groups shall be fully tested per MIL-STD-826 practices.
Sections 11.1.1 and 11.1.2 of this document are applicable.
a. Radio Equipment Group
1. Exciters and power supply
2. Diplexers
3. Power amplifiers and power supplied
4. Antenna selector
5. Antennae
6. Receivers and power supplies
7. Exciter selector
8. Input selector
Tests of
**Assuming science sub-assemblies are not EMI tested by General Electric Company, it is
expected that the customer will provide the GE System Engineer with a detailed EMI test
report on each science sub-assembly.
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b. Power Equipment Group
1. Power switching & logic
2. Solar array
3. Charge regulators (3)
4. Batteries (3)
5. Main regulator {2)
6. Power synchronizer
7. 2400 cps inverter (2)
8. 3-2 400 cps inverter (2)
c. Guidance/Control/Propulsion Equipment Groups
1. Attitude Control Subsystem
2. Autopilot
3. Propulsion Subsystem.
12.3 SYSTEM EMI COMPATIBILITY TEST REQUIREMENTS
Military specification, MIL-E-6051C,"Electrical-Electronic System Compatibility and
Interference Control Re quirements for Aeronautical Weapon Systems, Associated Sub-
systems and Aircraft ," shall be used as a guide in planning system EMI compatibility tests
and in establishing compatibility criteria.
12.3.1 PTM SYSTEM EMI TEST REQUIREMENTS
The Development System shall be thoroughly tested so that an "EMI safety margin" figure
may be attached to each sub-assembly in the system. This safety margin shall be determined
by comparison of the voltage (or current) noise level, at which malfunction occurs, with the
actual system noise voltage (or current) level. Furthermore, the source of the system
noise shall be identified.
Should field OSE not be available during the In-House System EMI test, a "spot check" EMI
compatibility test shall be run when the Developnent System is available in the field.
12.3.2 FLIGHT SYSTEM EMI TEST REQUIREMENTS
Flight System #1 will be tested for EMI compatibility. The test requirements shall be
accurately defined after analysis of the results of the PTM system EMI compatibility test.
That is, the complete test defined in the PTM system EMI test plan shall apply unless PTM
test results indicate that portions of the overall test may be deleted or only "spot checked."
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Test effort shall be concentrated about equipment groups having low safety margins (per
PTM system data) and about equipments having designs which differ from development
designs. The latter applies both to sub-assembly changes and system changes, and,
therefore, includes alterations in noise coupling paths.
Wherein spacecraft and/or Field OSE changes are sufficient (referenced to PTM equipment
designs), a "spot check" test shall be run with prime Field OSE to assure overall electro-
magnetic compatibility.
Flight Systems #2 and subsequent, shall receive only the degree of EMI testing necessary to
certify that system design changes have not reduced the established safety margins.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION - PURPOSE OF PASADENA ENGINEERING OFFICE {PEO)
The purpose of the Pasadena Engineering Office (PEO) is to assure that the most effective
communication is maintained between the General Electric Company and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory throughout the life of Voyager Project.
At the initiation of Phase IB, General Electric will assign its Key Voyager project, system,
and subsystem personnel to work at PEO with JPL. They -- together with key personnel of
the prime GE subcontractors -- will remain substantially in residence at Pasadena until
agreement has been reached with JPL on the System and Subsystem Functional Descriptions
and the Phase H "Baseline" Program Plan. As PhaseIB progresses, and the system be-
comes progressively defined, the bulk of the personnel will return to VF-STC and lead the
continuing design effort. During the remainder of Phase IB, however, continuous liaison
will be maintained with J'PL, both by VF-STC personnel and PEO - cadre.
During Phase H a permanent staff will be maintained at the PEO to augment the direct link
between JPL and Valley Forge Project and Technical personnel -- in the nature of: re-
ceiving and transmitting JPL directions and recommendations; providing JPL up-to-date
status on a regular basis; making available copies of all documents, drawings, specifi-
cations; monitoring and expediting GE/JPL action items; and for providing project liaison
engineering personnel to work with JPL on Science Payload and Interface Integration.
The PEO will be established at a location close to JPL (GE surveys have indicated the
availability of several existing adequate facilities); or, ff JPL so desires, on-site in
assigned JPL facilities.
The Manager of the PEO will report directly to the Voyager Project Control Manager and
will be responsible to him for conducting overall PEO activities. He v_ 11 be delegated
authority to act for the Voyager Project Manager as required.
2.0 PHASE IB "ON-SITE" ACTMTIES
At the initiation of Phase IB, GE will assign its key Voyager project, system, and subsystem
personnel to work at PEO with JPL as long as required to fully establish a meeting-of-the-
minds on critical technical and program matters.
It is anticipated that this will be substantially accomplished in 3 months -- at which time a
comprehensive JPL/GE Project Review will be held. Following this Project Review, as
design and project planning activities proceed in depth, key personnel and the "center-of-
gravity" of GE activities will shift to VF-STC. Continuous contact will be maintained, how-
ever, both directly between GE-VFSTC personnel and JPL and between GE-PEO (working
with VF-STC) and JPL personnel.
A summary Phase IB schedule, primarily highlighting PEO activities, is shown as Figure2.1.
It will be noted that at the Project Review, while the Key Team is in residence at PEO,
agreement is anticipated on:
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Ib
e. Test Specs
f. Environmental Specs
g. Material Specs
h. Process Specs
i. Installation Drawings
j. Interface Drawings
k. Test Instructions
1. Instruction Manuals
m. Procurement Drawings
n. Work Statements
o. Photographs
p. Wire Lists
q. Drawing Trees
r. Spec Trees
s. Project Plans
t. Manufacturing Standing Instructions.
Additional information will be available and extracted from the Data Bank as required.
Reports - such as the Daffy Document Release List - will be received by the PEO via
facsimile and immedist_y made available to JPL.
Continuous contact will be maintained between PEO personnel and J-PL Document Control
personnel to assure full integration of the GE Configuration Identification Index (CH) System
with total Voyager Program documentation.
3.4 CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION REPRESENTATIVE
A resident Contract Administration representative will be located at the Pasadena facility.
Amcmg his responsibilities will be such things as "on-the-spot" negotiation of "minor"
modifications (linn'tations of "minor" will be defined and set forth formally at a later date);
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execution of original documents implementing contract changes (subject to review of copies
and telecon approval to do so from Valley Forge); scheduling and coordination of meetings,
reservations, etc. for all non-resident Voyager personnel at Pasadena; expediting of formal
transactions of any nature activity incident to the "rapid handling" procedure for rapid
transfer of documents and material, sending and/or receiving; other areas of effort inci-
dental to contract performance.
3.5 VENDOR CONTROL
During the entire fabrication and assembly phase a "branch" Vendor Control Operation will
be located at the PEO to handle West Coast procurement.
Included in this operation will be the normal vendor control functions to insure optimum
direction of subcontractors, vendors, and suppliers. This operation will work under the
direction of the VFSTC Procurement Operation.
4.0 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PHASE
During the Design and Development Phase, the primary function of the Project Liaison
Engineers at the PEO (as described in Section 3.1) will be to maintain the greatest possible
open communications between J-PL and VFSTC.
In addition to this activity, however, an Interface Integration function will be established
at PEO to assure full compatibility of the Flight Spacecraft with its Science Payloads and
with the Launch Vehicle Flight Capsule, MOS, DSN, and LOS.
4.1 INTERFACE INTEGRATION
The Interface Integration Engineers will work closely with JPL, VFSTC, and associate
contractors to maintain interface integrity between the following:
a. Overall Spacecraft to Launch Vehicle
S/C Launch Vehicle Adapter (Mechanical)
L/V Adapter/L/V (Mechanical)
L/V
L/V
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
Adapter Separation (Mechanical, Pyro, Electrical}
Adapter Transmission (Electrical - Data, Destruction)
to Fairing (Mechanical}
Fairing (Fueling)
Fairing (Radio}
Fairing (Thermal)
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Capsule Adapter
Capsule Adapter
Capsule Adapter
Capsule Adapter
Power
Data Capability
Flight Capsule to Flight Spacecraft
Capsule Adapter to S/C (Mechanical)
to Capsule (Mechanical)
Separation _lechanical, Pyro, Electrical)
Transmission (Electrical/Data)
Sterility (Biological)
Mechanical/Vibration Environment
Attitude Control, Stability, Release, Orientation
Commands
Interference (EMI)
C.G. Effect
c. Overall Flight Spacecraft to Mission Operation System (MOS)
Tracking, range and range rate lock-up levels, noise, accuracy, dynamic limits
Telemetry reception, rates, noise, format
Commands - system rates, number, format, error rate
On-Board command reaction, vehicle, capsule, science
Overall performance evaluation, science, vehicle, capsule
d. MOS to Deep Space Network (DSN)
MDE/Facilities -SFOF, Cape, Goldstone, Woomer_Canberra, Jo-Berg
MDE/DSIF - Telecon, TTC, acquisition
MDE/SFOF - Command, Data Handling Decision
Software/DSIF - Prediction, Data Handling
Software/SFOF-SPAT, FPAT, Data Processing Command Generation
e. Space Vehicle to Launch Operations System
STC/Facilities, Data Handling, Command Generation, Test Data Analysis comm.
to SFOF
LCE/Facilities Ubil. Blkhse.
AHSE/Facilities
Capsule/LCE via S/V/L/V and via S/V TLM -
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Capsule/Science/S/V via TLM, A FETR Tracking Veh
Vehicle/ESF/F acilities
S/V countdown and launch software/Capsule Software
Fueling/Pyro Procedure/AFETR (Purge, Prep, use)
Vehicle Environment Control; Thermal, Contain. RFI, Mechanical
f. Overall Flight Spacecraft and DSN
DTM/Goldstone/SFOF comm., TTC, Command, Acquisition
O/A Flight Vehicle/A FETR Tracking Station/SFOF
Interface drawings, specifications and test plans will be prepared at VFSTC and reviewed
by PEO prior to issue. PEO personnel will represent GE at all interface meetings and
obtain JPL approval of Interface drawings, spec., and test plans.
4.2 SCIENCE PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Special attention will be paid to the interface between the Science Payload and the Spacecraft
Bus in that an Interface Integration Engineer will be assigned the responsibility for working
with JPL and their associate Scientists to assure the technical integration of the Science
Payloads into the Spacecraft Bus.
His responsibilities at PEO will include transmitting requirements of the respective Science
Payloads - including Science Payload Test Equipment to VFSTC.
The PEO Integration Engineer will review Science Payload interface drawings and specifica-
tions. He will monitor the status of Science Payloads -- in conjunction with VFSTC Space-
craft schedules -- and advise JPL of key events and dates required to meet program
objectives.
Key Science Payload interface items are:
a. Volume, weight and thermal
b. Mounting Provisions
c. Visual (Field of View)
d. Attitude Control and Stability
e. Interference (Electromagnetic)
f. Data Handling
g. Command and Control
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h. Thermal-Mechanical Environment (Temperature, Vibration)
i. Power
j. Access
k. Special Test Equipment
1. Radiosctivity
m. Gases Released in Flight
n. Failure Isolation
5.0 TA AND PTM TEST PHASE
During this phase JPL will be conducting testing parallel to that being conducted at VFSTC.
General Electric will support JPL in their testing in accordance with J'PL desires. Support
for this testing will be arranged for by the PEO Project Liaison Engineers but will be pro-
vided primarily by VFSTC Persclmel familiar with the equipment concerned.
PEO Project Liaison Engineering personnel will be responsible, however, for maintaining
contacts with JPL regarding the status and results of JPL testing, and the status and results
of VFSTC testing.
A s indicated in the section on Project Planning and Status, complete information will be
available at PEO regarding the progress and results of TA and PTM testing.
6.0 LAUNCH OPERATIONS PHASE
It is anticipated that the Science Payload and Interface Project Engineering Personnel will
support JPL -- as requested -- during this phase.
Additionally, support will be provided to J-PL for Launch Operations Planning -- as requested.
7.0 SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT
The Space Flight Operation Implementation Plan Cv-B110VP007) outlines the overall GE
plan to support JPL Operational Systems activities.
Those functions which are best performed and/or monitored by GE support personnel on
the "Voyage_' Project at the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) J-PL, Pasadena
are as follows:
a. Mission Operations and Analysis
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b. Spacecraft Performance Analysis
c. Data Processing and Display Program Support
d. Command Generation and Verification Program Support.
(The tracking and interstation communications responsibilities are presently carried out
in their entirety by JPL and other NASA groups. )
The "Mission Support Team" to perform these functions although based at the PEO would
work closely with Operational Systems Engineering personnel at VFSTC to assure integration
of the JPL/PEO/VFSTC activities.
8.0 RELATIONSHIPS AND PERSONNEL
8.1 RELATIONSHIPS WITH JPL AND VFSTC
As has been previously stated, the prime function of PEO is to augment the direct com-
munications link between JPL and VFSTC technical and management personnel. To effec-
tively accomplish this therefore, it is anticipated that PEO personnel will establish a
close day to day working relationship with their counterparts in JPL so that they may fully
assure VFSTC compliance to JPL objectives.
It is planned that PEO Project personnel will participate in technical activities at VFSTC --
estimated at two to three days at VFSTC every two weeks -- so that they may be fully
cognizant of these activities when communicating on-site with IPL.
Although their role is primarily that of a "staff' function, PEO Project and Interface Inte-
gration personnel will be expected to provide technical contributions to the overall program
activity.
Because they will become increasingly familiar with JPL objectives they will have direct
access to the Voyager Program Manager to advise him of GE/JPL interface problems --
technical, programmatic, or personal. Certain of the PEO activities -- Contract Adminis-
tration, Vendor Control, and the Mission Support Team, will take their technical direction
from their respective area managers at VFSTC; the PEO Manager will, however, be re-
sponsible for their satisfactory performance.
Although at this time it is anticipated that no hardware or test activity be conducted at PEO,
GE will provide such facilities in the Pasadena area if circumstances so warrant.
8.2 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Phase IB
The PEO, during Phase IB, will serve as a "base" for the many activities which are most
advantageously conducted in close conjunction with JPL. Estimated personnel residing at
PEO during the majority of this three to four month period will consist of:
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a. Program Manager and his Staff 10
b. Systems Engineering 20
c. Subsystem Engineering 30
d. Project Engineering 10
e. Program Planning 10
f. Quality, Test, and Fabrication Planning i0
g. Reliability 5
h. Contract Administration and Finance. 5
8.2.1 PERMANENT FUNCTIONAL STAFF
75-100 (plus
Secretarial Support
Services)
For the permanent PEO ftmctl_s, the following personnel requirements are estimated:
a. PEO Management 1
b. Project Liaison Engineering 8
c. Project Control Room 4
d. Document Control Center 3
e. Contract Administration 1
f. Interface and Science Payload Integration 4
g. Vendor Control 5
h. Security, Finance 5
i. Secretarial. . 9
40-45
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8.2.2 SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT TEAM
The number of personnel required to support JPL activities at the SFOF is dependent on
the mission activity level anticipated by JPL during the entire mission operation. However,
since subsystem design personnel can be called upon to assist during the periods of high
activity, the resident team requirements become fairly static. The following table presents
a first cut at the required support level on a per shift basis.
8.2.3 SPACECRAFT CONTRACTOR MISSION SUPPORT TEAM - SFOF
(Personnel Required per Shift)
MST Function
Mission Opera.
and Analysis
Spacecraft Perf.
Data Process and
Display
Command Generation
Injection
MC Correc. *
Encounter* Duration of
Cruise Landing* Planetary Orbit
2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4
1 1 1 1
and Verification 1 1 1 1
*Periods when additional support from spacecraft design personnel would be anticipated.
Mission Support Team, therefore, would consist of:
MST Manager (1)
Mission Operations
and Analysis Personnel (5)
Spacecraft Performance
and Analysis Personnel (12)
Computer Programs
Personnel. (6)
24
(Prior to start of the "Voyager" mission, all members of the resident team would spend
sufficient time with the subsystem design and test personnel and with the hardware to obtain
a wide background of subsystem operational information and system peculiarities. )
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9.0 FACILITY PLAN
A suitably located facility will be provided near J-PL to accommodate 100 to 150 people
during Phase IB (or, alternately, GE will utilize space provided on-site by J'PL). A con-
stant manning of 40 to 60 people will be maintained during the continuing program. The
facility will be equipped with areas to handle presentations, purchasing, communications,
documentation, conferences, drafting, mock-up construction and display, and office services.
There will be office space and a reception area.
a. Project Status Room
A project status room willbe provided approximst_ng the one located at the Space
Status Technology Center at Valley Forge. The room will be equipped with a movie
screen and projection equipment, capabilitiesfor display of pictures and flipcharts,
accommodations for presentations to top management personnel. Access to this
room willbe through the main lobby.
b. Purchasing Area
There will be a room for receiving vendors and pursuing purchasing vendor control
activities.
c. Communications Center
The Communications Center will provide direct wire service between J-PL, major
subcontractors, and General Electric at Valley Forge. Teletype, datafax, and a
direct computer link to the engineering computer at the Space Technology Center
will be included in the Communication Centerls capabilities.
d. File Room
Microfilm files will provide storage space for microfilm duplicates of all engineer-
tug drawings at STC. They will be up-dated to give personnel immediate access
to technical information. A microfilm viewing area will have microfilm projection
machines with the capability of printing enlarged copies when needed.
e. Conference Room
Six 12-foot by 12-foot rooms will be available for conferences or for office space
for transient personnel.
f. Drafting Room
A drafting room will be provided to accommodate I0 to 20 draftsmen.
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g. Mock-Up Area
A scale model of the vehicle or of vehicle subassemblies will be on display in the
mock-up area. Tools and workspace will be provided in the mock-up area so that
the mock-ups can be kept up to date.
h. Office Services
Ditto, Xerox, Thermofax, and other office duplicating equipment will be available
to personnel in a room designated for that purpose.
i. Office Space
Suitable office space will be provided for managers and other permanently
assigned personnel.
j. Receptionist Area
The main lobby will have provisions for a receptionist. The receptionist's desk
will have an inter-office communications hookup.
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i.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF FACILITIES PLAN
The purpose of the Facilities Plan is to identify and allocate the facilities required to
develop, fabricate, and check out the Voyager spacecraft. This plan considers require-
ments at the factory, launch site, the project liaison engineering office in Pasadena, and
major subcontractors as well as at outside facilities chosen to support testing programs
which are beyond the capability of existing or planned facilities at the Valley Forge Space
Technology Center.
Table 1-1 is included to provide a quick reference to test facilities descriptions. Test
facilities requirements identified in development testing, assembly and checkout,
T/A testing, and PTM testing are listed. A description of the facility listed is found
under the paragraph number given in the last column of the table.
2.0 ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT
2.1 SUBSYSTEM LABORATORIES
Areas allocated for subsystem laboratories within the Valley Forge Space Technology
Center are identified in Figure 2-1.
:_ I. 1 HEAT TRANSFER
2.i. I.1 THERMAL LABORATORY
The Thermal Laboratory occupies approximately 2200 square feet. It has the capability
for heat transfer and thermal investigations ranging from applied research to hardware
stage. Evaluation of thermal control coatings, development of thermal control systems,
thermal conductance studies, and experimental determinatic_ of thermal radiation con-
figuration factors are carried out in this Laboratory.
Equipment in the Laboratory includes the following:
3 - Bell jar vacuum systems, 18" diameter x 30" high
1 - Bell jar vacuum system, 22" diameter x 30" high
Thermal joint conductance apparatus, suitable for use in vacuum systems, with
variable contact pressure capability, -100°F to +200°F; joint pressures to
100 psi
Super insulation thermal conductance apparatus capable of measuring 8" x 8"
multi_yer evacuated insu_tion, -320°F to +200°F
Spray booth equipment for application of thermal control coatings
Calorimeter emittance measurement devices
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Table 1-1. Test Facilities
SUBSYSTEM FACILITIES DESCRIPTION
PHASE OR SYSTEM MAJOR FACILITIES REQUIRED REFERENCE PARAGRAPH
Development Testing Thermal
Assembly and Checkout
T/A Test_
PTM Testing
Structure
G&C
Power
C&S
Telecommunications
Pyrotechnics
Pneumatic
Electrical
Spacecran
Small TV Chambers
39 t Chamber
32 wx 54' Chamber
HighBayLab
etruc.n_ La_.m_
F_mty
__ _ration Area
Small TV Chambers
39' Chamber
FAectr_ics Laboratory
Component Test Laboratories
G & C Laboratories
Small TV Chambers
Pneumatics Laboratory
Electronics Laboratory
Power Laboratory
Component Test Laboratories
Small TV Chamber
Magne_ Facimy
Electronics Labora_ry
Component Test T_horatories
Motorola and Texas Instruments
Antenna Range
Communications Laboratory
Preparaticm Area
Pneumatic Pressure Test Cell
Test Areas
EMI Facilities
2.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.1
2.4
2.1.5
3.4.4
2.3.2.2
2.2
2.3.2.1
2.1.6
2.2
2.5
2.2
2.1.4.1
2.1.6
2.1.2
2.2
2.2
3.4.4
2.1.6
2.2
Appesd_
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.1
2.3.2.2
3.3.2
3.1.1
3.4.2
Spacecraft
Weight and CG and _ent Area
System Vibrat/on Laboratory
8pace Simula_on Laboratory/Infrared
Magne_ Fac_t_y
Electrical Test Areas
Assembly Shop & Systems Checkout Area
Various Laboratories
EMI Test Area and Laboratories
System Vibration Laboratory
Magnetic Facfl_y
Assembly Shop & Systems Checkout Area
Sonic Fatigue Facility, Wright Patterson •
Air Force Base_ Dayton, Ohio
39' Chambers
Preparatic_ Area
High Bay Area
3.1.1
3.4.1
3.4.3
3.4.4
3.1.1
3. 1. 1 and 4.2.2
Section 2.0
3.4.2.1, 4.2.1.1
3.4.2.2 and 4.2.1.2
2.1.5.2 and 4.2.2
3.4.4 and 4.2.3
3. i.1 and 4.2.4
4.2.5
2.3.2. land 4.2.6
2.3.2.2 and 4.2.7
4.2.8
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2.1.2 POWER
2. i. 2.1 SOLAR LABORATORY
Tungsten and carbon arc sources provide simulated solar flux for evaluation and correla-
tion of solar cell performance. A spectrophotometer relates spectral conditions of the
artificial light sources to those of the Sun in space in order to reliably predict solar array
performance in space. A thermal/vacuum chamber is available for use with the carbon
arc source for evaluation of solar cell operating temperatures and the effects of filters
on temperature. This source has been calibrated with an equivalent source at JPL. An-
other thermal/vacuum chamber is used with an ultraviolet source to evaluate the effects
of ultraviolet radiation on solar cell assemblies.
System testing is performed with the use of transistorized solar array simulators. These
simulators can be programmed to correspond to a given set of cyclic conditions so as to
provide evaluation of system functions without fullscale stimulation of solar array panels.
2. i. 2.2 SPACE POWER AND BATTERY LABORATORY (Figure 2-2)
Determination of battery performance for extended periods under various operating
modes (trickle charge, charge-discharge cycles, etc. ) will be made in the Space Power
Development Laboratory which occupies approximately 2000 square feet and is equipped
for development and evaluation of photovoltaic space power systems. Comprehensive
testing of photovoltaic system equipment is possible under ambient and simulated space
environmental conditions.
The Battery Laboratory occupies an additional 1800 square feet and is equipped with the
necessary laboratory equipment and special test equipment and facilities for functional,
environmental, and life testing. Major items of test equipment are as follows:
2by
2by
3by
6by
6by
2-foot Vacuum Chamber (i0 -6 mm Hg)
2-foot Temperature - Humidity Chamber
(Range: - 100OF to +250OF. Humidity: 20% to 95%)
3-foot Temperature - Humidity Chamber
(Range: - 100OF to 350°F. Humidity: 20% to 90%)
5 by 4-foot Temperature Chamber
(Range: 140OF to 645°F)
3 by 3-foot Cold Storage Box
(Range: Ambient to -85°F)
Automatic cycling panels include built-in power supplies and timers (300 milliseconds
to 60 hours) to charge/discharge cells or batteries under any simulated orbit-time
cycle.
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The Space Power and Battery Laboratory will be used for the following tests:
a. Battery life tests
b. Engineering model component tests
c. Engineering model subsystem tests
2.1.3 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2.1. 3.1 COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORY (Figure 2-3)
The Communications Laboratory is equipped for research, design, development, and
manufacturing follow-up of electromagnetic radiation equipment for spacecraft. This
laboratory will be used to check out the Telecommunications System which is being de-
veloped by Motorola.
A 20 by 20 foot solid-wall shielded room will be used in the evaluation of communications
components.
2.1.3.2 ANTENNA RANGE (Figure 2-3)
The Antenna Range Laboratory will be used in measurement of antenna patterns. This
laboratory is fully equipped with two large towers to hold models, two steel towers about
300 feet from the laboratory (between which models can be suspended from nylon ropes),
two antenna pattern recorders, and workshops.
2.1.4 PNEUMATICS
2.1.4.1 PNEUMATICS LABORATORY
The Pneumatics Laboratory (2000 square feet) has the following built-in gas supplies:
Nitrogen, 6000 psig, 1-inch steel line
Nitrogen, 750 psig, 1 1/2-inch brass line
Helium, 6000 psig, 9/16-inch steel line
Test equipment and capabilities are as follows:
2 - Aminco portable compressors
1 - G.E. portable pressure booster (to 10,000psig)
1 - Hydraulic hand pump (10, 000 psig)
2 - Pneumatic test panels with 4-foot x 4-foot safety chambers
15 - Flow meters with ranges from 0 - 146 SCFM
Numerous precision bourdon-tube type pressure gauges (all ranges
0 - 20,000 psig)
3 - C. E.C. mass spectrometer type leak detectors with convertible
sensitivity ranges from 0 to 30 cc/hr.
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Numerous solenoid-operated and hand valves of various sizes, and a variety of
pressure regulators, pressure transducers, thermocouples, cycling equipment,
and recorders are available as accessory items during testing
The Pneumatics Test Laboratory will be used for the development of pneumatic parts
and components.
2.1. 5 STRUCTURES
2.1.5.1 STATICS LABORATORIES
The Statics Laboratories will be utilized for static lead tests of the bus structure and
for component static tests.
The large structural assemblies will be tested in a 3,000 square foot area of high bay in
which a strongback is used for support of the structural test model (STM). The strong-
back will be constructed of massive structural members capable of reacting the loads
transmitted to the STM during static loading.
The STM will be fully instrumented to permit the measurement of leads, deflections
and stresses.
2.1.5.2 SYSTEM VIBRATION LABORATORY (Figure 2-4)
The System Vibration Laboratory will be used for the following tests:
Structural Model Dynamic Tests - Verification of structural design and establish-
ment of individual component dynamic environments will be accomplished by testing
in the System Vibration Laboratory. This laboratory is presently equipped with
two MB Company Type C-210 electrodynamic exciters which can produce sine,
random, or combined sine and random vibration inputs to the test specimen. The
two heads can be used separately or together. The combined units, as presently
configured, can generate up to 50, 000 pounds peak sine or 35,400 pounds RMS random
force. Any additional force that may be required, as indicated by structural design
development, to support significant structural testing will be provided in this
laboratory. This added force could be provided either by additional exciters, more
powerful amplifiers, or both. Instrumentation capability exists to support the
simultaneous recording of up to 100 wide-band data channels.
2.1.6 ELECTRONICS LABORATORY
Existing standard electronics laboratories, approximately 3500 square feet of floor space,
will be utilized for the following tests:
a. Component breadbcards
b. Subsystem breadbeards
c. Development wiring
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Instruments and tools are portable bench type. The central instrument pool contains
equipment such as oscilloscopes, meters, etc. The laboratory has 28 VI)C, 110 VAC,
208 VAC, and 440 VAC supplies and equipment for frequency conversion.
This facility includes a 20 by 20 by 10-foot screen room.
2.2 COMPONENT TEST LABORATORIES
2.2.1 COMPONENT EVALUATION LABORATORY (Figure 2-5)
The Component Evaluation Laboratory will be used for the following tests:
ao Component Dynamic Tests - Verification of the mechanical design of individual
substructures will be conducted in the Component Evaluation Laboratory using
the following equipments:
1 - MB C-10 Vibration Exciter System (Force 1200 lb; Freq- 5 to 3000 cps)
2 - MB C-50 Vibration Exciter Systems (Force: 5000 lb. sine, 400 lb.
random; Freq: 5 to 3000 cps)
1 - MB C-125 Vibration Exciter System (Force: 10,000 lb; Freq. 5 to 3000 cps)
be Superinsulation Conductivity - Determination of conductivity of superinsulation
materials (eg, Kapton) at high temperatures will be made in a 24 by 24-inch
vacuum chamber (Vacuum: 10 -6 mm Hg. Temperature: -20°F to + 250°F).
Upper temperature will be elevated as required by test objectives.
Co Flexible Connectors - Determination of heater and insulation design requirements
for flexible electrical connectors will be made in a 5 by 5-foot vacuum chamber
(Vacuum: 10 -9 mm Hg) (Radiant Heat).
do Appendage Conductance - Determination of conductance through complex append-
age attachment points (array hinges, antenna supports, magnetometer boom,
etc. ) will be made in a 5 by 5-foot chamber described previously under "Flex-
ible Connectors".
el Motion Tests - Vertification of sustained operation of movable structures under
realistic environments will be conducted in chambers of a size appropriate to
the test package.
fo Critical Component Conductance- Evaluation of internal thermal conductances
or special heat sink requirements in areas where design margins are small or
difficult to determine will be made in a 5 by 5-foot chamber described under
"Flexible Connectors" above.
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go Louver Controller - Determination of effective solar absorptivity and emissivity
as a function of louver angle will be made in a 5 by 6-foot vacuum chamber
(Vacuum: 5 x 10 -7 mm Hg; cold black walls; solar simulation by carbon arc).
h. Pinwheel Controller - Determination of effective solar absorptivity and emissiv-
ity as a function of pinwheel angle will be made in a 5 by 6-foot vacuum chamber
described under "Louver Controller" above.
io Bus Thermal Model - Verification of bus thermal design and investigation of
shutter failure modes and equipment failure modes will be conducted in a 12 by
26-foot vacuum chamber (Vacuum: 10-7 mm Hg. ) A Malta Data Management
System, capable of reducing and reading out on printed record 1200 data
channels within five minutes of initiation, will be used.
j. Array Thermal Cycle - Verification of mechanical design of array under temp-
erature extremes and verification of manufacturing procedures used in array
fabrication will be conducted in a 10 by 12-foot vacuum chamber described
previously under Bus Thermal Model.
2.3 SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORIES
2.3.1 SOLAR/SPACE SIMULATION LABORATORY (Figure 2-6)
The space chamber with true solar simulation will be used for the following tests:
ao Thermal Control Scale Model - Overall verification testing of the thermal con-
trol design will be conducted in the Solar/Space Simulation Chamber. This
chamber has an overall size of 32 by 54-feet with a capability of handling a
20-foot test specimen. The solar simulator can illuminate a 14-foot diameter
test volume with a uniform (both vertically and laterally) collimated beam at
an intensity up to one solar constant. The spectrum of this beam is that of a
short arc xenon lamp as modified by the system optics which attenuate somewhat
the high intensity xenon peak in the near infrared region. The Vac,,um system
of the chamber is made up of mechanical, oil diffusion, and 20°K cry.pumping
panels which enable operation in the 10 -5 to 10 -9 torr range. High pumping
rates at operating vacuum levels permit vacuum maintenance even under severe
outgassing and desorption rates. The entire exposed surface of the chamber
interior is maintained at average 90°K temperatures and the cry.sphere honey-
comb surface combined with the flat black finish produce wall emissivities in
excess of 0.95. A two-axis gimballing fixture is available to hold the test
specimen which permits the vehicle to be moved through an automatically pro-
grammed motion sequence to permit an accurate simulation of the thermal
exposure of the spacecraft with relation to its mission trajectory.
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ba Scan Platform Model - Verification of complex thermal design of scan platform
thermal control under transient solar conditions will be conducted in the space
simulator chamber previously described in the Thermal Control Scale Model
test.
C. Solar Array Reflection - Evaluation of thermal radiant interaction between an
illuminated array and bus section will be made in the space simulator chamber
previously described in the Thermal Control Scale Model test.
U. Antenna Deflection = Determination of thermal d_to_ion _m the bAgh-gain antenna
dish and support structure will be made in the space simulator chamber pre-
viously described in the Thermal ._on_. ol Scale Model test.
2.3.2 SPACE SIMULATION LABORATORY/INFRARED (Figure 2-7)
2.3.2.1 CHAMBERS
The space chambers with infrared heat fluxing will be used in performing the following
tests:
a. Spacecraft Thermal Vacuum Test o Complete spacecraft thermal/vacuum testing
will be conducted in one of the 39-foot diameter spherical space chambers of
the Space Simulation Laboratories. These chambers have a nominal capability
to handle a 25-foot test specimen. Heat fluxing is accomplished by the use of
infrared sources, such as quartz lamps, heated plates, blankets, or strip
heaters. The specific choice is a function of the detailed test arrangement and
objectives. Vacuum capability of these chambers is achieved by mechanical,
oil diffusion and 20°K cry.pumping panels. These pumping systems enable
operation in the 10 -5 to 10 -9 torr range even under a high outgassing and de-
sorption rate. The entire chamber interior is lined with a black shroud having
an emissivity in excess of 0.9 and maintained at an average temperature of
90°K. The availability in the laboratories of three such chambers, in addition
to the solar chamber described under the Thermal Control Model Test, is of
great significance to assure timely availability of the necessary test facility:
2.3.2.2 PREPARATION AREA
The preparation area adjacent to the chambers is 30 by 35-feet and has a 30-foot over-
head door. The crane has a 67-foot hook height. The following components will
be mated, in the preparation area described above, to verify correct mechanical inter-
face:
a. Booster adapter ring
b. Spacecraft bus
c° Lander capsule
d. Shroud
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Pyrotechnics (self-contained) associated with separation functions will be fired in the
preparation area adjacent to the chambers.
2.4 ASSEMBLY SHOP AND SYSTEMS CHECKOUT AREA
The Assembly Shop and Systems Checkout Area will be used in performing prelaunch
cooling test. Determination of air flow rate and distribution required for all phases of
prelaunch will be made in this high-bayarea consisting of 20,000 square feet of 40-foot
headroom space with bridge crane facilities for handling large assemblies. Space is
provided for th__ree cnnr.,irrput spacecraft assemb_ !Lnes: A Malta Data Management
System capable of reducing and reading out on printed record 1200 data channels within
five minutes of initiation will be used.
2.5 G & C LABORATORIES
The G & C Laboratories include an Infrared Laboratory, an Electro-Mechanical Lab-
oratory, an Inertial Laboratory, an Ultra Clean Room, and an Optical Tunnel. These
laboratories will be used in performing subsystem breadboard tests to establish com-
ponent compatibility and subsystem performance, in conducting EM subsystem tests
establishing component compatibility, subsystem performance, and OSE compatibility,
and to establish confidence in meeting all T/A environments. Vendor supplied G & C
items will also be tested in these laboratories.
2.5.1 INFRARED LABORATORY
The Infrared Laboratory is a 15' x 16' room. The floor is part of the Optical-Inertial
Laboratory__omplex seismic slab (30' x 70'6" x 4' thick). Transmitted vibration is less
than 5 x 10 g_ The air filtration system retains 100% of all particles larger than
5 microns. Temperature is controlled to remain at 72 ° _+2°F with humidity maintained
at 50% + 10%.
The following equipment is included:
Perkin Elmer Model 112 Spectrometer
Perkin Elmer Model 97 Monochrometer
Perkin Elmer Spectrometer Accessories
Gaertner Heavy bed optical bench
Regulated (_+1%) power supply
2.5.2 ELECTRO MECHANICAL LABORATORY
The Electro Mechanical Laboratory is a 30 micron clean room occupying 2175 square
feet of floor space. The room has a 22 foot high ceiling. A 550 square foot machine
room (non clean) is attached.
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The following equipment is included:
Vibration - free seismic mass (0-20,000 cps range, 10 -7 g acceleration level,
25 micron amplitude).
Complete ground station with Sangamo Tape Recorders, theee HK 200 cap brush
recorders, 13 continuous channels and one 90 by 10-commutated channel.
One 26 channel command station (approximately 2 watts).
One 10 inch spherical air bearing and support stand for three axis simulation
and simulated earth segments for horizon determination.
Gaseous (super dry) nitrogen supply with flow rates up to 20 SCFM.
Humidity and thermal control -70 +_ 5°F and no greater than 30% RH.
Modified 052 Fecker Table (adaptable to l°/second rate with readout
system)
OMT position table 1 second accuracy both axes.
Leitz dividing head - 2 second accuracy one axis, 5 second other axis.
Balancing fixture - 1 inch-ounce capability
Three Wilde theodolites with autocollimating attachments.
Four vibration-free seismic masses - range 0 to 20,000 cps, acceleration
10 -7 g's, amplitude 25 micro inch.
Optical bench and related equipment
Black body energy source
Photometer
Barnes off-axis autocollimator (reflective)
OPL dividing head - 5 second accuracy
Coordinate autocollimator
Bolometer
Optical bed and carriage
Utility microscope
Parabolic infrared mirror
Infrared sensor dynamic test fixtures
Power supply, 28 VDC; 26V, 400 cps, 3 phase; 115/230V, 60 cps, 1 phase
Scanner support fixtures
2.5.3 INERTIAL LABORATORY
The Inertial Laboratory occupies 1430 square feet. The floor is a part of the seismic
mass of the Inertial Laboratory complex 30' x 70' - 6" x 4' thick. Transmitted vibration
is less than 5 x 10 -4 g. The air filtration system retains 100% of all particles larger
than 5 microns. Temperature is controlled to remain at 72 + 2°F with humidity maintained
at 50% ± 10g0.
The following equipment is included:
Granite surface plate and stand
Precision instrumentation associated with inertial facility
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J. W. Fecker Model 052 sidereal table mounted on separate pedestal which is
bonded to bed rock. Table has:
a. 250 lb. capacity
b. Table axis which may be set with respect to local latitude angle within
5 seconds of arc.
c. Gravitational acceleration at location known to five significant figures.
d. Heliostat to be installed on roof and light brought into laboratory through
existing tunnel and mirror arrangement
2.5.4 ULI_RA ,_,""TM ^_"ROOM
The Ultra Clean Room occupies 850 square feet. The floor is a part of the Optical-
Inertial Laboratory complex seismic slab (30' x 70' - 6" x 4' thick. Transmitted vibration
is less than 5 x 10 -4 g). The air filtering system retains 100% of all particles larger than
0.3 micron. Temperature is controlled to remain at 68 _+2°F, with humidity maintained
at 40% +5%.
The following equipment is included:
Six special workbenches for use in clean room environments.
Electrical contacts and 24 pneumatic feed-throughs to connect equipment in the
adjoining clean room.
Special lint-free clothing.
2.5.5 OPTICAL TUNNEL
The Optical Tunnel is a room 8' x 70' - 6". The floor is part of the Optical-Inertial
Laboratory Comp.lex seismic slab (30' x 70' - 6" x 4' thick. Transmitted vibration is
less than 5 x 10 -4 g). The air filtering system retains 100_ of all particles larger than
5 microns. Temperature is controlled to remain at 72 +2°F with humidity maintained at 50_0
+10%.
The wide variety of geometric and electro-optical equipment available includes:
AutocoUimators - Davidson comparison model D600 and Davidson coordinate
model D638.
Bench - Gaertner - L360N.
Cathetometer - full identification
Collimators - J.W. Fecker 4" diameter, IR off-axes with source and 4" aperture
Inclinometer - Hilger Watts TB-95
Mirrors - Gaertner 10 1/2", Davidson D616, D-569 12" adjustable and D622
Oscilloscope - Tektronix 555
Penta Block - Davidson 614 and Hilger-Watts TP-103
Photometer - Photovolt 520-1
Surface Plates - Fawley 3' x 3' and 3' x 5' granite
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Simulacrum - KIC Mod B 12"
Star Simulator
Table - Ultradex AA and Moore II" rotary
Theodolite - Wilde T-3A
Assorted optical flats, targets, plates, mirrors, levels and stands
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SECTION3
3.0 ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
3.1 ASSEMBLY AND SUPPORT AREAS
The overall area plan for assembling and checking out the spacecraft will encompass
75,400 square feet of floor space. Included in that area will be the model shop, electronics
shop, machine shop, sheet metal shop, parts storage, OSE storage, non-magnetic tool
storage, a pneumatic pressure test cell, a clean room, and a high bay area for assembling,
p_l_n_ and preparing the spacecraft for shipment. ,Ph_ flow diagTam showing space-
craft assembly and checkout is given in Figure 3-1. Hexagonal blocks represent facilities
requirements.
3.I.1 ASSEMBLY SHOP AND SYSTEMS CHECKOUT AREA
The Assembly Shop and Systems Checkout Area (Figure 3-2) consists of 44,000 square
feet, devoted to assembly and checkout, of which 20,000 square feet has 41-foot headroom
and the remainder has 24-foot headroom. There are bridge crane facilities for handling
large assemblies and space for three concurrent spacecraft assembly lines.
The Assembly Shop and Systems Checkout Area is located adjacent to the Machine and
Sheet Metal Shops. Bonded Stock, Non-Magnetic Tool, and OSE storage areas are provided
and utilizetollgate control. This arrangement willprovide efficientsupport for the
assembly area.
The assembly area is equipped to install tubing for pneumatic systems and to install piping
configurations and assemble components, and sub-assemblies to the spacecraft frame. A
high degree of cleanliness will be maintained in the assembly area. An airlock arrange-
ment on the high-bay outside access door will minimize contamination of the area from
outside. Laminar flow tents, varying in accordance with operation criticality from
Class 10,000 to Class 100,000, will be used for pneumatic assembly and other contamination-
sensitive assembly activities performed in the assembly shop. An area is allotted for
preparation of the following components for shipment:
a. Booster adapter ring
b. Spacecraft bus
c. Lander capsule
d. Shroud
3.2 SUPPORT AREAS
3.2.1 MODEL SHOP
The Model Shop (Figure 3-3) occupies 3,600 square feet and will be used to develop
engineering mock-ups of parts, vehicle assemblies, and ground support equipment.
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Materials used, including wood, sheet metal, fiberglass and plastics are selected to best
suit the requirements of the models.
3.2.2 MACHINE SHOP
The Machine Shop encompassing 9,300 square feet, will produce the highly accurate parts
and intricate machined shapes requisite to spacecraft fabrication. The Machine Shop
(Figure 3-4) is a modern, well-equipped area containing 78 major pieces of machine tool
equipment. Equipment includes various sizes and capabilities of lathes, drill presses,
milling machines, jig borers and grinders (internal, external and surface grinding).
Specific equipment includes:
42-inch Vertical Boring Mill
84-inch Vertical Boring Mill
4-inch Spindle Horizontal Boring Mill
Pratt and Whitney No. 2E Precision Jig Borer
Tracer Mill Machine
16-inch lathe for machining of intricate contour shapes
8-inch spindle drilling machine for milling and drilling
3.2.3 SHEET METAL SHOP
The Sheet Metal Shop is a 7,500 square foot area (Figure 3-4) which includes equipment
for welding, painting, chemical treating, and aluminum heat treating of spacecraft products.
Metallic arc, inert arc, gas, and resistance welding of ferrous and non-ferrous materials
can be performed in this shop.
The Sheet Metal Shop contains 44 major pieces of machine tool equipment with capabilities
for shearing, bending, rolling, notching, punching, and forming all shapes and configura-
tions required for hardware support of the Voyager Spacecraft.
Specific equipment includes:
Six foot Roll Machine, 3/16-inch mild steel capacity capable of roll forming
sheets in diamter configurations of 10 to 20 feet.
Ten foot Squaring Shear, 3/8-inch mild steel capacity.
Six foot and eight foot Press Brakes, 3/16-inch and 1/8-inch mild steel
capacity to form intricate shape configurations.
Type OA Angle Roll, 1/8-inch mild steel capacity to roll form support
angles used in structures.
3.2.4 ELECTRONICS SHOP
The Electronics Shop will provide 8,000 square feet of floor space for the fabrication of
complex electronic components such as modules, sensors, assemblies and black boxes.
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To accommodate the Voyager spacecraft harness fabrication requirements, an additional
3,000 square feet will be provided for harness assembly adjacent to the electronics shop.
3.2.5 TOOL AND EQUIPMENT STORAGE
Tool and Equipment Storage is provided adjacent to the spacecraft assembly area. Pro-
visions will be m_de for storage of all tools and equipment required to support the assembly
and checkout operation. Tools will be kept separate from the tools used on other projects
(for magnetic control). There will be a magnetic checkout and deperming facility for
small tools.
3.2.6 BONDED PARTS STORAGE
Bonded parts storage is provided adjacent to the spacecraft assembly area. Provisions
will be made for storage of spacecraft parts, electrical, OSE, and raw materials required
in the assembly of and checkout of the spacecraft.
Bonded parts will be cleared through a toll gate before they are released for use on the
spacecraft. This method of control insures correct material, configuration, and condition
before use.
3.3 SPECIAL AREAS
3.3.1 CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT MANUFACTURING FACILITY AND STERILIZATION
LABORATORY
Supercritical components will be assembled in the Controlled Environment Manufacturing
Facility (Figure 3-5). The environment is Class 100,000 with design capability for
improvement to Class 10,000 and meets the requirements of Federal Specification
Number 209.
The facility is a multi-room complex containing 11,000 square feet of floor space arranged
in satellite fashion around a centrally located cleaning room. There are four separate
rooms for the processing and assembly of components. The entire area is pressurized,
including all assembly (electrical, mechanical, and optical) areas.
Personnel enter all work areas through air showers. In order to maintain maximum
possible cleanliness for the most critical activities, the rooms are maintained at various
planned atmospheric pressures. Thus, air always flows from the most critical room to
the less critical rooms when doors are momentarily opened. To support this pressure
differential and prevent contamination flow between rooms, material is transferred between
areas by means of pass-thrn boxes with inter-locked access doors to prevent the opening
of both doors at the same time. Ultra-critical operations are performed within dust-free
cabinets in the critical areas. In-process testing and inspection is performed in a
separate room designated for that purpose within the area.
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Temperature is controlled at 72°F, plus or minus 1 degree, and humidity is maintained at
40 percent plus or minus 5 percent. The area has a reliability development room for
personnel training and development of methods for attaining maximum cleanliness levels
prior to putting to actual use. It also has an office, locker room, lunchroom, vending
machine area, and washrooms. A crew of approximately 75 men can work in the area
during each shift.
3.3.2 PNEUMATIC PRESSURE TEST CELL
The Pneumatic Pressure Test Cell is a 24 by 24 by 12-foot reinforced concrete block
double wall room. It provides the capability for checking out pneumatic systems under
pressure and containing them in the event of burst. The room is adjacent to and is entered
from the Assembly Shop and Systems Checkout Area. After testing, pneumatic systems
are returned to the assembly area for installation in the spacecraft.
3.3.3 STAR TRACKER TEST FACILITY
The Star Tracker Test Facility will be used for the Navigational Equipment Checkout. The
subcontractor-supplied celestial sensor will be checked upon receipt. Star Tracker test
equipment presently installed provides two optical mechanical test stands. The test stand
is a two-gimbal-axis device which accurately positions a simulated star to check pointing
accuracy of the tracker in the command and tracking operational modes. The star can be
motor driven at various rates through the complete field of the tracker to test its acquisition
capabilities. The optical readout and alignment and calibration procedures used on this
stand enable a positioning accuracy of better than four seconds of arc. The star on this
test stand is a source of collimated light of variable intensity, calibrated to measured
intensity of Vega, with extrapolation for zero air mass to give actual star magnitudes in
space.
3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL TEST AREAS
3.4.1 SYSTEM VIBRATION LABORATORY
The System Vibration Laboratory will be used to perform the assembled spacecraft
vibration tests. The equipmentutilizedfor these tests is described in Section 2.1.5.2.
3.4.2 EMI FACILITIES
3.4.2.1 EMI LABORATORY
The EMI Laboratory will be used for component, assembly, and subassembly EMI testing.
The Laboratory is equipped to perform all types of EMI measurements. The laboratory
and the installed equipment meet military specification requirements for radio frequency
interference measurements and susceptibility tests, and for shielding effectiveness and
attenuation surveys.
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The Laboratory (Figure 3-6) is a shielded enclosure measuring 44 x 24 x 20 feet (medium
bay area). Part of the area is partitioned off to form an isolated test area which measures
20 x 8 x 10 feet.
The entire enclosure has a measured shielding effectiveness of greater than 100 db at
10 gc and attenuation far exceeding the requirements of MIL-STD-285 below 1 gc. Anechoic
capabilities in the form of building block material, with a maximum 2 percent reflectivity,
are available as part of the laboratory equipment.
The enclosure within an enclosure has many unique features. Its 3-phase, 60-cycle power
is electrically isolated from the large enclosure by power line filters. It is equipped with
two removable RF panels, one to the high bay area and one to the laboratory area. Each
of these panels is equipped with coaxial connectors and brass stuffing tubes. All of these
connectors and tubes are provided with caps. Additional capped, waveguide-type power
line penetrations and water and air penetrations are available to the laboratory area, while
additional power line penetrations are available to the adjacent low bay enclosure area.
In addition to the shielded rooms described above, two double copper screen enclosures
are available for conducting tests. One enclosure is stationary and measures 7 x 10 x 8 feet.
The other is a portable, dolly-mounted enclosure, measuring 5 x 10 x 8 feet. The mobile
unit provides often-needed versatility. For example, it may be moved to the test sample
when it is impractical to bring the test sample to the enclosure, or it may be used within
the large shielded enclosure to provide additional shielding effectiveness.
An additional 30 x 25 x 35 feet high shielded room (Figure 4-1) is available for the
measuring of electromagnetic interference on all levels of equipment from components to
complete systems. The room has a measured shielding effectiveness of greater than
100 db at 10 gc and attenuation far exceeding the requirements of MIL-STD-285 below 1 gc.
Specifically, this room is tested and certified at the following:
90 db for magnetic field at 200 kc
110 db for electric field at 200 kc, 1 mc and 18 mc
110 db for plane wave at 400 mc
110 db for X-band at 10 gc
The room is of all-welded construction which lessens the possibility of reduced shielding
effectiveness and eliminates the periodic maintenance associated with mechanical joint
construction. Access to the room is provided by a power-operated door 20 x 24 feet high,
a power-operated ceiling hatch 20 x 6 feet, and a personnel door 3 x 7 feet high. A five-
ton crane is available for use with the ceiling hatch.
Lighting is 100 foot-candles at workbench level. Air conditioning maintains a 70°F temper-
ature under a heating load of 87.5 kw. Two isolated three-phase 30 kva transformers
supply electrical power to the x-com. Yh_ ;l_u_ _c._dlng i_ rated nt 2. 000 oounds per square
foot.
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Two completely instrumented mobile RF Measurement Laboratories are available for
laboratory or field use. General laboratory equipment, such as scopes, counters, fre-
quency meters, power meters, recorders, etc., is readily available for use in testing, as
required. A list of the major equipments is shown below:
Noise and Field Intesity Meter
(Stoddart) NM-10A, 14 kc - 250 kc
Noise and Field Intensity Systems
(Empire) NF-105/M126, 150 kc - 100 mc
Polarad) RIM-2, 1 - 10 gc
Signal Generators
(Hewiett-Packard) 606AR, 50 kc - 65 mc; 608CR, i0 - 480 mc;
612AR, 450 - 1230 mc; 614AR, 0.8 - 2.1 kmc; 616BR, 1.8 - 4.2 kmc;
618BR, 3.8 - 7.6 kmc; 620AR, 7 - 11 kmc
3.4.2.2 ASSEMBLED SPACECRAFT EMI TEST AREA
An EMI Test Area will be set up for EMI testing of the assembled spacecraft. Anechoic
building blocks, with a maximum 2% reflectivity will be utilized. Filter banks will be pro-
vided to isolate electrical test equipment. Floor space will be provided in the high bay
area for testing.
3.4.3 SPACE SIMULATION LABORATORY/INFRARED
The Space Simulation Laboratory will be used to check out the completed spacecraft. Two
chambers may be used at the same time where required by an overlap in schedules. Two
vehicles may be handled simultaneously in adjacent chambers with adjoining control rooms.
The facility description appears under Section 2.3.2.
3.4.4 MAGNETIC TEST FACILITY COMPLEX
In order to provide a total facility capability to support the magnetic test requirements of
the Voyager Spacecraft Program, a magnetic test facility complex will be constructed.
This test complex will be made up of the following separate magnetic test and mapping
capabilities:
Small hand tool deperming
Parts
Small units (100 cubic inches or less)
Sub-Assemblies, Assemblies and Materials
Spacecraft
Each of these separate facility capabilities with the exception of the spacecraft mapping
facility will be located within the Valley Forge Space Technology Center. The spacecraft
mapping facility, because of floor area required (approximately 75 x 150 feet), will be
constructed external to the existing building complex. A description of the required
facilities follows.
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Small Hand Tool Deperming - At each tool checkout area where tools with mag-
netic constraints are disbursed, a deperming coil and a sensitive magnetometer
will be provided. This coil will be energized with an AC current and oriented so
that minimum residual perm will remain in the tool after it has been inserted and
withdrawn from the solenoid. A reading will then be made of the influence of the
tool on the field sensed by the magnetometer. Based on the limits set for
acceptability, the tool will either be issued or put through repeat deperming cycles.
Parts - To enable verification of the non-magnetic requirement of small parts
such as resistors, capacitors and the like, an automatic facility to perm, measure,
and accept or reject will be provided. This facility will consist of a feeder mech-
anism to correctly orient the parts, for maximum influence on the sensing
magnetometer, on a moving belt. This belt will then carry the parts through a
strong (I00 gauss) DC field. This will obviate the possibility of a permeable part
being accepted because it happened to be in a state of zero perm at the time of
inspection. After perming, the part will continue through an open-ended high
permeability cylindrical shield, with its long axis oriented in a magnetic east-west
direction. Such a shield will provide an ambient of less than 100 gamma at its
center where the sensing magnetometer is placed. The influence of the part being
sensed is converted to information upon which automatic accept/reject action on
each part can be implemented.
Small Units - Packages of a size smaller than on the order of 100 cubic inches
and several pounds or less in weight can be accurately mapped in a normal factory
magnetic ambient by rotation about their three orthogonal axes. This method
utilizes a non-magnetic clamping fixture capable of being rotated at about five
cycles per second. A fixed magnetometer is connected to a strip chart recorder
which is filtered to respond only in the five CPS range. Because of the complete
rotation of the test item the influence of the residual perm can be separated from
the measured flux. By repeating this same measurement about the test article's
three axes, a complete mapping can be accomplished. Perming and deperming
to prove that stability requirements are satisfied will be accomplished by a sole-
noid. This solenoid will be sized compatible with the size of the test article
which the facility can accommodate.
Sub-Assembly, Assembly and Materials - Packages too large or massive to be
handled in the rotating fixture unit described above for small unit testing and basic
materials will be mapped in a three axis Helmholtz coil system which will include
a smaller one axis Helmholtz coil pair within the quiet zone for perming and
deperming. The three axis system (about 14' diameter coils) will permit the
establishment of the less than 100 gamma ambient field required to prove that the
total field of the spacecraft assemblies is less than 1 gamma at the 3-diameter
measuring point. This coil system will be located in an area where the non-
geomagnetic disturbances are within limits of both amplitude and frequency to
permit acquisition of true data. Total mapping of the test article is completed
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when three 360 ° measurements are made in the three orthogonal positions.
Stability tests are made by perming and deperming in a 100 gauss field with the
single axis Helmholtz coil set.
e. Spacecraft - Mapping, perming and deperming of the total spacecraft will be
carried out in a separate building which will be sized to accommodate the mapping
fixture provided as part of the OSE. Since this mapping procedure utilizes
essentially the Stallkamp technique employed on the Mariner IV spacecraft, a
magnetically stable area is necessary. The technique to be employed, with its
corresponding requirements on the size of the AHSE as influenced by the size of
the spacecrsft, necessitates a floor area of about 75 x 150 feet. (The long dimen-
sion runs magnetic east-west.) By rotating the vehicle about two of its three axes,
with the center of the flight magnetometer as a center of rotation, and measuring
the influence of the spacecraft on a magnetometer rigidly mounted at the location
of the flight magnetometer, the total magnetic signature of the spacecraft can be
computed. Based on information available on the perming and deperming coil
set used for the Mariner IV operation, it is expected that this same coil set could
be adapted for the same purposes on the Voyager spacecraft with consequent
economies resulting for the Voyager Project. I_ these coils are unavailable for
any reason, a generally similar set would be provided.
3.4.5 ELECTRICAL/FUNCTIONAL
Electrical/Functional testing will be performed in the Assembly Shop and Systems Check-
out Area which is described in paragraph 3.1.1.
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4.0 T/A AND PTM TESTING
4.] T/A TESTING
T/A testing will be performed utilizing the existing laboratories described in Section 2.0.
4.2 PTM TESTING
4.2.1 EMITEST
4.2.1.1 SPACECRAFT BUS
EMI testing of the spacecraft bus will be performed in the EMI Laboratory described in
Section 3.4.2.1.
4.2.1.2 ASSEMBLED SPACECRAFT
EMI testing of the assembled spacecraft will be performed in theAssembled Spacecraft EMI
Test Area described in Section 3.4.2.2.
4.2.2 VIBRATION TEST
Vibration tests will utilize the facilities described in Section 2.1.5.
4.2.3 MA GNETIC FIELD TEST
Magnetic field testing will be performed in the Magnetics Test Facility described in Section
3.4.4.
4.2.4 FREE MODE TEST
The Free Mode Test will be performed in the Assembly Shop and Systems Checkout Area
described in Section 3.1. i. A water cooled tungsten lamp array will be provided to direct
light on the sensitive underside of the solar panels. The test can be performed on the space-
craft with the lander installed or simulated.
4.2.5 ACOUSTIC NOISE TEST
The acoustic noise tests will be performed in the Sonic Fatigue Facility at Wright-Patterson
Airforce Base in Dayton, Ohio. The tests will be performed on the assembled spacecraft.
4.2.6 SPACE SIMULATION
Space simulation testing will be performed in one of the 39-foot space simulators described
in Section 2.3.2.1.
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4.2.7 SEPARATION TESTS
The separation tests will be performed in the high bay area described as the Preparation
Area, Section 2.3.2.2.
4.2.8 LIFE TEST
The life test will be performed on the PTM in the high bay area shown on the floor plan in
Figure 4-1.
5.00SE
5.1 DEVELOPMENT
Electrical OSE will be developed and fabricated in the OSE electronics laboratory which has
2,000 square feet of floor space.
5.2 VENDOR SUPPLIED
Vendor supplied OSE will be received in the receiving area adjacent to the truck dock. These
items will be inspected, checked out, and stored for use.
5.30SE STORAGE
OSE storage area is provided in the Assembly Shop and System Checkout Area. OSE will be
issued through a toll gate for configuration control. The OSE storage area is shown in
Figure 3-2.
6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
6.1 OVERALL LABORATORY AREA PLAN
6. i. 1 PARTS LABORATORY
The Parts Laboratory (Figure 6-1) provides dual capability of long-life engineering parts
evaluation and receiving inspection on high reliability parts.
Engineering parts evaluation involves test-to-failure and constant stress techniques as a
basis for investigation of part parameter degradation. Specially designed stressing equipment,
accurate measuring instruments, and environment simulation chambers are located in the
laboratory. The high reliability parts receiving inspection facility has the capability for
testing over 30,000 parts per month on a 100% basis. Parts are clip-mounted on test boards
where they remain for the complete acceptance test, screening and preconditioning cycle.
Automatic measurement and readout panels provide test results on data-processing cards.
Measurements are analyzed by a computer which provides the accept/reject decision based on
tolerances and allowable drift during screening and preconditioning. The following equipment
is located in the Parts Laboratory:
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• 3 - Vacuum Chambers, 19-inch (Vacuum: 10 -6 mm Hg. Temperature: -20°F to
+250°F)
• 19 - Temperature Chambers (various ranges from -65°C to +500°C)
• 1 - Helium leak detector test station
• 1 - Gross leak test station
• 1 - Automatic Resistor Test Station
. 2 - Resistor Load Cycle Test Stations
• 1 - Automatic Semiconductor Test Station
• 1 - Automatic Capacitor Test Station
. 1 - Temperature/Humidlty Chamber
• 1 - Vibration Table
. 1 - SemiconductorBaek Bias Bake Power Distribution Center
The Parts Laboratory has been testing microcircuits since June, 1963• Special procedures
have been developed for handling and testing these devices, taking into consideration their
small size and mechanical fragility. During visual and mechanical inspection, the device
under test is held in a special holding fixture; during electrical testing, it is mounted in a
special enclosed socket.
For measurements at high and low temperature, the laboratory is equipped with a hot and
cold chamber capable of operating between -100°F and +300°F. Special removable doors are
provided with short direct circuitry running through the doors to microcircuit sockets on the
interior of the door. Both digital and linear circuits have been tested. Both evaluation and
acceptance tests have been conducted. The following special equipments and accessories are
available for use in microcircuit testing.
• 1 - Schuco Vacuum Chuck
• 1 - Anchor Stereo Microscope (X23, X40)
• 1 - Tektronix No. 567 Sampling Oscilloscope and associated pulse generators
• 1 - X-Y Moseley Recorder
• 1 - Associated Testing Model SLHV-1-LC-1 Hot and Cold Chamber
6.1.2 QUALITY ASSIYRANCE IN-PROCESS LABORATORIES
The in-Process Laboratories consist of a chemistry laboratory (630 square feet), an elec-
trical/mechanical laboratory (1,200 square feet), and a radiographic laboratory (500 square
feet).
The primary function of the laboratory is to perform the necessary chemical, mechanical,
electrical and radiographic testing to assure compliance of incoming materials with the
appropriate specifications. In addition, the laboratories act as an adjunct arm to the in-
process inspection group carrying out that testing which cannot be done "on the floor•"
The chemistry laboratory has been designed for maximum flexibility; a generalized listing of
equipment and the scope of analytical activities is as follows:
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• Refractive Index
• Specific Gravity
• Melting Point
• Metallic Thickness
• Distillation, flash point,
fineness of grind, ignition
temperature, viscosity,
organic analyses
• Wet and dry film thickness
• Analysis of alodine,
passivation and plating baths
• Electrical Conductivity of Liquids
• Moisture content of gases, liquids
and solids
• Hardness
• Gas Chromatography
• Muffle furnace and ovens
• Metal analysis
Coulter particle counter
• Cloud and pour point, bleed
penetration
• Identification of plastics,
fibers and elastomers
• Extraction
• Sieve analysis
• Corrosion tests
• Analytical titrations
- Indicators of compound purity
- Chemical stripping and quantitative analysis
-Paints, solvents, resins
- Process control on paints
- Process control on metal treating
- Purity of solvents and deionized water
- CEC moisture monitor used on gases for QC
component and systems testing
- Plastics and elastomers
- Qualitative and quantitative analysis of
gases and liquids
- Ash, residues, volatile and solids content
- Gravimetric, volumetric, calorimetric and
electrolytic methods available
- Quantitative analysis and sizing of particu-
late contamination in liquids and gases, such
as clean room air contamination checks
- Lubricant analysis and evaluation
- Failure analysis activity
- Wax or finish content on yarns
- Determination of particle size, ranges of
powders and granular materials
- Basic chemical capability
- Red•x, conductimetric and electrometric
types
6. i. 2.1 EQUIPMENT AND TEST CAPABILITY
The Mechanical, Electrical, and Thermal Material Test Laboratory and Sample Preparation
Laboratory have the following equipment and capabilities:
a• Instron Universal Testing Machine, Wide Frame - 10,000 lb. maximum capacity,
1/5 lb. full scale (1/500 lb. graduations} minimum load• Strain rates from 20"/
minute to 0. 005"/minute. Low-high temperature chamber from -300°F to +600°F.
Tests performed:
1. Tensile Strength (elongation; yield by extensometer method)
2. Compressive Strength (Plastic ASTM fixture; yield, deflect•meter)
3. Flexural Strength
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4. Bond Strength (Lap-shear)
5. Adhesive Strength, Tape (90 ° and 180 ° peel)
6. Special Component, non-destructive (spring and guide, spring constant;
compression-deflection, rubber; preworking, foam)
b. Kelvin and Wheatstone Bridge - Resistance measurements (wire conductor and
conductive pastes and plastics).
c. Hi-Pot - Dielectric strength tests (wire insulation and electrical tape, tubing).
do Power Supply and Mili-Micro Ammeter - DC, 1,000 volt, 10 ma high resistance
measurements (plastic potting materials, circuit board material, wire insulation,
electrical tapes and tubes, grease, solutions, and misceHaneoas materials).
eo E.S.I. Impedance Bridge - Dielectric constant; dissipation factor; capacitance of
plastic potting materials, circuit board base, electrical grease and oil, electrical
tape and tubes and wire.
fo Cenco-Fitch Apparatus - Thermal canductivity (low range) of potting compounds,
thermal stand-offs, and board materials.
g. Hi-Low Environmental Box, 450°F to -150°F - Aging and conditioning (cold bend
tests, rubber flex_ility, wire heat age, flow, and solder-dip).
ho Sample Preparation - Paint hood, dust-free table, vacuum chamber, paint and can
shaker, curing ovens, and various hand tools and instruments (scale, beakers,
spatulas, ford cups, etc. )
io Sample Machining - Surface grinder, bench grinder, cut-off (abrasive), tensile-cut,
sander, drill press, and assorted hand tools and dies (saws, hammers, ASTM form
rubber dog-bone stamps, etc. )
6.1.3 STANDARDS LABORATORY
The Standards Laboratory (Figure 6-2) provides reference and working standards for cali-
bration and certification of measurement devices. The Laboratory establishes and main-
tains standards of measurement required to insure optimum performance in design, manu-
facture, and maintenance of materials and equipment. It maintains standards derived on
Primary and Secondary bases from the National Bureau of Standards. The Laboratory
prescribes technical requirements for standards, standardized techniques, and procedures.
It performs periodic calibration of secondary standards in a coordinated system to insure
measurement agreement.
Standards capabilities are as follows:
a. DC Voltage and Current Measurement - One Microvolt to 1,500 volts at 0.001%
for standard cells, to 0.01% for higher ranges. DC current ranges from
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Pr irii a r y  Vacuum Calibration System 
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micro-amperes to 200 amperes at 0.05%.
AC Voltage and Current Measurement - Variable voltage from 2 to 300 volts at
frequencies from 20 to 20,000 cps and from 300 to 1200 volts at frequencies from
20 to 10,000 cps. Accuracy varies from 0.05% at low range to 0.2% at high range.
AC current ranges from 0 to 100 amperes at 0.05% of full-scale reading to 5
amperes and 0.25% at upper ranges.
Resisl_nce and Inpedance Measurement - Five overlapping ranges from 10 -5 ohms
to 10 "- ohms. Accuracy varies from +0.002 to 1%.
P .... _*.... -_a _duc_--_nce Measurement - From *0. n5 pf tn 1 mfd st frequonc_es
from 30 cps to 1 inc. Accuracy between 0.05% and 1%, depending on range. In-
ductance from 200 mhto 10 henrys over frequencies of 60 cps to 10 kc. Accuracy
is 0.2% at 100 cps and varies depending on frequency.
Temperature - From -180°C to +500°C with accuracy of +0.01°C with platinum
resistance thermometer and from 500°C to 1400°C with _+O.25°C accuracy with
Pt-PtRh standard thermocouple.
Strip Lamp
Optical Pyrometer
Color Temp. Lamp
700 +_3° to3,200 _8°C
2,000 +8 ° to 2,850 +12°K
Pressure Measurement System - From 0.3 to 500 psi, 0. 015% of reading; 30 to
12,000 psi, 0.02% of reading.
Pressure Measurements - Vacuum: Standard atmosphere +1% to 10 -6 torr +_20%.
Photometric Measurement - Range from 0 to 2,500 lumen/second with 5% accuracy.
Weight Measurement - To 50 pounds with sensitivity reciprocal of 1 grain. Also
a 50-gram capacity scale with sensitivity of 0.05 milligram.
Force Measurement - From 10 pounds to 200,000 pounds with accuracy of 0.05%
at lower range, and 0.1% at high range.
Radio Frequency Measurement - Radio frequency power measurements from 0.1 mw
to 100 watts over a frequency range of 10 mc to 12.4gc. Accuracy varies from
3% to 5% depending on range. Radio frequency attenuation measurements to 30 db
+2% or 0.2 db. Radio frequency impedance measurement to +3% of total impedance.
Frequency and Time Measurement - Frequency range of 0 to 12 gc. An accuracy of
1 part in 109 at 10.1 mc and 3 parts in 10' in the range of 50 kc to 12 gc.
Flow Calibration - Capable of measuring from 25 to 3,300 cc per minute.
is +0.5%.
Accuracy
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no Vibration - 0. lg to 10g over frequency range of 20 - 4000 cps +_3%, 10 g to 100 g
over frequency range of 20 - 200 cps +_5%.
o. Metrology Length: 0.05 in. - 4 in. +0.000001 in.
5 in. - 80 in. +0.000001 in.
Arc: 1 rain. - 360 ° +0.25 sec.
Flatness: 0 - 8 in. +0.000001 in.
Optical Rate 0 - 2 degrees/rain. +1 sec. arc/min.
System:
p. Magnetics - 0.1 gauss to 10,000 gauss +1%
q. Spectral Radiation - Total radiation 10 X 10 -6 to 150 x 10 -3
of 0.3 to 3 microns.
W
over a range
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7.0 MATERIALS R&D LABORATORIES
7.1 CAPABILITIES
Materials development and application capability has been developed in the Spacecraft
Department to assure that General Electric developed space vehicles and components are
built from materials capable of long-term dependable operation in the severe environments
of earth orbit or space flight. The Spacecraft Materials Research and Development Lab-
oratories are equipped to perform this function.
Av_a,q nf c._pahility of the Tahnrat__ries are mater'A_a!s and processes resegxch and develop-
ment in the spacecraft field, and materials engineering to support research, design,
development engineering, quality control, and manufacturing. This support consists of
new materials development, materials application engineering, materials evaluation,
performance testing and analysis, preparation of materials and processes specifications
and procedures, physics of failure analysis and mechanics of failures for material
reliability analyses.
7.1.1 CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
The Chemistry Laboratory is a complete analytical facility, capable of performing routine
and unusual chemical analyses, both by classical "wet _' methods and, by instrumental
techniques. The composition and chemical nature of all materials including organic and
inorganic compounds, metals, alloys, plastics, and ceramics can be determined qualita-
tively and quantitatively. Development of new analytical procedures, process control,
materials acceptance testing support, and monitoring of beryllium facilities are additional
functions carried on in this laboratory.
Figure 7-1 gives a general view of a portion of the Chemistry Laboratory showing some of
the analytical instruments. A hydrocarbon analyzer, moisture monitor, and milliport
system are shown on the lab table. A perchloric acid and regular fume hood can be seen
in the background.
A gas chromatograph, shown in Figure 7-2, is employed in the analysis of organic and inor-
ganic gases, trace and major component analysis of propellant mixtures, organic materials,
and a wide range of liquid materials.
Figure 7-3 shows a Beckman Spectrophotometer being used for the trace chemical analysis of
metallic and non-metallic elements.
A high frequency induction furnace, shown in Figure 7-4, is used for carbon and sulfur
analyses. Macro, semi-micro, and micro analytical balances are used for chemical
analyses.
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F igure 7 -1. Chemistry Laboratory 
Figure 7-2. Gas Chromatograph 
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Figure 7-3. Beckman Spectrophotometer 
Figure 7-4. High Frequency Induction Furnace 
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7.1.2 SPECTROSCOPY LABORATORY 
The Spectroscopy Laboratory possesses the capability to conduct investigations of material 
properties by spectroscopic approaches. The spectral data are obtained by the absorption 
emittance, reflectance and transmittance of radiation in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared 
regions. 
0 
The measurements are recorded photographically or electronically. 
Results of calculations are expressed as thermal radiation values (solar absorptance and 
infrared emittance), spectral qualities (regions of transmittance reflectance, and color 
specifications), and chemical composition (analyses of organic, inorganic, ferrous and 
non-f errous metals and alloys). 
Figure 7-5 shows an Infrared Reflectometer (range 2 to 35 microns) used for determination 
of thermal radiative properties (emittance) of coating materials, metals, and insulating 
materials. 
An integrating sphere reflectometer, Figure 7-6, is used for the determination of the 
spectral characteristics of materials in the ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared spectrum. 
The range of this instrument is 0 to 100 + -1% total reflectance. 
A 3.4 meter grating spectrograph is shown being used in Figure 7-7 for the qualitative and 
quantitative spectrochemical analyses (macro-trace) of the metallic elements in materials 
in the forms of solids, liquids, or  powders. 
Figure 7-5. Infrared Reflectometer 
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Figure 7-6. Integrating Sphere Reflectometer 
Figure 7-7. 3.4 Meter Grating Spectrograph 
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A Microphotometer, Figure 7-8, permits precise measurements of transmittance and 
wave-length of spectral lines of materials. This information is used for failure analysis studies 
and elemental composition determinations. 
7 . 1 . 3  X-RAY DIFFRACTION LABORATORY 
The x-ray diffraction and emission capabilities a re  available in this laboratory for 
compositional and structural analysis of solid state materials; including metals, organics, 
inorganics, plastics, and combinations of these materials. Data can be obtained both 
photographically and electronically. In addition, stress analysis, orientation effects, 
crystallinity and particle size can be investigated by x-ray techniques. 
The main components of the x-ray unit are  shown in Figure 7-9. The detector (left) is 
equipped with pulse height selector and a digital printout. Shown on the table are  the goni- 
ometer and a powder camera. The power supply at the right can provide 50 ma at 50 kv 
to either or both of two x-ray tubes. 
Shown in Figure 7-10 a re  a constant temperature bath, a high temperature (up to 18OO0C) 
inert atmosphere oven, and a polarizing microscope. 
Figure 7-8. Microphotometer 
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Figure 7-9. X-Ray Unit 
Figure 7-10. X-Ray Diffraction Laboratory 
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7.1.4 MATERIALS PERFORMANCE LABORATORY 
This 'Laboratory is responsible for conducting part and component tear down for materials 
and processes qualification, conducting materials performance and failure analysis, 
providing feedback on materials use in preliminary design and development, developing 
simulation r igs  to functionally test components and/or duplicate failures found by subsystem 
o r  system test, conducting first part destructive analysis; studying the physics and mechanics 
of failures of material reliability analysis, and conducting wear and friction studies and 
measurements. 
The performance teardown and testing of precision parts requires the use of the miniature 
lathe, mill, sectioning machine, drill press  and stereo microscope with micromanipulator 
shown in Figure 7-11. 
The equipment shown in Figure 7-12 is capable of recording fractional forces under both 
simple and oscillatory motion. At top right is shown a temperature control unit used to 
control the temperature of the lubricant in the oil reservoir.  The load lever system allows 
the use of two load ratios - 30 to 1 and 10 to 1. 
0 Figure 7-11. Performance Teardown and Precision Parts  Testing Equipment 
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Figure 7-12. Fractional Forces Recording Equipment 
7.1.5 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES LABORATORY 
The Electrical Properties Laboratory has facilities for measuring the properties of 
electrical conductors, semi-conductors and insulators, and for analyzing the electrical 
characteristics of devices. Mater ia ls  acceptance testing support and the evaluation of new 
and established materials a r e  carried on by ASTM and MIL Standard procedures where 
applicable. Special equipment and new techniques a re  developed to meet unusual measure- 
ment and analysis problems and to provide functional evaluation of materials and devices. 
Classic and special electrical techniques are applied to the q a l y s i s  of failed devices. 
Equipment for measuring dielectric constant, dielectric power factor, corona and DC 
insulation resistance is shown in Figure 7-13. 
Figure 7-14 shows a Corona Test Set used to measure 60 cycle corona inception extinction 
voltages and corona intensity in dielectrics and devices. 
The High Voltage AC 
dielectric strength of dielectric materials in the 0 to 50,000 volt range. The unit has an 
automatic rate-f -voltage-rise control. 
Breakdown Tester, shown in Figure 7-15, can determine the 60 cycle 
Semiconductor performance analysis is shown being carried out in Figure 7-16 with a 
micromanipulator probe used in conjunction with a current/voltage curve tracer.  
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le Figure 7-15. High-Voltage AC Breakdown Tester 
Figure 7-16. Semiconductor Performance Analysis Equipment 
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7.1.6 METALLOGRAPHY LABORATORY 
The Metallography Laboratory contains complete modern facilities for the specimen 
preparation and for micro and macro inspection and photography. Samples normally handled 
include the conventional ferrous and non-ferrous metals plus "exotictt space age materials. 
In addition to familiar polishing and etching agents as alumina and silica, nital, oxalic acid, 
etc. , diamond particles down to 0.25 micron and vacuum cathodic capabilities exist. 
Shown in Figure 7-17 is a research metallograph complete with accessories which permits 
studies of specimens at magnifications greater than 2000X in high vacuum and at tempera- 
tures up to 16OO0C. Also shown are  a metallographic microscope at left and a photomicro- 
graphic microscope at left and a photomicrographic camera. 
The cathodic vacuum etcher shown in Figure 7-18 is used for the development of metal, 
ceramic and cermet micro-structure by ion bombardment, employing voltages to 7.5 kv 
and vacuums less  than 0.005 microns. 
The Laboratory has available, as shown in Figure 7-19 from left to right, a miniature 
welder and force tester, stereo, microscope, diamond polishing equipment and a harness 
tester. + 
Figure 7-20, from left to right shows a metallurgical microscope, a bench metallograph, a 
micro-hardness tester, and a stereo microscope. 
Figure 7-17. Research Metallograph 
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Figure 7-18. Cathodic Vacuum Etcher 
Figure 7-19. Metallography Laboratc. y, View A 
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Figure 7-20. Metallography Laboratory, View B * 
7.1.7 PLASTICS AND COATING LABORATORY 
This facility was established to perform sample preparation for material acceptance support, 
coatings and organic material evaluations, and development work on potting compounds, 
~ adhesives, and surface coatings. 
Figure 7-21 shows an electroplating console which incorporates acid pickle, cleaning and 
rinsing, and plating tanks; with an integral fume exhaust. A thermal exposure chamber 
A thermal exposure chamber shown in Figure 7-22 allows ambient to 600°F +_ 2' thermal 
testing. The unit is equipped with constant temperature and cycling controls. 
7.1.8 VACUUM STUDIES LABORATORY 
This facility has the capability to simulate space conditions, determine weight loss and 
outgassing products under high vacuum, perform leakage evaluations of hermetic seals, 
vacuum vapor deposit thin films, and conduct thermal vacuum evaluations of material and 
parts for acceptance, qualification, or  development activities. 
Outgassing/weight loss studies are shown being conducted in Figure 7-23 with an automatic 
recording balance-mass spectrometer system. Permeability of materials is also measured 
with this system. 0 
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Figure 7-21. Electroplating Console 
I 
Figure 7-22. Thermal Exposure Chamber 
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Figure 7-23. Balance-Mass Spectrometer System 
Vapor deposition, s uttering ion bombardment and vacuum-thermal exposure studies a re  
performed in a 10-'Torr, 14-inch bell j a r  vacuum evaporator system in Figure 7-24. An 
18-inch bell jar also is availalbe. 
7.1.9 MECHANICAL TEST LABORATORY 
The Mechanical Test Laboratory provides facilities for investigating the mechanical 
properties of all types of solid materials for metals and alloys to plastics, elastomers, 
and synthetic and natural fibers. Ambient and high and low temperature testing is also 
carried out. 
Compression and tension testing is performed on a continuous stress/strain recording 
universal testing machine shown in Figure 7-25. Loads between 0 . 2  grams and 10 ,000  
pounds can be applied accurately to within 0.5 percent. 
Figure 7-26 shows a chamber providing temperature cycling capability between -300 to 
+ 600°F (+ 5'F). The apparatus may be used with the testing machine for  mechanical/ 
thermal tests. 
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Figure 7-24. Bell Jar Vacuum Evaporator System 
Figure 7-25. Universal Testing Machine 
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0 Figure 7-26. Temperature Cycling Equipment 
Figure 7-27.  Sample Preparation Equipment 
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7.1.10 SAMPLE PREPARATION AREA
The Sample Preparation Area is equipped with modern heavy duty machines, including a
lathe, bench grinder, drill press, bandsaw, milling machine, and a complete assortment of
hand tools. Samples are prepared for tensile, comprehensive and lapsheet testing. Using a
liquid nitrogen system, elastomeric materials can be frozen and machined to + 0.001 inch
tolerances. In Figure 7-27 a view of a portion of the area shows some of the larger pieces
of equipment available for sample preparation.
7.1.11 FORMULATED PRODUCTS LABORATORY
Special encapsulating compounds, adhesives, and paints are made in the Formulated Products
Laboratory for aerospace applications. Equipment and skilled personnel are available to
manufacture small quantities of high quality materials to meet the unusual requirements of
spacecraft.
7.1.12 COMBINED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS LABORATORY
This Laboratory is equipped with a combined effects vacuum facility with capability of vacumn
of -10 -11 torr, UV, proton, electron, and x-ray irradiation, and in situ measurement of op-
tical properties of samples and mass spectrometry. Other capabilities include equipment
for weight loss and mass spectrometric studies of outgassing, vapor deposition and sputter-
ing., and guarded hot plate thermal conductivity apparatus for thermal conductivity studies
under vacuum.
7.1.13 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING LABORATORY
The Lab has established a complete up-to-date non-destructive measurement capability
utilizing primarily Ultrasonic, X-ray, Eddy Current and Capacitance Gaging techniques, and
supports a continuous study and evaluation program to develop new techniques and capabilities.
Non-destructive testing makes it possible to measure attributes on production line items
without disturbing the specimen, i.e., bonding, welding, plating, etc. ; and to obtain informa-
tion of physical qualities in those cases where tear down analysis tends to shadow or mask
the information required. Non-destructive techniques are an important adjunct to standard
testing techniques and in many instances the only practical testing method.
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8.0 REMOTE LOCATION FACILITIES
8.1 CAPE KENNEDY
The spacecraft will be shipped from the factory at Valley Forge and received at Hangar AO,
Cape Kennedy. This hangar provides sufficient high-bay area and supporting system test
complex area to enable an overall systems assembly and checkout. The requirements for
utility services necessary to support the testing will be determined and deficiencies, if any
exist, corrected.
Upon completion of the checkout in Hangar AO, the spacecraft will be moved to the Explosives
Safe Area for propellant loading and pyro installation. A problem currently exists here with
respect to the width of the doors (20 feet) leading into all the functional areas of the ESA.
The spacecraft as presently configured with its associated handling OSE, requires door
widths on the order of 22 feet.
8.2 PASADENA PEO
A suitably located facility will be provided near JPL to accommodate 100 to 150 people
during Phase IB. A constant manning of 50 to 75 people will be maintained during
Phase II. The facility will be equipped with areas to handle presentations, purchasing
activities, communications, documentation, conferences, drafting, mock-up construction
and display, and office services. There will be office space and a reception area.
8.2.1 PROJECT STATUS ROOM
A Project Status Room will be provided duplicating the Project Control Center located at the
Valley Forge Space Technology Center. Changes to information in the room at Valley Forge
will be immediately communicated to PEO and reflected in the status control system in the
Project Status Room. The room will be equipped with a movie screen and projection equip-
ment, capabilities for display for pictures and flip charts, and accommodations for pre-
sentations to top management personnel. Access to this room will be through the main
lobby.
8.2.2 PURCHASING AREA
There will be a room for receiving vendors and pursuing purchasing activities. Office area
will be available for vendor personnel and conference areas will be provided for discussions.
8.2.3 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
The Communications Center will provide direct wire service between JPL, major subcon-
tractors, and General Electric at Valley Forge. Teletype, datafax, and a direct computer
link to the engineering computer at the Space Technology Center will be included in the
Communication Center's capabilities.
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8.2.4 FILE ROOM
Microfilm files will provide storage space for microfilm duplicates of all engineering draw-
ings at Valley Forge Space Technology Center. The files will be updated to give personnel
immediate access to technical information. A microfilm viewing area will have microfilm
projection machines with the capability of printing enlarged copies when needed. A filing
system will be included to service the drafting room and to provide storage for all standard
size drawings.
8.2.5 CONFERENCE ROOMS
Six _'_ by _" _^'- -'-"" '--
---_ rooms w--, u_ av_able for conferences or for office space for transient
personnel.
8.2.6 DRAFTING ROOM
A Drafting Room will be provided to accommodate 10 to 20 draftsmen.
8.2.7 MOCKUP AREA
A scale model of the spacecraft or of spacecraft assemblies or components will be on dis-
play in the mockup room. Tools and workspace will be provided in the mockup area so that
models can be kept up to date.
8.2.8 OFFICE SERVICES
Ditto, Xerox, Thermofax, and other office duplicating equipment will be available to per-
sonnel in a room designated for that purpose. A blueline machine wKl be provided in the
same area to satisfy the needs of the drafting room.
8.2.9 OFFICE SPACE
Suitable office space will be provided for managers and other permanently assigned personnel.
8.2.10 RECEPTION AREA
The main lobby will have provisions for a receptionist. The receptionist's desk will be
stationed in the reception area and that area will be designated as the security control center.
9.0 DATA PROCESSING AND COMPUTATION SYSTEM
The Data Processing and Computation System consists of a Data Processing and Computations
Laboratory (7, 700 square feet) and an Analog Systems Simulation Laboratory (3,800 square
feet).
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Total capability includes multiple installations of digital computers in the large, medium,
and small class with associated program libraries; telemetry conversion equipment including
analog to analog conversion, analog to digital conversion, and various presentation devices.
There are available for use in this area:
• 2-
• 1-
• 1-
• 2-
• 1-
• 2-
• 1-
• 1-
• 1-
• 1-
• 1-
On
1-
IBM 7094 Systems currently being replaced by
GE 635 with two Processors for completion in 1965
IBM 1401 input/Output Data Processor
IBM 1460
GE 225 Medium Scale GE 225 Computer Systems
GE 235 Computer Systems
GE 205 Computer System
SDS 910
DDP 24
IBM 1620 Small scale scientific processor
TDS - 91 Data Link between Valley Forge, Pennsylvania and Schenectady,
New York (Similar link will soon be installed between Valley Forge and
Syracuse, New York}
order for installation in August 1965 is
Stromberg Carlson S-C 4020 high speed prL_ter/plotter microfilm recorder
In addition, In the Analog Systems Simulation Computer Facility, the following are available:
• 3 - Electronic Associates Model 231R
• 2 - Reeves 400 Series
These computers have cables in place for direct connection to the test vehicles when located
in the Space Simulation Laboratories and the Environmental Test Chambers.
The GE 635 computer has the capability of random access memory storage. It may be in-
terrogated from a remote location by teletypewriter from within the Space Technology
Center or from terminal locations such as JPL or the GE Pasadena Project Engineering
Office. This can provide for Instantaneous data availability as desired.
The computer facilities will be used on the Voyager Program for purposes such as the
following:
a. Program Management
Scheduling systems, planning and reporting - e.g. PERT
Cost Estimating
Document status - e.g. CII software status
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b. Financial Systems
Expense and commitment system reporting and control
Applied time
c. Configuration Management
Engineering documentation and definition
As-defined hardware configuration
As-built hardware configuration
Reliability Engineering information system
d. Manufacturing and Quality Assurance Information Systems
Shop labor
Hardware status
Bonded stock inventory
Purchasing control from the original request through expediting, receiving and
receiving inspection
e. Technical Data
Systems simulation
Data storage and data reduction
Engineering computations
The above would include work in the thermal area, engineering development,
environmental simulation, etc.
10.0 PERSONNEL OFFICE SPACE - VALLEY FORGE
10.1 GENERAL
Figure 10-1 is the layout of office space on the main level of the Valley Forge Space Tech-
nology Center. Figure 10-2 represents the floor plan for the upper level.
10.2 PROJECT CONTROL CENTER
The Project Control Center will be located at the hub of Voyager activity in the Valley Forge
Space Technology Center. It will encompass approximately 1200 square feet of floor space.
The Project Control Center will serve as a central information and communicatien facility
continuously updating and displaying the status of the Voyager Program. Reports, charts,
and visual displays will be used. Work space will be provided for the people keeping this
information current. Keypunch equipment will be used for preparation of configuration con-
trol inputs. A conference area will be available for meetings with customer, inhouse, and
subcontractor personnel.
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10.2.1 CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA CENTER
A Configuration Control Data Center will be provided adjacent to the Project Control Center.
The Configuration Control Data Center will be equipped to display and maintain up-to-the-
minute status reports on all phases of the Voyager Spacecraft design. Copies of design
drawings will be kept current in a drawing file for reference. The design review board will
meet here to discuss design changes and to resolve associated problems.
10.2.2 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
A Communications Center will be provided adjacent to the Project Control Center for the
exclusive use of the Voyager Program. There will be teletype, datafax, and direct tie lines
with PEO, JOL, and subcontractors. A desk side computer will be provided which can
question and receive answers from the central computer at Valley Forge Space Technology
Center.
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PROJECT CONTROL PLAN
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1.1 APPROACH
Project control is accomplished through a group of proven management systems that provide
the Project Manager and JPL with a clear view of the total project plan and progress at all
times. These management systems provide a depth of visibility which will allow measure-
ments, evaluation, predictions and corrective actions by management personnel at all levels
to influence future events. To exercise this centrol, the following basic sequential steps will
be taken: prime and supporting project objectives, and their relationships, will be established
(Project Implementation Plan); plans that identify the sequential tasks (Work Packages) and
their output/input relatienships (Fragnets) will be developed; schedules (PERT Network) and
firm commitments for cost (Budgets), coupled with the required resources (Facilities,
Manpower) will be determined. Progress against these commitments will be measured and
evaluated and a_upropriate management action planned and executed.
1.2 CONTENT
This plan will describe the management systems and implementation methods that will be used
by the Project Manager in achieving the goals of technical performam e, reliability, schedule
and cost. It will further describe the scope and responsibilities of a Project Control organi-
zation that will support the Project Manager in attaining those goals.
1,3 SUMMARY
Control of the Voyager Project is provided by the timely actions taken by JPL and GE manage-
ment. These actions will be based on decisions resulting from the visibility provided to
management, and on the experienced judgment of the manager. The manager, who closes the
loop to establish and maintain control, achieves rapid response to his decisions and actions
through the authority provided by the vertical management structure of the Voyager Project.
As a result of this approach, all levels of management are continuously informed of progress,
directly involves in the performance loop, and are provided the authority to respond rapidly
to project direction.
2.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The basic responsibility for causing the Voyager Project to be completed "on time", "on
performance" and within cost is assigned to the GE Voyager Project Manager. Broadly, the
Project Manager is responsible for the interpretation of JPL's program requirements, the
communication of them to his functional operations and for performance against these re-
quirements. He will manage his functional operations within the constraints of the cost,
time and resources to successfully complete all phases of the program. A more complete
description of the Project Manager's scope and responsibilities is included under the Project
Management Section.
Figure 2-1 is a summary treatment illustrating the relationship of some of the basic manage-
ment tools selected/developed for the Voyager Project relative to the Project Manager's
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responsibilities and key project elements. A more comprehensive and detailed discussion
of management systems, their implementation, and their application to the Voyager Project
will be included in this plan under Project Control.
The management systems to be used by the Voyager Project Manager will be implemented,
as applicable, during Phase IB, and will be expanded rapidly throughout this phase con-
sistent with Project needs. From a project management approach, Phase 113 will be con-
sidered to be the start of an orderly program which will flow without interruption into
Phase II, and will be managed accordingly by GE. The Voyager Project Manager will impose
the requirement for hhe use of similar or equivalent management systems on major sub-
contractors such as Motorola, Inc. and Texas Instruments, Inc.
During Phase IA, the Voyager Project Manager has already initiated those management
systems applicable to this phase of the program, which include:
a. Preliminary Project Implementation Plans
b. Work Breakdown Structure
c. Project Funding Instructions
d. Overtime Control
e. Schedule Control
f. Cost Control
g. Project Reviews
h. Design Reviews
i. Project Integration Meetings
j. Configuration Management
k. Critical Vendor Selection (Preliminary)
1. Subcontract Management
m. Facilities, Equipment and Laboratory Capabilities Index
n. Parameter Control
o. Project Control Center
p. Project Audit
q. Make or Buy Procedure (Preliminary)
3.0 PROJECT CONTROL
3.1 OBJECTIVES
The critical Voyager project control objectives are (1) to assure that the Spacecraft (and
OSE) will be available and capable of performing its mission requirements in accordance
with the fixed launch period, and (2) that this is accomplished within the cost agreed to by
JPL and GE.
3.2 PROJECT CONTROL CRITERIA
To assist the Voyager Project Manager in meeting the above objectives, and to assure that
across-the-board management attention and direction In depth is provided through timely
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action and control, the following project control criteria have been established.
Provide a staff to the Project Manager of mature management personnel experienced
in the application of management systems.
Assign discrete portions of the total management spectrum to each of these per-
sonnel, together with the responsibilities and authorities to act as agents of the
project Manager.
Select, modify, or develop as appropriate, those management systems which will
support the project Manager in achieving total program visibility as a basis for
timely decisions and actiens.
provide a mechanism to keep JPL currently and totally informed on all significant
project activity and facilitate their timely participation in the Project.
3.3 ORGANIZATION
In accordance with the above criteria, a Project Control Organization, Figure 3-1, will be
implemented during Phase IB. This organization will be expanded during Phase IB and
Phase II consistent with Project requirements, and will be staffed with mature management
personnel carefully selected from the present Voyager staff and other current programs
in accordance with their demonstrated capability and availability. The nucleus of this staff
has been in place in the Voyager Project throughout Phase IA activities, and will continue
to function and maintain Project continuity subsequent to Phase IA.
Figure 3-1 also summarizes the assigned responsibilities of each of the Project Control
organizational components. Each component while responsible for discrete portions of the
Project, acts in support of Project Engineering, which is the focal point and prime im-
plementor for overall planning, authorization, measurement, evaluation and direction. The
Project Control organization provides the depth of management experience and judgment
which causes management systems to be used effectively. Conversely, management systems
provide the necessary tools on which decisions and actions are based.
3.4 INTI_t FACES
The Project Control interface Matrix, Figure 3-2 summarizes the basic relationships be-
tween the Project Control organization and the Voyager performing functional operations, and
shows the primary responsibilities of each. It also summarizes the procedures that will be
followed to plan, schedule, cost, direct, perform, measure and evaluate the Voyager Project.
Essentially, Project Control is responsible for the overall Work Planning, Work Authori-
zation, and Work Measurement cycles; the functional operations are responsible for the Work
Performance cycle. Project Control, Voyager functional operations, Project and Company
5 of 16
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General Managementas a team are responsible for the Work Evaluation cycle. Participa-
tion by appropriate JPL representatives in each activity is included as part of the Project
Control planning.
As shown in Figure 3-2, Project Control is the motivating force which causes the communi-
cation and decision loop to be closed in two directions. First, it provides an orderly and
timely closed loop between the Project Manager and his functional operations through a
sequential cycle of Work Planning, Work Authorization, Work Performance, Work Measure-
ment and Work Evaluation. Secondly, each of these cycles (Work Planning, etc. ) are closed
loops in themselves between the Project Manager and each functional operation. Typical
examples of this closed loop approach will be shown in the following paragraphs.
This closed loop approach is the key to keeping all management levels censtantly and
currently informed of Project status and problems, and provides for rapid ingestion,
assimilatkm and response to Project direction.
3.4.1 WORK PLANNING CYCLE
The Work Planning Cycle as shown in Figure 3-3 is a closed loop process which begins with
receipt and agreement of JPL requirements and direction. These requirements will be con-
verted into an initLvd Project Implementation Plan. Project effort will be segregated into a
work breakdown structure defined in terms of work packages which form a common base for
scheduling, budgeting and funding. Detailed planning will then implemented by the Voyager
functional operations and the results fed back to Project Control for integration, review and
updat g.
This closed loop process will function during the entire course of the Project to ensure a
properly directed, closely integrated and responsive team effort.
3.4.2 WORK MEASUREMENT CYCLE
The Work Measurement Cycle as shown in Figure 3-4 is a closed loop process which is
predicated mainly on the receipt and analysis of mechanized data and reports. This cycle is
normally continuous in that data will be analyzed immediately upon receipt, and determination
made of effects on Project plans by Project Control/Voyager functional operations personnel.
As limited correct2ve actions based on these data are determined, the Project implementation
Plan will be revised to provide orderly implementation.
Work package labor and material expenditures will be accumulated by mechanized ani com-
puter processing applications to produce the most useful reports and/or report inputs for
effective Project Control. Detailed work package task-oriented schedule and work progress
monitoring will be accomplished in depth by Project Control and Voyager functional opera-
tion specialists.
In addition, Project Finance specialists supplement the monitoring of project costs and
provide status reports and forecasts.
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At frequent intervals throughout the life cycle of the project all work progress, replanning,
rephasing, interface changes and other variations will be incorporated into the PERT net-
work and necessary recalculations made to ensure constant compat_ility of the total project
schedule with contract requirements, - and of fragnet schedules with the total project plans
and schedules.
In general, any revisions implemented during this cycle will be those that can be resolved
at working levels, such as, internal schedules and funding, interface, etc., and do not re-
sult in major Project redirections. Where problems cannot be resolved at this level, or
major Project effects are indicated, such data will be fed into the Work Evaluation Cycle
for higher level management review and decision.
3.4.3 WORK EVALUATION CYCLE
The Work Evaluation Cycle as shown in Figure 3-5 is based on an orderly arrangement of
formal Project reviews conducted on a regular basis by management at all levels. The re-
views range in scope from Change Control Board reviews involving such details as fasteners,
to Division Vice President Program Appraisal and Review (PAR) meetings involving the
total Project scope. They all have a common purpose, however, and that is to assure that
experienced management judgment, supported by the visibility provided by Project planning
and progress data, is focused in a timely matter on all significant Project elements.
Consistent with the management level involved, comm_mications will be maintained, progress
evaluated, and decisions made and agreed to which influence the course of future events.
The formal reviews shown in Figure 3-5 will be held on a regularly scheduled basis,
ranging from daily Change Control Board reviews to weekly top management project
meetings and reviews. The formal Division Vice President PAR reviews will be held on a
semi-monthly or monthly basis. However, any level of management can, and are encouraged
to, arrange informal meetings and reviews as the need arises.
All formal and informal Project reviews and meetings, internal or external, will be either
held by or participated in by the Project Manager, or his Project Control representative
where appropriate.
4.0 MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Management system s consists of an inventory of management plans, procedures, reviews
and reports based on Division and Department policies, instructions and procedures proven
successful on past and current programs. They can be used "as is" or modified, and when
applicable, developed to suit a particular customer need or requirement such as h_ been
done on this Project with the Configuration Identification Index System. Managemt: ,_ systems
are "tools" of management only, and are used to provide a clear and total visibility, of
Project plans and status. From this depth of visibility, management is much better equipped
to convert its experience and judgment into decisions and actions which represent the actual
control of the Voyager Project.
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The Management Systems Matrix, Figure 4-1, shows those key management systems which
have been selected for use on the Voyager Project, the responsibility for control, the par-
tieipating organization levels and the affected work cycles. Reports have been omitted from
this matrix as they are adequately covered under the Data Management Plan.
Additionally, JPL has not been included in the matrix since access to and data from each of
the designated systems is available to them at any time.
A more comprehensive and detailed description of each of the systems shown in Figure 4-1
is included in the following paragraphs. Additional management systems selected for use
by the Voyager functional operations are included and described in each of the Project Plans
included in this volume. Plans which are primarily administered by the Project Control
organization have been identified with CII numbers. These will be preceded by separate
cover pages.
4.1 PASADENA ENGINEERING OFFICE (PEO)
A Pasadena Engineering Office will be established at the start of Phase IB to assure that
effective communications are maintained between the General Electric Company and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory throughout the Voyager Project. Project definition and planning will
be initiated at the PEO during Phase IB. The PEO is part of the Project Control organization,
and is described in VBll0VP017.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the Project Engineering Plan is to describe the method for (1) day-to-day
direction and control of the project at the working level to insure that overall reliability,
technical, schedule and cost performance requirements are met, and (2) providing project
visibility to JPL at the working level, and where the day-to-day decisions are made.
2.0 APPROACH
In successfully carrying out a number of complex spacecraft projects, it has been the
practice of the Missile and Space Division of General Electric to assign senior engineering
personnel with demonstrated management capability as Project Engineers. The Project
Engineer has the responsibility and authority for integration, control and direction of all
activities associated with a discrete package of work. General Electric will apply this
concept to Voyager. Each Project Engineer will have similar responsibilities, authorities
and relationships for his particular portion of the Project as the Project Control Manager
has with respect to the entire Project. Additionally, each Project Engineer will be identi-
fied as the main point of contact with JPL Cognizant Engineers for that package. This
arrangement will facilitate timely and responsive communications at the JPL/GE working
levels throughout the life of the project.
One significant aspect of this approach is the Project Engineer/Design Engineer relation-
ship. The Project Engineer is responsible for performance, schedule, cost and integration
of his work package into the total project. This is in contrast with the design engineer,
and manufacturing, quality assurance and test engineers for example, who are responsi-
ble primarily for the technical excellence of their respective areas, and whose collective
efforts are the inputs for the work package. In practice, the Project Engineer and Design
Engineer will retain continuity of responsibility throughout the life of the project.
3.0 IMPLEMENTATION
Individual Project Engineers will each be assigned the task of managing a discrete,
significant portion of the project, consistent with the work breakdown structure and com-
parable (except for design) with JPL Cognizant Engineer area of responsibility. For
example, each of the subsystems will be so assigned. In situations where size or com-
plexity may require assigning a number of Project Engineers to a given area, a lead
Project Engineer would have overall responsibility.
4.0 PROJECT ENGINEER RESPONSIBILITIES
Each Project Engineer is responsible for the overall direction, monitoring, control,
measurement, evaluation and communication of the technical, schedule and cost perform-
ance for his assigned work package, and for the integration of this package into the total
Project. This responsibility encompasses all in-house activity, as well as activities
2of 4
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associated with field sites, subcontractors, and vendors.
Each Project Engineer, consistent with the authority delegated to him, will accomplish his
management respons_ilities through the following activities:
a. Interpretation of JPL requirements, and conversion of these requirements Into
work packages and applicable Project Plans.
b. Preparation and current updating of the Project Implementation Plan.
c. Integration, review and approval of all project plans, schedules and budgets
applicable to his work package across all operations of the Project.
d. Preparation and issuance of Project Funding Instructions which establish
direction and authorize specific work activity consistent with the procedures out-
lined in the Cost/Schedule Plan.
eo Active direction and/or participation in all design reviews, working level project
integration meetings, interface meetings, and management boards which directly
influence plans, and progress against those plans for his particular work package.
f. Interpretation of all available data for measuring value of work accomplished
versus planned, future projections, and for anticipating and resolving problem
areas.
g. Maintaining contact with the JPL Cognizant Engineer in his area, and keeping him
fully informed of current status and activity, and assuring the availability of
functional specialists in all areas for in-depth discussions as desired.
h. Monitoring the application of resources to his area, and providing additional
resources when required.
5.0 MEASURES OF PROJECT ENGINEER PERFORMANCE
Each Project Engineer will be measured by customer satisfaction, schedule and cost per-
formance, adequacy of final product, adequacy of total program integration, accuracy and
timelIness of status and status projections, timeliness of request for management support,
morale, and upper management audits.
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1.0 INTRODUuTION
Definition of interfaces between the agencies participating in Voyager is a highly complex
operation requiring close integration mud control. This plan presents a summary of the
principal management and technical methods necessary for effective interface resolution.
2.0 REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for interface integration are divided into four areas:
2.1 MANAGEMEI_I ' OF INTERFACE IN_FEGRATION
A policy-matting Interface Integration Board is required at the prime contract interface
level (JPL, GE, Laumch Vehicle, etc.) for the purpose of defining the initial contract inter-
face boundaries. An Lnterface Control Working Group is required at the same level as the
Board for the purpose of def_ and applying values to the specific interfaces on either
side of the contractual boundaries.
2.2 PROCEDURE FOR INTEGRATING INTERFACES
A procedure is required for both management activities which permits speedy reconciliation
of incompat_ilities while affor_ adequate technical and contractual coverage.
2.3 DOCiYMENTATION OF INTERFACES
A set of formal technical and contractual interface documentation will be required for the
purpose of establishing clear boundaries around each prime task.
2.4 VERIFICATION OF _TERFACES
A contractually binding procedure will be required for the purpose of establishing the physical
interface verification method.
3.0 RECOMMEh_DED APPROACH
3.1 MANAGEMENT
3.i. 1 INTERFACE IN_rEGRATION BOARD 01B)
The lIB is a top level Program Director function chairmanned by the J-PL Program Director
or his designated alternate and supported by program directors or designated alternates
from all associate contractors and agencies involved. The functions of the Board are to
establish interface integration policy, agree upon a baseline position, assign and direct
personnel forming the working groups, and contractually bind their respective organizations
to thebaseline position parameters and all subsequent departures therefrom. Because of
its high level and the broad scope of its function, this Board will only meet initially or upon
demand of the chairman. For organization, see Figure 3-1.
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3.1.2 INTERFACE CONTROL WORKING GROUP (ICWG) AND SUB GROUPS
The function of the ICWG is to develop and reach agreement on discrete interfaces and
interface values within the policies and parameters established by the liB. For this purpose
it is broken down into four sub groups (in respect to the GE task), the chairmen of which
report to a single JPL chairman for overall integration and direction. Each sub group is
concerned with the resolution of a functional set of interfaces (e. g., between the spacecraft
and capsule), and is chairmanned by the contractor or agency having prime responsibility
in that area. All agreements reached by the sub groups and ratified by the JPL ICWG
chairman are contractually binding on all agencies. If agreement camlot be reached, or ff
parameters established by the Board need to be changed, the specific controversy shall be
submitted to the liB for resolution. The ICWG sub groups will be in operation throughout
Phase IB and Phase II. For organization of the ICWG and its relationship to the HB, see
Figure 3-1.
Core of the ICWG activity is the full time sub group formed of paired teams from each side
of the interface. Figure 3-2 shows a typical sub group functional organization. Each block
on the chart represents the interface activity of a permanent representative from the normal
project functions, e.g., the Functional Requirements representative is contributed by
Systems Engineering and it is his job to provide input and support to the ICWG and to co-
ordinate the ICWG sub group and System Engineering activities. The GE sub group chairman
will report to the Project Control Manager. Direct contact with JPL scientific functions
for instrument or other definition will be handled by the JPL representatives. Responsibility
of the representatives is defined as follows:
a. Functional Requirements - Establish the apportionment of interface values such
as input output voltage, channel assignment, weight, envelope, reliability, etc.
b. Test Requirements - Establish functional feasibility (which side of the interface
has test responsibility) and determine the means and method of verifying the
interface.
Co Contract Requirements - Establish contract responsibility for task performance
within the interface definition. Prepare contract amendments for ratificationby
ICWG chairman.
d. Design - Establish the physical characteristics of the interfaces: means of
attachment/separation, dimensions, tolerances, etc.
e. Data - Prepare all data defining the agreed upon interfaces, e.g., functional
interface specification, inter-control drawings, interface identification retrieval
methods, etc.
f. Schedule - Establish the schedule position and constraints on the interface task,
e.g., scheduled requirement for transfer of mock-ups, master tools, etc., from
agency or contractor to the other.
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3.2
go Configuration Control - Provide a configuration index of all interface identification,
determine consequences of proposed changes to established interfaces, package
proposed interface changes requiring resolution by the KB, identify and maintain
status of all interface changes, verify completion of change (at drawing incorpora-
tion point).
PROCEDURE
3.2.1
a.
b.
co
do
e.
fo
go
h.
3.2.2
ao
ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERFACE INTEGRATION BOARD
This Board will be convened by J'PL immediately after Phase IB go-ahead.
GE will supply the Voyager Project Manager or his designated alternate.
Primary purpose of the initial Board meeting is to define the boundaries of
each contractor's/agency's task. These boundaries will be defined in terms
of hardware and software responsibilities, gross apportionment of interface
values (input output, weight, etc.) and the major constraints such as schedule
on achieving an interface definition.
Based on the Board's boundary definition, each Board member will jointly
establish integration policy and interface parameters (contractual leeway) to
guide the operation of the ICWG and its sub groups.
The Board will publish minutes of its meetings signed by all parties as the basis
for contractual definition and for incorporation into the GE scheduling and
reporting functions.
The Board will not meet again routinely unless the Interface Control Working
Group cannot achieve an interface definition within the established boundaries.
Each Board member will appoint and direct a sub group activity charged with
responsibility for negotiating his complete interface boundary within the policy
and parameters established.
The Interface Control Working Group chairman is a member of the Interface
Integration Board, and acts as the JPL Board chairman's designated alternate
The Board will dissolve itself after definition of the Phase II baseline.
ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERFACE CONTROL WORKING GROUP (ICWG) AND
SUB GROUPS
Time of Establishment - This group will be convened by its chairman as soon as
the Interface Integration Board has achieved a preliminary contract position.
4
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Establishment of Functional Interface Requirements - The first task of the ICWG
will be to establish the four interface sub groups to define sets of discrete functional
requirements (e.g., within Spacecraft System to MOS/DSN area, the requirements
for Mission Dependent Equipment, software, OSE interfaces).
, Functional requirements developed in this process shall be expressed in a
format suitable for direct inclusion into the functional specification defining
overall requirements for the interfacing equipments.
o Interface functional requirements shall be integrated into the evolution of
interfacing equipment design requirements (e. g. subjected to tradeoff with
other design requirements during the initial cycle of requirements
apportionment/allocation) but will be the first requirements to be frozen.
This integration responsibility is a function of GE systems engineering for
GE equipments.
e A corollary of the development of functional interface requirements is the
parallel development of test requirements and verification methods, and the
apportionment of testing responsibility. A s interface testing is defined, the
requirements will be expressed in terms suitable for inclusion in the GE
equipment functional specification, and integrated into the GE integrated
test program.
Establishment of Interface Lists - Once the functional interface requirements
have been agreed upon, the ICWG sub groups will develop lists of the discrete
interfaces which will have to be designed to meet the requirements.
All interfaces on the lists will be identified by drawing part number and
subject to strict part number control (interchangeability) from the moment
the lists are signed off by all participants.
2o Interface identification will be integrated into the evolution of interfacing
equipment design, e.g., each interface identity on GE equipment will next
assemble into the top equipment drawing, and strict interchangeability part
number control of the parent assembly will commence with sign off of the
interface lists.
Apportionment of Interface Values - With completion of the lists of interface points,
the ICWG sub groups will allocate/apportion the functional requirements, i.e.,
each interface will have a functional description defining its characteristics:
input-output voltage, means of cc_mection/separation, envelopes, weights,
materials, reliability, safety, etc.
lo This activity requires heavy coordination with the development of equipment
design requirements on either side of the interface, e.g. reliability of a
separation process must be expressed as function of the interfacing equipment.
7of16
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GE will treat this activity as an integral part of its overall spacecraft
system engineering responsibility.
e This activity also requires early coordination with the development of con-
ceptual design so that knowledge which may not yet be expressed in formal
interface documentation is available to the designers during the formative
process.
Design And Documentation Of Interfaces - The ICWG sub group design representatives
will define and agree upon hard interface design. Design of interfacing mechanisms,
attachments, plug ins, etc., will be documented on formal production drawings
using the same identification assigned by the interface lists (Section 3.2.2, c. )
which will next assemble into the appropriate mating equipment drawings. Overall
interface integrity and boundaries will be defined schematically.
le All interface requirements forcing out the final interface design will be
captured in a set of functional interface specifications: one which defines the
overall parameters established by the Board, and one each for the four
major interface groupings.
e To facilitate identification and retrieval of interface design and design require-
ments, and to relate these to the equipment design and design requirements,
a set of interface control drawings will be prepared defining and connecting
the three levels of interface involved:
(a) Project level (interfaces between each contract area) e.g. L/V to
Spacecraft
(b) System level (sub interfaces between each contract area) e.g. L/V MDE
to Spacecraft MDE
(c) Subsystem level (interface within a contract area)
. Purpose of Interface Control Drawings is to provide an identification for every
interface between the Spacecraft System and other elements of the project,
and within the Spacecraft system to the depth determined necessary to assure
adequate interface control.
(a) Figures 3-4 through 3-7 show examples of GE interface symbolgy and
arrangement of the drawings.
(b) The interface control drawing will establish a code arrangement for all
interfaces that cross contract boundaries.
(c) An interface list will be developed for each code letter combination
itemizing the actual interfaces and assigning identification to the drawings
that will depict either or both sides of the interface.
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(d) Recognizing the complexity of interface identification and the importance
of being able to rapidly retrieve interface data for change analysis pur-
poses, all GE interface symbology and list identifiers will be integrated
into the computerized information system.
e Procedural interfaces, e.g., transfer of procedural functions during checkout,
countdown, etc., shall be documented as part of the interface test plan
document CH-VB110VP009o
Establishment of Interface Change Control - At the beginning of Phase H_ an
interface baseline (preliminary freeze of interface ,def_ition)_ be established
Thereafter, any modification to an established interface: physical,
functional or procedural, will require processing through the configuration control
cycle. Further design definition or refinement of the interface baseline not
causing modification to established agreements is not considered as change
activity.
. The Interface Baseline will be identified by contract amendment, specification
revision, and the approved interface lists showing the frozen part numbers
and revision letters.
o Any change to a baseline interface must be approved by the ICWG chairman.
If agreement cannot be reached at the ICWG level, the change request shall
be submitted to the Interface Integration Board. Whether or not agreement
is achieved at the ICWG level, all documentation involved in the proposed
change shall be measured, and the approved, rejected or modified change
authorization processed in accordance with the GE configuration management
plan.
e As an integral part of the interface baseline, an Interface Schedule Network
will be signed off by the ICWG and published. This network defines the timing
and constraints on all major interface actions, required transfer dates for
data, equipment, GFE, tooling, etc.
Freezing of Interfaces - After the J'PL project design review immediately preceding
release of Type Approval and Proof Test Model ]lard design_ th e entire interface
definition will be frozen 1 there_r forming the baseline for pre-pro_ct
configuration baseline control activities.
. At the time of the Interface Freeze, all Functional Interface and Equipment
Specifications will be identified and published on a configuration index along
with contractual change status information (See Configuration Management
Plan VB120VP007).
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2. All technical data generated by the ICWG sub groups will be identified and
released through the GE Document Control Center (ref. GE Configuration
Management Plan).
3. GE will publish, distribute and maintain status of interface documentation to
a distribution list established by J'PL.
3.2.3 TRANSITION TO FORMAL CONFIGURATION CONTROL PROCESS
At this point in time the ICWG as a formal body is almost wholly devoted to interface test
analysis, and interface documentation control becomes an integral part of the configuration
management process.
Verification of physical and functional characteristics of the interfaces is defined fully in
CII-VBll0VP009. Contractual ratification of these interfaces will be examined and bought
off as part of the Acceptance Testing function.
3.3 DOCUMENTATION PRODUCED BY ICWG
Interface Documentation produced by the ICWG sub groups consists of the following:
a. Overall Interface Functional Requirements Specification (produced initially by
the HB, updated by ICWG).
b. Functional Interface Specifications
1. Spacecraft system to L/V system.
2. Spacecraft system to MOS/DSN systems.
3. Spacecraft Bus to Capsule.
4. Spacecraft Bus to Science payload
(produced by ICWG).
c. Interface Control Drawings (ICWG)
d. Interface Design Drawings (ICWG)
1. Product Design
2. Schematics
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Interface Procedural Requirements (ICWG)
Acceptance
Checkout
Countdown
f. Interface Schedule Network (ICWG)
g. Interface cc_tract amendments (ICWG)
h. Interface Test Requirements and Verification Methods (ICWG)
3.4 VERIFICATION OF INTERFACES
Requirements and methods of demonstrating interface integrity will be accomplished as
part of the GE integrated test planning function. Refer to GE Interface Test Plan,
CH VBll0VP009.
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1. 0 INTRODUCTION
i.i PURPOSE
The purpose of the Voyager Project Schedule/Cost Planning and Implementation System is
to provide the Voyager Project Organization with those tools necessary to perform its task
of assuring that the technical objectives of the project are achieved on time and within
negotiated cost.
2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Schedule/Cost System is composed of two distinct divisions:
a. An orderly planning procedure which, beginning with initial system definition and
JPL-imposed schedule limitations and constraints, derives from the attendant
technical activities and events a fully-correlated schedule and cost plan acceptable
to both JPL and GE. This planning procedure is a dynamic one, affording a quick
replanning response to either CCN's or internal schedule/cost changes. Funda-
mental to the procedure is the separation of the project into clearly-defined divi-
sions of effort, "work packages", and the assignment of organizational responsi-
bility for those work packages.
bo An implementation procedure encompassing both the authorization of work to be
performed against the plan derived above, and the subsequent monitoring of that
plan through reporting and analysis techniques. Such reporting techniques are
designed to provide the Project Manager and JPL with:
a. Total Project perspective with cost/schedule relationships of major program
elements
b. Exception appraisal
c. Trend and forecast data.
Reporting to other Project Management will provide the same type of data, but restricted
to the applicable scope of responsibility. Again, quick response is stressed. This is
achieved by rapid, timely reporting, emphasizing the identification of potential as well as
actual deviations from plan.
3.0 SCHEDULE/COST CONTROL PLAN
3.1 SCHEDULE/COST PLANNING
3. I. 1 SCOPE AND FLOW OF SCHEDULE/COST PLANNING ACTIVITY
The Voyager Project Schedule/Cost Plauning Cycle (Figure 3-1) depicts:
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a. The content of schedule/cost planning activity
b. The order in which the various planning tasks are to be performed
c. The organizational responsibility for performing those tasks.
As shown, schedule/cost planning activity proceeds from initial generation of the Project
Implementation Plan and Work Breakdown Structure, through the subsequent stages of task
definition, fragnet construction, scheduling, and cost estimating, to the final planning goal
of an approved schedule and cost budget. For illustrative purposes, these activities are
dra.wn in a ___tr_aigbt-line flow. In practice, the process is a highly iterative one with re-
cycling initiated during any of the activities listed.
The responsible organizations listed at the top of Figure 3-1 are described in the Project
Control Plan (VB120VP000) and the Project Management Plan. Definitions of Project
engineers are to be found in the Project Engineering Plan (VB120VP001).
Paragraphs 3.1.2 thru 3.1.11 further define the output of each of the major groups of
planning tasks identified in the left-hand margin of Figure 3-1.
3.1. 2 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (Activities 1 and 2: Figure 3-1)
The schedule/cost planning cycle is triggered by the generation of system definition in
sufficient detail to effect development of a Work Breakdown Structure, work package
definitions, and fragnets. This system definition, derived from the mission specifications,
work statement, schedule limitations and constraints, is the primary step in the formation
of the Project Implementation Plan. This Plan, ultimately consists of the total of all Project
Plans, delineates work scope and schedule requirements necessary to fulfill contractual
obligations.
3.1. 3 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (Activities 3-6: Figure 3-1)
The Work Breakdown Structure to be utilized for the Voyager project successively divides
the project into:
a. Level 1 System (Voyager Project)
b. Level 2 Principle Tasks or phases (e. g. Project Management,
Systems Engineering, Design and Development, PTM
and TA Hardware, Flight Hardware, O. S.E. etc)
c. Level 3 Subsystems (or Tasks in non-hardware oriented phases)
d. Level 4 Principal constituent components (or sub-tasks) of the
above subsystems (or Tasks). (This represents the Control
Item described in the Configuration Management Plan).
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e. Level 5 Rigidly-defined standard actions (i. e., design, test,
inspect, etc.) to be applied to such components.
A combination of these five items is termed a 'r_Vork Package". A work breakdown structure
is complete when all of the work packages necessary to achieve the total objective of a project
are arrayed in a reference flame which depicts the relationship of each of those packages to
all other packages and to the project as a whole.
A tentative project task structure specific to the Voyager Project is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Tasks and work packages designated by an • represent that portion of the structure to be
utilized during Phase lB. The Work Package - as defined above - is the basic cost accumula-
tion center to be utilized for the Project. It is also the principal internal media by which
Project costs will be estimated, budgeted, funded, reported, and controlled. Thus, each
person's effort (or material expenditure) directed toward the Project will be identified by
the nature of the effort involved, the component toward which the effort is directed, the sub-
system of which the component is a part, and the Project phase involved. To enable this
accumulation, a four-character work package coding scheme has been devised in which specific
numeric characters refer to principal tasks and specific alpha characters to staudard actions.
Definition of these principal tasks and standard actions keyed to the first and fourth digits of
the work package code numbers shown in Figure 3-2 are provided in the related Tables 3-1 and
3-2. The second and third digits in the code identify the subsystem and component to which
the phase and action refer, and are identical to the subsystem and component identification
digits used in the C. I.I. code. (See Configuration Management Plan - VB120VP007). The
inclusion of the four-digit work package code in the basic 12-digit cost accumulation code
is discussed in paragraph 3.2.4 (Cost Accumulation).
The Work Breakdown Structure and PERT fragnets are evolved together in the iterative process
described in Figure 3-1. The planned correlation of structure to fragnets is illustrated in
Figure 3-3.
3.1.4 FRAGNET CONSTRUCTION {Activities 7 - 10: Figure 3-1_
3.1.4.1 CODING SCHEME
In order to obtain an overall detailed Project PERT network for the Voyager Project,
approximately 50 to 80 detail fragnets will be generated as indicated in Table 3-3. The
content and relationship of the Spacecraft Bus fragnets is illustrated in Figure 3-4, Fragnet
Interrelation. The three-digit fragnet numbers used in Figure 4 represent the last three
digits of the CII numbers assigned to each fragnet (shown in Table 3-3). The intelligence
assigned to these fragnet numbers is consistent with that assigned to components (Level 4
items) in the Work Breakdown Structure.
To achieve assemblance of uniformity in the level of detail desired for project schedule
control, it is planned that Project Control will establish a somewhat standard fragnet as a
base. Fragnet number 045 (Figure 3-5) is shown as an example. Recognize that the
activities shown represent a first cut and the final autopilot fragnet to be generated by the
completion of Phase 1B will probably differ.
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Principal Tasks {Level 2) - Standard Definitions
Standard
Code
1XXX
2XXX
3XXX
4XXX
5XXX
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
This principal task includes all effort required to provide program management.
It includes planning, technical direction, schedules, budgets, integration,
measurement, and control of all program effort.
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
This phase includes all effort associated with overall program system engineering.
It provides the program definition of the system design, launch and operational
requirements. It is not a hardware design task, nor is any hardware involved.
It is primarily the analytical and technical management tasks which provides
the technical interface with the customer and co-contractors.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
This phase consists of activities undertaken to provide complete hardware
definition which meets requirements specification. The development effort for
a hardware item begins with the receipt of the requirement specification the
design must satisfy, and ends with the issue of drawings and specifications from
which hardware can be produced for T.A. and P. T. M. testing.
TYPE APPROVAL AND PROOF TEST MODEL HARDWARE
This phase consists of the effort - generally conducted before hardware is
delivered to the customer for end use - by subjecting one or more hardware sets
to a series of proof tests. These tests are performed to demonstrate that the
design is adequate for the intended purpose, and to demonstrate that the pro-
duction process results in hardware which meets the design objectives. Proof
testing may be performed on any or all levels of hardware (spacecraft, sub-
systems, assemblies, components) depending on the requirements of the project.
This phase will generally entail planning the tests, providing the hardware to be
tested, conducting testing, providing testing equipment, and preparation of test
reports.
PTM tests are conducted on the first set(s) of hardware built in the prime
equipment mode Tools, fixtures and acceptance test equipment are required
to produce the qualification hardware. The cost of providing these items is
included in the cost of the PTM hardware.
FLIGHT HARDWARE
This phase involves the manufacture, inspection, and acceptance test of
spacecraft hardware intended for delivery to the customer.
Items produced here are substantially the same as those produced for PTM
testing. Tools, fixtures and test equipment used for PTM testing should be
suitable for flight hardware production and thus the cost of these items is not
allocable to the flight hardware cost. If, however, additional tools, etc. are
required to produce the flight hardware, their cost is a part of the flight
equipment cost.
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Table 3-2. Standard Actions (Level 5) - Definitions
REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
This cost category includes all effort related to the definition of design
requirements and the analysis of the finished item. Included in this effort
are the studies, analysis, specifications, and reviews from which a system,
sub-system, etc. would evolve. More specifically, this effort includes:
1. Design requirements specifications including environmental requirements.
2. Interface requirements, liaison, and integration.
3. Analysis, review, and trade-off of designs and test data.
4. Power, weight, and space allocation and control.
5. Thermal analysis.
6. Preparation of integrated test plans.
7. Final buy-off of all designs and test data.
INTEGRATION AND CONTROL
This cost category includes the effort required to integrate, measure and
control task objectives, effort, and costs. This effort includes the preparation
and integration of plans, schedules, and budgets and the measurement of progress
against these items; the evaluation of changes on the program; and the preparation
of reports for management and/or the customer.
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
This cost category includes all effort required to develop the design of a functional
component as part of a sub-system including:
1. Design engineering and technician effort.
2. Quality assurance engineering costs.
3. Drafting.
4. Design, procurement, fabrication, and test of engineering models or breadboards.
5. Data reduction and analysis of all associated development testing.
6. Specifications.
7. Final reports.
Excluded is the effort required to provide test equipment for the testing of engineering
models and breadboards. See (J) Test Equipment.
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Table 3-2. Standard Actions (Level 5) - Definitions (Cont)
XXXD
XXXE
XXXF
XXXG
XXXH (T)
HARDWARE DESIGN/DESIGN
This cost category includes all effort required to provide the design of a hardware
component as part of a sub-assembly (hardware grouping) or to provide the design of an
assembly of a sub-system, or a sub-assembly/system assembly. This will include
such design effort as follows:
1. Design engineering and technician effort.
2. Quality assurance engineering effort. (_
3. Drafting.
4. Analytical support.
5. Data analysis of all associated testing.
6. Final design report.
HARDWARE
This cost category includes the manufacturing effort and material costs related to the
procurement, fabrication, and/or assembly of hardware items required to develop, qualify,
and/or deliver end items. Inspection costs are included here only for development hardware.
Excluded from these costs are the costs required to provide tools, fixtures, test equipment,
and engineering breadboards or models, even though these items may be deliverable. Also
excluded are the support efforts such as production control, planning producibility, etc.
which are costed and collected separately.
INSPECTION
This cost category includes all applied inspection effort, such as in-process inspection and
testing and final inspection, which is related to qualification or prime hardware. Excluded
from this effort are receiving inspection effort and any inspection effort related to tools,
fixtures, test equipment, and development hardware.
CHE CK-OUT
This cost category includes all applied effort involved in the inspection and testing of
equipment which has been designed and procured as part of the overall operational support
equipment requirement. This testing would be similar to that called acceptance testing as
applied to flight hardware and would be that testing required to demonstrate performance
to the satisfaction of the user or as defined in the particular program plan.
TEST
This cost category includes all effort related to conducting development, qualification, or
acceptance tests. Included is the effort for preparing test plans and standing instructions,
test conduction effort, facility charges, and data reduction. Excluded is the effort related
to engineering breadboard or model tests; the checkout of tools, fixtures, and test equipment;
and the final analysis and buy-off of the item being tested.
An (t D will be used as the standard action code in the shop order to designate test-unless
circumstances peculiar to a project require an additional test code, in which event a (T)
may be used.
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Table 3-2. StandardActions (Level 5) Definition (Cont)
xxxJ
XXXK
XXXL
XXXM
XXXN
XXXP
TEST EQUIP MENT
This cost category includes the effort related to the design, procurement, fabrication,
assembly and/or checkout of test equipment, cables, and fixtures. Also included is all
inspection effort required to provide the test equipment, such as vendor surveillance,
receiving inspection, in-process inspection, and/or final inspection.
PRODUCTION CONTROL
This-cost category includes all applied effort relating to ordering, scheduling, and
expediting hardware from engineering release through final packaging of hardware for
shipment.
TOOLING_ JIGS, AND FIXTURES
This cost category includes all applied effort related to the design, procurement,
fabrication, assembly and/or check-out of all tooling, jigs, and fixtures. Also included
are all inspection and maintenance effort as required. The effort required to provide
test fixtures is excluded and is defined separately as test equipment.
DESIGN SUPPORT
This cost category encompasses the engineering effort required to maintain drawings and
provide manufacturing, inspection, and test liaison during the fabrication, assembly, and
testing of qualification and prime hardware. Engineering effort applied directly (other than
liaison) to the testing effort is to be excluded from this category and is to be charged to the
test.
MANU FACTURING ENGINEERING
This cost category includes all applied effort relating to the production engineering function
and manufacturing planning of prime equipment from engineering release through final
packaging prior to shipment to customer.
QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT
This cost category includes all applied effort related to vendor surveillance, inspection
planning, receiving inspection, material acceptance, and process control. Also included
is the effort related to maintaining inspection and test records, logbooks, etc. Excluded
is the effort related to testing, inspection of test equipment and design support.
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IC. I. I. NUMBER
VR300FN018
VR330FN030
VR330FN032
VR330FN033
VR340FN040
VR342FN042
VR342 FN043
VR342FN044
VR342FN045
VR342FN046
VR343FN047
VR343FN048
VR350FN050
VR351FN052
VR354FN053
VR359FN054
VR355 FN055
VR357FN056
VR360FN060
VP,3 63 FN062
VR363FN063
VR366FN064
VR362FN065
VR363FN066
VR380FN080
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Table 3-3. Detail Fragnets
FRAGNET
Spacecraft Bus Summary
Telecomm. Subsystem Summary
Motorola Activities
Texas Instrument Activities
G&C Subsystem Summary
CC&S
Spacecraft Attitude Control
Solar Pressure Control
Auto Pilot
Guidance
Articulation Control
Attitude Control Propulsion
Engineering Mechanics Summary
Structures
Thermal Control
Mechanisms
Cabling
Pyrotechnics
Power Subsystem Summary
Regulators
Converters/Inverters
Solar Panels
Batteries
Power Switches and Logic
Propulsion Subsystem Summary
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VR382FN082
VR382FN083
VR600FN100
VR300FN400
VR300FN410
VR300FN420
VR300FNS00
VA300FN510
VA300FN520
VB300FN540
VB300FN550
VB300FN560
VR660FN600
VA660FN610
VR660FN620
VR660FN630
VR660FN640
VB660FN650
VB660FN660
VR660FN700
VR680 FN7 i0
VR680FN720
VR680FN730
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Table 3-3. Detail Fragnets (Cont)
Mid-course Propulsion
Retropropulsion
OSE Items not Conveniently Associated
with the Above.
Spacecraft Bus PTM Hardware Summary
PTM - GE
PTM - JPL
Flight Hardware Summary
Spacecraft #1 - 69
Spacecraft #2 - 69
Spacecraft #1 - 71
Spacecraft #2 - 71
Spacecraft #3 - 71
STC Summary
STC Engineering Dev. Test Model
STC 69 S/C #1 and 71 Spacecraft #3
STC 69 S/C #2 and 71 Spacecraft #2
STC 71 Spacecraft #1
STC 71 PTM - GE
STC 71 PTM - JPL
Operation Support Summary
LCE #1
LCE #2
MDE
PLUS OTHER FRAGNETS AS REQUIRED
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1000
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
• PROJECT CONTROL 1100
PLANS & STATUS 1110
CON FIGURATI ON CONTROL 1120
VALUE ENGINEERING 1130
PROJECT SUPERVISION 1150
• STERILITY ASSURANCE MGT 1200
• QUALITY ASSURANCE MGT 1300
• MFG. MGT. 1400
• BUSINESS MGT. 1500
• TEST PLANNING & MGT 1600
• PASADENA ENG. OPER. 1700
• RELIABILITY MGT 1800
REGMTS, ANAL, APPORTIONMENT 1810
STANDARDS & SPECS 1820
FAILURE ANALYSIS 1830
DESIGN CHANGE MGT 1840
2000
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
• MISSION SYSTEM ENG. 2106
• SPACECRAFT SYS. ENG. 2200
• S/C SYSTEM REQMENTS,
• ANALYSIS & INTEG. 2210
• INTERFACE ENGINEERING 2230
• OSE REQ. , ANAL, & INTEG. 2270
• SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM REQMENTS,
ANALYSIS, & INTEG. 2300
• TELECOMMUNICATIONS 2330
• GUIDANCE & CONTROL 2340
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS 2350
• POWER 2360
• PROPULSION 2380
STANDARD ACTIONS TO BE APPLIED
AT THE COMPONENT, SUBSYSTEM, OR
SYSTEM LEVEL AS INDICATED.
A = REQUIREMENTS & ANAL •
B = INTEG & CONTROL •
C = FUNCTIONAL DESIGN ( PHASE IB;
SUBSYSTEM LEVEL ONLY) •
D = HARDWARE DESIGN
E'- FABRICATION & ASSEMBLY
H = TEST
J = SPECIAL TEST EQUIP
K = PRODUCTION CONTROL
L = TOOLING, LIGHT FIXTURES
N = MFG. ENGINEERING
P = QUALITY SUPPORT
• WORK PACKAGES OPERABLE
DURING PHASE IB
3000
SPACECRAFT BUS DESIGN & DEVELOP !
PARTS, PROCESSES, MATERIAL DEVELOP 3A00
SPACECRAFT BUS SYSTEM 3100
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 3300
SUBSYSTEM
MOTORALA
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
GUIDANCE & CONTROL 3400
3310
3320
3330
SUBSYSTEM
S/C ATTITUDE CONTROL
SOLAR PRESSURE CONTROL
AUTOMATIC PILOT
GUDIANCE
ARTICULATION CONTROL
ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 3500
3410
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
SUBSYSTEM
STRUCTURES
THERMAL CONTROL
MECHANISMS
CABLING
PYROTECHNICS
POWER 3600
3510
3520 "
3530
3540
3550
3560
SUBSYSTEM
REGULATORS
CONVERTERS/INVERTERS
SOLAR PANELS
BATTERIES
POWER SWITCHES & LOGIC
PROPULSION 3800
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
SUBSYSTEM
MID-COURSE PROPULSION
R ETROPROPULSION
CENTRAL COMPUTERS & SEQUENCE 3700
3810
3820
3830
D
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4000
S/C BUS T/A & PTM HARDWARE
SPACECRAFT BUS SYSTEM 4100
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 4300
GU_ANCE & CONTROL 44OO
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 4500
POWER 4600
PROPULSION 4800
PIECE PARTS 4A00
Figure 3-2. Voyager Project Task Structure
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FRAGNETS #03X TO 08X
PRELIMINARY DESIGN; FINAL DESIGN
THRU ACCEPTANCE TEST OF TA, PTM,
& FLIGHT HDWR COMPONENTS; TA
TESTING OF COMPONENTS.
FRAGNE T #018
ASSEMBLY & TEST OF ENG'G DEV. MODEL
FRAGNET #410
ASSEMBLY & TEST OF PTM - GE
FRAGNE T #42 0
ASSEMBLY & TEST OF PTM - JPL
/
FRAGNETS #510 TO 560
ASSEMBLY & TEST_ FIELD OPERATIONS, &
LAUNCH OF TWO '69 & THREE '71 FLIGHT + MODELS
Figure 3-4. Fragnet Interrelation
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012
44_I
345H
PRE_L T/A
TEST SPEC
"_ PREPARED 445H
FOR
345E
017
FAB & ASSEM]8.
COMPLETE
020
TO0_ DESIGN
COMPLETED
014
445L
FINAL MFG
COMPLETED
021
DEVELOPMENT
TEST PLAN
OOl 002
345C
PACKAGING
DEMGN CPT
003 004
COMPONENT
D]_31GN CPT
005
345A
FINAL
R
PLACED
026
345C
TEST EQ_
PRELI]_
CPT
SP°
I_I_IGN CPT
028
445J
COMPLETED
O4O
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IAGNET #018 J
REVIEW CPT
0O6
441N
R
MI_3
pLANNING
I_MI_LETI_
FAB. CPT
041
FINAL T/A )
TEST SPEC
_--- PREPARED
023
T/A
UNITS CPT
0O7
QUAL CONT.
PLANNING CPT
042
F/A TEST
COMPLETED
008
ST FAB
OF PTM
032
545E
043
T/A TEST
PORT SUBMITTEI_
030 _,/
T / A LIFE
EST REPORT
UBMITTED )
031
J
TEST C1Yr
_ 010
445H
REPORT TEST OF
SUBMITTED PTM--GE
029
FAB P'_M
HDWL CPT
033
F/A TEST CPT
O34
PTM
035
A_EMB LY & [
TEST OF
FI'M---JPL
FRAGNET 420
START FAB
OF FLIGHT #I
O36
545E
FLIGHT #I
FAB CPT
037
FLIGHT #2
ETC.
Figure 3-5. Typical Fragnet
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Becauseof the large number of events and fragnets (approximately 80 fragnets and 60 events
per fragnet for a total of approximately 5000 events), identification numbers for the events
are linked with the fragnet nnmber. Thus, the event shown in Figure 3-5 as 001 is identified
as 045-001. This will facilitate locating activities on the overall PERT network.
3.1 4.2 DERIVATION
Derivation of fragnets begins with the release by the Project Control Manager, to the Project
Engineers of those work packages which relate to their specific area of responsibility. The
Project Engineers, in conjunction with the functional engineers, then detail those activities
and pv_,+_ -ecessary to attA+,_ wnr_ package objectJ'_ves, refining the package definitions in
the process and deviating from standard fragnet format only as necessary. This process,
and the attendant collection and evaluation by Project Control, may be repeated several
times before issuance of finished networks for elapsed time estin_ating.
3.1.5 WORK PACKAGE DEFINITION (Activities 7 - 10: Figure 3-1)
Concurrent with fragnet construction, Project Engineers, in conjunction with the functional
engineers, will prepare qualitative and quantitative definitions of each of the activities
associated with an end item. These definitions will be grouped by Work Package Suffix
(Standard Action) as indicated on the Work Package Description form shown in Figure 3-6,
and must be formulated within the confines of the generic standard action definition. Each
activity on the fragnets mast be assigned to a specific work package. (For example, activities
045-004 to 045-005 and 045-004 to 045-025 on Figure 3-5 have been assigned to work package
345D, identified on the Work Breakdown Structure in Figure 3-1 as Autopilot Hardware Design).
The iterative process of work package definition mast also be complete before the issuance
of final networks for elapsed time estimating.
3.1.6 ELAPSED TIME ESTIMATING (Activities 10-13: Figure 3-1)
Upon the receipt of final networks and approved work package definitions, the Project Engineers,
in conjunction with the Functional Engineers, estimate the elapsed time (in weeks and tenths
of weeks) necessary to complete each activity on the PERT fragnets. A single time estimate
will be made for each activity. Such estimates will not be based on success scheduling, but
will provide reasonable time for updating, rework, and retest. This entire process is generally
reiterated several times in full project-wide exercises before a final integrated network is
evolved which fulfills all the requirements of resource availability and schedule. Thereafter,
the work breakdown structure and fraguets are updated only as project requirements or
solutions to requirements change. Such updating does not usually involve the entire WBS and
attendant fragnets.
3.1.7 DETAIL PROJECT NETWORK (Activities 13 - 14: Exhibit 3-1)
The detailed project network represents the i_egration of all the project fragnets in a manner
that depicts their inter-relationships as previously described under fragnet construction. The
formation of this network is necessary to assure that every component is depicted from
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DATE
RESPONSIBILITY
S.C Design Eng.
NAME
ACT IVITY
00 i- 002
002-013
002-015
005-016
016-040
002-003
003-004
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I
VOYAGER PROJECT
WORK PACKAGE DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
END ITEM NO. IWORK PKG.SUFF1X
c
FRAGNET NO. & REV.
VR342FN045- I
il
Auto Pilot (Functional Design)
Prepare Preliminary Component specs.
Prepare Preliminary Parts List.
Prepare preliminary parts list
Investigate procurement lead-time
Reco_end Vendors
Write MR's for long-lead items
Perform Preliminary Circuit Design
Procure Breadboard Parts
Issue MR's
Place P.O.'s for Breadboard Material
Perform Vendor Liasion
Plan, Expedite and Record Material Status
Inspect Material
Fabricate, Assemble, and Evaluate Breadboards
Fabricate and Assemble Breadboards
Inspect as required
Test
Analyze and Su_arize Tests
Preliminary Packaging Design
Layout modules, design and construct parts
Perform weight and thermal analysis
Interface mechanically and electrically with
affected units
Draw schematics and wiring diagrams
Write specs for module, parts and package
Complete Initial Design Review
Design review with all affected units
Secure bay-off
Issue Stage II releases
Figure 3-6. Typical Work Package Description 20 of 44
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preliminary design through launch; that they are available for testing at component or higher
hardware level when needed; that related O. S.E. is included and available when needed; in
short, that all of the effort and interdependencies in the entire project are adequately detailed
and fit within constraints previously established by both JPL and GE Project Management.
3.1.8 SCHEDULING (Activities 15 - 18: Figure 3-1)
After elapsed times have been determined for all activities and all fragnet inter-relationships
determined, the Progress Measurement and Analysis group of Project Control will update
all fragnet drawings and prepare the appropriate computer input sheets.
By analyzing the computer output, it is possible to determine whether or not proposed
schedules are both realistic and consistent with the Master Schedule. The analysis also
reveals which chain of sequential activities in the network requires the longest time to
complete and so comprises the critical path for the program.
As a result of the PERT network analysis, necessary action to achieve the master schedule
milestone dates dictated by the fixed launch period, such as tradeoffs, reallocation of
resources, etc., will be suggested. The Project Engineers will take such actions as are
necessary to reallocate resources and replan so that the master schedule will be met.
Scheduled dates can then be established for the initiation and completion of each activity in
the network. Scheduled dates of activities common to a single work package may be collected
and compared so a schedule for each work package is established.
3.1.9 SUMMARY NETWORK EVENT SELECTION (Activities 19-23: Figure 3-1}
For purposes of reporting to JPL and for a top look at the Project schedule, subsystem
summary networks and a Project summary network (as indicated in Figure 5-1 of the Schedule
and Rationale Plan - VB110VP001) will be prepared. It is anticipated that the project summary
network will be comprised of approximately 500 events. They will be significant events
selected from the detailed PERT network. The summary will include: milestones suggested
by JPL, all systems interfaces, i.e. launch vehicle, SFO, DSIF, capsule, experiments, etc.
subsystems and system assembly and test dates, subcontractor delivery commitment dates,
GE delivery commitment dates, design review points, and others as deemed important.
Summary network items will be identified on the detail network computer run and the fragnets
by some appropriate marking. In addition, summary network computer runs will be available.
3.1.10 COST ESTIMATING (Activities 24-31: Figure 3-1)
The cost proposal for the Voyager Project for Phase IB and II will be prepared in accordance
with the Voyager Project Work Breakdown Structure. See Table 3-4. (See following paragraph
3.1. 12) for timing.
All costs will be estimated by work package with a direct tie-in with milestone schedules
established for each.
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TABLE 3-4.
Period
Phase IA
Stand -by
Phase IB
Proposal
P reparation
Stand-by
Phase IB
Phase II
TIME-TABLE OF scHEDULE/COST PLANNING ACTIVITY
Schedule/Cost Planning Activity
• Initiate Preliminary Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
• Update Phase IB and II Baseline Schedule
• Generate Cost/Schedule Planning & Control Procedures
• Complete Preliminary WBS
• Conduct Budgetary Costing Exercise for Phase IB & II
• Update Cost/Schedule Planning and Control Procedures
• Revise WBS in response to RFP
• Generate Phase IB Fragnets Correlated to Work Packages
• Finalize Phase IB Schedule
• Prepare Proposal Cost Estimate for Phase IB
• Update Phase II Baseline Schedule
• Update Cost/Schedule Planning & Control Procedures
• Prepare Start-up Work Authorizations (PFI's) for Phase IB
• Prepare Phase II Fragnets Correlated to Work Packages
• Prepare Detailed Phase II Work Package Definitions
• Integrate Fragnets into Overall Project Network
• Computerize Fragnets
• Generate Preliminary Summary Network
• Update: Phase IBWBS, Definitions, Fragnets, PFPs
• Issue, and Work against PFPs
• Complete Phase II WBS
• Update Phase II Fragnets Correlated to Work Packages
• Prepare Cost Estimate for Phase II
• Finalize Schedule/Cost Planning & Control Procedures
• Prepare Start-up PFI's for Phase II
• Update Detailed Work Package Definitions
• Prepare Final Phase II Schedule
Update: Phase II WBS, Fragnets, PFI's
Issue, and Work against PFI's, Schedules, and
Work Package Definitions
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Responsibility for obtaining and evaluating cost estimating inputs for each work package will
be assigned to the applicable Project Engineer. The Voyager Project Plan will provide the
performing organizations with the technical and schedule requirements to be met, in order
to accomplish overall Project objectives.
Detailed cost estimates for each work package will originate at the lowest cognizant performing
level in each organization (i. e., of Manufacturing, Quality Control and Inspections, etc.
reporting to the Project Manager). The manager of each performing organization will control
all cost inputs from his organization_ He will evaluate all inputs, review with the Project
Engineers and insure sufficient substantiation as set forth below.
a. Applied Labor effort in terms of man hours by work package, time-phased to
coincide with the milestone schedules and broken down into labor categories,
i. e., Engineers, Draftsmen, Hourly and Other Engineering Effort/Technicians,
etc.
Sub--ion of the labor hour estimates will take the form of detailed comparisons
with other programs in the Missile & Space Division. This will include comparison
by work package wherever possible by indicating similar work scope with stated
complexity factors, or pure engineering estimates where there is no similar
technical accomplishment in the Division to date. In the latter case, a complete
write-up with all assumptions must accompany the estimate.
b. Material dollars time-phased by estimated rate of commitment.
Material substantiation whether it be for Development, TA, PTM, or Flight
Hardware, will accompany all cost inputs and will consist of the name and des-
cription of the item, quantity to be purchased through technical evaluation, unit
price, total price and the following:
Basis for Estimate Substantiation
1. Vendor Quote Copy of Vendor Quote
2. Previous Purchase Order Purchase order number for the
latest buy of a similar item
3. Engineering Estimate Based on complexity factors of
similar items on other programs.
Reference latest Purchase Order
number.
4. Catalog Part Note vendor catalog reference
Concurrent with the preparation of detailed estimates as described above, Project Engineering,
in conjunction with Finance and independent of the various performing organizations, will
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carry on a cost estimating exercise. This will be accomplished by utilizing Division programs
cost history such as certain classified military programs, OAO, Nimbus, Mk 6 and Mk 12,
etc., wherever possible in order to arrive at cost budgets against which the detailed cost
inputs from the performing organizations will be compared and evaluated.
Project Engineering will then conduct a series of formal review, validation and evaluation
meetings with the managers of the various performing organizations in order to insure mutual
understanding of the cost, schedule and technical requirements of the work packages. At
this point in time, costs will be submitted to the Data Processing computer center for an
initial pass at detailed pricing of the total project costs in order to establish a preliminary
base line reference. This preliminary base line reference will be continually revised and
updated as a result of additional reviews and until the performing organizations, project
engineering, Finance, and the Project Manager have determined that the cost of each work
package is the most realistic one as it relates to the overall mission objectives.
When agreement is attained by the Voyager Project Manager within his organization, he will
then present the overall technical and cost proposal along with his recommendations to Company
General Management for their review and evaluation. The experience of the Re-Entry Systems
Department, Apollo Support Department, Spacecraft Department, Missile & Armament Depart-
ment, etc. is brought to bear in evaluating and comparing the Voyager Project to other major
programs in the Division and in the Spacecraft Industry. This evaluation is continued until
the definitive quotation is submitted to JPL.
The total definitive Voyager Project technical and cost proposal establishes a base line
reference which will be adjusted and refined until agreement between JPL and GE is reached
regarding final specification, schedule, and cost. This then becomes the customer base line
which provides cost data by work package at all levels of management for cost accumulation
and cost control purposes.
This customer base line becomes the basis for issuance of Project Funding Instructions (See
following Paragraph 3.2.3) by the Project Office against which all costs are measured and
evaluated.
The computer program for proposal pricing provides a tremendous depth of costing information,
flexibility and rapid turn-around capability in order to maintain up-to-date costing information.
Cost changes due to schedule refinements, resources availability, revised definition of hardware
specifications, etc., can be accomplished rapidly and in a most efficient manner as we progress
towards overall achievement of Voyager Project objectives. The ability to respond rapidly and
to inform Voyager management of the impact on Project cost which will result from Project
redirection or change permits more time for review, evaluation, and decision making.
In summary, the following sequence of activities in the preparation of the definitive cost
proposal will result in a comprehensive Cost and Technical evaluation of the total Voyager
Project.
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a. Preparation by performing organization of detailed cost estimates by work package
in accordance with established PERT networks. See Figure 3-1.
b. Preparation of independent cost estimates by project engineers concurrent with
preparation of detailed cost estimates above.
c. Series of review, validation and evaluation meetings between performing organizations
and project engineers in order to arrive at a mutual understanding of the scope of
work to be accomplished.
d. Initial costing of all "inputs by work package from performing organizations to
establish preliminary base line reference utilizing our computer pricing routine.
e. Continuation of the review and evaluation meetings between project engineers and
performing organizations as the work scope becomes more defined.
f. Updating of preliminary base line reference until cost inputs have been agreed to
by the performing organizations, project engineers, Finance and the Project Manager
g. Review and evaluation by Company General Management.
3.1.11 PREPARATION OF START-UP WORK AUTHORIZATIONS (Activity 33: Figure 3-1)
Internal funding to enable project performing organizations to expend and commit funds is
the first step (after contract award) in Schedule/Cost Implementation; and the entire internal
funding process is described in detail under that heading (See following paragraph 3.2.3).
In order to assure that project progress is not unduly delayed by the funding process, how-
ever, the preparation of start-up work authorizations must also be the final act in the Schedule/
Cost Planning process. Funding documents so prepared in advance need only be modified to
reflect those changes in project scope or cost generated during contract definitization.
3.1.12 TIME-TABLE FOR SCHEDULE/COST PLANNING
A time-table for performance of the Voyager Schedule/Cost planning activity described above
appears in Table 3-4.
3.2 SCHEDULE/COST IMPLEMENTATION
3.2.1 FLOW OF SCHEDULE/COST IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITY
The Voyager Project Schedule/Cost Implementation Cycle (Figure 3-7) depicts:
a. The content of schedule/cost implementation activity
b. The order in which the various tasks are performed
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SUBCONTRACT MANAGEMENT[
®
Integrate recycling of subcontractor
planning as required by negotiations.
I
I _ IFUNCTIONAL OPERATIONS
i
i iOPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
®
Establish an internal plan to accom-
plish each work package within
schedule and resource allocation.
Provide material substantiation for
flmding.
6
Buy-off on PFI details before issue.
A
0
Buy-off on PFI details before issue.
::::_] I
6
Receive cost data from Subcontractors
via reports and billing. Review,
analyze, submit to computer.
I I
!^1
!
I I
I I
I I
I I
I®II
I^1
® i I
Monitor Subcontractor activity corn- I [
pletions. Direct trade-offs and [ I
replanning. Submit data to
'?II
®
Review reports. Take corrective
action as required, referring major
milestone problems to Project Con-
trol manager with recommendations.
L_J
®
Review and approve time cards to
assure proper application of time
before submission to payroll computer.
Write material requisitions and secure
approval from Project Control for
those unplanned. Submit requests to
Procurement and Finane_
®
Determine activity completions.
Report to Project Control.
®
Review reports. Take corrective
action as required, referring major
milestone problems to Project Con-
trol engineer with recommendations.
Figure 3-7. Schedule/Cost Implementation
Cycle
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c. The organizational responsibilities involved.
3.2.2 CONTRACT (Activity 1: Figure 3-7_
It is the intent of the Voyager Project Management that the contract shall be the result of an
understanding between JPL and GE of effort to be accomplished on a work package by work
package basis. This is a natural corollary to the process of defining, scheduling, and estimating
by work package, and carries with it several marked advantages to both JPL and GE:
a. It is most important to the creation of a Customer Base Line (CBL). The
Customer Base Line represents the original agreed-upon value of the content
of the work packages which changes only to reflect change in contract scope.
Since data will be accumulated and reported by work package, it is intended that
the CBL be used as a yardstick against which to measure project progress.
bo Since all schedule and cost data will have been coded and programmed by work
package, a mutual understanding of work package content by J-PL & GE will allow
a quick response to JPL-suggested changes or queries.
Co In as much as internal funding will be by work package, scope changes in like terms
will afford the least project time lost in issuing internal authorizations to commence
work. This is so since necessary re-all.cation of funding will be eased by a know-
ledge of just what effort has been eliminated or added.
3.2.3 INTERNAL FUNDING (Activities 2 - 10: F_gure 3-7)
The first step in Project implementation is the issuance to performing operations of authoriza-
tion to begin work. For the Voyager Project, this authorization will be by means of the
Project Funding Instruction (PF1) form illustrated in Figure 3-8.
The P FI is a direct reflection of those tools made available by the schedule/cost planning
cycle of defining, structuring, scheduling, and cost estimating just described.
Since the work package definitions, scheduled actions, and required manpower and materials
have been derived in a joint effort (as illustrated in Figure 3-1) between Project Control and
the Voyager performing operations, PFI's can be issued shortly after receipt of contract
with a minimum of further internal review and discussion and with assurance that they repre-
sent a project that is complete, but without overlapping effort. The tools provided by the
planning cycle are provided anew as the project progresses - since the structure and definitions,
fragnets, and schedule are an integrated project-long process.
Responsibilities and procedure specific to Voyager Project internal funding are as outlined
below:
Funding Media: Project Funding Instruction
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Issued By: Project Engineers assigned by Project Control and responsible for the
integration and control of either a specific subsystem or an integrated task at the
system level (assembly, test, etc,). This effort includes the preparation and
integration of plans, schedules, budgets, and funding, and the measurement of
progress against these items.
Issued To: Managers of performing operations
Frequency of Issue: Monthly
Timing: Funding document for a particular month must be in hands of performing
operation represenf_ive not later than the last Monday of the prior fiscal month.
At this point in time, two weeks actual vouchered hours of that prior fiscal month
are available for guidance.
Approval: By Project Engineers for individual PFI's within their areas of responsibility
and negotiated and prepared by them.
By Project Manager for total of monthly PFI issue.
Concurrence: By Finance that the total of all PFIWs issued are within authorized value.
No. of Documents: One PFI will be issued by each responsible Project engineer to
each of the major performing organizations - Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality
Assurance & Test, etc. - listing funding for each of the work packages under his
perview to be worked on by that particular performing organization. There will be
approximately 40 PFIVs issued monthly - about 8 to each Voyager performing
organization.
Content of Documents: All of the following by work package and designated responsible
individual in the performing operation.
Funding: for the current month for
Equivalent Manpower: In man-months (estimated hours ;- 160 or 200, depen-
dent upon whether the particular GE fiscal month is composed of 4 or 5 weeks. )
Material: Expressed in thousands of dollars to be expended and committed.
Past Effort: (Inception-to-date) expressed in equivalent man-months and mater-
ial dollars expended and committed.
Future Estimated Effort: Expressed in equivalent man-months and material
dollars to be expended and committed for:
a. Current month (Funding)
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b. Following two months by month
c. Balance Estimated to complete
d. Total Estimated to complete
e. Customer Base Line total.
Items a, b, and c,above, represent the concerted opinions of the most knowledgeable
Project office and operating personnel arrived at in periodic overall planning
exercises. Item d is a total of Items a, b, c; and the past effort indicated. Item e -
Customer Base Line Total represents the original contractual value placed upon
effort and material, and changes only to reflect changes in contractual requirements,
Event Numbers to be Completed: As a quick summation of the agreed-upon activity being
funded and for later comparison to actual results, each PFI will indicate, by work
package, those PERT fragnet events (by numbers) to be completed during the period
funded.
PFI's represent a delegation of responsibility and a transfer of funds for a period of one
month. In the event funds represented therein are not expended, such excess funds are, in
effect, taken back by the Project Control organization by the simple media of issuing new PF]
3.2.4 COST ACCUMULATION {Activities 11 - 13: Figure 3-77
The Project will utilize a 12-digit computer code as the media for collection of all cost data.
The code will be used by all personnel charging time to - or committing funds for - the
Voyager Project, and will appear on the basic documents of cost accumulation, (i. e., time
cards, material requests, purchase orders, etc.). The coding is structured as follows:
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As indicated above, the 12-digit code incorporates within it the 4-digit work package code.
This work package coding is, in turn, correlated to the CII numbering system, and, indeed,
is derived from that system. Thus, costs of actions resulting in the documents represented
by a CII grouping can be derived to the component (control item) level.
3.2.5 ACTIVITY COMPLETIONS {Activities 14 - 16: Figure 3-7
Twice mo_y in the first and third Thursdays of the month, an updated computer run of
scheduled activity completion dates will be generated. The run will be summarized in
several ways:
a. In numerical order by ending event number
b. By most critical slack path
c. In chronological order by activity completion date
d. By work packages.
Using the run by activity completion date those activities to be started or completed within
the next two weeks are investigated by Project Control to ascertain their status. All critical
activities aud those of questionable status are listed on Mondays and presented to the project
engineers and the Voyager functional operation managers for a more detailed review. Based
on the detailed work package definition, the amount of work completed, the time re,n_inlng
before activity completion is scheduled, the dollars spent and dollars remaining, the respon-
sible engineers and Project Control must determine whether the projected cost and schedule
is adequate to complete the work package. If not, corrective action must be initiated. Corrective
action causing overrun of costs on work package or slippage to an internal schedule will be
reported to the Project Manager at the next Project Review meeting. Corrective action
causing slippage of schedule on the critical path or affecting contractual schedules will be
reported to JPL.
Activity completions are determined by the Functional Engineers and verified by the Project
Engineers. In this verification process, the Project Engineer must ascertain that the effort
comprising "completion" does in fact satsify the au_licable definition in the work pack-
age description.:
When an activity is adjudged complete, Project Control will prepare an Activity Performance
Report (APR) containing the following information:
Event/Activity Number
Prog. Mgmt. Net. Activity Number (when applicable)
Shop Order Number
Task Title
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ScheduleDate to Start Activity
Schedule Date for Completion
Action Completion Date
Document, Spec., Drawing Number which was completed
These sheets will be accumulated and periodically entered in the data processing cycle.
Such completions will thereafter appear in the computer run of scheduled completions, and
will also be noted on the fragnet and Summary Network drawings.
3.2.6 SUBCONTRACTOR COST AND SCHEDULE INFORMATION (Figure 3-7: Activities 11, 14)
It is not the intent of the Voyager Project Manager to add to the cost of the project by an
insistence that subcontractors adopt GE's Schedule/Cost System in parallel to their own
established systems. It is intended, however, that the Project Control operation will care-
fully audit the project structuring, scheduling, cost accumulation, and activity completion
routines of each subcontractor to assure a capability of satisfying GE and J'PL reporting
requirements.
3.2.7 INTERNAL REPORTING (Activities 17 - 22: Figure 3-7)
3.2.7.1 COST SUMMARIZATION CAPABILITY
With use of the 12-digit accumulation code described in paragraph 3.2.4, Voyager Project
costs may be displayed or summarized at the total project, project phase, subsystem, or
work package levels. These work project structure levels may, in turn, be summarized
according to responsible Voyager Functional Operation Manager, Project Engineer, or
Functional Engineer. Thus, similar basic reporting information may spawn several reports
dependent upon the level of management for whom the report is intended.
3.2.7.2 BASIC REPORTING
Three reports - the weekly Vouchered Hours report, Scheduled Activity Completion summary,
and weekly Material Input report - form the basis for all other schedule/cost reporting. Such
other reports are derived from the summarization, measurement, and analyses of data provided
by the foregoing three. These basic reports and the various analyses of the information they
provide are described in Table 3-5 - Schedule/Cost Documentation.
3.2.7.3 SCHEDULE/COST DOCUMENTATION (SEE FIGURES 9 THROUGH 13)
Table 3-5, Schedule/Cost Documentation, affords a summary description of both the documenta-
tion generated by schedule/cost planning, and the reports generated to implement schedule/cost
control. All of the documentation listed will either be on exhibit or available in the Voyager
Project Control Center.
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DOCUMENT
PERT Reports &
Dscm_enis
Commitment Sehedvle
Display
Total program
Schedule Report
Voyager Project
Work Breac_owa
Structure (VPWB,_
VpWBS Work
Package Definiticem
Project Fund_g In-
structioms (PFI's)
Vouchered Hours
Report
_aterial _put
Report
REFERENCE
Paragraph 3.2.5
s_ _3-s
Para_reph 3.1.9
p_3.2.7.3
Se_ Figure 3-9
Paragraph 3.2.7.3
See Figure 3-10
Paragraph 3.1.3
See Figure 3-2
Paragral_h 3.1.5
See Figure 3-6
Paragreph 3.2.3
See Figure 3-8
Paragraph3.2.7.2
See Figure 3-11
Paragraph 3.2.7.2
DESCRIPTION
I Computer Prl_
• List c_ Scheduled Activity Completions
• List c_ Critical Activity Scheduled
Completions
• Event Dlcticsmmy
• Updated Frag_is
• Summary Network and Analysis
• Sehc_ Ou 'th_k
• Master _ Schedule
A plot of the various scheduled dates for
completing a key n_flestone of des_
key assemblies. Such key m/Ymtmms
might be:
1. Breadboard Release
2. Developmeut Hardware Release
3. Flight Hardware Design Release
4. Hardwsre Avail. for T/A Tes_ng
5. Hardware Avail. for PTM Assembly
6. T/A Test_g Complete
7. First '71 Flight Hardware Avail.
for _ssembly
The above key milestones represent ver-
tical cuts through the Voyager Project.
A chart depic_ng a one-line summation of
each of the sewn Commilment Schedule
displays described above. Each summary
lJ.ue indicates the number of weeks early or
late for each vertical cut through the pro-
gram, and the quan_ta_ve number of
assemblies early or late for each ver_cal
list.
Selmrates Voyager Project into sucoess-
ively lower levels of hardware and effort -
the lowest of which (work package) is the
cost accumtda_cm center employed by the
Project.
Definition of effortto be accomplished to
achte_e objective of work package. Must
have clear-cut boundaries expressed in
physical events and be assignable.
Authorization to expend effort and mater-
is/for specific work package during a cee-
month period. Issued by Project Office to
Performn_ Orgamzation. Includes agreed-
upon plan for next three months and total
estimate to complete. Copies in Project
Control Center will include current month
actual posted by week.
Compu_rized summation of weekly time
card data. Lists regular and overtime
hours charged tD each Voyager work
package by employee - specifying em-
ployeets name, class, aud organizatiomd
operation. In addilion to detailed labor
data by work package, the report c_n_ris
such data to eqsivalent manpower for
summarizing at the work package, sub-
system, project phase, and project In.is -
and at all bevels of management.
A space has been provided in the PFI form
(Figure 3-8) for posting the weekly equiva-
lent manpower directed toward each work
package. Thus, a weekly visible record
of progress teward the authorized funding
goal is obtained.
Computerized summation of new material
commit_nents for the prior week by work
package. Also records the internal pro-
gress of the process of commitment -
from material request to placed purchase
order. Expressed in dollars. Sum-
marized at subsystem, phase, and project
levels - and at all levels of manzgement.
F_Q_NCY
Semi-monthly
Seml-monthly
Weekly
Updated as Req'd
Updated as Req'd
Semi-movably
Monthly
Semi-monthly
Semi-mesthly
Updated
Currently
Updated
Currently
Montkly
Weekly
Weekly
USE
As source data for _porting.
By all operating levels.
By ProJsct Control.
By Functional & Project Engineers
Pictorial display of a_ve reports.
JPL & GE Management Reporting.
JPL & GE Management Repo_ng.
Supplements Summary Network.
By Project htanagement for compre-
hension and presentation of overall
project schedule status.
By Project Management for compre-
heesion and presentation of overall
project schedule status.
See Reference
See Refsrenve
See Reference
Primary tool of Project
Engineers and Performing
Orga_tloes for monitor-
ing direct labor charged to
their partleuisr areas
respoesfl_lity.
Enables Project Engineers and
Performing Orgaalzatic_s to com-
pare actual material commitments
v_th t_oee funded by the PFI.
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-- VOYAGE_ PROJECT
SHOP ORDER NO.
4122--KF--3420--00
4122--_--3420-00
4122--KF--342D--00
4121-KF-343D--0! BAD
4121--KF--343D--00
aOOO-KF--34 SUB-SYSTEM
AOOO--KF--3 PHASE
4000--KF CONTRACT
EMPLOYEE NAME
NICHOLSON
NOLL JR
ZlZMONT J_
BI_EDIKIN
POMPONI
VOUCMERED HC_RS
EOUIV. MANPOWER
REG HOURS OT HOURS THIS WEEK MO.BuDG
20.0
40,0 8.0
40,0
!00,0 8*0 2=7 3eO
20.0
_0.0
60.0 I=5 2o0
3_0o0 2_o0 9oi 10o0
BIO.? 54.0 21o6 22e0
1480.3 IOS,O 39.7 42e0
WEEK ENDING 5/_2/55 ['_i
OPER CLASS
4_22 ENG 5/23
_|22 ENG 5/23
4122 ENG 5/16 ADJ
4123 ENG 5/23
4124 OEE 5/23
Figure 3-11. Sample Vouchered Hours Report
MANPOWER REPORT - VOYAGED PDOJECT
_ODK PACKAGE P_F LAST MO.
NUMBED OPE_ _CTUAL
4000--KF
4_O0--<F-_ _ ,
4300-_F-3
_I00--KF-34
4100--KF-_42
4122-KF-3420 4122
PERIO0 ENDINb 5/23/6_
CU_D M0, CU_ M0. T_h MONTH P_0J_CTION
ACTUAL FUNDED JUNE _ULY _
Figure 3-12. Sample Manpower Report
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE REPORT
--:_O]K PACKAGE NUMBER
ACTUAL
_O00-KF PROJECT TOTAL HOURS
4000-KF LBR $
qOOO--KF MAT $
4|O0-KF-3 PHASE HOqRS
4300-KF-3 HOURS
4IOO-KF-3 LBR $
4300-KF-3 LBR $
4100-KF-3 MAT $
_3OO-KF-3 MAT $
_IO0-KF-34 SUBSYSTEM HOURS
4100-KF-34 LBR $
4100-KF-34 MAT $
_100-KF-3a2 COMPONENT HOURS
4100-KF-342 LBR $
_100-KF-342 MAT $
4122-KF-34_D WORK PKG HOURS
4i22-KF-342D LBR $
_I22-KF-3_2D MAT $
MONTM ENDING 5/_3/65
VOYAGER PROJECT
CURRENT MONT_ INC£P TO DATE FINAL COST AT COMPLETION
LATEST LATEST
FUNDED ACTUAL CBL CBL PLAN TECH PRGRS
NET OPN TEEH
COMMIT X MILESTONES
CMPL ACTUAL C_L
Figure 3-13. Sample Project Performance Report
3.2.8 MANAGEMENT AND JPL REPORTING
As described thus far the planned schedule/cost system for Voyager is based on the work
package principle, i.e., breaking down the project into manageable pieces that can be planned
and controlled by project engineers and project control specialists at the working level. In
this regard!, the NASA PERT technique is an excellent planning device and is also excellent
as a monitoring tool. For use in making higher management decisions, however, it is necessary
to summarize schedule/cost information upward through the Work Breakdown Structure and
display it in a format suitable to this purpose. The Manager needs first an over-all view,
then to be apprised of exceptions and finally to observe the implication of these exceptions
in the future.
The overall view is difficult to discern in the detailed, day-to-day problem evolving and
solving environment within which most of the project team operates. Special progress
evaluation methods are required to aid the manager in obtaining the total Project perspective.
This perspective is based on the relationships between major Project elements. It is not
the critical paths or the limiting items or a list of subsystems in trouble. Rather, it describes
the total program and where each of its major elements stand relative to all of the others.
Further, in order to ' aid the decision-making process, this information should be displayed
from several points of view. These points-of-view are:
a, The Customer Baseline - defined as the schedule/cost plan against which JPL
is measuriag our performance. It is the original schedule/cost plan that JPL
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and GE agree is to be met, including those subsequent changes made by JPL for
JPLts convenience. Here we are after JPL_s point of view and will not include
changes which may be made for GE's convenience.
b. The Status - defined as the detailed historical record of what the schedule and cost
accomplishments have been to date.
Co The Most Recent Schedule - defined as the Project Teamts latest estimate of
schedule and cost that will be met. Since this latest estimate takes into consider-
ation the most up-to-date knowledge, this is the baseline against which management
decision is made and action taken. This estimate represents the point of view of
the Project team.
do The Forecast - defined as that schedule most likely to be met ff the historical
pattern established between commitments and status persists into the future. This
independent forecast will be prepared by Project Control personnel as a check on
replanning activity of functional operating personnel who may be under some degree
of Project pressure to be optimistic. It represents a viewpoint of what may occur if
new action is not taken and the current rate of slippage continues. It is recognized
that such forecasts are subject to question, but experience has shown that they
provide a forcing function to earlier corrective action.
The needed relationships between each af the four points of view to enable overall decisions
is provided, in part, by the following reports listed and described in Table 3-5, Voyager
Project Documentation:
a. Commitment Schedule Display
b. Total Program Schedule Report
c. Master Financial Plans (See Figure 3-14)
Voyager Project management is strongly of the opinion that, in large programs such as
Voyager involving a constant system interface with the customer and other contractors, the
most effective approach to project management occurs where:
a. Both JPL and GE have access to identical top management information.
b. That access is as simultaneous as communication media permits. The reporting
plan for JPL has been prepared accordingly.
In addition to those schedule and cost reports which may be contractually required by JPL,
it is planned that JPL be furnished with the overall reports described above, and with the
Summary Networks, Schedule Outlook, and Master Milestone Schedule.
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3.2.9 MANAGEMENT RESPONSE (Activities 23,26, 27: Figure 3-7))
Schedule/cost control consists of the responsive actions of Project and Company General
management to data generated during the sche_dle/cost implementation cycle just described.
The objective of this response is the attainment of the goals derived during the planning cycle.
The management systems to be utilized in order to implement timely response to schedule
and cost problem areas are described in CH VB120VP000, Project Control Plan.
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i. 0 HARDWARE CONTROL PLAN
Project Control will analyze and approve the procurement schedule and quantities of all
hardware down to the component level to assure that material commitments and planned
deliveries are consistent with Project requirements. This management control is provided
to meet the following objectives:
Minimize changes to and costs of completed hardware by staggering deliveries to
coincide with in-house requirements.
Assure procurement of only the minimum quantity of hardware to meet Project
objectives.
These objectives will be accomplished by the following Hardware Control activities:
• Development and maintenance of hardware trees.
Development and maintenance of hardware requirements matrices for engineering
models, T/A, PTM, flight hardware and spares, identifying part numbers and
quantities for each.
Review and approval of in-house delivery schedules down to the component level
based on compatibility analyses of the hardware requirements matrices and over-
all schedule commitments.
Determination, with Voyager functional operations, of the optimum point in the
production cycle at which processing for components may be held in abeyance
pending incorporation of changes that may result from current tests. This opti-
mization will consider the physical state of the hardware at this point, as well as
the cost trade-offs resulting from analysis of the higher initial costs of staggered
procurement versus modifications to completed hardware.
• Review and approval of all production release schedules for hardware fabrication.
Analysis and approval of component quantity requirements for engineering models,
T/A hardware, spares, etc. to avoid excess procurement.
Review and approval of plans to convert or update delivered hardware to meet
revised requirements.
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1. 0 INTRODUCTION
This plan has been established to set forth the manner in which information and direction com-
munications will pass between JPL and GE. It reflects the project need for complete visibility
of the GE effort, timely responsiveness to JPL direction, and efficiency in providing informa-
tion and intelligently responding to information and direction from JPL.
The basis for meeting these project communication needs in this plan are
a. Recognizing the JPL areas which will provide direction to GE
b. Commitment that GE/MSD top management will actively participate in the project
c. Establishing the primary communication channels directly between JPL-Pasadena
and GE-Valley Forge
d° Assuring direct accessibility of GE engineers at all levels to JPL
e. Identifying channels for direct access quickly to any part of the GE Voyager Project
without formality and with a minimum of effort on JPL's part
f° Insure that all direction received by GE is properly integrated from a contractual
and technical standpoint
g. Encouraging establishment of JPL resident offices at Valley Forge and vendor/sub-
contractors' plants where appropriate
h. Establishing a GE Pasadena Engineering Office as a service function that will assist
in communications
i. Installing the tools (TWX lines, leased telephone, datafax, desk side computer} that
............ :_ :- :::: :-_ix_:_E,_lm:capability:for quick ro_, oomprertont_ve JPL/GE engineer-to-
engineer information flow and to provide JPL with complete access to data being
generated on the project.
2.0 _REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNICATIONS
2.1 NATURE OF COMMUNICATIONS INVOLVED AND CHANNELS IMPLEMENTATION
The primary channels for communications flow between organizations are illustrated in
Figure 2-1. These communications will be either project direction (JPL) or information
(JPL & GE)
JPL will provide project direction and information. GE expects to receive contractual direction
from JPL contracts, and Project and technical direction from the Project Manager and the JPL
Cognizant Engineers. Examples of this direction are Booster, Capsule or Science Interface
Constraints and Spacecraft/OSE Design Requirements and Constraints. Information flow
would come from all JPL agencies. Typical examples are evolving interface data (booster,
capsule, MOS, etc) or pertinent technical data of interest from JPL lunar/planetary projects
or Advanced Development programs.
GE channels to JPL are completely for information purposes. Management channels would
typically communicate cost, schedule and performance data; and status of special events or
activities. Examples of working level communications are plans, specs, drawings, schematics,
2 of 8
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VOYAGER SPACECRAFT SYSTEM PROJECT
Figure 2-1. Primary JPL/GE Communication Channels
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technical evaluation reports, and cost/schedule status. Contractually-required documents
will be formally submitted through Business Management. Additionally, General Electric is
willing to submit this information simultaneously and informally through the other channels
if JPL so desires.
2.2 TIME VALUE AND INFORMALITY AS KEY COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
There will be instances in which JPL will require a quick response to information requests
if such information is to be of value. In addition, JPL will desire direct access anywhere
in the project from time to time on an informal basis in order to gain a better understanding
of the status of particular activities. The channels outlined in Figure 2-1 will meet these
two requirements in the majority of cases; however, GE will encourage departing from these
normal routes when appropriate to achieve the necessary speed of response or improve pro-
ject visibility. This flexibility is part of this plan and is covered more fully in the following
discussion of communication channels activity and plans for the hardwire system.
3.0 COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS ACTIVITY
3.1 TOP MANAGEMENT CHANNEL
GE is receptive and will encourage communications between the top management staffs at
JPL and GE Missile and Space Division. Formal meetings will be scheduled periodically at
appropriate stages of the project. Cost schedule and performance status will be discussed
as well as progress in any special GE Voyager activity underway at the time. GE top manage-
ment intends to participate in major JPL/GE project reviews_
3.2 OVERALL PROJECT DIRECTION CHANNEL
This channel links the JPL and GE project managers. Their relationship would concern such
matters as agreement of direction/redirection, effect of recent JPL-GE inputs on the project,
schedule, cost and performance status. GE will encourage other JPL levels such as top
management and cognizant engineers to use this channel.
3. 3 COGNIZANT ENGINEER - PROJECT ENGINEER CHANNEL
The prime function of this channel is to insure that all GE engineering personnel are directly
accessible to JPL. A normal contact would be handled through a GE project engineer who
would be responsible to provide the desired information both from his direct knowledge in
working with others on the project and when desirable, by bringing the JPL and GE people
together for specific discussion. GE will encourage direct contact as JPL may desire in
these instances with subcontractors, quality assurance personnel and others in this channel.
Contact will also be encouraged and arranged as JPL may desire with GE personnel in the
other Working and Management level channels.
GE assumes that this channel is for JPL direction as well as for exchanging information. In
order to insure that the direction received by GE is integrated properly from a contracts and
4of8
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technical standpoint the following procedure will be followed. Each engineer will be required
to submit a report of each discussion with JPL to the Project Control Manager within 24 hours
of the event. This may be a written report or dictated by telephone to a message answering
device at the Project Control Center.
The major functions of this channel are to give JPL a first hand grass roots feeling for the
status of the project on a continuing basis, to inject JPL's experience into the project at the
working level, to keep JPL close to the key decisions, and via the JPL representative, to
afford GE access to the latest data on interfaces and spacecraft or OSE design requirements.
3. 4 PROJECT CONTROL CENTER C._EL
This channel links the Voyager Project Control Center at Valley Forge _ith JPL Voyager
Project Control. It gives JPL access to the same information on project status that is being
used for compilation and display at Valley Forge.
This informaUon is available to all personnel authorized by JPL. It will be displayed and
available to JPL at the GE Pasadena Engineering Office. By patching through PEO, the same
information can be obtained by JPL whenever desired.
3.5 CONTRACTS - BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CHANNEL
This channel is the official vehicle for formalizing direction from JPL and for providing in-
formation and official documentation to JPL that is required by contracts, and where con-
tractual coverage would be consummated.
3.6 OTHER COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS
3.6.1 PASADENA ENGINEERING OFFICE (PEO)
A Pasadena Engineering Office will be established in close proximity to JPL or on Laboratory
property, if JPL desires. Its primary communications function will be to act as a service
to JPL by providing local access to current project status. In this capacity, it will augment
the primary communication channel between JPL and VFSTC. This office will be a component
of Project Control at VFSTC. The PEO Manager will report directly to the Project Control
Manager. He will after direct liaison between JPL and GE and will be responsive to the
requests of JPL.
The PEO plan is described elsewhere in this volume. The communication services it offers
are:
a. Representing JPL to VFSTC through direct, personal contact.
b. Maintaining and displaying up-to-date information on project status via such techniques
as: PERT charts, milestone charts, and financial status charts.
c. Keeping JPL Project Personnel informed of all significant problems and the approaches
to their solution.
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d. Providing a capability for timely delivery of reports, drawings, specifications, data,
hardware, etc.
e. Arranging and conducting meetings with JPL and other subcontractors and agencies
in the West Coast area when appropriate and insuring the attendance of key GE/SD
personnel as required.
f. Maintaining and operating the Project communication equipment located at PEO and
JPL. (To be described later. )
g. Providing conference facilities, office space and meeting rooms for resident and
transient GE personnel as required.
h. Maintaining an up to date GE Project Personnel Directory including responsibilities
and home telephone numbers.
3.6.2 ROLE OF JPL RESIDENT OFFICES
Facilities will be provided to establish JPL resident offices at VFSTC and at subcontractor's
locations when desired by JPL. These residents will be invited to participate in project
progress and technical meetings. GE views JPL resident personnel as representatives of
the JPL Project Manager. As such, they will be afforded the opportunity to work directly
with all levels of the Project. All communication equipment available to GE personnel at
these locations will also be available to JPL personnel.
4.0 VOYAGER PROJECT HARDWIRE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
4. 1 INTRODUCTION
A hardwire communication system will be provided to facilitate the timely flow of information
between project participants. This system, composed of leased telephone lines, TWX, Data-
fax, and desk side computers will tie together JPL, PEO, VFSTC, and GE subcontractors.
4.2 PASADENA-VALLEY FORGE LINK
The primary link of the system will be between Pasadena and Valley Forge. This link will
consist of leased phone lines, TWX lines for written communications, Datafax lines for
facsimile transmission of documents, drawings, etc. and desk side computers for direct
service from both JPL and PEO to VFSTC.
There will be direct phone lines from JPL to the switchboards at PEO and at VFSTC. TWX,
and Datafax systems will be connected from JPL to the Project Status Room at PEO and from
JPL to the Project Control Center at VFSTC. At JPL, a desk side computer will be installed
for access to the data bank at VFSTC.
At PEO the system will include direct phone lines to the switchboard at VFSTC. TWX and
Datafax Systems will also connect the PEO Project Status Room and the Valley Forge Project
Control Center. A PEO desk side computer will be linked directly with the master computer
complex at VFSTC.
6of8
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Datafax, leased phone lines and, ff usage demands it, TWX lines will connect PEO and sub-
contractors located on the west coast. (These lines will also be available to JPL by switch-
board patching). The remaining subcontractors will be connected by a similar system to
the Project Control Center at VFSTC.
The actual numbers and types of lines and instruments will be dependent upon the usage
required.
Present California tariff regulations restrict the type of communications lines which may run
outside the state. An updating of these regulations is imminent, however, and no problems
are anticip_+._d.
5.0 HIGH SPEED PARCEL DELIVERY SYSTEM
In order to provide a means for rapid delivery of documents, parcels and other items which
cannot be transmitted via the hardwire system a procedure has been developed with a major
airline for rapid delivery to prime project locations. This airline, which normally serves
Pasadena, Philadelphia, Washington, Dallas, and Phoenix, has provided an improved air
express service designed to effect expeditious parcel delivery, In use for some time, this
system has already proved its worth in reducing the delivery time from Philadelphia to JPL
in some cases, to as little as six hours.
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i. 0 INTRODUCTION
This plan has been established to set forth the manner in which information and direction com-
munications will pass between JPL and GE. It reflects the project need for complete _4sibility
of the GE effort, timely responsiveness to JPL direction, and efficiency in providing informa-
tion and intelligently responding to informati_ and direction from JPL.
The basis for meeting these project communication needs in this plan are
a. Recognizing the JPL areas which will provide direction to GE
h r_a_*_t the, GE/MSD top manag_m_-+ will _+_ n_+_,_t_ _. t_ p_j_÷
c. Establishing the primary communication channels directly between JPL-Pasadena
and GE-V-11_ey Fore
d, Assuring direct accessibility of GE engineers at all levels to JPL
e. Identifying channels for direct access quickly to any part of the GE Voyager Project
w_tbout formality and with a minimum of effort on JPL's part
f, h_ure that all direction received by GE is properly integrated from a contractual
and technical standpoint
g. Encouraging establishment of JPL resident offices at Valley Forge and vendor/sub-
contractors Tplants where appropriate
h. Establishing a GE Pasadena Engineering Office as a service function that will assist
in communications
i. Lnstall'mg the tools (T_rX lines, leased telephone, datafax, desk side computer) that
_ _-_ +_ capability for quick ..... comprenen_ivu JPL/GE engmeer-to-
e_meer information flow and to provide JPL w-ith comple_ access to data being
gener'ated on the project.
2_ t_ R_ _ UL19,EX*ENTS
_-_ ..... FOR COMMUNICATIONS
1 NA_b_E OF COMMUNICATIONS LN%7OLVED AND CHANNELS IMPLEMENTATION_o
The prima_ channels for communications flow between organizations are illustrated in
Figure 2-1. These communications will be either project direction (JPL) or information
(JPL & GE)
JPL will provide project direction and informatioa. GE expects to receive contractual direction
from JPL contracts, and Project and technical direction from the Project Manager and the JPL
Cognizant Engineers. Examples of this direction are Booster, Capsule or Science Interface
Constraints and Spacecraft/OSE Design Requirements and Coastraints. Information flow
would come from all JPL agencies. Typical examples are evolving interface data (booster,
capsule, MOS, etc) or pertinent technical data of interest from JPL lunar/planetary projects
or Ad_mnced Development programs.
OE chaimels to JPL are completely for information purposes. Management channels would
_picaHy communicate cost, schedule and performance data; and status af special events or
activities. Examples of working level cornm,mications are plans, specs, drawings, schematics,
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Figure 2-1. Primary JPL/GE Communication Channels
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technical evaluation reports, and cost/schedule status. Contractually-required documents
will be formally submitted through Business Management. Additionally, General Electric is
willing to submit this information simultaneously and informally through the other channels
if JPL so desires.
2.2 TIME VALUE AND INFORMALITY AS KEY COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
There will be instances in which JPL will require a quick response to information requests
if such information is to be of value. In addition, JPL will desire direct access anywhere
in the project from time to time on an informal basis in order to gain a better understanding
of the status of particular activities. The channels outlined in Figure 2-1 will meet these
two requirements in the majority of cases; however, GE will encourage departing from these
normal routes when appropriate to achieve the necessary speed of response or improve pro-
ject visibility. This flexibility is part of this plan and is covered more fully in the following
discussion of communication channels activity and plans for the hardwire system.
3.0 COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS ACTIVITY
3. 1 TOP MANAGEMENT CHANNEL
GE is receptive and will encourage communications between the top management staffs at
JPL and GE Missile and Space Division. Formal meetings will be scheduled periodically at
appropriate stages of the project. Cost schedule and performance status will be discussed
as well as progress in any special GE Voyager activity underway at the time. GE top manage-
ment intends to participate in major JPL/GE project reviews_
3.2 OVERALL PROJECT DIRECTION CHANNEL
This channel links the JPL and GE project managers. Their relationship would concern such
matters as agreement of direction/redirection, effect of recent JPL-GE inputs on the project,
schedule, cost and performance status. GE will encourage other JPL levels such as top
management and cognizant engineers to use this channel.
3. 3 COGNIZANT ENGINEER - PROJECT ENGINEER CHANNEL
The prime function of this channel is to insure that all GE engineering personnel are directly
accessible to JPL. A normal contact would be handled through a GE project engineer who
would be responsible to provide the desired information both from his direct knowledge in
working with others on the project and when desirable, by bringing the JPL and GE people
together for specific discussion. GE will encourage direct contact as JPL may desire in
these instances with subcontractors, quality assurance personnel and others in this channel.
Contact will also be encouraged and arranged as JPL may desire with GE personnel in the
other Working and Management level channels.
GE assumes that this channel is for JPL direction as well as for exchanging information. In
order to insure that the direction received by GE is integrated properly from a contracts and
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technical standpoint the following procedure will be followed. Each engineer will be required
to submit a report of each discussion with JPL to the Project Control Manager within 24 hours
of the event. This may be a written report or dictated by telephone to a message answering
device at the Project Control Center.
The major functions of this channel are to give JPL a first hand grass roots feeling for the
status of the project on a continuing basis, to inject JPL's experience into the project at the
working level, to keep JPL close to the key decisions, and via the JPL representative, to
afford GE access to the latest data on interfaces and spacecraft or OSE design requirements.
3.4 PROJECT CO.NTI_ROL CENTER CHANNEL
This channel links the Voyager Project Control Center at Valley Forge with JPL Voyager
Project Control. It gives JPL access to the same information on project status that is being
used for compilation and display at Valley Forge.
This informaUon is available to all personnel authorized by JPL. It will be displayed and
available to JPL at the GE Pasadena Engineering Office. By patching through PEO, the same
information can be obtained by JPL whenever desired.
3.5 CONTRACTS - BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CHANNEL
This channel is the official vehicle for formalizing direction from JPL and for providing in-
formation and official documentation to JPL that is required by contracts, and where con-
tractual coverage would be consummated.
3.6 OTHER COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS
3.6.1 PASADENA ENGINEERING OFFICE (PEO)
A Pasadena Engineering Office will be established in close proximity to JPL or on Laboratory
property, ff JPL desires. Its primary communications function will be to act as a service
to JPL by providing local access to current project status. In this capacity, it will augment
the primary communication channel between JPL and VFSTC. This office will be a component
of Project Control at VFSTC. The PEO Manager will report directly to the Project Control
Manager. He will offer direct liaison between JPL and GE and will be responsive to the
requests of JPL.
The PEO plan is described elsewhere in this volume. The communication services it offers
are:
a. Representing JPL to VFSTC through direct, personal contact.
b. Maintaining and displaying up-to-date information on project status via such techniques
as: PERT charts, milestone charts, and financial status charts.
c. Keeping JPL Project Personnel informed of all significant problems and the approaches
to their solution.
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d. Providing a capability for timely delivery of reports, drawings, specifications, data,
hardware, etc.
e. Arranging and conducting meetings with JPL and other subcontractors and agencies
in the West Coast area when appropriate and insuring the attendance of key GE/SD
personnel as required.
f. Maintaining and operating the Project communication equipment located at PEO and
JPL. (To be described later.)
g. Providing conference facilities, office space and meeting rooms for resident and
transient GE personnel as required.
h. Maintaining an up to date GE Project Personnel Directory including responsibilities
and home telephone numbers.
3.6.2 ROLE OF JPL RESIDENT OFFICES
Facilities will be provided to establish JPL resident offices at VFSTC and at subcontractor's
locations when desired by JPL. These residents will be invited to participate in project
progress and technical meetings. GE views JPL resident personnel as representatives of
the JPL Project Manager. As such, they will be afforded the opportunity to work directly
with all levels of the Project. All communication equipment available to GE personnel at
these locations will also be available to JPL personnel.
4.0 VOYAGER PROJECT HARDWIRE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
4.1 INTRODUCTION
A hardwire communication system will be provided to facilitate the timely flow of information
between projeot participants. This system, composed of leased telephone lines, TWX, Data-
fax, and desk side computers will tie together JPL, PEO, VFSTC, and GE subcontractors.
4.2 PASADENA-VALLEY FORGE LINK
The primary link of the system will be between Pasadena and Valley Forge. This link will
consist of leased phone lines, TWX lines for written communications, Datafax lines for
facsimile transmission of documents, drawings, etc. and desk side computers for direct
service from both JPL and PEO to VFSTC.
There will be direct phone lines from JPL to the switchboards at PEO and at VFSTC. TWX,
and Datafax systems will be connected from JPL to the Project Status Room at PEO and from
JPL to the Project Control Center at VFSTC. At JPL, a desk side computer will be installed
for access to the data bank at VFSTC.
At PEO the system will include direct phone lines to the switchboard at VFSTC. TWX and
Datafax Systems will also connect the PEO Project Status Room and the Valley Forge Project
Control Center. A PEO desk side computer will be linked directly with the master computer
complex at VFSTC.
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Datafax, leased phone lines and, ff usage demands it, TWX lines will connect PEO and sub-
contractors located on the west coast. (These lines will also be available to JPL by switch-
board patching). The remaining subcontractors will be connected by a similar system to
the Project Control Center at VFSTC.
The actual numbers and types of lines and instruments will be dependent upon the usage
required.
Present California tariff regulations restrict the type of communications lines which may run
outside the state. An updating of these regulations is imminent, however, and no problems
5.0 HIGH SPEED PARCEL DELIVERY SYSTEM
In order to provide a means for rapid delivery of documents, parcels and other items which
cannot be transmitted via the hardwire system a procedure has been developed with a major
airline for rapid delivery to prime project locations. This airline, which normally serves
Pasadena, Philadelphia, Washington, Dallas, and Phoenix, has provided an improved air
express service designed to effect expeditious parcel delivery, In use for some time, this
system has already proved its worth in reducing the delivery time from Philadelphia to JPL
in some cases, to as little as six hours.
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i.0 TEST INTEGRATION AND CONTROL PLAN
A Test Integration and Control organization will be provided as part of Project Control to
provide overall management of the Integrated Test Program. Their task will be to assure
that the planning and conduct of the Integrated Test Program meets Project objectives at
all times. They will be active members of the Integrated Test Board (ITB) during the
planning, performance and data certification phases of the test program, and will chair the
ITB during all periods when the test planning is formulated or revised. A description of
the ITB is included in the Reliability Plan.
In managing this effort, their tasks will be to
a. Assure that all test objectives, planning, and interfaces within and external to GE
are integrated.
b. Assure that test facility planning is properly coordinated with all other planning.
c. Provide the optimum balance among the elements of schedule, technical perform-
ance and cost.
d. Integrate, evaluate and control all changes to the Integrated Test Program in a
formal manner.
e. Monitor the progress and costs of the test program. Integrate actions with
Project Engineering and provide direction as required.
f. Provide the Project focal point for the interpretation of overall test plans and
test status.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The GE configuration management philosophy and practice is based on the following principles:
a. During the life cycle of a project such as Voyager, every aspect of the configuration
will change in varying degrees and at varying rates. The project must be able to
accept this continuous change activity as a part of the daily routine. There must
be no surprises.
b. Configuration management involves the entire Project. Responsibility for it can
not be delegated to an operational sub-function.
c. The control of changes must be geared to the firmness of information. Too much
control in the early stages of the project is as bad as too little in its later stages.
d° Configurationcontrol techniques :must be tailored to meet the requirements of an
individual project. All of the requirements of ANA445 are not appropriate for a
scientific/development project.
2.0 OVERALL APPROACH
2.1 VOYAGER PROJECT BASELINE
_:L.L_L. _.___A'__-_'__;_'-_!_:_!__._# " _'_'_"': .... .......... :,_ ....... ...........__:_ ._,_._._._:_.- ._ ..... _,,._:_'_._,-, . ..... ,_ .._._..-. _. .......
_The_ will be five contract level baselines during Phase IB and H. A baseline is defined
as the reconciliation at a specified point in time, of the technical, task, cost and schedule
definition. Any departure from a baseline definition requires JPL approval. JPL approval
................................t_f_ b_s_lihe _is a restraint on all post baseIine activity. Baselines a,e _ foii_ws: ........................... r-
: a_ Pro_t l_q ".uir_ment Base.line - This baseline will be. established in Phase IB at the
time that JPL has approved all Functional Descriptions and the corollary task,
cost and schedule commitments. This baseline coincides with the release at the
end of GE stage I activity.
b. Functional. Spe¢ificatinn. Baseline - This baseline terminates Phase IB and occurs
when JPL has approved all Functional Specifications.
Co Design Requirement Baseline - This baseline will be established at the Preliminary
Design Review (end of breadboard testing) early in Phase II. It occurs when JP L
has approved design of the Engineering Model. It also coincides with the release
at the end of GE Stage II activity.
d° Qualification Baseline - This baseline will be established at the Qualification Design
Review and occurs when JPL has approved release of the design for th_ hardware
for T/A and PTM testing. It also coincides with the release at the end of GE
Stage HI activi_
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el Product Configuration BaseLine - This baseline will be established at the Critical
Design Review and occurs when JPL has approved the release of the design for
the final flight and OSE hardware.
2.2 GE STAGE RELEASE SYSTEM
The release of design at GE is subdivided into four phases, or stages, each of which imposes
progressively fighter controls of data and hardware. The stage release system has been
adapted to the Voyager Project Baselines as follows:
a. Stage i - ,_nls release phase covers the generation of a preferred system concept
and a preliminary spacecraft design. Control of engineering is applied through
design review during this stage, which ends at the Project Requirements Baseline
(ref. para 2.1).
b, Stage II - This release phase covers the generation of the first hardware system
and subsystem designs.
The procurement, fabrication and test of breadboard models supports the design
activity. Change request, analysis, and approval procedure is imposed, on any
documentation approved by the customer and the Configuration Management Office
m*_vt_inR close surveillance over all release activity. This stage terminates at
the Design Requirements Baseline.
Co Stage I I I - This release phase covers the procurement fabrication and develop-
ment test of 1969 and 1971 engineering model designs, and design definition of
flight type hardware to be used in T/A and PTM testing.
During this phase, change control of all established baseline documents expands
and becomes more formal. Development hardware changes will be formally doc-
umented by AN procedure and reviewed by the CCB but formal approval
procedure is not imposed. This stage terminates at the Qualification Design Base-
line.
do Stage IV- This release phase covers the verification of flight type hardware designs
through T/A and PTM testing, and the manufacture, assembly and test of flight
hardware and spares. Assembly, test and flight of the 1969 and 1971 flight
spacecraft will be completed. This phase extends to the end of the program, and
is the most formal period of configuration management. During this phase almost
all change activity is Class I, i.e., will require JPL approval prior to initiation.
All changes will require prior CCB approval.
2.3 RELATIONSHIP OF VOYAGER PROJECT BASELINE AND CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT STAGES
For relationship of Voyager Project Baseline, the GE stage release system and the type
of control exercised in each stage. (See Figure 2-1)
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For approval matrix see Figure 2-2.
3.0 THE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
3.1 ORGANIZATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
As stated in the Introduction, GE policy requires that responsibility for configuration manage-
ment involves the entire Project and cannot be delegated. What can be delegated, however,
is the responsibility for administering the routine aspects of configuration management,
thereby protecting the time and energy of the Project Manager and his immediate line
managers. To this end, and because it is an integral part of overall project control
responsibility, a Configuration Management Office including a Change Control Board is
established as part of the Project Control organization.
Whenever a problem becomes non-routine, however, or a significant change in direction is
indicated, the Project Manager and his managers are directly involved. To this end, a
Configuration Management Board is established reporting to the Project Manager. Its
chairman will in all cases be either the Project Manager or a designee empowered to act
in his name for the entire project. In effect, it operates as a special Project Review for
resolution of specific and significant configuration problems.
3.2 THE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OFFICE (CMO)
The CMO operation is part of Project Control and concerns itself with the three divisions
of configuration management:
a. Identification - The assignment of identifiers to end items, specifications, drawings,
etc.
b. Accounting - The maintenance of records on configuration status and follow-up
c. Control - Divided into two subfunctions:
B A Change Control Board (CCB) which is comprised of working level represen-
tatives of all functional operations. The CCB measures all change requests
against significance and classification criteria; approves, modifies or rejects
changes meeting the routine criteria. (Note: The criteria for significance/
classification progressively tightens as a function of contract progress. ) The
CMO representative chairs the CCB.
2. A secretariat to the CMB, setting the agenda, gathering the documentation,
arranging the meeting, preparing directives for the CMB chairmants signature.
3.3 THE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT BOARD (CMB)
The CMB is chairmanned by the Project Manager or his designated appointee, and members
are line representatives of all functional oper_tion managers. Each functional manager has
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PHASE IA
STAGE 1-
MISSION DOCUMENTS
Specifications
Requirements
Objectives
Block Diagrams
Schematics
SYSTEM DOCUMENTS
Specifications
Requirements
Block Diagrams
Schematics
Interfaces (Sys)
SUBSYSTEM DOCUMENTS
Specifications
Requirements
Block DLagrams
Schematics
Installation
Interfaces
OSE
Specifications
Requirements
Interfaces
Installations
Schematics
BLock Diagrams
Assemblies
Subassemblies
Details
STRUCTURE (S/C)
Interfaces
losinlL'_ tio ns
Assemblies
Subassemblies
Details
Harnesses
ASSYS & COMPONENTS
Specifications
Schematics
Assemblies
Subassemblies
Details
MISCELLANEOUS
Plans
Standards Specs.
Process Specs.
Material Specs.
Mfg. Instructions
Approved Parts & Mstls.
Test Specs.
Design Layouts
Work Statement
PHASE IB _ _ PHASE H
DEFINITION
I DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
CCB
EST
STAGE 2 _I_ STAGE 3
i
t
PROJ. REQ. FUNC. SPEC. DESIGN REQ.
BASELINE BASELINE BASELINE
1,3,10_
1,3,
1,2,3,
1,3,
1,3,4, A
1,3,10,
1,3,
1,3, A
1,3,4, A
1,3,4, 19, A
1,3,4,10,
1.3,4,
1,3,4,7, A
1,3,4,7, A
1,3,4,7, A
1,3.4.7.19, A
1,3,4,10,
1,3.4,
1,3,4,7,19, £
1,3.4,5.7,19. A
1.3.15,
6,9,10,11.
6,8.9,10,11,
6.8,9.10, I1.
3,9, I0,11,
6.8.9.10,11.
9,10,12.
5,7,8.9,10.
5.7.15
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13
*,13,19
Same
3,4,
3,4,7,19,
4,7,_
4,5,7, £
4,5,7, A
5,7,8,9,10,11, A
5,7,8,9,10,11, A
7,8.9, A
Same & *,19,13
4,5,7, A
4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, A
4,5,6,7,8,9,10, II,
5,6,7,8,9, A
4,5,7.9.10,11,16
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
*,13
*,13
*,13,19
Same & *,20
Same & *,23
Same & *,20
5.7,8,9,13,11, A_ 20
7,3,9,10,11, A*, 20
7,3.9, A *,20
Same
Same & *, 20
Same & *, 23
Same & *,20
Same & *,20
6,7,8.9,10, ll,_t**,20
Same & *, 20
4,5,7, A, *,20
5,6,7,8,9,10,A,*, 23
6,7,8,9,10, _,*,23
7. A,*, 20
Same
Same & *, 20
Same & *, 20
Same & *,20
Same & *,20
Same & *, 20
Same & *, 2O
Same
Same
QUAL.
BASELINE
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
*,20
*,13
*,13
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
OPERATIONAL 1
STAGE 4
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same Same
Same Same
Same Same
Same & *, 13 Same
Same Same
Same Same
Same Same
Same Same
Same Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same & 13 Same
Same Same
P
APPROVAL CODES
1. JPL
2. Project Mgr.
3. System Engrg. Mgr.
4. Design Engrg. Mgr.
9. Cognizant Eng.
6. Technologies (As Applicable)
7. Respenstble Eng.
8. Mfg. Engineering
9. Quality Assurance
I0. Reliability
II. 5_andarda
12. ITPB
13. CCB (GE)
14. CCB (scbcontractor)
15. Project Control
A16. Preparer
A 17. Designer
hlg. Checker
19. Interface Control Wkg. Group
20. CCB Review
* Change Notice Req'd.
A All dwgs. Require these signatures.
Figure 2-2. Approval Matrix
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the responsibility to define the consequences to his organization of making or not making
the change; and for the purpose of approving a CMB level change the entire project staff
reports to the CMB chairman. The CMB is not a voting board; the chairman's decision
is final. See Configuration Management Organization Chart, Figure 3-1.
3.4 J'PL REPRESENTATION ON THE CCB
Facilities will be provided, and provision made on GE change documentation, for partici-
pation and approval of a JPL-CCB representative. The intent here is not to build a file
for GE's benefit, but to provide JPL with a means for keeping its finger on the pulse of the
day by day activity within the Project.
CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
RESPONSIBILITY
Responsibility for the configuration identification system, and for accuracy and application
of all configuration identifiers is placed in one Configuration Identification activity within
the CMO.
4.2 SCOPE OF THE CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
The Identification System will provide identifiers for all items to be developed by GE.
Identification elements, with the exception of the Configuration Identification Index (CID
number, will be assigned using NASA NPCS00-1 as a guideline.
The configuration identification system will identify the following:
a. End Item structure (by engineering effectivity)
b. Specifications, SCN's, Addenda, Amendments
c. Drawings, schematics
d. Critical components
e. Inventory items
f. Specification tree
g- ECP's/AN's/EPR's
h. Interface Control Drawings
i. Test, countdown, checkout procedures
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4.3 THE CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION INDEX (CH)
Most document numbering systems provide no functional significance within the number.
Since functional significance is of value in the retrieval of documents concerning a speci-
fic function, the JPL developed CII system will be used. This system provides a pattern
for the development of an identifier which includes function, level and kind of document.
This number (CID will be used as an address in the computer file for obtaining document
stares. The first five digits of the CH number will also be compatible with the project
work breakdown cost structure. This system has been used during Phase IA and has been
computerized for random access.
Drawing numbers in most companies (including General Electric) are controlled and issued
at the corporate level. Therefore drawings will not use the CII number (unless so stipulated
by contract) as the drawing identifier but rather to assign the CII number over and above
the drawing number and the two cross referenced on all computer printouts. Where no
corporate restrictions (e.g., subcontractors) exist*the CII number may be used as a draw-
ing identifier if desired. All planned documents, other than drawings, prepared for the
Voyager Project will use the CH number as the document identifier.
The CII number will be constructed in the following manner:
XX X X X XX XX xxx
I
3 arabic numerals for
lowest level of indenture
2 arabic numerals for next level
2 arabic numerals for next level
1 arabic numeral (significant of subsystem work package)
1 arabic numeral (significant of subsystem)
1 arabic numeral (significant of system or area)
2 alpha digits (project significance)
5.0 CONFIGURATION CONTROL
5.1 OVERALL CHANGE PROCEDURE SUMMARY
Figure 5-1 depicts the typical flow of change documentation during Stages HI and IV. In
summary, all requests for changes are routed to the CMO Identification Log-In desk for
4
change identification. The request is tl_en given to System or Design Engineering for techni-
cal analysis before action is taken. If technical analysis indicates a change is necessary, the
originator (or the CMO in the case of an outside source) prepares the appropriate documenta-
tion: either an Engineering Package Release (EPR) with AN_s if the change involves more
9 of 32
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than one drawing, or an Alteration Notice if the change is limited to one drawing. Upon
completion of the documentation, the proposed change is then analyzed by the CCB which
uses established criterions and standards to determine its impact and classification. If the
change meets the impact and classification criteria, it can be approved by the CCB. If it
does not, however, it must be presented to the CMB. The CMB directs the appropriate
action to be taken such as formal presentation to JPL via the ECP procedure. Once the
change has been approved it is integrated into the overall project task; however, its identity
and effect is documented and tracked until completion.
5.2 CHANGE FORMS
During Stage I I I and IV all changes will be documented on a GE Alteration Notice (AN}.
This form serves the dual function of (1) change description and (2) document revision
authorization. It is identified by the document number. All customer directed changes
approved for implementation will be documented on this form regardless of stage. (See
Figure 5-2) Subcontractors and vendors submitting change proposals to GE will use this
or an equivalent form.
5.3 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING IMPACT AND CLASSIFICATION OF PROPOSED
CHANGES
Regardless of source, a U requests for changes during Stages III and IV will be analyzed by
the CMO and CCB against the following criteria:
5.3.1 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SIGNIFICANCE OF PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposed changes will be categorized as "A" (for major significance) if any one of the
following conditions occur:
a. Change in a subsystem schedule.
b. Procurement cancellation or stoppage.
c. Assembly cancellation or stoppage.
d. Spares reprovisioning or recycling.
e. Revision to a field procedure.
f. Revision to a subsystem level budget.
g. Change in an assembly or installation part number.
h. More than one release package required (a release package is a combination of
one or more drawings within a given end item).
i. Rework or scrappage of tools or fixtures.
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Proposed changes not affecting any of the above are categorized as "B" (minor).
5.3.2 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING PRIORITY OF A PROPOSED CHANGE
All change requests shall be categorized as one of the following:
a. Emergency - Safety conditions, the uncorrected existence of which could result in
fatal or serious injury to personnel or extensive damage to equipment.
b,
C.
Urgent - Potentially hazardous condition, the uncorrected existence of which could
result in probable serious injury to personnel or damage to equipment; or condition
which, if uncorrected, could result in serious schedule slippage or reliability
degradation.
Routine - All priorities other than the above.
5.3.3 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING CONTRACTUAL CLASSIFICATION OF A PROPOSED
CHANGE
a, A change proposal becomes Class I when the effort required to accomplish it, or
its intended effect upon contractual requirements, exceeds the scope of the existing
contract. A change proposal remains Class II whenever both the effort required
to accomplish the change, and its effect upon contractual requirements remain
within the scope of the existing contract.
b. The contract requirements which scope a proposed change vary during different
stages of the project. The contractual class will therefore be determined in
accordance with the table shown in Table 5-1.
5.4 JPL DIRECTED CHANGE PROCEDURE
5.4.1 RECEIPT ACKNOWLEDGMENT
JPL direction to change will normally be received by the GE Project Manager or Business
Management. Whatever the source of receipt, Business Management will TWX JPL within
24 hours acknowledging receipt of the direction.
5.4.2 ANALYSIS OF DIRECTION
All JPL change directives will be assigned to a responsible Project Engineer who will assure
timely analysis and response. He will first obtain technical analysis from Systems Engineer-
ing and Design Engineering, then route the request through the CMO/CCB for identification
and impact/classification analysis. If the change is determined to be of significant impact
and/or out of scope of the existing contract, a Configuration Management Board (CMB)
meeting will be convened to determine specific response action.
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5.4.3 IN-SCOPEDIRECTION
If the direction is determined to be within scope of the existing contract, Business Manage-
ment will TWX J'PL to this effect within 48 hours of receipt indicating the results of GE
technical and management analysis. The TWX will state GE's implementation action; or,
if the direction is not concurred in itwiUindicate problem areas involved and request JOL
coordination.
5.4.4 OUT OF SCOPE DIRECTION
If the direction is determined to be out of scope of the existing contract, Business Manage-
ment will TWX JPL to this effect within 48 hours requesting CCN coverage if the direction
is concurred in, or requesting JPL coordination ff a problem area is indicated. The TWX
will contain gross estimates of cost/schedule impact.
5.4.5 INITIATION OF JPL DIRECTION
In all cases, where the JPL direction requires immediate implementation of a change, GE
will initiate change action immediately. Where immediate action is not required, GE will
indicate on the confirmation TWX for out-of-scope changes - what start date the gross
estimates, and impact is based upon. In-scope changes will be initiated concurrently with
the confirmation TWX.
5.5 GE AND GE VENDOR/SUBCONTRACTOR CHANGE PROCEDURE
5.5.1 PROCEDURE PRIOR TO START OF STAGE III CONTROLS
Prior to start of Stage III, only documentation forming part of the Project Requirement
Baseline, e.g., Functional Description_, Interface, Drawings, etc. will be subject to change
control at the document level. During this period_ most engineering activity will be involved
in breadboarding, and any attempt to subject the normal development and experimentation
process to change control would inhibit the development of a working design. During this
period, however, approval of a project engineer or a subsystem design manager will be
required if a change evolved affecting other breadboards or any of the baseline documentation.
5.5.2 PROCEDURE DURING STAGE III
During this stage, all revised documentation will be processed through the CCB concurrently
with release for action. If the released documentation qualifies as Class II B, the CMO will
merely identify and track the activity. Changes classed as II A or I, however, will be
stopped and the change will be processed in accordance with Stage IV requirements. Also
during this period, any engineering change affecting more than one component of a subsystem
will require prior approval of a Project Engineer and the Subsystem Design Manager.
5.5.3 PROCEDURE DURING STAGE IV
a. Change Identification - All requests for change, regardless of source, will be given
a change number by the CMO Identification activity before analysis begins. This
16of32
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Table 5-1. Contract Class Table
NOTE:
Ae
If answer to any question below is yes, scan right to determine class, tf answer
is no or a Class II is indicated at right, proceed to next question. If all answers
are negative ca all responses, change is Class II.
QUESTION
Will the proposed change cause a
corresponding change in any of the
following:
STAGE H STAGE IH STAGE IV
1. Contract (system, subsystem and
interface) specification.
I I I
0 Contract cost, funding profile, fees,
contract weight, contract guarantees,
contract delivery or test schedules.
I I I
3. Contract performance requirements
such as reliability.
I I I
4. Other associates v or agencies' equip-
ment including GFP.
I I I
5. Computer programs (MOS/DSN) I I I
6. Performance experienced in
delivered items.
N/A II I
7. Test, checkout, countdown procedures. II H I
8. Maintenance or adjustment schedules. II H I
B. Will the proposed change affect:
1. Safety measures I I I
2. Interchangeability H H I
3. Replaceability H H I
4. EMI/RFI measures H I I
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c.
d.
activity will log the request and follow up to assure resolution.
Project Engineer Responsibility - The CMO will give the change request (if docu-
mented) to the Project Engineer responsible for the equipment to which the change
is directed. Change requests which are not documented (i. e., internal only) will
be described to the Project Engineer by the requestor.
Technical Analysis - The Project Engineer will obtain appropriate technical analysis
from System Engineering, interface design, or Design Engineering and transmit
the results to the CMO.
CCB Analysis- On completion of technical analysis, the CCB will review manu-
facturing and procurement status to determine impact and most economical break-
in point in production/procurement. It will also perform detailed analysis of the
change proposal in terms of effect on spares, procedures, tools, planning, delivery
milestones, etc., and determine the significance, priority and contractual classifi-
cation of the change. (Reference paragraph 5.3)
If the change is Class IIB and is of routine priority, the change may be approved
by the CCB chairman, indicated by his signature on the AN. If the change is Class
I or Class II A, the CCB chairman will place the change on the agenda of the CMB
and arrange for its presentation by the responsible project and functional engineers.
e. CMB Review and Approval-
1. The CMB will review all changes which are any one or combination of:
(a) Class I (all priorities)
(b) "A" (major significance all priorities)
(c) Emergency or urgent priority.
2. The CMB chairman will approve, reject, or direct the modification, of all
Class H A changes of all priorities.
3. The CMB chairman will approve, reject, or direct the modification, of all
Class I change proposals to JPL.
f. CMB Operating Practice -
1. Chairman of the CMB approves meeting schedules and agenda a_ consistent
with urgency of proposed changes.
. CMB agenda and change request copies are delivered to the CMB members
before a scheduled meeting. The CMO acts as the CMB secretariat for this
function.
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3. CMB members will be prepared to commit their function to necessary
action.
4. Initiator of the request and/or the responsible project engineer present the
proposed change to the CMB.
5. CMB members present an estimate of the effect of the proposed change
on their function.
6. The CMB chairman's decision is recorded on the AN and published by the CMO
secretariat.
Processing of Class I Changes - Upon approval by CMB chairman, an AN Class I
change request will be processed as follows:
l. When the AN is emergency, urgent or in response to customer direction,
Business Management will TWX its essentials to the JPL Project Director
and the JPL Procurement Office. (Reference Paragraph 5.4) Such TWX_s
will be followed up within 30 days by a routine AN/ECP submittal.
2. When the AN is routine, or in confirmation of a preceding TWX, it will be
packaged by Business Management as follows:
(a) Complete AN/ECP format.
(b) Sketches, and other backup data supporting the request.
(c) Specification change notice.
(d) Contract estimates (schedule and cost).
3. All Class I changes will be presented to JPL for approval by Business Manage-
ment and the responsible project or functional engineer.
h. Processing of Approved Changes -
1. Upon receipt of CCB or JPL approved AN's (via a CCN), Project Control will
amend work authorizations and schedules as necessary to implement the change.
2. If stop orders on production and procurement have been in effect, they will be
modified or released.
o Design data revised or created to implement the change will be identified by
the change number and released as a package. An Engineering Package Release
(EPR) will be used to list all of the drawings and other auxiliary data released
in the package.
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A release package is defined as a group of related data completely defining the
revision to a subsystem, assembly or installation. The top drawing of the
package is indicated on the EPR to facilitate planning action.
As more than one package may be required to accomplish a change affecting
more than one subsystem, OSE, etc., any EPR which does not complete the
change definition will be marked Partial Release. The last EPR issued will
be marked Complete. This is to facilitate change status accounting and
verification of completion in factory and field.
After completion, *.he packages are routed _ough the CMO _Accounting
(Document Control and Release) function for recording and release.
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6.0 CONFIGURATION ACCOUNTING
Configuration Accounting functions at GE are composed of the following:
6.1 DOCUMENT CONTROL AND RELEASE
This function is responsible for processing all engineering data as follows.
a. Maintain files on all AN activity and AN package sheets.
b. Audit all incoming data against change authorization to assure compat|bflity.
c. Prepare and maintain data submittal lists.
d. Maintain records of engineering data and its status: drawing numbers, part
numbers, change letters, etc.
e. Prepare and maintain a release record for each engineering data element
(e.g. specification, drawing).
f. Record document status and usage (effectivity) information.
g. Execute standard or multiple releases in accordance with project status.
h. Prepare and maintain lists of outstanding AN's (requiring drawing incorporation)
and notify Project Control Measurements and Analysis function when more than
five AN's are outstanding.
i. Prepare and maintain specification control drawing lists and corresponding
vendor data numbers.
6.2 CONFIGURATION STATUS AND INDEX
This function is responsible for preparing and maintaining the Configuration Identification
Index (CI1) and Configuration Accounting Status Reports. These are accomplished as
follows:
6.2.1 CONFIGURATION ACCOUNTING STATUS REPORTS
a. Provide the exact configuration of each end item and the documentation status
to which it was procured, fabricated, inspected and tested.
b. Provide complete accountability and traceability of parts, components, and
assemblies by their item identity and serial number.
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Co With the use of formalized procedures and routines in the Manufacturing and
Quality Assurance areas, information concerning item identification and an
assembled serial number location is fed into the Project Data Bank. Therefore,
the exact configuration of any item as it has been assembled in relation to its
identification, serial number and drawing status, and its contained items
identifications and serial numbers and drawing status can be obtained from the
bank.
do By the use of inputs, at specified input time/points in the assembly sequence,
complete visibility can be obtained for any specified system, assembly, compo-
nent, or end item. This visibility will be used to measure the variations (ff any)
between the as designed and as built configurations.
6.3 COMPUTER STORAGE AND DATA BANK
The large number of parts and documents required in the total Voyager System necessitate
the use of Electronic Data Processing (EDP) for timely and economical accumulation and
extraction of status information.
The Project Data Bank is based on the storage of data elements (See Table 6-1) in a com-
puter random access disc file which will also contain status information on the Spacecraft
System. A communication network has been established which ties the major subcontrac-
tors directly with the central computer file at VFSTC. A similar network will be
established with the PEO. The use of the General Electric developed desk-side-computer
which brings the central computer to the desk simply by dialing the telephone number of
the General Electric time sharing computer provides the capability of remote inquiry on
the status of any specific document or hardware item from any station in the network.
The normal computer capability of compiling printed reports will, of course, be
available. Figures 6-1 and 6-2 show the information flow from Engineering, Manufacturing,
Quality Assurance, and Field Activities into the Project Data Bank.
6.4 PERIODIC OR AS REQUIRED REPORTS
The following list of reports will be provided for management control on a periodic or as
required basis.
ao Configuration Definition List - A list of all documents with their revision and
change nature status which constitute the "as designed" definition of the whole
system or any serial numbered assembly therein. (See _igure 6-3)
b. Indented Breakdown of Parts - A list of all parts and reference documents with
their revision and change nature status, quantity used on the next assembly, and
the vendor identity. Parts are shown indented by assembly level. (See Figure 6-4)
Co Parts Usage (where used) List - A list of all parts with their serial numbers
shown in alpha numeric sequence and showing the next higher assembly and its
serial number where each is used. (See Figure 6-5)
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Table 6-1. Data Elements
REPORT
E LE ME NT
TO BE
CAPTURED
Document No.
Part or Group No.
Document Title
Item Name
Revision Symbol
CII No.
Use on (EFF}
Next Higher A ssy.
Change Notice No.
Quantity Per use
Due Date
Issue Date
Appr for Fly
Date
Responsibility
Assigned Serial No.
Assembled in Ser #
Rec. Date
Insp. Date
Test Date
Shipped Date
At Sta. No. Date
Item Time Run
BOI-Date
Removed
Ordered Date
Make or Buy
Vendor
Ref. Desig.
O
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X , X X X
X X X X X
X
X X
x x x x
X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
0
0
N
0
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Configuration Status Report - A list of parts by item identification number shown
in alpha-numeric sequence, and including the revision and approved change
notices to which they were fabricated, inspected, and tested per a serial numbered
item. This list constitutes the "as bufllf' definition.
Differences Report- A list of parts for a serial numbered item shown in alpha-
numeric sequence, which presents any differences in the "as buill_' and "as
designecP' configuration.
Daffy Tally List - A list of all daily transactions such as change notices issued,
documents issued/revised, computer updating, etc.
Bc_ded Stock Report - A list of items in bonded stock (by serial number when
applicable)
Software List - A list of all project software, in CH number sequences, including
revision and change notice status. (See Figure 6-6)
Other Repozts - Other reports generated as a result of inputs for the Configuratien
Management reports and used for Project Control include the following:
1. Component profile-Test time run, break of tnspectiun, failure reports,
reliability requests for corrective action, etc. (See Figure 6-7)
2. Material Status-Items cm order, total and items on order, specific items
on order.
o Major item status-Mfg, and QA schedule, location in relation to component
test, bonded stock, where assembled, shipped, etc., in terms of item
identificationand serial number.
4. Receiving/inspection status.
5. Logistics control.
6. Standard/Preferred Parts retrieval.
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CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
i. 1 CONTENTS OF PLAN
This plan contains specific information with regard to procedures for the implementation
of negotiation and acceptance of Work Statements, Terms and Conditions, Incentive Pro-
visions, Contract Changes, and for the general administration and submission of reports
during the life of the contract.
1.2 PURPOSE OF PLAN
The purpose of the plan is to assure technical flexibility and, at the same time, complete
compliance with contractual provisions. This will be accomplished by the definition,
specification and application of the procedures described herein.
i.3 DEFINITIONS
a. Contract: That document which, when properly executed, delineates the agree-
ment between the parties concerned in terms of work to be performed, standards
to which such work is to be performed, schedule within which such work is to be
performed, and consideration which is due therefor. "Document" is to be con-
strued as including all appurtenances to the basic contract which are invoked as
being applicable to or made a part thereof.
Do Contract Change: That document which, when properly executed, delineates a
change in scope of work (including performance requirements), terms and
conditions, cost, or schedule of the "contract" as agreed to bilaterally by the
parties involved; or, which delineates a change by virtue of unilateral authority to
make such a change when such unilateral authority is defined in the contract.
Co Contract Administrator, Administration: That individual or functional organiza-
tional unit responsible for proper and timely handling of contract affairs such as,
but not limited to, negotiation, reporting, submission of change documents, in-
ternal communication of instructions and facts regarding compliance with contract
provisions including changes, etc.
do Requisition: That internal document, issued by Contract Administration which
authorizes the Voyager organization to carry out whatever activity may be required
for the fulfillment of contract requirements. It is the official interpretation of
Terms and Conditions for complete compliance.
e. Project Task Structure: A collection of work packages (see Project Funding
Instruction, work package) which, taken together, define the total project scope.
It constitutes the reference frame which relates each work package to all other
work packages and to the project.
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fe Project Funding Instruction (PFI): That document which assigns technical and
financial responsibility at the "work package" level to a specific performing
organization. This document is issued by the Project Control organization as a
result of the Requisition and subsequent to establishment of the Project Task
Structure.
ge Instruction Sheet (IS): That internal document used to supplement the Requisition,
either by supplying additional information or transmitting informatien regarding
amendments to the contract. Instruction Sheets bear the same basic number (each
subsequent IS bears a serially issued "dash" n-tuber for di_L_eFerentiatien and centro!)
and carry the same authority as the basic Requisition.
ho Work Package: A manageable collection of related project activities which serves
as a building block of project effort. A defineable portion thereof, having a
recognizable output and a definite beginning and ending date.
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2.0 ACTMTY ELEMENTS
2.1 PROPOSAL TO CONTRACT AWARD (See Figure 2-1).
In response to a Request for Proposal, a "Bid-No Bid" evaluation is made. The machinery
of that evaluation will not be discussed here, since the decision to bid the anticipated Voyager
Spacecraft RFP has already been consumated. The proposal team proceeds to respond to
the elements of the RFP and the proposal is formally submitted (in this case to JPL) by the
Manager of Business Management. Upon completion of customer evaluation and notice of
award, negotiation, definitionization and execution of the contract follow, and work is begun.
2.2 NEGOTIATION OF CONTRACT
Prior to negotiation sessions, a formal internal contract review takes place. The review
is accomplished by such appropriate organizations as Legal, Patent Counsel, Finance,
Contract Administration and the Engineering and Manufacturing organizations responsible
for performance of the effort. Contract Administration coordinates this review.
The negotiation basic package is expected to be the work package.
2.2.1 WORK STATEMENT ACCEPTANCE
For the original contract negotiation, the negotiation team will consist of the Project
Manager, the Manager of Business Management, the Manager of Contract Administration,
the Manager of Project Control, and the Manager, Systems Engineering, and such other
support personnel as they may require. The Chief Negotiator will be the Manager of Con-
tract Administration. For change negotiations (see Section 2.6), team selection will be
accomplished by this group, and a Chief Negotiator designated by the Manager of Business
Management. As a minimum, at least one representative of each of the following areas
will participate in any major ("major" and "minor" will be defined at a later date, and will
depend on the complexity of the change as well as the dollar amount) negotiation:
a. Project Manager
b. Technical area involved
c. Project Control
d. Finance
e. Business Management
2.2.2 INCENTIVE PROVISIONS
It is assumed that JPL will propose incentive provisions for application to the projected con-
tract, and that they will expect that General Electric will also propose incentive provisions.
A team, selected as in Section 2.2.1 will develop incentive factors which will allow an
equitable set of incentive provisions to be negotiated.
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Measurement and monitoring practices for the selected incentive provisions will be generated
and agreed to at the same time.
2.2.3 ACCEPTANCE OF WORK STATEMENT
The Work Statement will be evaluated prior to the negotiation, and areas of disagreement
(if any), along with suggested compromises, will be presented prior to the first negotiation
meeting (interface agreements will be initiated by the Interface Control Working Group,
see Interface Integration Plan). Inasmuch as the contract is expected to be a Cost-plus-
Incentive-Fee type contract, quantitativeness (particularly in the area of performance re-
quirements) will be a primary factor. For example, "design to meet expected environmental
requirements" would be unsatisfactory; "expected environmental requirements" would need
much more explicit definition.
2.3 DEFINITIZATION (See Figure 2-1).
Subsequent to the completion of negotiations, definitization can be expected to be a matter of
delineation of the agreements reached during the negotiation sessions.
2.4 EXECUTION (See Figure 2-1).
It is expected that the route to execution will not deviate essentially from that which has
been followed in the past, i.e., JPL will supply the basic contract, with pertinent appendages,
unexecuted, for execution by the proper General Electric officials. The partially executed
contract will be returned to JPL for execution. Upon receipt of the fully executed contract,
Go Ahead will occur.
2.5 ADMINISTRATION (See Figure 2-2).
2.5.1 GO AHEAD
Upon receipt of authorization to proceed (via TWX, letter, Contract Change Notice, or
Supplemental Agreement), the Contract Administrator will issue a Requisition, which, in
turn, will result in issuance of the Project Task Structure and Project Funding Instructions
by Project Control for the Project Manager. The Requisition is the only document issued
officially interpreting contract Terms and Conditions. These documents will have been
prepared based on the proposed contract, and modified if necessary during negotiations so
that they can be issued and effort can be started most expeditiously.
2.5.2 REPORTING
Issuance of the Requisition (or, in the case of a change to the contract, an Instruction
Sheet) places upon Project Control the responsibility for the issuance of documents which
identify specific tasks, communicate requirements for the accomplishment of those tasks,
and sets in motion the application of the techniques described in the PROJECT CONTROL
PLAN. Such action will not only result in the accomplishment of the effort required, but
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will also assure the timely gathering, coordination, and integration of information, and
the preparation of the reports required, including technical progress, financial and any
other required data. Contract Administration is then responsible for the timely submission
of the required report in contract compliant format.
2.6 CHANGES
The following subsections are intended to describe implementation of contract changes
within or without the scope of the "Changes" clause. In keeping with the intention to main-
tain both technical flexibility and contract compliance, we will work very closely with JPL
Procurement to affect timely negotiation and therefore timely implementation of such pro-
posed changes.
2.6.1 JPL INITIATED CHANGES (See Figure 2-3).
2.6.1.1 FORMAL (Bilateral)
In the event of a formal request from JPL for a change in the scope of work, cost, and/or
delivery schedule, Contract Administration will immediately have generated an evaluation
of the Request for, (i) feasibility, (2) impact on performance, cost and/or schedule, and
(3) proposal schedule. Should the evaluation result in a conclusion that the requested
modification is not feasible, JPL will immediately be notified and a meeting wherein reasons
for the conclusions are detailed will be set up in an attempt to reach agreement. When a
"feasible" conclusion is reached, JPL will be so informed by Contract Administration to-
gether with the supplying of information regarding the approximate magnitude of impact on
cost, schedule and/or performance, and an estimate of the time required to submit the
necessary proposal. Subsequent to the submission of the proposal, the sequence of events
will follow those set forth in Sections 2.1 - 2.5.
2.6.1.2 FORMAL (Unilateral)
In those situations where JPL unilaterally directs a change, receipt of such direction will
be evaluated first for agreement that it does, in fact, fall within the scope of such authority.
Assuming that the required change is agreed to as being within the authority of JPL to direct,
immediate action will be taken to affect the change by issuance of an Instruction Sheet.
Subsequently, a proposal will be submitted by Contract Administration to supply JPL with
the data necessary for the negotiation of an equitable adjustment to the contract, within
the time limit specified in the "Changes" article of the Contract. If no such adjustment
is deemed necessary, JPL will be so notified.
Should there be disagreement with regard to the necessary authority to direct such change,
J-PL will be immediately so notified so that agreement can be reached as to whether action
taken should be unilateral or bilateral. In the event of such disagreement, however, action
to comply with the directive will be implemented immediately despite the disagreement, and
any necessary adjustment will be made subsequently.
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In this case, the route described in Sections 2.1 - 2.4 will be followed, but the action
described in Section 2.5 will be implemented immediately.
2.6.1.3 INFORMAL
It is assumed that with the engineer-to-engineer relationship contemplated for performance
of the contract, certain changes will be deemed desirable in the course of interface contacts
between the two organizations. Project Control's communications plan directs the reporting
of the results of such meetings. In the event of such an agreement, action to affect the
change will be taken under the procedure described in Section 2.6.1.1. Evaluation, i.e.,
1) feasibility, 2) impact on Cost and Schedule, and 3) Proposal schedule will be undertaken
prior to receipt of formal request from JPL.
2.6.2 GE INITIATED (See Figure 2-4).
As the project proceeds, there will, from time to time, be changes recommended by
General Electric. When such an event occurs, the sequence of procedural events will be
as follows:
a. Discussion on engineer-to-engineer basis, for determination of feasibility.
Do Upon "feasibility" agreement, General Electric will proceed as though an RFP
had been received. Contract Administration will notify JPL that a proposal is
forthcoming, when it can be expected, its subject, and the approximate impact
on cost, schedule and performance. It is assumed that the cognizant JPL technical
personnel will have started action for proposal receipt within JPL. If the informa-
tion supplied by Contract Administration is sufficient to permit a negative response,
it is expected that JPL would so state and the effort would be terminated. Other-
wise, effort would proceed as in Sections 2.1 - 2.5.
2.7 TECHNICAL DIRECTION (TD) MEETINGS (See PROJECT CONTROL PLAN)
As a means of assuring technical flexibility, contract compliance, and progress required
to meet schedules and cost, it is recommended that periodic (period to be defined) meetings
be held for the express purpose of delineating possible trouble spots and defining action
items, for both GE and JPL, to solve the situation. Action items will be defined, the ob-
jective of the action will be specified, the individuals responsible for the action designated,
and the due date of results stated. Contract Administration will be responsible for follow-
up, liaison and reports of results of all contractual matters to JPL Procurement and Con-
tracts. Special TD meetings may be called at any time the situation so demands.
2.8 CONTRACT CLOSE-OUT
Upon completion of the contract, Contract Administration is charged with the responsibility
of integrating, among the operations affected, all action necessary to make certain that all
I0 of 12
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contract requirements are met. Official close-out notice is provided by an amending
Instruction Sheet, requiring preparation of a complete inventory of government and JPL-
owned property and the filing of final patent and/or royalty reports. If classified material
is involved, the Contract Administrator is charged with its proper disposition. He is also
charged with implementing whatever action may be necessary to modify the contract to
permit close-out.
2.9 PASADENA OFFICE PLANNING (SEE PASADENA ENGINEERING OFFICE)
The Contract Administration representative situated at our Pasadena Office will support
all of the areas discussed above. In addition to those general support activities mentioned
previously, his efforts will be utilized in coordination, physical arrangements, reporting,
and other liaison activities concerned with the TD meetings described in Section 2.7;
"on-the-spot" negotiation of "minor" modifications (limitation of "minor" will be defined
and set forth at a later date; complexity of modification will be a factor, as well as cost);
coordination and liaison for all non-resident GE Voyager personnel in the Pasadena area;
expediting of formal transactions of any nature; activity incident to the "rapid-handling,'
procedure set up for rapid transfer of original documents and material, sending and/or
receiving; other areas of effort incidental to conforming performance.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A Project Control Center has been established at VFSTC during Phase IA, and will be ex-
panded during Phase IB and 1I activities to meet the requirements of a centralized locatien
for:
• All Project schedule, cost and resource planning
Data collection for continuous measurement and analysis of progress against these
plans
Displays and charts showing current schedule and cost progress, significant tech-
nical data and other items required for management visbility - suitable for use by
all levels of JPL and GE management
• A hardwire communications system for internal/external use
• Project Reviews and meetings
Project planning and progress measurement personnel assigned to Project
Control and Voyager functional operations.
1.1 SUMMARY
_The Project Control Center (PCC) will consist of five major areas: Display Area, Conference
Room, Communications Room, Records Room, and Office Area. The resident staff will con-
sist of progress measurements and analysis personnel assigned to Project Control and
Voyager functional operations, as well as the necessary clerks, secretaries, oommuniaaticmj
operators and other supporting personnel.
Progress information will be accumulated by the P. C.C. Staff from many different sources
such as the Project Data Bank, reports, reviews, meetings, contact with direct contributors
and generally ,_valking-the-shop,,. This staff will be responsible for detailed schedule, cost
and resource planning for the entire Project, and for collecting, analyzing and presenting
information showing progress against these plans. This information will be transmitted, as
applicable, to and from other locations external to VFSTC (JPL, PEO, subcontractors,
associate contractors} via a comprehensive communications system. The total information
available will be accessible to all JPL and GE personnel as and when needed, and will be
continuously updated to current status.
Various means of presenting the information will be utilized. Major schedule, cost and tech-
nical milestones will be continuously on display. Supporting information of a less significant
nature will be available in the Records Room for immediate access. Presentations, reviews
and meetings will be held in the Conference Room, technical details and lower echelons of
schedule, cost and resource data will be displayed and filed in designated sections of the
Office area.
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2.0 DISPLAY AREA
The focal point of the Project Control Center will be the Display Area. It will contain those
charts, networks, diagrams, and plans which JPL and GE management require as a basis
for evaluating the current status of the project. Examples of those items which will be on
display are listed in Table 2-1.
The Display Area will be so constructed that it will be capable of becoming an extension of
the Conference Room. This will allow conference attendees to view the displays without
having to relocate. The physical arrmlgement will be such that optical projection techniques
can be utiliz__l in eitherthe Display Area or the Conference Room or both at once.
Other equipment to be located in the Display Area include motion picture, 35mm slide and
Vu-graph apparatus, blackboards, status boards, ete.
3.0 CONFERENCE ROOM
A large conference room will be included in the Project Control Center to afford a place for
project reviews and meetings, both internal and with JPL personnel. This room will be
designed with capabilities of being an extension of the Display Area when required. The pro-
jection equipment located in the Display Area will be designed so that it can be used in the
conference room with equal ease. Blackboards, easels, etc., will be included along with
the necessary complement of tables and chairs.
4.0 COMMUNICATIONS ROOM
This room will be the nerve center of the Project. It will contain the terminus for the hard-
wire communication systems to JPL, Pasadena Engineering Operation, major subcontractors
and associated contractors. A complete discussion of this communication system is con-
tained in VB120VP005 "Communications Plan". The following equipment will be located in
this room:
• The desk-side computer to provide access to the main computer
• The Data-fax Terminal equipment
• "TWX" Teletypewriters
• Telephone line terminal equipment (eg. "Call Directors'_
• Victor Electrowriter Remote Blackboard (under consideration).
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TABLE 2-1. TYPICAL DISPLAY ITEMS
Schedule Items
Master Milestone Charts and Project Schedule
Master PERT Summary Network
Subsystem Summary Networks
Fragnets of Current Interest
Schedule Projections to Completion
List of Critical Activity Scheduled Completions
Subcontractor Schedule Performance
Critical Action Items
Cost Item s
Master Work Breakdown Structure showing work packages
Project Cost Plan
Actual Expenditures and Committments to data and costs to complete
Incentive Performance Charts
Master Financial Plans for each major subsystem and tol_d Voyager Project
Selected Customer-required reports
Subcontractor cost performance
Critical Action Items
Technical Items
Power Distributions
Weight Distributions
Reliability Data
Inboard and Outboard Profiles
Major Mission Constraints
Major Subsystem Configuration and Performance Data Summaries
Critical Action Items
Miscellaneous Items
Manpower by type, operation and location
Voyager Project Organization Charts
JPL Organization Charts
Associated Contractor Organization Charts
Major Subcontractor Organization Charts
DSN Organization Charts
Key Personnel Chart or Index
Facility Utilization on VFSTC Floor Plan
Key Personnel Visit/Trip Schedule
Major Facilities and Test Equipment Usage Schedule
Meeting Schedule
Latest PAR Charts
Voyager Model
Critical Action Items
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NOTE:
Access to this area will be available only to those
personnel required to operate and maintain the equip-
ment.
In addition to the hardwire communication system, this room will also serve as the mail
distribution and collection center for the Project to facilitate rapid processing.
5.0 RECORDS ROOM
Supporting the Display Area will be a room containing those detail documents, charts, etc.,
which must be kept up to data and available for immediate references relative to schedules,
costs and resources, but which do not require continuous display. This room will also con-
tain those documents, records, publications and reports which are frequently consulted by
Project Control personnel, and will be separate and distinct from the document control
system described in the Data Management Plan, VB120VP007. Examples of those items to
be kept on file in the Records Room are listed in Table 5-1.
6.0 OFFICE AREA
Offices will be provided in the Project Control Center for all progress measurements and
analysis personnel assigned to the Project. Separate, but adjacent, areas will be assigned
to Project Cuntrol, and to each of their counterpart groups from the Voyager functional
operations of Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality Assurance and System Test. This
arrangement will facilitate integration of the total detail and top level project planning and
measurement activities by Project Control.
Adequate working space will be provided in each of these areas for the preparation of PERT
Networks, top level and detail working schedules, and for all other documentation and
activities required for planning, measurement and analysis.
7. 0 PEO INTERFACE
A project Status Room will be established at the Pasadena Engineering Office which will
function as a direct extension of the Project Control Center at VFSTC. This Status Center
will have a display and communication capability similar to that of the PCC at VFSTC. It
will not, however, include the control functions which will be performed at Valley Forge.
A more complete description of the Project Status Room, its functions and purpose is
included in the Pasadena Engineering Office Plan, VBll0VP017.
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TABLE 5-1. TYPICAL DATA AVAILABLE
Schedule
All Summary Networks
All Fragnets
Schedule Progress Measurement Data
Work Package and Task Schedules
Computer PERT Runs
ETC.
Cost
All Work Package Descriptions
Work Package and Task Cost Plans
Computer Cost Runs
Project Funding Instructions
Vouchered Hours Reports
Technical
Mission Specs
Functional Specs-all levels
Design Review Reports
Interface Documents
Top Assy Drawings
Miscellaneous
PAR Charts
Periodic reports
Project History
Visitor Log
Meeting Reports
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8.0 TYPICAL PROJECT CONTROL CENTER OPERATIONS
To illustrate the use of the Project Control Center, those activities which could occur in the
PCC at a particular time follows:
$ A meeting is being held in the Conference Room between the JPL resident
staff and the GE communication subsystem technical staff and Contract
Administration personnel to assess the impact of proposed changes on
overall mission capability and contract scope.
• Project Engineering is using the display area to evaluate present cost and
schedule status for an upcoming progress report.
• The Project Control Manager and Sub-Contracts Manager are discussing
schedules with subcontractor representatives in the office area.
• Progress measurement and analysis personnel are updating PERT networks with
technical personnel in the office area.
• Coding clerks are preparing the updated PERT fragnets for input to the
computer.
• The Project Manager is conversing with JPL via the leased phone line.
• The Data-phone line is being used by a JPL "COG" Engineer on the
desk -side computer at JPL to determine the schedule status of a
particular subsystem.
• The Pasadena Engineering Office has requested a particular technical
report which is being transmitted via Data-fax.
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I. 0 INTRODUCTION
Data Management is one of the elements of Configuration Management. It concerns itself
with identifying, selecting, acquiring and controlling the flow of data which is essential to
the definition, development, procurement, assembly and test of equipment for the Project.
The term "data" includes, without limitation, all source information such as reports, speci-
fications, standards, schedules, plans, drawings, photographs, manuals, handbooks, charts,
instructions, procedures, etc. Excluded is data which has only one time significance such
as, letters, non-technical memos or directives, and work sheets.
This plan is based on and closely parallels 17PC 500-6 "Apollo Documentation Administration
Instruction".
1.1 PURPOSE
This plan will provide the methods by which all participants in the Voyager Project will be
informed of the data which they will be required to prepare and submit. It specifies the
due date, frequency of submittal, the number and kind of copies which will be required to
assure that the data necessary to define, fabricate, assemble, test, procure, report and
control the spacecraft and OSE, is available when and where it is needed.
I. 2 SUMMARY
This plan establishes the categories and kinds of data which will be used to:
a. Inform project participants of the kinds of data which will be required from them.
b. Limit the categories and types of data which will be required consistent with cost/
effectiveness/analysis.
c. Provide uniformity, yet flexibility of documentation.
d. Assure continuity and currency of data throughout the life of the contract.
e. Assure meeting all scheduled completion requirements.
f. Assure that acquired documents are adequate to accomplish the purpose for which
they have been procured.
2.0 DATA MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Data Management will be assigned to the Project Control organization. The project data needs
will be established as a result of the activities of a Data Review Team and JPL contractual
requirements. This team will be composed of individuals qualified in the various disciplines
for which the data is required, and will be chaired by the manager responsible for Data
Management.
Requests for data preparation and submittal will be made through the use of the Document
Requirements List (DRL) (see Figure 2-1) and the Document Requirements Descriptions
(DRD) (see Figure 2-2) placed on in-house activities and on subcontractors, vendors and
suppliers by work statements. Work statements will be reviewed by Data Management to
assure compliance with the plan requirements.
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KIND OF REQUIRED DOCUMENT, LIMITED
TO 4I CHARACTERS. \
_ITLE
A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF
THE USE OF THE DOCUMENT,
INCLUDING REASON IT IS
REQUIRED.
LIST OTHER DRD'S WHERE
THEY HAVE A
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT OR
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
DATA ITEM BEING DESCRIBED
AND A BRIEF NARRATIVE
OF THE INDICATED
RE LATIONSHIP.
PROVIDE AMPLE INFORMATION
FOR PREPARATION OF THE
DOCUMENT BEING DESCRIBED ;
INCLUDE ALL NECESSARY
DETAILS OF PREPARATION
TO SATISFY THE REQUESTOR'S
FORMAL REQUIREMENTS
AND SHALL INCLUDE
APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS,
FREQUENCY OF REPORT-
ING AND DELIVERY DESTIN-
ATION.
.DOCUMENT REQUIREMENT DESC.
NUMBER
USE
INTERRELATIONSHIP
APPR. MGM_"VOYAGER DATA
DATE
APPR.
DATE JPL
REFERENCES
CII SOFTWARE CODE (S)
:PREPARATION INFORMATION
8-I/2 x ii WITH 3/4 MARGIN
ASSIGNED SEQUENTIALLY
BY VOYAGER DATA MGMT.
SIGNED AFTER DATA
REVIEW TEAM CONCURRENCE
__ SIGNED BY RESPONSIBLE
JP L OFFICIAL.
LIST OF APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
TO WHICH VOYAGER RESPONDENTS
-- MAY BE REFERRED FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CONCERNING THE
DOCUMENT REQUIREMENT.
Figure 2-2. Document Requirement Description
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During Phase IB complete Document Requirements Descriptions for each kind of document
anticipated and Document Requirements Lists for each major subsystem will be prepared
by Data Management.
The documents required from each participant and the due and completed dates will be entered
in the Project Data Bank together with their Configuration Identification Index (CID numbers.
Status will be visible through periodic printouts.
Data Management will continually review the due list and in the case of periodically scheduled
items, notify contributors in advance of the due dates.
In the event dates are missed, delinquent contributors will be contacted immediately for
corrective action.
3.0 DATA REQUIREMENTS
Table 3-1 shows the typical kinds of documents which will be required for one category
"Standards, Reliability and Quality Assurance,,. Data, for the purpose of classification, has
been divided into eleven functional categories as follows:
a. Project Management - Includes those documents that overlay the other categories
and are required to plan, review, authorize, and control at the Project Manager/
Project Control level.
b. Project Scheduling - Includes those documents which define and specify major
milestones, key events, and overall schedules.
c. Procurement and Subcontracting - Includes documents which plan, solicit, negotiate,
schedule, report and otherwise control procurement activities.
d. Configuration Management - Includes documents which are required for configuration
definition, control, and accounting.
e. Logistics - Includes documents which reflect spares planning and control.
f. Manpower/Financial - Includes documents which are used to plan, review, control,
and report manpower and financial resources.
g. Engineering Definition - Includes overall mis sion definitions, system/subsystem /
component functional specifications, requirements relative to design goals, perform-
ance, reliability, maintainability, transportability, and operational characteristics.
It also includes engineering functional analyses, studies, technical evaluations,
drawings, etc.
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h. Reliabfli .ty and Quality Assurance - Includes control and review procedure documents
used to assure that component, system, and subsystem design, manufacture,
assembly, and test produce items that meet the established specifications. It includes
such documents as the Reliability and Qualify Assurance plans, Reliability Apportion-
ment and assessments, Reliability Status Reports, Process Control procedures,
Inspection plans, and Quality Status reports.
i. S_afety - Includes documents which describe procedures, controls, studies, plans
and reports needed to assure the safety of all operations of the Voyager Project.
j. Test - Includes documents used to obtain, report and verify test information used
for evaluation of test objectives. Included are plans and procedures for design
verifications tests, T/A, F/A, and PTM tests, and for the development of check:
out procedures.
k. Manufacturing - Includes the detail procedures of planning, tooling, processes,
scheduling, fabrication, production control and reporting necessary to produce
hardware from a set of drawings and specifications.
The types of documents needed to fulfill the documentation requirements of each category
are shown as follows:
a. Plans
b. Directions, Instructions, Procedures
c. Schedules
d. Drawings
e. Specifications
f. Manuals
g. Lists (parts, equipment, indented, usage, etc)
h. Charts
i. Photographs
j. Records, Test Data, etc.
k. Reports
4.0 PROJECT DATA LIBRARY
Each subcontractor will be required to maintain a data management system consistent with
the requirements of this plan. These systems will be reviewed, approved and periodically
audited by Data Management.
A Document Library will be established at VFSTC, PEO and Field sites. These libraries
will contain complete up-to-date sets of documents necessary to perform the functions at
that location. Documents will be filed and cross-referenced to the configuration identification
index (CII) numbers.
A schematic representation of the flow of documents from determination of requirement until
it is placed in the libraries and its status recorded in the Project Data Bank is shown in
Figure 4-1.
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I.0 INTRODUCTION
The initial element of Voyager Project Control will be the Project Implementation Plan.
This will be the document used to provide formal over-all direction to all personnel assigned
to the Project. It is issued and revised regularly to reflect planning based on current pro-
ject status and JPL requirements. The Project Implementation Plan will contain and doc-
ument all Project objectives, requirements, procedures and policies. It will document
and record all interface agreements between JPL, the associate contractors and the Gener-
al Electric Company. The Plan will contain a definition of the Project in terms of the
Systems Engineering technical requirements and objectives (System Functional Specification),
the Configuration Baseline, the Work Breakdown Structure, the manufacturing and delivery
schedule, the Integrated Test Plan including acceptance and test schedules, and integrated
PERT Networks and Work Package Schedules and fragnets generated for use in Project
planning and reporting. Also included will be a detailed budget of expenditures for the Work
Packages defined in the Work Breakdown Structure in terms of both dollars and manpower
for the duration of the Work Package.
The Plan is basically a contract and project definition document that reflects and implements
the Contract Work Statement, and is restricted to activity which is within the scope of the
contract. It will cover every phase of the Work Statement and through narrative descrip-
tions, flow charts, diagrams, fragnet schedules and other means, will define all details
necessary for effective Project direction. Some of the support plans involved include:
• Engineering Design and Development Plan
• Reliability Assurance Plan
• Magnetic Cleanliness Plan
• EMI Plan
• Procurement and Fabrication Plan
• Quality Assurance Plan
• Assembly and Checkout Plan
• Integrated Test Plan
• T/A and PTM Plan
• Configuration Management Plan
• Data Management Plan
• Launch Operation Plan
• Space Flight Operations Plan
• Logistics Plan
• Safety Plan
• Facilities Plan
• Value Assurance Plan (under consideration for Voyager)
The Plan will be prepared and distributed by Project Engineering to all key Project person-
nel and will be formally updated on at least a quarterly basis to incorporate new information,
planning changes, scope changes, project progress, etc. Updating outside the scope of
Contract will be preceded by appropriate contract change action. The Project Implement-
ation Plan prepared during Phase IB will be the initial guide for Phase II.
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To supplement the formal updating of the Plan, Project Engineers will issue individual
Project Plans on specific project elements on an as-required basis.
Project Plans carry the same authorization as the Project Implementation Plan, and will
be an established method of providing project direction as soon as changes or revisions to
the basic Plan occur.
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I. 0 SUBCONTRACT MANAGEMENT PLAN
The management of major subcontractor effort for the project is assigned to Project Control.
Each subcontract manager will carry the same responsibility for performance in his area
as Project Control does for the over-all project. Major subcontractors, such as Motorola,
Inc. will each have a manager assigned; other subcontractors and vendors will be grouped
under one or more managers, depending upon the complexity, value and/or importance of
the subsystems or components.
The supporting organization for subcontract management will be similar in concept to the
project; - Engineering will provide work statements, specifications and technical direction;
Manufacturing Procurement will provide all subcontract administration support; each of the
other performing operations will provide in-house or resident support as required. The
job of Project Control is to assure that all the basic requirements of the project, such as
schedule, technical performance, cost, reliability, configuration management, quality
assurance, etc., are satisfied. The Procurement Plan includes a more complete description
of the subcontract managers' respons_flities and relationships with the Procurement
Operation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This plan defines the logistics functions that will be performed in support of the Voyager
Project.
2.0 LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
The Hardware Control organization of Project Control will establish a logistics function to
support activities during all phases of the project. They will be responsible for spare parts
activities in the following areas:
a. Provisioning
b. Material Control
c. Preservation and Packaging
d. Transportation
e. Repair, Replace and/or Disposition
f. Emergency Support
3.0 SPARES PROVISIONING
Figure 3-1 shows the Voyager Logistics Flow Diagram. Logical Spares will be identified
and selected and stock levels determined on the basis of engineering studies and data in-
puts relative to design, maintainability, reliability, cost, shelf-life, mean-time-between-
failures (MTBF), mean-time-to-repair, total use in the system and effect upon the
integrity of the Voyager system.
Spares will be selected down to the level of black-box or module replacement items for the
electronic equipment, but to a lower level for the mechanical end items. The total Voyager
system, except for major structures, OSE racks, etc. will be covered by at least one-of-a-
kind item for insurance against random test failures, even where high reliability- can be
predicted.
Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) and/or equipment existing under other contracts,
i.e. Mariner, will be utilized when and if it is feasible and available. Material lists and
drawings, etc. will be screened and recommendations will be made for the procurement of
spares to support this equipment. These spares will be subject to the same logistics con-
trols as Contractor Furnished Equipment (CFE).
Items selected as spares will be tabulated on Priced Spare Lists on a progression basis as
end items are defined by engineering. Spare parts for subcontracted equipment will like-
wise be put on Priced Spare Parts Lists after review and analysis by logistics personnel.
Items identified as long-lead-time-items will be released for procurement prior to the start
of the normal procurement support cycle in order to have spares support available in a
timely manner. This type release is an Interim Spare Parts List. Priced Spare Parts Lists
will be submitted for review and approval by JPL prior to being released to Production
Control for procurement. Spacecraft items with designated life such as pyrotechnics, paints
and epoxies are scheduled for automatic re-supply to insure availability at all times.
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Common stock items for OSE (attaching hardware, etc. ) and soft goods (paints, greases,
oils, etc. ) will be identified, selected, procured and shipped based on anticipated main-
tenance needs and usage. The field site will be stocked with limited quantities of this type
material. They will exercise a limited local procurement capability for those items not
readily available from Voyager Project stock and when time necessitates the use of this
option. This function will be strictly controlled to assure adherence to an established
budget and to ascertain that materials so procured are equivalent in quality to prime
materials and will not jeopardize mission or equipment end-items.
4.0 MATERIAL CONTROL
_9
Logistics personnel will be responsible for the timely, procurement, delivery and
allocation of spares to meet delivery requirements. Also the updating of documentation
to reflect consumption and transfer, additions and deletions due to emergency procurement,
new buys, design changes or engineering spares deletions.
Material Control reports will be generated either by computerized processes and print-
outs or by manual effort depending upon cost and the magnitude of the effort required. Re-
ports will show nomenclature, part number, Federal Stock Number (FSN), Federal Manu-
factures Code (FMC), quantity ordered, quantity shipped, inventory, locations, delinquencies
and unit of issue. Logistics personnel will direct the repair/rework and return of repair-
able items from the field or from stock if retrofit or rework is required. Logistics will
co-ordinate in-house analysis d field failures, discrepancy reports and distribution to the
Material Review Board. They will also direct disposition of obsolete materials and the
termination or turnover of residual spares at the completion of the project.
Logistics will organize and implement a system to provide coverage 24 hours a day for
emergency and priority requirements, and will be the interface for the AFETR Material
Control personnel.
Bonded storage areas will be established at AFETR and VFSTC. Minimum stock levels
will be available at the field location. Back-up stocks at VFSTC will allow rapid response
to emergency requests.
5.0 PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING
Working with Packaging Engineering, Logistics will ascertain that spares are packaged to the
best minimum commercial standards necessary to protect the integrity of the materials from
shock, vibration, humidity, temperature and from any other condition to which they might
be subjected in handling, transportation and storage.
Items requiring a higher degree of preservation due to delicate construction or of a perishable
nature due to deterioration or contamination will be considered critical and adequately
protected. Special consideration may be necessary for those items of MDE spares that will
eventually be located in Australia, Spain and South Africa.
NOTE: All of the above items will be packaged to provide the minimum cube, tare weight
and cost.
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6.0 TRANSPORTATION
Transportation criteria will be determined by considerations of weight, schedule, cost and
possible damage. Normal delivery of quantities of spares will be accomplished by commer-
cial trucking but air transportation is feasible and may be required by schedule commit-
ments. It may even at times (emergency) be necessary to hand-carry critical items to en-
sure timely delivery.
The transportation method selected will notexceed design restraints imposed by the spare part
primary mission.
NOTE: Items considered as sensitive, hazardous and of a problem nature will be
identified, packaged and transported accordingly.
7.0 FEDERAL CATALOGING
Federal Cataloging will be evaluated as to its application for Voyager Project participation
in the Federal Stock Supply System. This group will prescreen part numbers (except
Spacecraft new designs) to ascertain if the part has a Federal Stock Number (FSN) and is
already a part of the Federal Stock Supply System. When required, an Item Description
will be prepared in accordance with Federal Standard 5 to secure a FSN. The FSN is
made up of a Federal Supply Classification Code (FSC) and Federal Item Identification
Number (FHN). Federal Cataloging will also ensure use of proper nomenclature and
modifiers to describe items.
8.0 DESIGN CHANGES
Logistics, as a participating member of the Change Control Board, will be cognizant of
pending design changes which will affect spares or end item configuration; or result in field
retrofit planning and material procurement. Class I changes will result in the integration,
preparation, publishing and distribution of retrofit or Mod. Kit instructions. Logistics
will provide to the field the instructions, materials, special tools (if required) and the
technical data to effect the change. Retrofit status reports will be produced and maintained,
giving the kit number, shipping data and the incorporation date.
Field initiated retrofits and design change requests will be integrated with the in-house
responsible design group and Configuration Control and the Change Control Board prior to
incorporation and will then, if required and approved, be processed as above.
Spares in stock, either in-house or in the field, that require rework or retrofit will be pro-
cessed either by Mod. Kits in the field or returned to VFSTC for rework, and at the same
time as the prime equipment is updated, to prevent items of an unacceptable configuration
being available for inclusion into equipment. Spares that cannot be modified will be
declared obsolete and disposed of, either through scrap or other channels as directed.
A close liaison will be established and maintained between Logistics personnel and those
at the field site to give full and timely support to the Voyager Project.
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9.0 SYSTEM TESTED SPARES - OSE
Critical module or sub-assembly OSE spares which can adversely affect the operation of
a flight spacecraft will be system tested prior to installation. Whenever possible, the
spares are taken from the OSE assigned to the back-up spacecraft. System test is also
performed prior to shipment to the field location. Detailed records are maintained on these
items to follow the installation and test history.
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1.0 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Manpower and facility requirements will be developed by the Voyager functional operations,
together with Project Control.
Project Engineering is responsible for assuring that all resources required are available
when needed. They will accomplish this through their accumulated knowledge of the Project
requirements, the authority to allocate resources vested in them by the Project Manager,
and their direct access to Project/General Management as necessary.
Personnel staffing will be accomplished to the extent possible by assignment of known and
experienced personnel made available through planned phase outs of similar programs.
Supplementing this, extensive use will be made of the computerized Division Manpower
inventory which provides skills availability information (quantity, variety, and depth of
experience) pertaining to all Missile and Space Division employees.
A central facility and test equipment capability and location index which contains up-to-date
facility and test equipment capability, location and availability information will be used
extensively in selecting facility needs. A complete description of the facilities required
and selected for the Voyager Project is included in the Facilities Plan.
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1.0 RISK APPRAISAL OF PROGRAMS (RAPS)
RAPS is a management tool designed to provide risk appraisals from the inception of a pro-
ject through its performance phases to completion to direct Company management, project
management and customer attention to potential problem areas that may jeopardize suc-
cessful attainment of contract objectives. Although RAPS shows promise and is currently
being fully developed on another program, its use on the Voyager Project will be reserved,
pending full appraisal of its cost/effectiveness.
The objective of RAPS are accomplished within the structure of the system by checklists
which evaluate the risk associated with the resources that are available to the Project
(such as funds, state of the art knowledge, schedule restraints, etc.) and the risks associ-
ated with the management and operational practices that are to be used on the project.
Each checklist is completed and the corresponding risk assigned by the personnel who are
most knowledgeable and qualified to provide the information for their respective operations.
Risk appraisal inputs from all elements of the project are consolidated and presented on a
total project risk display with back-up substantiation data for all high risk areas. These
data are also presented to the customer for his evaluation and agreement as to the accept-
able level of risk assumed. Corrective action is taken by management to achieve an optimum
balanced program and appraisals are made periodically in the interest of maintaining such
balance.
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1.0 PROJECT AUDIT SYSTEM (PAS)
A Project audit will be performed by a team selected by top management, of highly qual-
ified personnel on a periodic basis in accordance with formal system procedures and dis-
ciplines. Project planning, management, controls, procedures, status, contract conform-
ance, etc. will be thoroughly evaluated and rated through working level interviews, question-
naires, Project reports and direct investigations to determine efficiency, effectiveness
and conformance to contract requirements.
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1.0 TECHNICAL DIRECTION MEETINGS - JPL/GE
GE recommends that formal Technical Direction Meetings at the Project management
level be held on a regularly scheduled basis with JPL for the purpose of reviewing contract
compliance, technical progress and initiating action on technical problems. These pros
blems will be committed to action items and assigned to specific personnel of both organ-
i_,ations for resolution within a specified time period. Minutes will be published and dis-
seminated to all participants. These periodic technical direction meetings between GE
and JPL will provide an opportunity for progressive revie,,,s of project status and arrival
at timely decisions on technical direction.
Working group meetings between GE and JPL on all major phases of the Project will be
utilized. These meetings will be used to assure in-process technical agreement on all
significant problems and plans. Thus when the final document is submitted, serious dis-
agreements will not exist.
Contract administration representatives from both JPL and GE will participate in this act-
ivity to assure contractual compliance with all agreements reached. In the event of a for-
mal request from JPL for changes in scope, procedures will be instituted by GE as des-
cribed in the Contract Administration Plan.
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I. 0 WORKING LEVEL PROJECT INTEGRATION MEETINGS
These will be periodic internal meetings, usually held in the Project Control Center,
ranging from daily to weekly, between Project Control personnel, Voyager functional
management and/ or functional engineers. Current schedule, cost and technical status on
each active work package will be reviewed in detail, and decisions made on future activity.
Meeting minutes will be formally documented and circulated. Where significant changes
in tasks within the Contract scope may occur, they will be immediately reflected in the
issuance of a Project Plan by Project Engineering as a supplement to the Project Implement-
ation Plan. Such changes will also be incorporated in a revised Project Funding Instruc-
tion.
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1.0 CHANGE CONTROL BOARD REVIEWS
These reviews will be established to approve or reject changes to configuration, and to
assure that all approved changes are in accordance with over-all project objectives; set
an introduction point for the change; assure that integration of the proposed change has been
accomplished, and arrange for obsolete material disposal. A complete description of the
Change ControlBoard is included in the Configuration Management Plan.
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1.0 PROJECT REVIEWS
Project Reviews will be held weekly (or more frequently if required) by the Project Manager
and his functional operations staff. These meetings will be normally held in the Project
Control Center to provide a reference for the discussion.
Project reviews will be used as a project control tool to assure the use of optimized con-
cepts, approaches, engineering solutions, and test methods; and to force strong emphasis
on reliability, proof of performance, producibility, safety and maintainability of the space-
craft and OSE. All Project Review meetings, both internal and with JPL and/or major
subcontractors, will generate Action Item Lists. These lists will receive the same moni-
toring, evaluation, and transmittal considerations as all other project documentation.
Reviews will be conducted in depth on a formal basis of all Project activities from the
system conceptual design, through acceptance and preflight checkout of the spacecraft
and OSE hardware, and through launch and flight-support activities, to provide continuous
project control. Participation by the JPL in-house team and the J'PL Project Office will
be invited. Assignments of responsibility for taking corrective actions and reporting the
results obtained will be agreed upon during each meeting so that the Project Manager can
assure the effective closing of each corrective action loop. These reviews will result in
specific, documented recommendations, and follow-up activity, and will fulfill the require-
ments of NPC-200-2 and NPC-250-1 with regard to design reviews.
Five major JPL conducted Project Reviews will be held during the project life cycle. These
reviews act as midcourse correction points where JPL can assess the Project's direction
and apply corrective guidance as necessary. These reviews are:
a. Functional Description Review occuring in Phase IB. At this point JPL approves
GE's understanding of the overall task as reflected in the Functional Descriptions:
b. Functional Specification Review occurring at the end of Phase IB. At this point
JPL approves the requirements governing the Phase H task.
Ce Preliminary Design Review occurring early in Phase H. At this point JPL reviews
the GE design approach as reflected in breadboard testing and approves release of
the design of the Engineering Hardware.
de Qualification Design Review occurring in Phase II. At this point JPL reviews the
hardware packaging approach on the basis of development testing, and approves
the release of design for type approval and proof test model testing. This review
is conducted on a subsystem/OSE end item level, and will extend over a three
month period.
e. Critical Design Review occurring in Phase II. At this point JPL reviews the develop-
ment results of each T/A and PTM cycle and approves the release of design for
the final flight and OSE hardware. This review is also conducted on a subsystem/
OSE end item level.
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i. 0 DIVISION VICE PRESIDENT PAR REVIEWS
The Missile and Space Division has developed and implemented a management information
and control system called the Program Appraisal and Review System (PAR). This system
provides the Division Vice President with the information he needs to evaluate the status
of the Voyager Project, and to take action as necessary to correct or prevent undesirable
situations. Through PAR, supplemented by other frequent contacts, the Project is afforded
the experience of top company management and full application of company resources is
assured where needed.
The PAR system employs 12 formal display charts which cover every aspect of the top
manager's project information needs. They provide a thorough, concise and penetrating
analysis of all facets of project status in a standardized format for easy assimilation, and
are presented on a semi-monthly, or monthly basis depending on Project status.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The following management systems are those which are administered primarily by the
Voyager functional operations. Additional systems selected for use by these operations
which basically affect their individual methods of operations are included and described
in each of the Project Plans included in this volume.
2.0 PARAMETER CONTROL
A technical management system for monitoring, controlling and reporting detailed and
overall status of Spacecraft parameters such as weight, balance, power profile and thermal
profile. Existing prediction techniques will be augmented, where applicable, by those
developed on the Apollo Program by the Apollo Support Dept. of GE-MSD.
3.0 MANUFACTURING/ENGINEERING HARDWARE REVIEW
Throughout the design cycle, hardware designs will be constantly reviewed and iterated
among Manufacturing, Quality Assurance and Engineering personnel in the interest of
assuring manufacturability, simplifying fabrication, eliminating tolerance problems,
reducing potential quality and reliability problems, facilitating testing, identifying potent-
ial procurement problems, and facilitating maintainability, as well as providing maximum
feedback from the total experience of the manufacturing and test organizations.
4.0 FAILURE REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
All test failures will be reported and analyzed by means of an established Failure Report-
ing and Analysis system to determine causes and corrective action. A complete descrip-
tion of this system is included in the Quality Assurance Plan.
5.0 cRrrICAL VENDOR SELECTION
This system provides a procedure for source selection of vendors who have the greatest
probability of producing satisfactory end products. A complete description of this system
is included in the Procurement Plan.
6.0 MAKE OR BUY PROCEDURES
These procedures provide an integrated analysis of a number of factors in arriving at make
or buy decisions, and provide for documenting the basis of such decision. A complete
description of these procedures is included in the Procurement Plan.
7.0 ZERO DEFECTS PROGRAM
The Zero Defects Program is a Division-wide activity designed to motivate all personnel
toward achieving a higher standard of performance in their work and activities. The pro-
gram is an organized approach to "doing it right the first time."
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8.0 COST IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The Cost Improvement Program encourages "part of the job" continuous cost reduction
effort - and is vigorously supported by management. Cost savings are formally documented,
verified, and evaluated by a management review board. Comparisons of annual savings
vs. assigned targets serve as one measure of performance on functional operations.
9.0 DESIGN REVIEWS
Design reviews to evaluate system designs, concepts, reliability and other factors necess-
ary to assure achievement of contract and mission requirements are conducted by the
Reliability Operation at scheduled steps throughout the design phase of the program. They
are attended by highly qualified representatives from all the disciplines involved and by
GE and outside consultants as required in specialized areas. Subsequent to completion of
design, reviews are called in case of repetitive or forecasted problems. A complete
description of this activity is included in the Reliability Plan.
10.0 RELIABILITY BOARD REVIEWS
Formalized reliability review action will be conducted during the design and development
phase of the project, and will be extended into the fabrication and test phases as required.
The reviews will be conducted by a Reliability Design Review Board with the purpose of
providing assistance to the cognizant engineers in optimizing the Spacecraft and OSE
designs. A complete description of this activity is included in the Reliability Plan.
11.0 INTEGRATED TEST BOARD REVIEWS
The Integrated Test Board (ITB) will be established during the Phase IB planning activities,
and will continue to function throughout the life of the Project as the control point for all
test planning, performance measurement and data certification. In addition, the ITB will
formally review and approve all flight acceptance and type acceptance criteria for all
components and systems. The Board will also confer, withhold or remove T/A status
based on a review of actual test data. A complete description of the ITB is included in
the Reliability Plan.
12.0 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD REVIEW
These reviews will be established to control materials, parts or assemblies which fall to
meet drawing or specification requirements, and to provide for disposition of discrepant
materials. A complete description of this activity is included in the Quality Assurance
Plan.
13.0 FAILURE ANALYSIS BOARD REVIEWS
This activity is part of the Failure Analysis and Reporting System described above. The
Board is established to review all test failures and provide the feedback information for
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corrective action. A complete description of this activity is included in the Quality
Assurance Plan.
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I.0 INTRODUCTION
The following management systems are those which are administered primarily by the
Voyager functional operations. Additional systems selected for use by these operations
which basically affect their individual methods of operations are included and described
in each of the Project Plans included in this volume.
2.0 PARAMETER CONTROL
A technical management system for monitoring, controlling and reporting detailed and
overall status of Spacecraft parameters such as weight, balance, power profile and thermal
profile. Existing prediction techniques will be augmented, where applicable, by those
developed on the Apollo Program by the Apollo Support Dept. of GE-MSD.
3.0 MANUFACTURING/ENGINEERING HARDWARE REVIEW
Throughout the design cycle, hardware designs will be constantly reviewed and iterated
among Manufacturing, Quality Assurance and Engineering personnel in the interest of
assuring manufacturability, simplifying fabrication, eliminating tolerance problems,
reducing potential quality and reliability problems, facilitating testing, identifying potent-
ial procurement problems, and facilitating maintainability, as well as providing maximum
feedback from the total experience of the manufacturing and test organizations.
4.0 FAILURE REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
All test failures will be reported and analyzed by means of an established Failure Report-
ing and Analysis system to determine causes and corrective action. A complete descrip-
tion of this system is included in the Quality Assurance Plan.
5.0 cRrrICAL VENDOR SELECTION
This system provides a procedure for source selection of vendors who have the greatest
probability of producing satisfactory end products. A complete description of this system
is included in the Procurement Plan.
6.0 MAKE OR BUY PROCEDURES
These procedures provide an integrated analysis of a number of factors in arriving at make
or buy decisions, and provide for documenting the basis of such decision. A complete
description of these procedures is included in the Procurement Plan.
7.0 ZERO DEFECTS PROGRAM
The Zero Defects Program is a Division-wide activity designed to motivate all personnel
toward achieving a higher standard of performance in their work and activities. The pro-
gram is an organized approach to "doing it right the first time."
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8.0 COST IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The Cost Improvement Program encourages "part of the job" continuous cost reduction
effort - and is vigorously supported by management. Cost savings are formally documented,
verified, and evaluated by a management review board. Comparisons of annual savings
vs. assigned targets serve as one measure of performance on functional operations.
9.0 DESIGN REVIEWS
Design reviews to evaluate system designs, concepts, reliability and other factors necess-
ary to assure achievement of contract and mission requirements are conducted by the
l_eliability Operation at scheduled steps throughout the design phase of the program. They
are attended by highly qualified representatives from all the disciplines involved and by
GE and outside consultants as required in specialized areas. Subsequent to completion of
design, reviews are called in case of repetitive or forecasted problems. A complete
description of this activity is included in the Reliability Plan.
10.0 RELIABILITY BOARD REVIEWS
Formalized reliability review action will be conducted during the design and development
phase of the project, and will be extended into the fabrication and test phases as required.
The reviews will be conducted by a Reliability Design Review Board with the purpose of
providing assistance to the cognizant engineers in optimizing the Spacecraft and OSE
designs. A complete description of this activity is included in the Reliability Plan.
11.0 INTEGRATED TEST BOARD REVIEWS
The Integrated Test Board (ITB) will be established during the Phase IB planning activities,
and will continue to function throughout the life of the Project as the control point for all
test planning, performance measurement and data certification. In addition, the ITB will
formally review and approve all flight acceptance and type acceptance criteria for all
components and systems. The Board will also confer, withhold or remove T/A status
based on a review of actual test data. A complete description of the ITB is included in
the Reliability Plan.
12.0 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD REVIEW
These reviews will be established to control materials, parts or assemblies which fail to
meet drawing or specification requirements, and to provide for disposition of discrepant
materials. A complete description of this activity is included in the Quality Assurance
Plan.
13.0 FAILURE ANALYSIS BOARD REVIEWS
This activity is part of the Failure Analysis and Reporting System described above. The
Board is established to review all test failures and provide the feedback informstion for
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corrective action. A complete description of this activity is included in the Quality
Assurance Plan.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The following management systems are those which are administered primarily by the
Voyager functional operations. Additional systems selected for use by these operations
which basically affect their individual methods of operations are included and described
in each of the Project Plans included in this volume.
2.0 PARAMETER CONTROL
A technical management system for monitoring, controlling and reporting detailed and
overall status of Spacecraft parameters such as weight, balance, power profile and thermal
profile. Existing prediction techniques will be augmented, where applicable, by those
developed on the Apollo Program by the Apollo Support Dept. of GE-MSD.
3.0 MANUFACTURING/ENGINEERING HARDWARE REVIEW
Throughout the design cycle, hardware designs will be constantly reviewed and iterated
among Manufacturing, Quality Assurance and Engineering personnel in the interest of
assuring manufacturability, simplifying fabrication, eliminating tolerance problems,
reducing potential quality and reliability problems, facilitating testing, identifying potent-
ial procurement problems, and facilitating maintainability, as well as providing maximum
feedback from the total experience of the manufacturing and test organizations.
4.0 FAILURE REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
All test failures will be reported and analyzed by means of an established Failure Report-
ing and Analysis system to determine causes and corrective action. A complete descrip-
tion of this system is included in the Quality Assurance Plan.
5.0 CRITICAL VENDOR SELECTION
This system provides a procedure for source selection of vendors who have the greatest
probability of producing satisfactory end products. A complete description of this system
is included in the Procurement Plan.
6.0 MAKE OR BUY PROCEDURES
These procedures provide an integrated analysis of a number of factors in arriving at make
or buy decisions, and provide for documenting the basis of such decision. A complete
description of these procedures is included in the Procurement Plan.
7.0 ZERO DEFECTS PROGRAM
The Zero Defects Program is a Division-wide activity designed to motivate all personnel
toward achieving a higher standard of performance in their work and activities. The pro-
gram is an organized approach to "doing it right the first time."
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8.0 COST IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The Cost Improvement Program encourages "part of the job" continuous cost reduction
effort - and is vigorously supported by management. Cost savings are formally documented,
verified, and evaluated by a management review board. Comparisons of annual savings
vs. assigned targets serve as one measure of performance on functional operations.
9.0 DESIGN REVIEWS
Design reviews to evaluate system designs, concepts, reliability and other factors necess-
ary to assure achievement of contract and mission requirements are conducted by the
Reliability Operation at scheduled steps throughout the design phase of the program. They
are attended by highly qualified representatives from all the disciplines involved and by
GE and outside consultants as required in specialized areas. Subsequent to completion of
design, reviews are called in case of repetitive or forecasted problems. A complete
description of this activity is included in the Reliability Plan.
I0.0 RELIABILITY BOARD REVIEWS
Formalized reliability review action will be conducted during the design and development
phase of the project, and will be extended into the fabrication and test phases as required.
The reviews will be conducted by a Reliability Design Review Board with the purpose of
providing assistance to the cognizant engineers in optimizing the Spacecraft and OSE
designs. A complete description of this activity is included in the Reliability Plan.
11.0 INTEGRATED TEST BOARD REVIEWS
The Integrated Test Board (ITB) will be established during the Phase IB planning activities,
and will continue to function throughout the life of the Project as the control point for all
test planning, performance measurement and data certification. In addition, the rrB will
formally review and approve all flight acceptance and type acceptance criteria for all
components and systems. The Board will also confer, withhold or remove T/A status
based on a review of actual test data. A complete description of the ITB is included in
the Reliability Plan.
12.0 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD REVIEW
These reviews will be established to control materials, parts or assemblies which fail to
meet drawing or specification requirements, and to provide for disposition of discrepant
materials. A complete description of this activity is included in the Quality Assurance
Plan.
13.0 FAILURE ANALYSIS BOARD REVIEWS
This activity is part of the Failure Analysis and Reporting System described above. The
Board is established to review all test failures and provide the feedback information for
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corrective action. A complete description of this activity is included in the Quality
Assurance Plan.
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